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ABSTRACT 
This study examines the spatial economic impact of highway invest-
ment in South Carolina. It applies geographical information systems 
(GIS), quasi-experimental and econometric methods of analysis to analyze 
the linkage between highways and regional growth as manifested through 
employment change. The data include 1970 and 1980 County Census 
Division (CCD) employment by industrial division and some 57,000 obser-
vations of firm level employment by industry division from the 1989 Dun 
and Bradstreet files for SC and 2,700 observations from the 1989 South 
Carolina Industrial Directory. The firm level employment data are 
geocoded to allow GIS spatial manipulation of the observations . CCD 
geography is augmented via GIS by zip code boundaries. Firm level 
employment is allocated to the resulting CCD/ZIP overlays or "Z" 
regions . Both Z region and CCD regions are used as cross-sectional 
observations for quasi-experimental and econometric analyses . 
Quasi-experimental tests at the CCD level suggest that new four 
lane highways stimulate employment growth in rural and urban CCDs in 
middle to latter stages of local development with pre-growth conditions 
established, e.g. , average and above average incomes , low unemployment 
rates , and an educated labor force. Rural CCDs in early to middle 
stages of growth tend to be more responsive to highway treatment than 
their urban counterparts, while rural CCDs in the earliest stages of 
development do not realize significant growth in employment given new 
highways. 
CCTMSON .UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
iii 
Spatial disaggregation of CCDs to the Z region level and assessment 
of primary and secondary economic impacts indicate that regional proxim-
ity to new highways is associated with new firm employment. Those Z 
regions within 5km (primary impact regions) of new four lane highways 
experience greater employment addition than those Z regions located 
between 5.01 and 10km (secondary impact regions) from new highways. 
And, although highway treatment alone encourages employment addition, 
highway treatment interacting with socioeconomic class appears to be the 
driving force influencing regional employment change in primary impact 
regions. 
Simple OLS regression and Tobit estimates of the econometric model 
indicate that increases in four lane highway access promote positive 
employment change in South Carolina. Additionally, increases in water 
and sewer capacity promote positive employment change in the subsequent 
period. Location of a Z region along the Interstate 85 corridor con-
tribute to employment addition only in the durable manufacturing and 
transportation and public utilities industries. And, ramp access to 
interstate highways as well as two lane roads contribute to growth in 
the durable and nondurable manufacturing industries . 
Greater than average initial employment in the beginning of the 
period stimulates new 1980s employment additions in all industries. 
Spatial isolation of a Z region from urban core areas is attractive to 
new firms in 5 of the 15 industries examined . Comparatively, urban core 
regions and urban-fringe regions attract new firms in fewer industries, 
ceteris paribus. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Outline of Objectives 
The purpose of this research effort is to examine the economic 
impact of highway investment in South Carolina. It builds upon an 
earlier project that mapped water and sewer lines and highways in South 
Carolina as part of a statewide geographic information system (GIS) for 
infrastructure planning. As such, it cooperates with a research ini-
tiative developed by the South Carolina State Development Board to 
devise a framework for simulating and evaluating proposed infrastructure 
investment in the state. 
The primary objective is to analyze the relationship between 
highway investment and regional growth as manifested through employment 
change. Several steps are taken to accomplish this. These are: 
1. use GIS to construct a set of variables based on spatial 
economic and physical characteristics rather than political 
boundaries, 
2. test for association between highway investment and regional 
employment change, 
3. control for regional "socioeconomic stage of development" when 
measuring the total impact of highways, 
4. develop a predictive model of highway investment effects upon 
firm location behavior in South Carolina, and 
5. examine the predictive model for strengths and weaknesses. 
Quasi-experimental techniques are used to test for association, at 
different periods of time between regional employment addition by 
industry group and four lane highway investment. By extending the 
quasi-experimental analysis, the direction of any causal linkages 
between highways and regional employment change are examined using an 
econometric model. This model isolates the effects on firm location of 
four lane highway investment while controlling for the influence of two 
lane road density, interstate highway access, water and sewer invest-
ment, and agglomeration economies. 
The Role for Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS) 
A GIS assists in accomplishing these multiple tasks. The GIS, 
using ARCINFO software, is used to construct a spatial database for 
region delineation and model formulation based on: 
1. regional stage of development as defined by income and labor 
force participation; 
2. timing of four lane highway construction and timing of firm 
start ups; 
3. geographic or spatial characteristics, e.g., access and 
proximity of regions to highways and urban core areas; and 
4. initial employment conditions or agglomeration economies. 
A GIS enables construction of these variables from several spatial 
perspectives. These include: 
1. the location of a region within a spatial hierarchy of similar 
regions based on some economic characteristic or physical 
feature, such as income levels or proximity to interstate 
highway; 
2. the distance separating a region from a particular feature, 
such as a four lane highway or urban area, considered in 
continuous terms, such as meters, or discrete terms, such as 
"near to;" 
2 
3. the physical cointegration of spatial attributes overlaid upon 
other spatial attributes to provide multi-dimensions of a given 
spatial phenomenon; 
4 . the physical characteristics of a region, such as size of 
region in area meters, or characteristics of one variable, such 
as length of highway; and 
3 
5. the reselection of spatial variables to segregate regions or 
create a new variable, based upon some criterion, such as time, 
distance from a feature, or size. 
Constructing a small region econometric model from such multi-
dimensional perspectives may exacerbate the potential problems 
associated with spatial autocorrelation. That is, if residual spatial 
autocorrelation exists , parameter estimates are not efficient and 
statistical tests are biased. Spatial disaggregation of these larger 
political subdivisions into smaller units to refine the geographical 
selection process while increasing the sample size may further aggravate 
the independence of error terms over space. Alternatively, the creation 
of impact regions, via GIS, that are smaller and more numerous yet 
spatially sensitive to economic and physical characteristics, may 
actually weaken the threat of spatial autocorrelation while serving to 
estimate more precisely small region impacts. 
These GIS applications are expected to improve evaluative ap-
proaches to regional and thus spatial problems. With improved methods 
for analyzing regional impacts, policy makers may be provided with more 
accurate information to reference when allocating local tax funds. 
Organization of Study 
The study consists of seven sections. Chapter I introduces the 
problem and describes its spatial nature and thereby outlines the role 
for GIS in attacking the problem. Chapter II reviews empirical litera-
ture on previous efforts to define the association between regional 
growth and physical infrastructure investment. Chapter III discusses 
empirical tools, data development, and outlines the analytical proce-
dures. Chapters IV and V present the results from the quasi-experimental 
technique, using both conventional political boundaries and GIS created 
regions. Chapter VI discusses the development and results of a predic-
tive model that measures the impact of highway investment on regional 
growth as manifested through firm level employment change by industry 
group. Chapter VII reviews the objectives, summarizes the findings, 
considers the implications for policy makers, and ponders questions 
which might merit future investigation. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
Literature citing the regional economic impact of highways is as 
plentiful as it is contradictory. Beginning with early impact studies 
of the interstate highway system, regional economists have been haunted 
with this question: can highway expenditures stimulate localized eco-
nomic growth? Varied analytical methods have been utilized in the 
search for a causal link between highways and regional prosperity . 
While some studies indicate strong positive associations between highway 
investment and regional growth, others find that the impact does not 
differ significantly from zero. 
In an attempt to build a theoretical base to explain these varied 
results , Nijkamp (1986) explores the nature of causality between 
highways and regional growth. Drawing upon Richardson's (1973) theory 
of regional development potential, he argues that although highways are 
important to regional development , they are not necessarily determin-
istic . Nijkamp analyzes production and potentiality factors to identify 
disparities among regions with approximately equal private stock . He 
concludes that both network and urban infrastructure provide a signif-
icant explanation for regional development, asserting that it is the 
stage of total socioeconomic development in an area or region that 
determines the effects of infrastructure investment . It cannot be 
deduced from research that infrastructure investment will lead~ priori 
to regional development improvement . This implies that infrastructure 
policy is only a conditional policy dependent upon a number of regional 
socioeconomic elements. 
Wilson et al. (1985) similarly attribute weak relationships 
between regional economic growth and highway investment to "saturation 
and shift" (p.10). That is, as the highway system becomes saturated 
with increased mileage, developmental effects become progressively 
diluted. New highways at some point act only as people movers. Build-
ing upon Richardson and Nijkamp's work, Wilson maintains that the phase 
of development is an important factor. In early stages a new highway 
encourages regional development whereas later it improves personal 
mobility . Similarly, Baerwald (1982) cites historical factors and the 
timing of highway investment as an important factor in the regional 
development process. 
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Isserman (and Isserman et al., 1982, 1987, 1989) take a geograph-
ical approach to the analysis through the use of a quasi-experimental 
research design. Assessing the effectiveness of highways in spawning 
growth requires the consideration of spatial relations, such as where it 
is, what it connects, and what it is near, to name a few. Noting that 
earlier research attempted some facsimile of quasi-experimental proce-
dure (Wheat, 1970), Isserman strives to refine such attempts . He com-
pares regional growth differences between regions treated with highways 
and similar regions not treated with highways . His empirical results 
indicate that although there are benefits associated with linking a city 
and its county to the interstate system, no significant benefits con-
tinue after the construction phase. 
Another body of literature emphasizes that it is the process of 
regional growth that must be considered as integral to any impact 
analysis. Storper (1986), for instance, contends that it is the his-
torical element of a region that should be remembered when analyzing 
disparities in regional growth. That is, the political, social and 
institutional resources are what are shaped and ordered to tailor 
expansion of industries and thus regions . In fact, Arthur (1989, 1990) 
suggests, like Storper, that increasing returns to scale in the early 
development of an industry in a region act to emphasize small chance 
events during adoption so that it is difficult to determine or predict 
regional market share and thus growth . And, Krugman (1991) similarly 
argues that concentration of regional growth and thus disparities must 
be examined via examining the "economic geographical" history of that 
region (p. 484). Hence, the idea of constructing infrastructure policy 
with the sole purpose of stimulating regional income convergence may be 
dubious if these socioeconomic regional factors are disregarded. 
Homogeneity 
Analytical approaches that consider such geographical detail are 
not common, however. Rather than consideration of economic and geo-
graphic diversity in the decision as to whether a new highway will 
stimulate growth, American history reflects quite the opposite 
perception. 
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The development of the interstate highway system, authorized in 
1956 by the Federal Highway Act, spawned political discussions that 
revolved around one question primarily; that was not whether highways 
stimulated economic growth, but to what extent. Physical infrastructure 
investment, particularly transportation innovations, inspired vast 
socioeconomic change and regional growth in the United States. The 
construction of navigable water routes, then railways, and later roads, 
highways, and the interstate system nurtured a perception of a causal 
role between transportation and economic growth. Increased access, it 
was commonly theorized, would stimulate growth in manufacturing and 
commercial activity. Disciples of central place and growth pole theory 
maintained that industry would seek, presumably, locational advantages 
revealed by major highway improvement schemes (Losch, 1938; Weber, 
1929). Early efforts by Zipf (1949) and others (Niedercorn and 
Bechhdolt, Jr., 1969) to derive a law of gravity for industrial devel-
opment and regional growth initiated a genre of research on transporta-
tion and economic development potential. 
Gamble et al. (1966), for example, argued that input/output 
analysis must be developed as a means of predicting the "probable 
growth" created by new highways in the form of new firms and a sub-
sequent increase in the demand for goods and services. Locational 
determinants for such firms were considered valuable information as 
another library of research was built to house numerous such studies. 
Many of these efforts surmised, however, that the most frequently 
mentioned location factor was proximity to highways, in addition to 
markets and abundant supply of labor and land (Kiley, 1966). 
Early statistical analyses (generally simple regression, rank 
correlation or descriptive, i.e., survey data) then attempted to 
estimate economic growth primarily as related to changes in population 
and land use based on this desirable proximity to highways. Twark 
(1967) discovered, for example, that daily traffic on a cross-route, on 
the interstate highway, and some population measure were positively 
correlated with new development at interchanges. And, economic 
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development at the interchange was inversely related to distance from 
the nearest urban center. 
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Babcock and Snehamay (1971) attempted to predict land development 
along controlled-access freeways. Their results indicated that rural 
areas produced no predictable pattern and urban areas could not produce 
statistical predictions. Suburban areas, however, typically experienced 
expansion of motels, service stations, and industries. 
Emerging Doubts 
As the interstate highway system neared completion and post 
construction data became available, evidence for assured "blanket" 
growth, as presumed earlier, became increasingly less evident. 
Enactment of the Appalachian Regional Development Act of 1965, to 
promote regional growth and raise living standards, generated 
contradictory studies and results. 
Munro (1966) and Straszheim (1972), for example, criticized the 
Appalachian (ARC) highway investment program for its lack of 
investigative detail in the planning phase. They surmised that it was 
an efficiency-criterion program rather than redistributive as was 
intended. Admittedly, highway construction might have interregional 
effects, but even so, Munro questioned, were the existing highways so 
inefficient as to justify highway investment as a development strategy? 
Straszheim added that ARC highway expenditures would be more likely to 
encourage outmigration. Additionally, Hale and Walters (1974) deter-
mined that greater benefits in transportation and employment would be 
felt in the periphery or secondary growth centers of Appalachia and 
regional outmigration would be the end result. · Hansen (1966) decried 
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the policy for its neglect of opportunity cost and labor mobility 
issues. Short-run investment, he argued, should be allocated to social 
overhead capital (education and health care) with longer-run emphasis on 
a combination of social and economic (highway) investment. 
Similarly, Kuehn and West (1971), in their analysis of the Ozarks 
Economic Development Region, concluded that highways primarily influence 
regional supply conditions. In fact, highways, they contended, probably 
serve to encourage only initial growth in employment and income which 
induce additional highway construction. Rank correlation coefficients 
indicated that they were not crucial factors in economic development in 
the Ozark Region. 
Gribbins et al. (1965), finding insignificant regression coeffi-
cients for highway associated land value changes, simply deduced: 
The major effects of [interstate highway] construction will be 
gradual and intermixed with the effects of other factors con-
trolling an area's economic development. If the economy of an 
area is basically sound and is growing, then it will continue 
to grow; if it is basically depressed, then it will remain 
depressed. (p.29). 
Evolving Theory and Methodology 
Academic literature, subsequently, criticized measurement tech-
niques as lacking sophistication. Social scientists called for new and 
more precisely defined appraisal schemes based upon more theoretically 
grounded methodology. And, the call inspired researchers to ask 
different questions. Specifically, there surfaced a need to clarify 
what constituted benefits (primary or "direct" and secondary or 
"indirect") of highway investment . Conventional cost-benefit analyses 
concentrated on direct user benefits exclusively . This translated 
loosely (but acceptably) to increases in user savings in terms of travel 
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time, vehicle operating costs, and accidents in pre- and post-highway 
conditions. These savings were compared to capital cost of highway 
construction projects to analyze the investment returns (Gruver, 1974). 
In fact, appraisers in Great Britain considered traffic level 
forecasts as the primary input in impact models. The British DOT 
contended that "the only impacts of a road scheme that can be estimated 
sufficiently accurately to justify their inclusion in a formal cost-
benefit calculation are savings in travel time and vehicle operating 
costs and accident cost savings" (Pearman and Button, 1980; p. 40). 
Apparently it was assumed that historically based growth rates to 
predict traffic benefits could serve to reasonably approximate total 
benefits. 
It was argued additionally that user benefits "include all the real 
benefits resulting from a project or that any indirect effects bear some 
constant relation to user benefits so that ranking would be unaffected 
by their explicit consideration" (Gwilliam, 1970; p. 175). The con-
tention, however, was that if abnormally large indirect effects occurred 
in the form of "reorganization of the economic structure" then conven-
tional techniques would rank highway projects incorrectly (p. 175). In 
other words, over or under-estimation could occur. 
Much of the debate regarding indirect benefits stagnated under the 
perception that very different techniques and data would be required for 
evaluating those indirect highway induced effects versus those generated 
by a plant or dam. Exactly, what were the external economies or dis-
economies to expect and how were they to be measured? Transportation 
improvements that lowered unit transport costs were understood, conserv-
atively, as having a dual effect. First, direct benefits would accrue 
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by reducing distribution costs of pre-highway production levels. And 
secondly, indirect benefits would result as industrial reorganization 
occurred due to more efficient transport intensive production and 
distribution of goods. In other words, large indirect effects asso-
ciated with road investments may be embodied in production costs through 
the shipment of intermediate goods causing factor and commodity 
substitution to occur. 
Mohring and Williamson (1969) reiterated the more conventional 
view, however, contending that such reorganization benefits could be 
measured accurately by gauging conventional transportation cost savings. 
Highway improvement produced external economies to an area outside 
transportation cost savings, they concurred. And "non-user" benefits, 
which included "rearrangements, and various internal and external 
economies" not associated with traditional user savings, generated 
reorganization or restructuring of industry, commerce, and households 
(p. 252). But, benefit estimation based on consumer demand for trans-
portation, in addition to production costs (pre- and post-highway 
investment), were valid in dealing with transportation investments. 
Mohring (along with Boyd, 1971) pursued the problem of highway 
induced externalities . The confusion regarding externalities derived 
from absence of an assignment of property rights to highways. External 
diseconomies could be shaped into economies given the existence of 
property rights that would allow charge of production of externalities 
by one to be equated with charges of externalities by another. There 
would be bargaining regarding the extent of, for example, presupposed 
positive economic changes as a result of highway construction and 
associated increase in congestion, noise, and carbon monoxide. Any 
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divergence between user/producer costs and benefits would be lessened if 
this mutual negotiation process were allowed to occur. 
Dodgson (1973) observed that if one defines secondary benefits or 
externalities as external to all road users then in a developed economy 
there will be few that should be included as benefits. Instead, such 
economic impacts are due to multiplier effects on an underemployed 
economy in that transportation is an intermediate good which would 
affect final consumer demand. In full-employment economies, then, the 
relation between employment growth and transport cost differences, i.e., 
secondary benefits, would be uncertain or negligible (Dodgson, 1973). 
Likewise, Lord (1972) intended to show the quantitative signifi-
cance of secondary effects or pecuniary economies which might result 
from highway improvement (p. 2). He developed a linear programming 
model based on I/0 data to simulate the effect of lower highway user 
costs on level of local production. "If improved highways would lower 
the local production price below import price then local production in 
the analyzed sectors should supplant imports" (p. 11). If scale econo-
mies are ignored, however, and investment is not coordinated then local 
production may not increase. 
In contrast, Miller (1977) underscored the measurement problem with 
quantifying variables noting that typical costs measured should include 
obvious direct costs of administration, construction, and maintenance. 
And indirect costs were the foregone opportunities of project funds. He 
observed that even though the economic success of highways is considered 
to be an increase in GNP, this does not imply the majority of people 
will improve their standard of living. Further he noted that although 
measurements of income gains to secondary industries are included, 
little attention is given to losses absorbed by these industries as a 
result of highway-related changes in product consumption and industry 
location. Thus, net benefits, commonly excluded, must include socio-
logical factors such as losses to existing laborers and industries. 
Miller called for more studies after highway construction to better 
evaluate how well feasibility studies treated the variables. 
Emerging Trends 
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Current research appears to agree that highway impact, in the 
context of regional economic development, requires consideration of 
certain key elements. Examination of economic growth history, present 
status, and future expectations, maintaining geographic location as a 
crucial factor, is the common thread that stitches together current work 
on this topic. Fox (1987) poses specific questions to be addressed. He 
argues that the effect of highways on individual firm location depends 
on: "the linkage between economic development and infrastructure, the 
manner in which infrastructure is financed, and the existing economic 
development of the community" (p. 285). Therefore, understanding 
potential regional development is vital to measuring potential effec-
tiveness of infrastructure policy that has economic development as its 
objective. In other words, "transportation improvements by themselves 
cannot create a comparative advantage where none exists" (Fox, 1989; p. 
296). New highways cannot compensate for poor geographic firm location 
nor other deficits in productive inputs. Thus, "the cost of shipping 
goods from more remote places remains higher, even with better highways" 
(p. 296). More recently Fox and Murray (1990) indicate that highways 
increase entry rates of new firms, however. Generally, highways must be 
built with a clear understanding of what are the specific needs of 
localities. 
Broader socioeconomic measures have emerged as part of the total 
benefits picture. Poole (1982), for example, in designing a "benefit 
matrix model," includes economic development potential, environmental 
impact, and relation to existing state arterial system (measured as a 
value of through traffic) as quantifiable elements in addition to the 
more traditional user benefits and costs. 
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A drive to develop newer and more accurate methodology charac-
terizes recent research. Much of the recent work to improve methodology 
has emerged in econometric analysis with a nonurban geographic emphasis. 
Geographic Focus: Nonurban 
The attention given to nonurban areas has raised arguments as to 
how nonurban is best defined. The term nonurban has garnered a variety 
of connotations depending upon the data, researchers, and regions under 
study. 
For the most part, this nonurban emphasis concerns whether highway 
investment produces booming interchange communities in nonurban locales 
or rejuvinates entire lagging rural regions. As definitions for 
nonurban are varied so are the approaches to analyzing highway growth 
effects on nonurban areas. 
Much of the interstate highway system is located in rural or 
nonurban areas not served previously by major highways. Such a major 
highway construction project has carried with it expectations for major 
impacts on interstate "corridors." This would be true particularly for 
communities with interchanges linking interstate highways with local 
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transportation networks (Eyerly et al., 1975). An analytical consensus, 
however, is lacking in that research on highway investment produces no 
guarantee of promoting positive changes even in such geographic specific 
contexts. 
Miller (1979) observes that there is no empirical evidence indi-
cating that nonmetropolitan counties with interstates experience per-
sistent expansion of job opportunities. Instead, he finds that these 
counties experienced growth in the late 1960s which diminished after the 
completion of the interstate system in the 1970s. 
Additionally, Humphrey and Sell (1970), find that impact of 
highways is secondary to other correlates of nonmetropolitan growth. 
Multiple regression analyses to determine a relationship between char-
acteristics of nonmetropolitan communities and the average annual rate 
of demographic growth produce no statistically significant relationship 
between distance to controlled access highway interchange and non-
metropolitan growth between 1940 and 1950. Although, between 1950 and 
1960, and from 1960 to 1970, minor civil divisions (MCDs) with close 
proximity to interchanges exhibit significantly higher growth rates than 
places farther away. Population density of nonmetropolitan places and 
distance to metropolitan centers are both negatively related to pop-
ulation growth. Outmigration is apparent in MCDs with substantial 
populations of 15 to 24 years of age persons. Population size of an MCD 
did not produce a statistically significant overall relationship to 
growth between 1940 and 1970. 
Lichter and Fuguitt (1986) study three time periods (1950 to 1975). 
They find positive effects of highways on net migration that is most 
pronounced in less remote areas. And highways promote employment change 
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in nonlocal and tourist-related service employment. There exists, 
however, little evidence that highways influence demographic changes and 
increased employment through expanded manufacturing or inmigration. 
Briggs (1980, 1981, 1983) examines factors involved in demographic 
and economic change in nonmetropolitan areas of the US from 1950 to 
1975. He compares with and without interstate counties for changes in 
net migration and employment. Types of industries affected by limited 
access highways are identified using path analysis. Results indicate 
existence of a weak relationship only. Manufacturing and wholesaling 
have minor roles with correlation coefficients of .04 and .02 between 
1960 and 1970 and .005 and -.02 between 1970 and 1975. Tourist serv-
ices, however, are the industry most influenced by interstates with 
correlation coefficients of .07 and .03, respectively (Briggs, 1980). 
Using a series of multiple regression models, regressing net migration 
on variables within each of these categories, Briggs analyzes the 
importance of transportation by looking at nontransportation factors. 
After controlling for metropolitan area adjacency, and urban population 
concentration, interstates do not, according to Briggs' results, ensure 
growth for an individual county. In fact, nontransportation factors 
explain spatial development patterns of development better than inter-
states. These include urbanization, industrial base, social base, 
government activities, and environmental amenities. These, however, 
produce consistently small correlation coefficients and beta weights as 
well. He concludes that manufacturing may benefit from highways but may 
not necessarily have to locate near them whereas tourism requires 
physical proximity to highways. 
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Briggs contends that at least part of the challenge to analyzing 
highway impacts lies in assessing accurately the impact of movement 
through space without measuring movement directly. He suggests use of 
direct measures of traffic flows in a regional context that land-use and 
transportation models use in metropolitan areas. 
More recently, Stephanedes and Eagle (1986) investigate interaction 
between employment and transportation using cross-sectional analysis of 
30 Minnesota nonmetropolitan counties over a 25 year period. Mixed 
results are derived from causality tests. Highway expenditures affect 
manufacturing and retail employment but employment then affects highway 
expenditures. For counties located more than 25 miles from large cities 
(>30,000) causality is not evident. In the short run, employment in-
creases post highway improvement. But 10 years after the improvement, 
employment levels return to initial base figures drained by improved 
access to metropolitan areas . This is especially true for those coun-
ties within 25 miles of a large city . Their results suggest considera-
tion of a simultaneous method of analysis to examine further these mixed 
causal linkages between highway expenditures and employment growth. 
That is, highways may cause added employment in the sense of providing 
extra amenities and thus attracting laborers and firms to locate. But 
simultaneously, employment growth due to firm expansion may inspire 
additional highway expenditures to meet the growing demand for improved 
transportation . 
Contrary to this conclusion, however, are the findings of Burress 
and Clifford (1989) who contend that interstate highways encourage 
private sector growth but with a several year lag. There are, however, 
no significant short-run multiplier effects. Non-local government 
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activities such as higher education and transfer payments may have more 
immediate multiplier effects on local economy . Specifically they 
examine the roles of higher education, interstates, and transfer pay-
ments in affecting growth in income, population, and employment in 
Kansas counties between 1969 and 1985. Thus they look at direct multi-
plier effects of government activity and indirect effects of government 
services in expanding the private sector. 
Moon (1987) studies nonurban "interchange villages" to understand 
a pattern of cyclical development in their evolution. His investigation 
suggests that these villages act as central places within their regions 
(p. 11). Typically these villages function as tourism service centers, 
island communities of other urban areas, or focal points of regions. 
Eyerly et al. (1975) examine the interchange growth hypothesis 
via use of conventional indices (income, housing, population, employ-
ment) and new indices (market value assessments of real property). 
Regressing county level changes in per capita income on these variables 
indicates a positive relationship with nonurban interchanges. 
Barkley et al. (1988) examine the interactions between rural 
transportation with high technology economic development. Attempts are 
made to determine its relative importance as a locational factor. They 
argue that transportation factors have been ignored due to the assump-
tion that "high tech" industries are attracted predominantly to high 
skilled labor and local amenities. They suggest that to understand the 
interactions between high technology development and transportation 
involves a grasp of perspectives from which to analyze it. These 
include industrial organization or the study of the agglomeration 
phenomena or clustering of small firms that interdependently network to 
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reduce risks. Additionally, spatial diffusion of firm functions based 
upon improved air travel and communication systems need to be addressed. 
This may result in locational characteristics such as different firm 
functions locating in varying comparative advantageous regions. The 
social organization of a local economy and local institutional arrange-
ments are perhaps more important than miles of added highway in devel-
oping a climate conducive to attracting high technology firms. 
Regional Growth and Firm Location 
Eberts (1990) and Duffy-Deno and Eberts (1989) emphasize that the 
importance of infrastructure investment for regional growth stems from 
its effect on the production and location decisions of private industry. 
That is, public capital, such as highways, bridges, sewer systems, and 
water treatment facilities, can be viewed as inputs in the production 
process of private industry and contribute independently through output . 
But these inputs are provided by the government sector and financed 
primarily through taxes making public capital an unpaid input. Since 
firms cannot control the supply of public capital it remains an exo-
genous input to their production process. Yet, the allocation of such 
capital is endogenous to the regional economy since the local political 
process largely determines the level of public capital outlay. 
Eberts asserts then that the relationship between regional economic 
growth and local public infrastructure investment is simultaneous. 
However, a void of research exists on the effect of public infrastruc-
ture on regional growth due to an absence of reliable measures of local 
public capital stock . Eberts suggests that public infrastructure be 
modeled as an input into the private production process via a 
neoclassical production function. Other recent works follow this line 
of logic. 
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Aschauer (1990) uses a neoclassical production function framework 
for testing for the direction of causality between highway investment 
and economic growth at the state level. He concludes that added road 
capacity (over the period 1960 to 1985) leads to added growth in per 
capita income. And, increased rural road capacity affects growth rates 
more so than urban roads. 
Munnell (1990) continues this argument asking whether public 
capital substitutes for private capital in some cases--ultimately 
resulting in less private investment. She maintains that firm location 
or expansion is the mechanism through which the relationship between 
public capital, output, and investment is demonstrated. A great deal of 
literature exists that focuses on factors determining firm location 
behavior. Munnell, however, uses an aggregate production function 
framework to test whether the positive relationship between output and 
public capital, concluded by many to exist at the national level, holds 
for individual regions and states. She finds that those states invest-
ing more in infrastructure tend to have greater output, more private 
investment and more employment growth. Although the direction of 
causality indicates that public investment comes before an economic 
pickup in activity, she admits uncertainty as to the specific nature of 
the linkage . 
Fox and Murray (1990) examine how short and long term state and 
local government tax policies influence firm siting decisions. They 
develop a measure of welfare or utility describing managerial decisions 
to locate or "start-up" firms as well as extend existing firm activity 
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through branch plants, in response to such policies. They find that 
short term policies, such as property, sales, and local business tax 
rate increases discourage firm entries while long term policy, such as 
infrastructure investment and educational policy produce more robust and 
positive results. 
Their empirical results indicate, additionally, that firms in dif-
ferent industries respond differently to site characteristics, although 
those characteristics are less pronounced when industry specific data 
are studied. They suggest that multiplier effects are excluded from 
industry specific data. Thus, analyzing location decisions within a 
single industry may understate the broader influence of policy. They 
find that firm size influences firm location responses to policy 
variables . 
Summary 
As a review of the literature illustrates, pieces to the regional 
growth puzzle remain missing. And, attempts to fit in the highway 
growth effect piece produce an incomplete picture. Although empirical 
approaches are varied and results are contradictory, governments con-
tinue to suggest that highways can cure regional growth problems. The 
public capital hypothesis remains believable even though it is not 
consistently verifiable. 
In fact, Tatum (1991) questions the suitability of the public 
capital hypothesis that has inspired much of the empirical work for 
defining the relationship between highway investment and economic growth 
(p. 3). He asks whether it is an accurate description of the economic 
growth process. 
Earlier claims of a positive and significant effect of public 
capital on private sector output have arisen from spurious 
estimates. In fact, most of these earlier estimates have 
ignored a trend or broken trends in productivity, as well as 
the statistically significant influence of energy price 
changes. (p.13). 
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The dubious estimates that have noted statistically significant 
public capital effects, he argues, include nonstationary variables in 
the equation. And when appropriately estimated, the "hypothesis that 
public capital has a positive marginal private sector product cannot be 
supported" (p. 13). 
Current research is willing to question the validity of this 
hypothesis with the understanding that theory has to move forward in 
order to understand the nature of causality between highways and growth . 
New research efforts must consider the geographic specific conditions 
that are suspected as playing a role in highway growth effects. The 
spatial factors to consider will involve the geographic location of a 
proposed highway project with respect to: 
1. existing local agglomeration economies; 
2. stage of local socioeconomic development; 
3. regional demographic characteristics, e.g., whether the region 
is classified as rural or urban; 
4. type of highway investment analyzed, e.g., interstate, multi-
lane, two lane, etc.; and 
5. the level of regional delineation, e.g., across states, 
counties, and or selected metropolitan or rural regions. 
Through the use of a GIS as an analytical tool, a small region analysis 
of highway growth effects is possible that considers these spatial 
factors. 
CHAPTER III 
AN OVERVIEW OF ANALYTICAL METHODS USED 
Introduction 
As the literature review illustrates, investigation of the economic 
impact of highway investment has produced contradictory results. These 
investigations have tested, primarily, variations on the public capital 
hypothesis. Such tests have modeled the impact, for example, as a 
system of interdependent equations, in attempts to understand the 
interdependent effects of highways on employment and firm location. 
And, some analyses have focused on the direct influence of variables 
individually, ceteris paribus, using simple ordinary least squares 
regression (OLS). Simultaneous causality or the question as to whether 
highways cause regional employment change remains a significant concern 
in analyzing highway impact. Additionally, studies have remained at the 
intraregional level utilizing state or county level data and have 
avoided the problems of spill-over effects and, subsequently, spatial 
autocorrelation associated with small region analysis. 
This chapter outlines the methodologies used to confront each of 
these concerns in measuring the impact of highways on regional employ-
ment change in South Carolina. GIS is used to augment conventional as 
well as more contemporary methods of analysis through its capabilities 
for combining space with economic data to create new spatial observations. 
GIS and Data Development 
Innovative database features include GIS point (place) and arc 
(line) information on transportation, water and sewer infrastructure in 
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SC by type and date of completion by segment. Additionally, it includes 
polygon (area) information on County Census Divisions (CCDs) and zip 
code boundaries. 
Spatial data are created by combining socioeconomic variables from 
the 1970 and 1980 CCD data files (US Bureau of the Census: Census of 
Population, 1970; 1980) with highway project files (SC Department of 
Highways and Transportation, 1989). The highway files include coverages 
illustrating type and length of highways and, for four lane projects, 
the time of completed construction over the period 1960 to 1989. 
Additional infrastructure data designed for GIS usage includes state 
industrial water and sewer line coverages (University of South Carolina 
HSS Lab/SCIP Project, 1990). Similarly, spatial data are created from 
the 1989 Dun and Bradstreet files (Dun and Bradstreet Market Survey: 
SC, 1989) which provide statistics by SIC for firms with greater than 
25 employees, such as year established, total employment, and street 
address. The 1989 South Carolina Industrial Directory (SC State 
Development Board, 1989) provides similar information for all manu-
facturing firms in the state. Using GIS, firms recorded in the 1989 
South Carolina Industrial Directory located in urban areas that are 
duplicated in the 1989 Dun and Bradstreet files are noted via a GIS 
address-matching procedure. Telephone interviews with firms provided a 
similar strategy for locating duplicate entries outside urbanized areas 
and also supplemented missing data, such as year of firm start. Firm 
starts only are recorded, however, not firm closures. The analysis is 
restricted thus to examining long term firm survival rather than short 
term siting success due to highway investment. 
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The GIS is used to disaggregate CCD data spatially and refine this 
geography for small region analysis, not necessarily limiting study 
regions to the larger cross-section observations of larger political 
subdivisions. The statistical capabilities of the ARCINFO software, in 
particular, permit highway variables to be combined or overlaid with 
South Carolina CCD geography and then reselected for detailed examin-
ation. For example, four lane highways completed by 1960 are overlaid 
on the South Carolina state coverage so that a spatial entity within the 
state, such as a CCD, contains its unique number of four lane highway 
segments or arcs and can be segregated to form spatially unique impact 
regions based on when the project was completed and proximity to that 
project. Such GIS techniques provide the data for building a set of 
explanatory variables for the empirical procedures that are spatially 
unique in economic and physical character and are not restricted to 
larger standard political subdivisions. 
Empirical Procedure to Examine Causality 
Quasi-experimental analysis has received much attention in regional 
studies recently. With regard to spatially distinct phenomena, such as 
assessing the advantage of placement of a highway in one region as 
opposed to another, quasi-experimentation provides guidelines for 
rational step-wise examination of the impact of such phenomena. 
Traditional experimental research design, used frequently in 
psychology, education, political science, sociology, in addition to 
other behavioral sciences, requires random selection of groups, one or 
more of which are subject to a "treatment" or the event under analysis 
(Campbell and Stanley, 1963). Groups not receiving the treatment are 
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analyzed to account for changes that occur and are "controlled" for 
exogenous factors that might influence the outcome of the experiment. 
The basic concept is that a control group discerns between experimental 
group gains due to true cause versus exogenously induced gain (Campbell 
and Stanley, 1963). This is especially true with regard to before and 
after effects such as economic activity before the highway investment 
and activity after the investment. This experimental approach enables 
the researcher to isolate a singular influence in space as if isolating 
a causal effect relationship in a laboratory setting. 
Quasi-experimentation permits non-random selection of subjects. 
Specifically, Isserman's (1987; Isserman et al . , 1989; Isserman and 
Merrifield, 1982 and 1987; Isserman and Beaumont, 1987) application of 
quasi-experimentation requires the careful selection of control groups 
based upon a set of pre-determined criteria . 
Calculating the Impact 
The premise of this comparative analysis then is to designate a 
control group whose experiences form a baseline against which to infer 
the effects of the treatment. In this case, highway improvements are 
the treatment. The role of the control group is to control for those 
things that occurred during the analysis period and then to distinguish 
between what would have happened without the highway from what did 
happen with it. The difference equals the impact of the highway. 
Change over time in industry division categories are examined for the 
control and treated regions. Using CCD employment data first (US Bureau 
of the Census: Census of Population, 1970; 1980) and, second, 
employment data at the firm level by industry group (SC Industrial 
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Directory, 1989; Dun and Bradsreet files: SC, 1989), a time profile is 
constructed of regional employment before and after highway project 
construction in the treated regions. 
The primary concern regarding the selection of these control groups 
is that they maintain spatial independence. Therefore a key assumption 
is that treatment and control regions, prior to highway construction, 
are from the same population. In this case, sectoral employment growth 
rates of regions are assumed to be normally distributed. Thus, the 
growth rate of the treated region should have a high likelihood of being 
from the same population during the "pre-impact" period. An F-test, in 
this case, tests the null hypothesis that the variance is equal between 
mean sectoral employment for treated and control regions. If the F 
statistic for this test is significant, the t-statistics for the unequal 
variance between mean employment are used for testing the hypothesis 
regarding highway impact . Otherwise the t-statistic for equal variance 
between groups is used. The t-statistic then tests the null hypothesis 
that mean employment growth does not differ significantly from zero 
between treated and control regions. 
GIS and the Quasi-experimental Method 
A GIS aids the quasi-experimental method through its capability 
for selection of control regions. GIS is used first to identify CCDs 
traversed by four lane highway projects by date of project completion. 
The results of a cluster analysis, producing socioeconomic distinction 
among CCDs, are organized via GIS to select control regions as those 
regions similar to the CCDs traversed by highway projects except never 
having received highway treatment. 
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Ordinarily, the quasi-experimental method would require control 
regions to be analyzed post factum eliminating any regions dissimilar to 
targeted treatment regions in terms of economic structure, size or 
trends. Since the majority of treatment (highway construction) in SC 
began in the 1960s, similarity between control and treatment regions 
between 1960 and 1970 comprise the time constraint for inclusion. 
Economic structure is defined, in this case, as the rate of growth in 
employment by census industry division. 
To refine the analytical definition of region, South Carolina CCD 
geography is overlaid with South Carolina zip code geography (US Bureau 
of the Census: TIGER Files: SC, 1989) to create 477 unique spatial 
regions. GIS then helps to select treatment regions via its "buffer" 
capabilities. That is, 5km and 10km buffers are constructed around four 
lane highway projects by year of completion. A region is considered 
treated if it is touched by one of these two buffers. These buffered 
zones comprise the "primary" (5km) and "secondary" (5.01-lOkm) impact 
regions for analyses. 
Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to analyze the extent 
to which treatment regions' economic growth may differ from control 
regions. This is equivalent to a two-tailed t-test of the equality of 
two population means under the assumptions of normality of the two 
populations as well as homogeneity of the population variances. It is 
hypothesized that highways will have a significant and positive impact 
on employment change in a region treated with highways. 
Empirical Procedure to Estimate Parameters 
Econometric techniques are used to isolate the influence of new 
four lane highways on firm start-ups, controlling for other economic 
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development and infrastructure influences. The model estimated is based 
conceptually on a welfare function expressing the firm manager's 
location decision. 
The profit seeking firm manager locates a new firm at a point in 
space in order to optimize returns to investment. The welfare function 
is constructed to represent the manager's siting decision for each 
possible location within a region as 
W - W(~,A). 
m 
(1) 
The welfare level (W) of the firm manager (m) is a function of profits 
(~) expected in each potential location and set of amenities (A). The 
firm manager is expected to evaluate the potential profit opportunities 
and amenities for each possible site location and choose that site which 
optimizes his total welfare. Hence, the manager's valuation of each 
site's amenities and profit potential is summarized by 
W = maxW (Y ,A), (2) 
m m m 
whereby Y represents the opportunity wage available to agent m. The 
m 
manager attempts to maximize his welfare by optimizing opportunity wage 
through increased firm profits and optimal consumption of amenities in 
each potential firm site. Firm sitings reflect the directly observable 
decision made by the managing agent. 
The connection between infrastructure and start-up decisions views 
infrastructure as a direct input to the firm's production process. New 
highways provide profit opportunities by offering firms reduced costs 
for transporting input factors to production and for shipping output to 
markets. As amenities, new highways serve to move workers to and from 
work more efficiently. In effect, added infrastructure stimulates new 
firm employment through its influence on firm siting decisions. 
Additionally, however, firms may consume improved amenities and 
realize potential profit opportunities from locating in regions where 
agglomeration economies exist. Densely settled regions, with a 
developed infrastructure network already in place, represent previous 
successful firm siting decisions. Inputs may be purchased locally and 
products distributed locally reducing shipping distances and costs. 
Established telecommunication networks are readily available to reduce 
transaction costs of trading information among firms in an industry. 
And, by providing a broad and diversified selection of local amenities 
to consume, these agglomeration economies offer an enhanced quality of 
life. Labor, like firms, is thus attracted to these areas. 
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Fox and Murray's conceptual model represented by the firm manager's 
welfare function generates development of a linear regression model that 
estimates the effects on new firm sitings of attributes reflecting site 
amenities and profitability. Site characteristics are subdivided into 
(1) amenities which directly affect welfare and (2) amenities that 
indirectly affect welfare through their influence on profit. Fox and 
Murray express the firm's objective function as an indirect profit 
* function, ~ , rather than~. which is "an envelope of potential profit 
maximums at the site" (p. 416). 1 By considering existing size of 
markets, number of local competitors, and the tax costs of firm sales, a 
measure of the influence of existing agglomeration economies is 
* * * 1. The indirect profit function, ~ , is~ g = ~ 1 (D,S,w,p,G,t1 ,t2), 
whereby (D) represents size of existing market, (S) represents number of 
competitors and quantity, and (t1 ) represents tax costs of value of firm 
sales, e.g., local sales tax. Production costs that are reduced to 
yield profits include: factor prices (w), taxes imposed on firms' factor 
inputs (t7), fa?tor government services 
416). 
productivity (p), the output to be produced, and the 
(G) available at the site (Fox and Murray, 1990; p. 
provided. Also, production costs that are reduced to yield profits 
include, factor prices, taxes imposed on factor inputs, factor produc-
tivity, output to be produced and government services available at the 
site. 
Independent variables in the linear regression model approximate 
local government policy location influence via short and long-term 
policies. Long-term policies include public infrastructure, such as 
interstate highways, railroad lines, and airport accessibility. 
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Similarly, Fox and Murray's conceptual welfare function generates a 
linear regression model in this case that estimates the direction of 
association between added infrastructure and firm start-ups. 2 
The model isolates the influence of added four lane highways between 
1960 and 1989 on firm sitings during the 1980 to 1989 period at the Z 
region level while controlling for other infrastructure and agglomera-
tion influences. Other infrastructure influences include proximity to a 
major interstate corridor (185, connecting Charlotte, NC and Atlanta, 
GA), interstate access ramps, two lane highway density, and water and 
sewer capacity. Agglomeration influences on 1980s new firm employment 
2. The reduced form equation explicitly is ET80 
ET80(AGGLOM,HWYCAP,INTRST,WSCAP,4LNTRT,RURAL,STAGE}. ET80 represents 
employment addition via new firm starts in Z regions, 1980-1989; AGGLOM 
is number of firm employees established through 1979 and serves as a 
measure of beginning period employment density to approximate existing 
agglomeration economies in a region; HWYCAP is two lane highway density 
in a Z region; INTRST includes whether a Z region is traversed by 185 
and /or has access to an interstate ramp; WSCAP is meters of line inches 
of industrial water and sewer lines available through 1979; 4LNTRT 
represents four lane highway treatment administered during the 1960s; 
1970s; 1980s; 1960s and 1970s; 1960s and 1980s; 1970s and 1980s; and 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s. RURAL, a sub-proxy for agglomeration economies, 
examines the influence of spatial isolation on a Z region's ability to 
attract new firm employment. STAGE represents the socioeconomic groups 
as characterized by 1970 labor and income characteristics. 
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include regional initial employment and spatial isolation. The total 
number of new firm employment by 1979 approximates agglomeration 
economies available at the beginning of the period. Another measure of 
agglomeration forces is the degree of spatial isolation of Z regions 
from an urban core area. The more rural or isolated a region is from 
one of these urban core areas, the less attractive it may be to firm 
managers as a potential profit opportunity site. Geographical proxies 
are used to control for these additional agglomeration effects. Spe-
cifically, GIS is used to define Z regions as urban, urban-fringe, or 
rural based on 5 and 10km commuter buffer zones around the center of the 
urban core area. As socioeconomic stage of development of a region is 
expected to influence firm locations, the clusters or groups of socio-
economic stages resulting from the cluster analysis in Chapter IV are 
included as independent variables. 
The model is estimated using simple ordinary least squares (OLS) 
regression. Tests for collinearity and heteroscedasticity are conducted 
and these issues resolved. As some Z regions observe zero firm start-
ups in the 1980s, the dependent variable is censored. Therefore the 
model is estimated additionally using Tobit (Tobin, 1958) analysis and 
the results compared with the OLS results. The Tobit normalized 
coefficients are decomposed to examine the marginal effects of added 
infrastructure investments on new firm location in Z regions. 
Statistical tests are conducted to test for the validity of the OLS 
model. Specifically , these include tests of the OLS regression 
estimates for spatial autocorrelation, spatial heterogeneity, cross-
equation error correlation, and simultaneity bias . 
CHAPTER IV 
THE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT GROWTH OF FOUR LANE 
HIGHWAY INVESTMENT: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL 
ANALYSES AT THE COUNTY CENSUS 
DIVISION LEVEL 
Introduction 
Searching for a causal link between highway investment and regional 
growth requires considering the possibility that highway investment may 
or may not lead to regional improvement. A region in early stages of 
development with comparatively lower income and employment may respond 
positively to new highways if they encourage new industries to locate in 
that region. Or, new highways may adversely affect an underdeveloped 
region if that region lacks other pre-growth conditions to attract 
employment. That is, if that region is also characterized by a rela-
tively less educated labor force and higher poverty rate then highways 
may encourage outmigration to more developed regions where more 
employment opportunities exist. Or, a "lag" effect in a region may 
exist between highway completion and subsequent added employment. Thus, 
years may pass before new highway investment causes added employment. 
Similarly, a relatively "highway filled" region with high employ-
ment and income may experience saturation effects from additional 
highway investment. That is, as added highway mileage increases, any 
developmental effects become progressively diluted with new highways 
acting only as people movers (Isserman et al., 1989). In early stages 
of regional development highways may encourage growth whereas in latter 
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or mature developmental stages additional highway investments may simply 
induce personal mobility with no significant effect on regional growth. 
A search for an association between highways and regional growth in 
South Carolina is conducted in this section using a quasi-experimental 
methodology. This method, combined with a GIS, is used to analyze the 
effects of highway investment over time on employment change in South 
Carolina. 
A Search for SC Control Regions: Data Sources 
Data for South Carolina four lane highway treatments range over a 
29-year period, 1960 to 1989 (Figure 1) and include geographic location 
and year of completed construction (SC Department of Highways and 
Transportation, 1989; Roche, 1990). Therefore, it is possible to group 
regions based on timing of highway treatment by decade. For example, a 
region may have first received treatment during the 1960s, 1970s, or 
1980s. County Census Division (CCD) data for South Carolina (US Bureau 
of the Census: Census of Population, 1970; 1980) provide socioeconomic 
information and the geographic boundaries for areas that comprise the 
treated and control regions (Figure 2). 3 GIS is used to select those 
CCDs traversed by four lane highways by year of completed construction. 
Figure 3 illustrates this process for those CCDs in which four lane 
highways were constructed in 1960. These are the "treated" CCDs and 
they are grouped by decade of highway treatment. 
3. The CCD geography differs between the 1970 and 1980 Census 
reports. Pronounced discrepancies between the 1970 and 1980 geography 
have been corrected through reallocation of 1970 CCD employment data to 
1980 CCD boundaries, however (see Roche, 1990). Hence, the 1980 CCD 
geography is used in this analysis. 
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Figure 1. South Carolina Four Lane Highways, 1989 
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Figure 2. South Carolina CCDs, 1980 
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Figure 3. Treated CCDs, 1960 
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The CCDs not traversed by four lane highways for each possible 
treatment period serve as the potential control regions and are 
illustrated in Figure 4 for the single treatment year 1960. The next 
step is to find which CCDs in each group of control CCDs are like the 
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treated CCDs prior to treatment. A cluster analysis is used to 
characterize CCDs based on beginning period (1970) income and employment 
characteristics so as to match the GIS selected control regions to four 
types of treated regions. 4 
Defining Control Regions: Cluster Analysis 
To define the developmental stage of a region and thereby locate 
control groups for the quasi-experimental comparisons, 1970 CCD data 
(US Bureau of the Census: Census of Population, 1970) are used to 
characterize South Carolina CCD regions based on income (INCR70) and 
labor force (EMPR70) characteristics . INCR70 is constructed as CCD 
family income plus aggregate income of unrelated individuals 14 years 
and older divided by total CCD population. EMPR70 is constructed as the 
ratio of employed persons to labor force age population in each CCD . A 
cluster analysis is performed on these two indicators of initial socio-
economic condition or local developmental stage. The results group CCDs 
into a set of four clusters summarized in Table 1. A plot of the 
clusters is shown in Figure 5. 
Cluster 4 contains CCDs with relatively low incomes and employment 
rates while Cluster 3 may be characterized as high income and employment 
4. Efforts were made to acquire the 1960 CCD computer tape data 
from the US Bureau of the Census: Office of Census Archives. The 
computer tape, however, is no longer compatible with hardware currently 
available at Clemson University. 
Figure 4. Control CCDs, 1960 
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Table 1. Cluster Groupings of CCDs Based on 1970 Income and Labor Force 
Characteristics 
Cluster 
1 MIDHI 
2 MIDLOW 
3 HIGH 
4 LOW 
N 
124 
116 
22 
31 
Cluster 
INCR70 
$ 
3483.00 
2672.03 
4340.11 
1871. 51 
Means Cluster Standard Deviations 
EMPR70 INCR70 EMPR70 
% $ % 
0.595 279.33 0.035 
0.533 257.55 0.054 
0.615 243.35 0.029 
0.448 212. 77 0.079 
INCR70 - Aggregate individual+ family income/ total population, 1970. 
EMPR70 Ratio of employed persons to labor force age population, 1970. 
Source: US Bureau of the Census. Census of Population, 1970: Selected 
Sub-County Regions, South Carolina, Computer Tape, Washington, DC, US 
Department of Commerce. 
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Figure 5. Plot of INCR70*EMPR70 
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rate CCDs--those in a relatively mature stage of economic development as 
of 1970. Cluster 4 CCDs would seem least likely to take advantage of 
highway improvements since other "pre-conditions" are lacking. 
Clusters 1 and 2 are the most numerous and provide a set of CCDs 
that appear to be in an intermediate stage of development. Cluster 2 
contains CCDs that are similar to Cluster 4 in terms of lower incomes 
and employment rates than those CCDs in Cluster 1. Cluster 1 is similar 
to Cluster 3 and may be described as the middle high (midhi) class while 
Cluster 3 is the high class. Cluster 2 then is the lower middle 
(midlow) class while Cluster 4 is the low class in terms of 
socioeconomic development in 1970. 
The clustering procedure finds CCDs that are most similar in terms 
of income and employment by using "nearest centroid sorting." That is, 
a set of values ("initial cluster seeds") are selected as best proxies 
of the true cluster means. These seeds are replaced via a standard 
iterative algorithm for minimizing the sum of squared distances from 
temporary cluster means until no further changes in clustering occur. 
Thus, CCDs with similar INCR70 and EMPR70 values are assigned to the 
same cluster via the initial seeds while CCDs with values far apart are 
assigned to different clusters (SAS Users Guide: Statistics, 1982; p. 
433). 
While cluster analysis serves to group CCDs, there remains some 
concern regarding precision of grouping. That is, the researcher 
chooses the number of clusters to be constructed using the initial 
cluster seeds and centroid sorting. In this case, four groups are 
chosen. Still, generating two or even eight groups might have produced 
different regional allocation results and perhaps described the economic 
geography of the state differently. There is additional concern as to 
whether employment force characteristics and income are appropriate 
"pairing" tools. 
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A "sensitivity" analysis was performed to test the appropriateness 
of clustering CCDs by EMPR70 and INCR70 to gauge socioeconomic stages of 
growth. If INCR70 and EMPR70 are appropriate indicators then pairing 
each separately with other socioeconomic variables would produce similar 
clusters allocating the same CCDs from one pairing to another. Thus, 
the same clustering procedure is repeated pairing INCR70 with EDUC (a 
measure of the share of population 25 years old and over with high 
school diplomas) and INCR70 with POVR70 (aggregate income received by 
unrelated individuals below poverty level divided by total population) 
(US Bureau of the Census: Census of Population, 1970). 
Pairing per capita income with each variable produces a set of 
clusters (see Table 2) that group the same CCDs as found in Table 1. 
With respect to education, it is not surprising that the low CCDs con-
tained those CCDs with lowest share of population with high school 
diplomas while the high CCDs had the highest share of population with 
high school diplomas. Again Clusters 2 and 1 represented middle ranges 
with Cluster 2 closer to the low Cluster 4 and Cluster 1 closer to the 
high Cluster 3. 
Pairing per capita income with poverty rate indicates that those 
CCDs with the largest share of population below poverty level are 
represented in the midlow CCDs followed by a smaller share of total 
population below poverty level in the low CCDs. The midhi and high CCDs 
follow, respectively in poverty rates with these rates considerably 
lower than those in the low and midlow CCDs. 
Table 2. Cluster Sensitivity Analysis Results 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Cluster N 
MIDHI 
MIDLOW 
HIGH 
LOW 
124 
116 
22 
31 
Cluster N 
MIDHI 
MIDLOW 
HIGH 
LOW 
124 
116 
22 
31 
Cluster Means 
INCR70 EDUC POVR70 
$ % % 
3483.00 14.3 29.49 
2672.03 11. 7 33.90 
4340.11 19.3 27.86 
1871. 51 08.7 31.48 
Cluster Standard Deviations 
INCR70 EDUC POVR70 
$ % % 
279.33 3.9 9.96 
257.55 2.9 13.52 
243.35 3.8 11. 74 
212. 77 2.9 16.82 
EMPR70 
% 
0.5952 
0.533 
0.615 
0.448 
EMPR70 
% 
0.035 
0 . 054 
0.029 
0.079 
INCR70 = Aggregate individual+ family income/ total population, 1970. 
EDUC - Share of total population with high school diplomas, 1970. 
POVR70 = Aggregate income received by individuals below poverty level/ 
total population, 1970. 
EMPR70 Ratio of employed persons to labor force age population, 
1970. 
Source: US Bureau of the Census. Census of Population, 1970: 
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Selected Sub-County Regions, South Carolina, Computer Tape, Washington, 
DC, US Department of Commerce. 
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Selection of Treatment Regions 
In order to make comparisons between treated regions and control 
regions, the clustered CCDs are first sorted into Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (MSA) or (urban) and non-MSA (rural) categories. Rural 
CCDs or those outside MSA counties as of 1970 are segregated in order to 
avoid comparing treatment effects within rural areas with the urbanized 
complexes of South Carolina. Next those CCDs are selected that received 
their first four lane highways during the 1960s, and, sequentially, 
during the 1970s and the 1980s. Mean growth rate changes in employment 
from 1970 to 1980 at the industrial division level (US Bureau of the 
Census: Census of Population, 1970; 1980) are compared between these 
"treated" and "control" CCDs to serve as a sample of average growth rate 
change over time. Total growth rates for these regions represent 
absolute differences in employment growth for the population for the 
specified time period, 1970 to 1980. 
Results of mean employment growth rate comparisons between treated 
and control CCDs as well as total growth rates by industrial division 
are shown in Appendices A (Tables 1-7) and B (Tables 1-6). "Empgro" 
represents aggregate CCD employment growth from 1970 to 1980; "Gmannd" 
is employment growth in nondurable manufacturing; "Gmand" is growth in 
durable manufacturing; "Gtpu" represents growth in transportation and 
public utilities; "Gwtrde" is growth in wholesale trade while "Grtde" is 
employment growth in retail trade; "Gfire" is employment growth in 
finance, insurance, and real estate; "Gbrsvc" is growth in business and 
repair services; "Gpssvc" is employment growth in personal services; 
"Gesvc" is growth in entertainment services; "Gprof" is employment 
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growth in professional services while "Gpub" represents growth in public 
administration. 
The Prior Treatment Period 
The total population of CCDs are distributed by three character-
istics: (1) whether or not a CCD is urban or rural, (2) local develop-
mental stage or socioeconomic cluster, and (3) whether or not a CCD 
received its first four lane highway treatment in the 1960s, 1970s or 
1980s. The most direct test of a causal link between highway expansion 
and regional growth is to consider those CCDs within the same cluster 
that were treated with a four lane highway prior to 1970 and those that 
were not treated. Significantly higher employment growth from 1970 to 
1980 for treated versus nontreated regions supports the notion of 
highway additions "causing" added employment. The effects of highways 
on employment growth may be conditional on whether or not treated CCDs 
were in high, midhi, midlow, or low socioeconomic classes. Hence, the 
null hypothesis being tested is that four lane highway treatment 
received in a CCD prior to the 1970s, regardless of a CCDs socioeconomic 
status, has no influence on that CCD's mean employment growth during the 
1970s. 
Alternatively, it is expected that some regions would benefit more 
than others to the extent that the other necessary conditions for growth 
already exist. It is expected that midhi and midlow CCDs are in the 
best position to reap positive growth given an improved highway system. 
High CCDs that grew faster than other regions prior to the 1970s would 
perhaps have less added growth potential than midhi and midlow CCDs 
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while the low CCDs would seem to lack other preconditions for growth and 
would experience little change as a result of new four lane highways. 
The testing procedure determines first whether the variance is 
equal or unequal between mean employment growth for treated and control 
CCDs. If the F-statistic for this test is significant, the t-statistics 
for the unequal variance between means are used for testing the hypothe-
ses about the effects of highway investment. Otherwise the t-statistic 
is used for equal variance between groups. A two-tailed t-test is used 
to determine whether mean employment change in treated CCDs is signifi-
cantly different from that in control CCDs while a one-tailed t-test is 
used to determine whether mean employment growth is significantly larger 
in treated CCDs than in control CCDs. Total growth rates for these 
treated and control regions provide a check for consistency in mean 
growth rate comparisons. 
Rural/Urban CCDs Treated in the 1960s 
High CCDs 
The results for the t-tests for mean growth differences are listed 
in Appendix A (Tables 1-7). Mean aggregate employment comparisons 
indicated a 61% significant growth advantage in treated CCDs while total 
aggregate employment growth achieved a 42% advantage in treated CCDs 
(Table A-1). At the industry level, few significant differences in mean 
CCD employment growth rates existed for rural high CCDs that received 
treatment compared with those that did not. Small and, in one case, 
non-existent sample sizes for control CCDs weakened or prevented t-tests 
for growth change in some industries. Only two industries experienced 
significant and positive mean employment growth from 1970 to 1980 as a 
result of four lane highway treatment in 1960. These were nondurable 
manufacturing (85%) and public administration (188%). 
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Total growth rates, by industry division indicate absolute larger 
growth in treated CCDs, as compared with control CCDs, for 5 of the 11 
industries. These included nondurable manufacturing (48%), transporta-
tion and public utilities (72%), entertainment (37%), professional 
services (87%), and public administration (88%). 
Only one urban CCD did not receive treatment during the 1960s also 
preventing mean growth rate comparisons between treated and control 
urban CCDs (Table A-2). Still, total employment growth rates for 
treated CCDs were larger in all industries and in total aggregate 
employment growth. 
These results indicate that total aggregate employment in rural and 
urban CCDs in latter stages of socioeconomic growth are influenced 
positively by added four lane highway treatment in the prior period. In 
rural CCDs the industry specific influences were limited to nondurable 
manufacturing and public administration, however. Tests for significant 
mean employment growth differences in urban CCDs were not possible due 
to the small size of the control groups. Total employment growth, 
increased in all industries located in high urban CCDs . 
Midhi CCDs 
T-tests for mean employment growth rates for rural midhi CCDs 
(Table A-3) indicate that mean aggregate employment in the 1970s grew 
30% faster in CCDs treated with highways in the 1960s than in control 
CCDs. Industries that benefited the most were non-durable manufacturing 
(29%), retail trade (41%), financial, insurance and real estate services 
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(91%), and entertainment services (145%). No significant differences in 
mean growth occurred in the remaining industries. Total growth rates 
were larger in treated than in control CCDs for all industries, however. 
Similarly, urban midhi CCDs treated with four lane highways in the 
1960s grew significantly faster in the 1970s than control CCDs in both 
mean aggregate employment (31%) and mean employment by industrial 
division (Table A-4). Industries most responsive to "treatment" were: 
nondurable manufacturing (21%), transportation and public utilities 
(96%) , wholesale trade (79%), business and repair services (92%) , and 
entertainment services (29%) . Mean employment growth in professional 
services , however , was 35 percentage points smaller in treated CCDs as 
compared with control CCDs. Total growth in the 1970s was larger in 
treated CCDs in aggregate employment as well as in all industries . 
These results indicate that rural and urban CCDs in relatively 
middle to latter stages of economic development by 1970 (above average 
income and employment rates) benefited significantly from new four lane 
highways constructed in the prior period . Five of the 11 industries in 
rural CCDs and 5 of the 11 industries in urban CCDs realized larger mean 
employment growth in treated CCDs. Total employment growth was larger 
in treated rural and urban CCDs in this developmental stage across all 
industries. 
Midlow CCDs 
Rural midlow CCDs that were treated in the 1960s experienced 23% 
greater mean aggregate employment growth in the 1970s than control CCDs 
(Table A-5). Industries in treated CCDs that grew significantly faster 
than those in control CCDs included nondurable manufacturing (30%), 
transportation and public utilities (46%), entertainment services 
(111%), and professional services (60%). Total employment grew faster 
in 9 of 11 industries in addition to total aggregate employment. 
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For the midlow urban CCD's (Table A-6) that received highways 
during the 1960s, mean employment growth rates in durable and non-
durable manufacturing showed significantly smaller employment growth 
(95% and 146% respectively) in the 1970s. And, treated CCDs experienced 
smaller growth rates in mean employment, although not at significant 
levels, in all industry divisions except retail trade and business and 
repair services. Small sample sizes for treated and control regions do 
not allow significance tests for these results. Total employment growth 
was smaller in treated CCDs in all industries except business and repair 
services, however. 
Rural CCDs in early to middle stages of socioeconomic growth 
experienced positive mean aggregate employment growth in the 1970s as a 
result of four lane highways constructed in the 1960s. Industry 
specific gains occurred in 4 of the 11 industry divisions. Urban CCDs 
in this stage of development that received highway treatment in the 
1960s did not achieve the rapid employment growth enjoyed in the rural 
CCDs, however. Only business and repair services indicated positive 
total employment growth. Small sample sizes for treated and control 
urban CCDs prevented significance tests to be conducted for mean growth 
differences among industries. 
Low CCDs 
Only one rural CCD in this class received four lane highway 
treatment during the 1960s preventing t-tests for significant 
differences in mean employment (Table A-7). Treated CCDs in 7 of 12 
industry groups experienced smaller total growth than control CCDs, 
however. No urban CCDs were clustered as belonging to the low class. 
Summary 
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For rural high CCDs the null hypothesis that four lane highways do 
not matter to employment growth was rejected for the nondurable and 
public administration industries. Small and in one case zero observa-
tions for control groups weakened or prevented significance tests in the 
remaining industries. Mean aggregate growth was significantly larger 
and total aggregate employment growth was larger in the 1970s, however, 
for rural high CCDs treated in the 1960s. Total employment growth was 
larger in treated CCDs in 5 of the 11 industry divisions. As only one 
urban CCD in latter stages of development did not receive treatment in 
the 1960s, significance tests were not possible. Total aggregate 
employment growth as well as total employment growth across all industry 
divisions were larger in the 1970s for CCDs treated in the 1960s, 
however. 
For rural midhi CCDs, four lane highways constructed in the 1960s 
encouraged greater growth in the 1970s in mean aggregate employment and 
in mean employment in several industries. Nondurable manufacturing, 
retail trade, financial, insurance and real estate services, and enter-
tainment services achieved positive and significant mean employment 
growth. Total employment growth in the 1970s was larger in treated CCds 
than in control CCDs for all industry divisions. Similarly, urban midhi 
CCDs that were treated in the 1960s also grew faster in the 1970s than 
did control CCDs in mean and total aggregate employment as well as total 
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employment across all industry divisions. Again, mean employment in the 
nondurable manufacturing industry grew faster in treated versus control 
CCDs as it did in transportation and public utilities, wholesale trade, 
business and repair, and entertainment service industries. Mean employ-
ment growth was smaller in treated regions in the professional service 
industry, however. 
Rural midlow CCDs that received four lane highway treatment in the 
1960s experienced significantly larger mean aggregate employment growth 
in the 1970s than did control CCDs. Industries that benefitted the most 
were nondurable manufacturing, transportation and public utilities, 
entertainment and professional services. Total employment growth was 
larger in all industries in the treated CCDs. In urban midlow CCDs, 
prior four lane highway treatment resulted in significantly smaller mean 
employment growth in both durable and nondurable manufacturing. In fact 
treated urban CCDs in this comparatively early stage of socioeconomic 
development experienced smaller employment growth rates in nearly all 
industries. Small sample sizes for urban midlow treated and control 
CCDs prevented tests for significant mean differences. 
Only one rural CCD in the lowest stage of socioeconomic development 
received four lane highway treatment in the 1960s. Thus, t-tests for 
significant differences in mean employment were not possible. Total 
aggregate employment in the 1970s grew more slowly in low rural CCDs 
treated in the 1960s, however. And, total employment growth was smaller 
in treated CCDs in 6 of the 11 industry divisions. No urban CCDs were 
clustered as belonging to the lowest stage of development. 
To summarize, results were similar for rural and urban CCDs in 
latter stages of socioeconomic development. Four lane highways built in 
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the prior period positively influenced total aggregate employment growth 
in high rural CCDs. And, in all industries treated high urban CCDs 
realized greater total employment growth. Rural and urban CCDs in 
middle to latter stages of socioeconomic development by 1970 that were 
treated in the 1960s grew significantly faster in the 1970s. The non-
durable manufacturing industry grew significantly faster in both rural 
and urban CCDs in this stage of development. Total aggregate employment 
and industry employment grew faster in the 1970s in both rural and urban 
midhi CCDs. Similarly, rural midlow CCDs benefitted from prior four 
lane highway treatment. Absolute total employment growth was larger in 
9 of 11 industries and in total aggregate employment. Four industries 
grew significantly faster in mean employment. Urban midlow CCDs 
appeared to benefit less from prior treatment than their rural counter-
parts as total aggregate employment and total employment in most 
industries was smaller in treated CCDs. 
Low rural CCDs benefitted only in the transportation and public 
utilities and public administration industries. Total aggregate 
employment growth was smaller as was total employment in 6 of 11 
industries in treated CCDs. 
These results support the notion that in testing for prior treat-
ment growth effects, regions that manifest more mature socioeconomic 
characteristics, e.g., average and above average income and employment 
rates, are in the best position to benefit from prior highway investment 
in terms of highways "causing" growth. This is true specifically for 
nondurable manufacturing, retail trade, finance, insurance and real 
estate services, entertainment, transportation and public utilities, and 
professional service industries. 
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Generally, highways built in the 1960s stimulated employment growth 
significantly in the 1970s in high and midhi rural and urban CCDs, and 
midlow rural CCDs. Urban midlow CCDs treated in the 1960s appeared to 
grow less rapidly in the 1970s than rural midlow CCDs that were treated 
in the 1960s. 
Small sample sizes in urban classes for control CCDs and in low 
classes for treated CCDs eliminated the usefulness of significance tests 
in these cases. It is interesting to note that only one or two urban 
high CCDs did not receive highway treatment while only one low rural CCD 
did receive treatment. It may be that highway investment strategy in 
the 1960s focused on accomodating urban regions demonstrating positive 
growth trends in the 1960s rather than targeting economically depressed 
rural regions . In the later period, four lane highway treatment 
stimulated employment growth in those CCDs that had already achieved a 
relatively advanced stage of development. 
Contemporaneous Treatment 
To test for the "contemporaneous" effects of new four lane high-
ways, mean employment growth rates in the 1970s are compared between 
CCDs that received treatment in the 1970s with those that did not. 
The null hypothesis is that highway investment has no contemporaneous 
association with CCD employment growth regardless of socioeconomic 
class . Alternatively, there may exist for some treated CCDs, con-
ditional on local developmental stage, a positive contemporaneous 
effect. 
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Rural/Urban CCDs Treated During the 1970s 
High CCDs 
The results of the quasi-experimental tests for contemporaneous 
association of highway treatment with employment growth are presented in 
Appendix B (Tables 1-6). Total aggregate employment growth in rural 
high CCDs was larger for contemporaneously treated CCDs than for control 
CCDs (Table B-1). And, total employment growth was larger in treated 
CCDs in 7 of the 11 industries examined. Small sample sizes for both 
treated and control CCDs prevented tests for significant differences in 
mean employment growth. No urban CCDs in the high socioeconomic group 
received treatment in the 1970s. 
Midhi CCDs 
In rural midhi CCDs total 1970s employment growth for all indus-
tries was greater in CCDs treated in the 1970s (Table B-2). Only public 
administration industries produced significant mean differences, how-
ever, indicating 63 percent smaller growth in treated than in control 
CCDs. 
Similarly, in urban midhi CCDs, four lane highway treatment 
received during the 1970s stimulated contemporaneous growth in total 
aggregate employment and total employment in all industries (Table B-3). 
Again, as only two CCDs were in the control group, tests for differences 
in mean employment are weakened. 
These results indicate that rural and urban midhi CCDs that 
received four lane highway treatment in the 1970s experienced positive 
growth in total employment over all industries. Significance tests for 
differences in mean growth rates at the industry division level, 
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however, did not indicate significant growth as a result of contempora-
neous highway treatment. In the case of urban CCDs, this may be due to 
the small number of control CCDs. 
Midlow CCDs 
In rural midlow CCDs mean aggregate employment growth was 13 
percent greater in the 1970s in those CCDs that received highways in the 
1970s (Table B-4). Although 7 of the 11 industries indicated smaller 
total growth, four industries grew significantly faster in the 1970s on 
average. Specific industries in which treated CCDs grew significantly 
faster than control CCDs included transportation and public utilities 
(53%), business and repair service (164%), personal service (22%), and 
professional service industries (30%). Entertainment and public admin-
istration services experienced significantly smaller mean employment 
growth in treated CCDs (54% and 71% respectively). 
Urban midlow CCDs receiving highway treatment in the 1970s exper-
ienced smaller total aggregate growth in employment and in total employ-
ment in 5 of the 11 industries examined (Table B-5). Again, small 
sample sizes for both treated and control CCDs produced questionable 
test results for differences in mean growth rates. 
Contemporaneous effects of four lane highway treatment differed 
between rural and urban CCDs in relatively early to middle stages of 
socioeconomic growth. Rural CCDs in this developmental stage appeared 
to achieve significant positive growth in mean aggregate employment and 
mean employment for 4 of the 11 industries analyzed. Smaller mean 
growth occurred in 2 industries, however. And, total aggregate employ-
ment growth was smaller as well as total employment in 5 of the 11 
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industry divisions. Urban CCDs experienced smaller total growth in 
aggregate and industry division employment. Small sample sizes produced 
dubious test results for differences in mean employment growth, however. 
Low CCDs 
For the poorest CCDs, comparisons of mean growth rates indicate 
significantly larger growth in contemporaneously treated CCDs in the 
transportation and public utilities (221%) and public service industries 
(74%) (Table B-6). Mean aggregate employment in treated CCDs, however, 
experienced significantly 24 percent smaller growth than control CCDs 
and this result is supported by smaller absolute total employment growth 
in treated CCDs. Again no urban CCDs were classified as belonging to 
the low socioeconomic stage of development. 
Summary 
In testing for contemporaneous effects of new highways, rural and 
urban CCDs in high and midhi socioeconomic classes appeared to benefit 
the greatest in the 1970s from added four lane highway mileage in the 
1970s. These benefits were seen in larger total aggregate employment 
growth and in larger total employment growth in most industries. Midlow 
rural CCDs responded the greatest in terms of mean employment growth 
differences with larger growth in aggregate employment as well as in 
four industries. Midhi urban CCDs were able to take advantage of 
improved infrastructure more so than midlow urban CCDs as total employ-
ment growth was generally smaller in midlow urban treated CCDs. Al-
though rural low CCDs benefitted from contemporaneous highway investment 
in two industries, mean and total aggregate growth was smaller in 
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treated regions. As there were no urban high nor urban low CCDs treated 
in the 1970s, no comparisons could be made. 
These results reiterate that CCDs in middle to latter stages of 
socioeconomic growth were able to take advantage of the reduction in 
transportation costs made available from new highway construction. Low 
rural CCDs treated contemporaneously lagged behind in employment growth 
as compared with other socioeconomic classes receiving treatment. 
To summarize, the industries that benefitted most in mean employ-
ment growth due to contemporaneous highway investment were in midlow 
rural CCDs and included: transportation and public utilities, business 
and repair services, and personal and professional service industries. 
New four lane highways appear to be a stronger contemporaneous 
stimulus to employment growth in rural and urban CCDs in middle to 
latter stages of development. In contrast with the results from tests 
for prior treatment effect, these results were not as robust for mean 
growth differences. Still, differences in total employment growth rates 
indicate that rural and urban CCDs in middle to latter stages of devel-
opment benefit from highway treatment in the prior period as well as 
contemporaneously. Therefore if new highways are placed to generate 
growth, the timing of highway investment strategy with respect to stages 
of socioeconomic development of CCDs are important considerations. 
Overview of Procedures and Results 
To analyze the effects on South Carolina of highway investment, 
employment growth in the 1970s in those CCDs that are traversed by four 
lane highways in the prior period were compared with those CCDs that did 
not receive treatment. These treated and control CCDs were similar in 
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socioeconomic class or local developmental stage as characterized by per 
capita income and employment rate by 1970. T-tests were conducted to 
test for significant differences in mean growth rates in aggregate and 
industry division employment between the treated and control CCDs. 
These tests were performed for rural and urban CCDs with regards to 
socioeconomic class and decade of highway treatment. 
With regards to "prior" treatment tests, four lane highways built 
in the 1960s stimulated total employment growth significantly in the 
1970s in rural and urban CCDs in the middle and latter stages of 
socioeconomic growth. Added highway mileage in the prior period did not 
add significantly to employment growth in rural CCDs in the earlier 
stages of development nor urban CCDs in early to middle stages of 
development. This suggests these regions lack pre-growth conditions 
necessary to experience any positive benefits. 
Tests for contemporaneous effects of highway treatment indicated 
that rural high, midhi, and midlow CCDs benefitted the most from added 
four lane projects in total aggregate employment growth and in total 
employment in most industries. Midlow rural CCDs responded the great-
est, on average, with larger growth in mean aggregate employment as well 
as in mean employment growth in four industries. 
Urban CCDs in midhi stages of development also were able to take 
advantage of contemporaneous infrastructure treatment as total employ-
ment growth was generally higher in treated CCDs. Urban midlow CCDs 
treated contemporaneously, however, did not realize larger employment 
growth. Although rural low CCDs benefitted from contemporaneous highway 
treatment in two industries, mean aggregate and total employment growth 
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were smaller in treated CCDs. As there were no urban high nor urban low 
CCDs treated in the 1970s, no comparisons could be made. 
These results from prior and contemporaneous highway treatment 
growth effects support the hypothesis that rural and urban CCDs in 
middle to advanced stages of socioeconomic growth are in the best posi-
tion to benefit from improved infrastructure. These regions feature 
average and above average income, greater labor force participation, and 
education levels than regions in early development stages. Such charac-
teristics presumably enhance the production capabilities of these 
regions and therefore allow these CCDs to take greater advantage of the 
transportation cost reductions made available from new highway 
construction . 
Table 3 displays the coefficients oft-tests for total and mean 
employment differences, 1970 to 1980, between those rural CCDs treated 
in the 1960s and CCDs treated in the 1970s. Again, rural CCDs in high, 
midhi, and midlow stages of development benefitted the most from prior 
and contemporaneous highway treatment. Highway treatment appeared to 
elicit slightly larger differences in growth when it was administered in 
the "prior" period, however. Low treated CCDs grew less rapidly in the 
1970s than control CCDs regardless of treatment received in the 1960s or 
1970s. 
Looking next at Table 4, both high and midhi urban CCDs treated in 
the 1960s experienced greater growth in the 1970s . Midlow urban CCDs, 
however, that were treated in the prior period grew less rapidly. No 
urban CCDs were classified as belonging to the low socioeconomic class. 
Contemporaneous treatment stimulated growth in total employment in the 
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Table 3. Mean and Total Aggregate Employment Growth in Rural CCDs, 
1970-1980 
Treatment High Midhi Midlow Low 
1960s 
Total Empgro 0/control 1.1016 1.1022 1.0915 1. 2901 
1/treated 1.5223 1. 3778 1. 2995 1.1125 
Mean Empgro 0/control 1.1720* 1.2032* 1.1461* 
1/treated 1. 7771 1. 5119 1.3808 
1970s 
Total Empgro 0/control 1.0068 1.1022 1.0915 1. 2901 
1/treated 1. 3511 1. 2742 1.0068 1.0958 
Mean Empgro 0/control 1.1720 1.2032 1.1461* 1. 3489* 
1/treated 1. 5240 1.3262 1. 2727 1.1045 
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Population, 1970: 1980: 
Selected Sub-County Regions, S.C., computer tapes, Washington, 
DC: U.S. Dept. of Census. 
Empgro - aggregate CCD employment growth from 1970 to 1980 
*Significant difference in growth. 
--Inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
Table 4. Mean and Total Aggregate Employment Growth in Urban CCDs, 
1970-1980 
Treatment High Midhi Midlow Low 
1960s 
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Total Empgro 0/control 0.4424 0.9238 1. 8958 0.0** 
1/treated 1. 3981 1.4925 1.0011 0.0 
Mean Empgro 0/control 1.1251* 1.8389 0.0 
1/treated 1.4355 1.1480 0.0 
1970s 
Total Empgro 0/control 0 . 0 0.9238 1. 8958 0.0 
1/treated 0.0 1.0829 1.7093 0.0 
Mean Empgro 0/control 0.0 1.1251 1.8389 0 . 0 
1/treated 0.0 1. 1029 1. 6739 0 . 0 
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Population, 1970: 1980: 
Selected Sub-County Regions. S.C., computer tapes, Washington, 
DC: U.S. Dept. of Census. 
Empgro = aggregate CCD employment growth from 1970 to 1980 
*Significant difference in growth. 
**0 . 0 indicates no urban CCDs were classified as belonging to this 
socioeconomic group. 
--Inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
midhi urban CCDs, while midlow urban CCDs that were treated lagged in 
employment growth compared with nontreated CCDs. 
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To summarize, the quasi-experimental tests at the CCD level suggest 
that there are strong effects of new four lane highways on the ability 
of rural and urban CCDs in middle to advanced stages of development to 
attract new employment opportunities. These regions possess pre-growth 
conditions, e.g., an educated labor force, low unemployment rates, and 
average income. Midlow rural CCDs tend to be more responsive, to high-
way treatment than midlow urban CCDs, given these appropriate condi-
tions. For urban CCDs, prior highway treatment is a stronger stimulus 
to employment growth than contemporaneous treatment . 
CHAPTER V 
THE IMPACT ON EMPLOYMENT ADDITION OF FOUR LANE 
HIGHWAY INVESTMENT: QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL 
ANALYSES AT THE "Z" REGION LEVEL 
Introduction 
The results for CCD comparisons support the idea that highways, 
conditional on local developmental stage, matter to employment growth. 
Through greater geographical detail, additional evidence may be gained 
in examining the robustness of that analysis. 
Using GIS, four-digit zip code boundaries are overlaid with 1980 
CCD geography (296 CCDs) resulting in 477 unique "Z" regions that are 
intersections of the Zip and CCD areas (Figure 6). The resulting 
coverage is cleaned and edited for any erroneous Z boundary lines 
created during the intersection process. GIS is used to allocate to 
these regions (based on each observation's county/CCD code and Zip code) 
approximately 57,000 firms in the geocoded files of the 1989 Dun and 
Bradstreet files for South Carolina (Dun and Bradstreet Market Survey: 
SC, 1989) as well as some 2,700 manufacturing firms from the geocoded 
South Carolina Industrial Directory for 1989 (SC State Development 
Board, 1989) (Figure 7). 
A quasi-experimental analysis, conducted at the Z region level, 
tests for an association between new firm employment and highway 
treatment and socioeconomic stage of development. The questions to 
examine are: 
1. Are four lane highways associated with new firm employment 
addition? 
Figure 6. South Carolina Z Regions 
Figure 7. Total South Carolina Firms, 1989 
2. Is local developmental stage of a region associated with 
employment addition? 
3. Does highway treatment interacting with local developmental 
stage influence employment addition? 
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4. Which industries are most responsive to the effects of highways 
and developmental stage working separately and together? 
Highway treatment in this analysis includes periods of time between 
1960 and 1989 in which four lane highways were completed. Class repre-
sents stage of local economic development for each Z region. Each 
class, high, midhi, midlow, and low, are the results from the clustering 
procedu~e at the CCD level . The interaction of these two influences 
working together may be more influential than either effect in isola-
tion. Understanding the association between highway treatment, class 
effects, and employment change aids in subsequent development of models 
that estimate the impact of highway investment on employment change in 
South Carolina. 
Creating the "Z Region" Data Base 
Figure 8 illustrates total employment density for the South 
Carolina Z region geography. Each firm in the state is identified with 
a Z region identification number. Approximately 1,142,000 employees 
have been allocated to Z regions from the combined Dun and Bradstreet 
(Dun and Bradstreet Market Survey, 1989) and SC Industrial Directory 
1989 (SC State Development Board, 1989) geocoded files. 
Although highway completion dates and firm birth information are 
available beginning with 1960 , there is no available information 
regarding firm deaths. Accordingly, firm level effects from four lane 
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Figure 8. Total Employment Density 
highways are limited to long run impacts. Only firms that remain in 
business over the study period are considered. 
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Within each of these Z regions, firm level data are aggregated to 
sixteen industry division level groups in addition to total employment. 
The number of firms by industry group by year started for each Z region 
is computed as well as current employment levels in each of the industry 
groups. The industries are subdivided into: agriculture (AG); mining 
(MINES); construction (CONST); forestry and fishing (FRFSH); durable 
manufacturing (MAND); non-durable manufacturing (MANNO); wholesale trade 
(WTRDE) ;_ retail trade (RTRDE); transportation and public utilities 
(TPU); repair services (RPRPER); finance, insurance, and real estate 
(FIRE); business services (BUSSVC); personal services (PSSVC); enter-
tainment (ENTRTN); public services (PUB); and professional services 
(PROFSVC). Standard Industrial Code ranges for these industries are 
listed in Appendix C. 
Selection of "Primary" and "Secondary" 
Treatment Regions 
To identify treatment and control regions more precisely, GIS is 
used to construct a 5km buffer around each new four lane highway segment 
completed each year during the period 1960 to 1989. Figure 9 illus-
trates this technique for four lane highways completed in 1960. The Z 
regions that are touched by this 5km buffer are assumed to be the 
"primary" impact regions or the regions directly affected by the 
transportation improvements that are provided by the new four lane 
highway (Roche, 1990). These Z regions are the treated regions while 
the remaining Z regions untouched by the buffers are the control regions 
(Figure 10). 
Figure 9. Treated Z Regions, 1960: Primary Impact Regions 
Figure 10. Control Z Regions, 1960 
-...J 
N 
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To create "secondary" impact regions, GIS is used to construct a 
10km buffer around each new four lane highway segment completed between 
1960 and 1989. The Z regions that are located between 5.01km and 10km 
of the buffer polygon are then reselected from these new coverages to 
comprise those treated regions indirectly affected by new highway 
mileage. An example for the treatment year 1960 is shown in Figure 11. 
Those Z regions outside these boundaries are the 10km control regions. 
The results from the clustering analysis conducted for the CCD regions 
are retained so that each Z region , based upon the portion of the CCD 
contained within its boundaries, also belongs to one of high, midhi, 
midlow, or low socioeconomic classes. Figures 12 through 15 illustrate 
the geographical distribution of these classes and Z regions by highway 
treatment periods . 
Quasi-experimental Methodology: ANOVA 
To apply the quasi-experimental methodology to the Z region level 
requires the construction of dummy or indicator variables to represent a 
set of categories of four lane highway treatment intensity . The dummy 
variables represent four lane highways built in the 5km buffer regions 
during the 1960s only, 1970s only, 1980s only , 1960s and 1970s, 1970s 
and 1980s, 1960s and 1980s, and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Dummy var -
iables are constructed similarly to represent highways built in the 5.01 
to 10 km buffer regions for these same treatment periods . Similarly, 
socioeconomic class is a set of four dummy variables indicating whether 
a Z region belongs to high , midhi , midlow, or low stage of development 
as characterized by income and employment rates in 1970 . 
Figure 11. Treated Z Regions, 1960: Secondary Impact Regions 
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Two-way analysis of variance is used to test for mean differences 
in employment addition between these treated and control regions for 
each the primary and secondary buffered zones. The main effects consist 
of highway treatment timing and socioeconomic class. The effects of the 
interaction between highway treatment and socioeconomic class are 
examined using the cross-products of highway treatment and class dummy 
variables. 
As the sample sizes for highway treatment and socioeconomic class 
are unequal and not proportional, the analysis of variance for factor 
effects _is complex. Regular analysis of variance calculations are 
inappropriate as the factor cells or treatment and class sample sizes 
are unequal and not proportional. In this case, component sums of 
squares in the analysis no longer sum to the total sum of squares. 
Thus, the simplest procedure for obtaining the proper sums of squares 
for testing factor effects and interactions is through an ordinary least 
squares regression approach (see Neter and Wasserman, 1974; p. 627). 
That is, for this two-factor analysis the main highway factor or 
effect has a maximum of 8 levels. These levels include the seven 
possible treatment time periods plus a level representing no treatment 
received over the range of treatment periods. The main socioeconomic 
effect has 4 levels. These are socioeconomic classes high, midhi, 
midlow, and low. The two-factor fixed effects analysis of variance 
model is 
Y. "k 1.J 
u +hwy.+ class.+ (hwys*class) .. + f •• k, 1. J 1.J l.J 
i 1 , ... , 8 ; j-1 , ... , 4 ; k= 1 , ... , n. (3) 
The independent variables or factors, highways, and socioeconomic 
class, each have 8 and 4 factor levels, respectively. In formulating 
the regression model, seven indicator or dummy variables are used for 
the highway factor. 
xl 
x2 
1 if observation received highway treatment in the 1960s, 
0 otherwise, 
1 if observation received highway treatment in the 1970s, 
0 otherwise, 
1 if observation received highway treatment in the 1960s, 
1970s, and 1980s 
0 otherwise, 
and three indicator or dummy variables are used for the socioeconomic 
class factor . 
1 is observation is defined as belonging to the high 
socioeconomic class 
0 otherwise 
1 if observation is defined as belonging to the midlow 
socioeconomic class 
0 otherwise 
The interaction terms are represented by cross-product terms between 
highways and class, xlx8, xlx9' etc. 
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The OLS regression model counterpart to the analysis of variance 
can therefore be expressed as follows, using p to denote the regression 
coefficients (Neter and Wasserman , 1974; p. 627). 
Po+plxijkl+p2xijk2+. · .+p7xijk7 
{main effect of four lane highways} 
{main effect of socioeconomic class} 
+P11xijklxijk8+ . · .+P31xijk7xijklO+ fijk 
{interaction effect between highway and class} 
i - 1 , .. . , 7 ; j = 1 , ... , 3 ; k= 1 , ... , n . (4) 
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The full ANOVA model includes highway treatments, socioeconomic 
class, and the interaction terms or cross-products of treatment and 
class. An F-statistic is used to test for association between highway 
treatments, class, interaction terms, and employment change in the time 
period defined. The null hypothesis (Ho) is that highway treatment, 
socioeconomic class, and their interaction effects do not influence 
employment additions. If the F-statistic is significant (at the 0.05 
confidence level) then the Ho is rejected. Partial F-statistics are 
computed therein to examine the influence of the main effects of 
highway~ and class as well as the interaction effects. 
First, the full model is restricted to test for the influence of 
interaction effects. A "partial" F-statistic is computed using the 
unrestricted or full model and the restricted model. The null 
hypothesis (Ho1 ) is that the effects of highway treatment interacting 
with socioeconomic class do not significantly influence employment 
additions. Alternatively highways and class together influence 
employment. If the partial F-statistic is significant, then the Ho1 
hypothesis is rejected and two additional partial F-statistics are 
computed using: 1) the full model and a model restricting for the main 
effect of highways and 2) the full model and a model restricting for the 
main effects of class. The null hypotheses are (Ho2 ,) highway treatment 
has no significant effect by itself on regional employment additions, and 
(Ho 3), socioeconomic class has no significant influence by itself on 
regional employment additions . If the Ho1 hypothesis is not rejected 
when testing for interaction effects, then the subsequent tests (Ho2 and 
Ho3) are conducted omitting interaction effects in each model while 
testing separately for main effects. 
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First, mean employment differences between control and treated 
regions in the 1980s are examined. Statistical tests are used to 
examine the influence of four lane highways and class on firm employment 
addition between 1980 and 1989. Similarly, to examine regional "job 
gain" differences in the 1970s employment in firms established between 
1970 and 1979 is compared for treated and control Z regions. Finally, 
employment differences between treated and control Z regions are 
examined for all firms established since 1960. 
Effects of Highways and Developmental Stage 
on Z Region Employment Additions, 1980-1989 
To examine the influence of highways on employment additions during 
the 1980s (ET80) in treated and control Z regions all seven possible 
four lane treatment periods are used. Again, these are 1960s (D60), 
1970s (D70), 1980s (D80), 1960s and 1970s (D67), 1960s and 1980s (D68), 
1970s and 1980s (D78), and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s (D678). The classes 
are high (HI), midhi (MH), midlow (ML), and low. Low Z regions and 
those never treated with a four lane highway are captured in the inter-
cept. Analysis includes the employment response to highway treatments 
of each primary and secondary impact Z regions. Interaction terms that 
resulted in a product of zero were omitted from the model. 
OLS equation for the full or unrestricted model is 
The general 
ET80 = P
0 
+ p1D60 + p2D70 + p3D80 + p4D67 + p5D68 + p6D78 
+ p7o678 + p8HI + p9MH + p10ML + p11o60*HI + p12o60*MH 
+ P13D60*ML + P14D70*HI + P15D70*MH + P16D70*ML + P17D80*MH 
+ p18D67*HI + p19D67*MH + p20D67*ML + p21D68*HI +p22D68*MH 
+ P23D78*MH + P24D678*HI + P25D678*MH + fijk" (5) 
The OLS equation for the model restricting for interaction 
effects is 
ET80 - P
0 
+p1D60*HI + p 2D60*MH + p3D60*ML + p4D70*HI 
+ P5D70*MH + P6D70*ML + P7D80*MH + P8D67*HI 
+ P9D67*MH + P10D67*ML + P11D68*HI + P12D68*MH 
+ P13D78*MH + P14D678*HI + P15D678*MH + €ijk. (6) 
The OLS equation for the model restricting for highway effects is 
ET80 - P
0 
+ p1D60 + p2D70 + p3D80 + p4D67 + p5D68 
+ P6D78 + P7D678 + €i. 
And, the OLS equation restricting for class effects is 
€ •• 
i 
Results for the Primary Impact Z Regions 
(7) 
(8) 
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The F-test results for the primary impact Z regions (those touched 
by a 5km buffer around a four lane project) are listed in Table 5. In 
testing, the H is that interaction effects between highways and class, 
0 
and main effects do not influence total employment addition, 1980 to 
1989; Ho is rejected if the computed F-statistic for the unrestricted 
model, equation (5), is greater than the critical F-statistic at the .05 
confidence level. That is, there is a 95% probability that at least one 
of these forces (interaction effects between four lane highways and 
class, and main effects) influenced total 1980s employment addition in 
primary impact regions. Subsequently, in testing the Ho1 that highways 
interacting with class do not affect employment addition (equation (6)), 
the computed partial F-statistic is significant at the .05 level of 
confidence. Thus, four lane highway treatment combined with 
socioeconomic stage of regional development significantly influenced 
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Table 5. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Primary Z Region 
Employment Addition, 1980-89, for Z Regions within 5km of Four Lane 
Highways 
Ho: Ho1 : Ho2 : Ho 3 : 
Full Model Interaction Highway Class 
Effects Effects Effects 
AG *3.164 *2.888 0.831 *6.960 
MINES 0.997 
CONST *l. 960 0.957 0.391 *8.216 
FRFSH 1.426 
MAND *5.735 *3.281 0.937 0 . 189 
MANNO 1. 317 
WTRDE *4.986 *2.759 0.691 0.184 
RTRDE *6.446 *2 . 443 0.665 0.334 
TPU 1. 366 
RPR PER *5.733 *2.304 0.361 2.163 
FIRE *3.530 *2.363 0.682 0.001 
BUSSVC *3.684 *2.176 0.756 0.092 
PSSVC *2.109 1. 381 *3.020 1. 693 
ENTRTN *l.841 1.497 *2.585 1.014 
PUB *l.560 1.022 *2.675 1.027 
PROFSVC *2.518 1.388 1. 953 *6. 577 
TOTEMP *5.876 *3.754 *19.014 0.342 
Fk,n-k+l F25,453 Fl5,463 F7,471 F3,475 
Ho : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition , 1980-89. 
Ha : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha2 : Highways do affect employment addition , 1980- 89 . 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition , 1980-89 . 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition , 1980-89 . 
*Rejection of Ho and Hai at 0 . 05 level of significance . 
--Failure to reject Ho . 
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total employment addition in the 1980s. And, in testing the Ho 2 that 
four lane highway treatment by itself does not affect total employment 
addition (equation (7)), the null hypothesis is rejected. That is, 
highway treatment alone is significantly associated with total employ-
ment addition. Socioeconomic class by itself (Ho3), equation (8)) did 
not significantly influence 1980s total employment addition, however, as 
the computed partial F-statistic is below the critical level (F31475 ). 
In sum, highways alone influenced 1980s total employment growth as 
did highways interacting with socioeconomic class. Whether the Z region 
is in e~rly or advanced stages of development does not appear to be an 
important factor in isolating its influence on 1980s total employment 
addition in primary impact regions. 
In primary regions at the industry division level, the interaction 
effects between highways and class influenced employment addition in the 
1980s more so than did either four lane highway treatment or class 
singularly. Computed F-statistics to test the Ho were above the 
critical levels for the following industries: agriculture, durable 
manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, repair, finance, insurance 
and real estate, and business service industries . 
Socioeconomic class alone influenced employment addition only in 
agriculture, construction and professional service industries. And, 
highways singularly influenced 1980s employment change in the personal 
service, entertainment, and public administration service industries. 
These results indicate that highway treatment interacting with 
local stage of development is associated with significant new employment 
addition. This is evident in both total employment and for employment 
in 7 of the 15 industries examined. It is interesting to note that 
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highway treatment by itself influenced service industries only while 
class by itself influenced the basic sector industries agriculture and 
construction. This suggests that for SC employment addition in service 
industries are more reliant upon mobility of factors while employment 
addition in agriculture and construction are reliant upon given income 
levels and employment rates. 
Results for the Secondary Impact Z Regions 
In secondary Z regions (located 5.01 to 10km from highways), tests 
for whether interaction effects between highways and class and main 
effects do not affect 1980s employment change resulted in a rejection of 
the Ho (Table 6). That is, there is a 95% probability that one of these 
effects explains total employment addition. In testing for the signifi-
cance of interaction effects of highways with class, however, the Ho1 
could not be rejected or interaction effects do not influence 1980s 
total employment addition in secondary impact regions. 
Looking at highway treatment as a main effect to explain total 
employment change, the Ho 2 was rejected at the .05 level of signifi-
cance. Similarly, the computed F-statistic for the significance of 
class effect by itself was greater than the critical F-statistic. Thus, 
the Ho3 was rejected or socioeconomic class singularly influenced 1980s 
total employment addition. 
At the industry division level, only three industries in secondary 
impact regions were influenced significantly by highway treatment inter-
acting with socioeconomic class . These included agriculture, durable 
manufacturing, repair services, and professional services. Highway 
treatment alone influenced total 1980s employment addition in secondary 
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Table 6. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Secondary Z 
Region Employment Addition, 1980-89, for Z Regions within 5.01 to 10km 
of Four Lane Highways 
Ho: Ho1 : Ho 2 : Ho3 : 
Full Model Interaction Highway Class 
Effects Effects Effects 
AG *3.574 *2. 962 0.265 *11.720 
MINES *7.695 0.268 *30.251 0.688 
CONST *2.854 1.182 0.704 *9.494 
FRFSH *2.657 1.106 *3.670 *4.906 
MAND *12.817 *20.865 *22.420 0.389 
MANNO *6.660 0.960 *21. 013 *6.595 
WTRDE *6.370 1.006 *14. 372 *12.414 
RTRDE *7.634 1.684 *16.171 *14.892 
TPU 1.295 
RPRPER *6.362 *10.761 *59.155 *22.590 
FIRE 1. 270 
BUSSVC *4.011 0.543 *9.412 *7.223 
PSSVC 1. 277 
ENTRTN *5.374 0.327 *19.601 2.567 
PUB 1 . 464 
PROFSVC *7.041 *2.536 *13. 966 2.292 
TOTEMP *8.232 1. 723 *16.828 *45 .411 
Fk,n-k+l Fl6,462 F9,469 F4,474 F3,475 
Ho : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ha : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition , 1980-89 . 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha2 : Highways do affect employment addition , 1980-89. 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition , 1980- 89. 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
*Rejection of Ho and Hoi at 0.05 level of significance. 
--Failure to reject Ho . 
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impact regions in the following industries: mining, forestry and fish-
ing, durable and nondurable manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, 
repair, business, entertainment, and professional service industries. 
Class alone influenced employment addition in fewer sectors than highway 
treatment as a singular influence. In contrast with highways as a main 
effect, class by itself influenced employment gain in the agriculture 
and construction industries. 
Summary 
In testing for the main and interaction effects of highways and 
socioeconomic class on primary Z region employment, 1980-1989, 
interaction between highway treatment and class as well as highway 
treatment alone significantly influenced total employment addition. 
Socioeconomic class as a main effect did not explain 1980s total 
employment addition however. 
At the industry division level, interaction effects explained 
change in more primary Z region industries (7 of the 16 industries 
examined) than did either main effect. Highway treatment alone 
explained employment change in three service industries (personal, 
entertainment, and public) while class explained employment change in 
two basic industries (agriculture and construction) and one service 
industry (professional services). The industries traditionally 
associated with employment addition due to highway treatment alone, 
e.g., manufacturing and trade, were influenced more extensively by the 
interaction effects of highway treatment interacting with class. 
In contrast, secondary impact regions associated total employment 
addition with highway treatment and socioeconomic class in isolation. 
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And, at the industry level, the interaction of highway treatment with 
class influenced employment in only the durable manufacturing, repair, 
agriculture and professional service industries. In sum, it appears 
that as distance increases from a four lane highway project, the effects 
of highways interacting with class become less important in explaining 
employment addition. 
Effects of Highways and Developmental Stage 
on Z Region Employment Additions, 1970-1979 
Highway treatments in this section include those four lane projects 
complet~d in the 1960s (D60), 1970s (D70), and 1960s and 1970s (D67). 
The class variables are the same used in the previous test for 
association between class and 1980s employment. These treatment years 
reflect any prior and contemporaneous effects on employment additions 
between 1970 and 1979 (ET79). In this case, the general OLS equation· 
for the full or unrestricted model is 
ET79= p + P1D60 + P2D70 + P3D67 + P4High + P5Midhi 0 
+ p6Midlow + p7D60*HI + p8D60*MH + p9D60*ML 
+ P10D70*HI + P11D70*MH + P12D70*ML + P13D67*HI 
+ P14D67*MH + p15D67*ML + €ijk" (9) 
Again if the computed F-statistic for the full model is significant then 
a partial F-statistic is computed for each of the restricted models. To 
test the Ho1 : interaction effects between highways and class do not 
influence 1970s employment addition the equation is 
ET79 p
0 
+ p1D60*HI + p2D60*MH + p3D60*ML 
+ P4D70*HI + P5D70*MH + P6D70*ML + P7D67*HI 
+ p8o67*MH + p9D67*ML + eijk. (10) 
To test the Ho 2 : highway treatment alone does not influence 1970s 
employment addition, the equation used is 
(11) 
Finally, to test the Ho3 that class alone does not influence 1970s 
employment addition the OLS equation is 
f •• 
J 
(12) 
Results for the Primary Impact Z Regions 
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Results of the F-tests for the effects of highways and develop-
mental stage on 1970s Z region employment addition in primary Z regions 
are listed in Table 7. Looking at the results for total employment 
addition, the H that interaction effects between highway and class and 
0 
main effects influence employment addition could not be rejected. That 
is the computed F-statistic was greater than the critical F-statistic at 
the .OS confidence level, with 15 numerator and 463 denominator degrees 
of freedom. There is a 95% probability that at least one of these 
forces influences 1970s total employment addition. In testing whether 
interaction effects between highways and class matter, the computed 
partial F-statistic is less than the critical F-statistic at the .OS 
confidence level. Thus the H01 was not rejected or interaction effects 
do not influence total 1970s employment addition. 
Similarly the computed partial F-statistic using equation (11) was 
less than the critical F-statistic in testing for the significance of 
highway treatment as a main effect. Thus, the H02 failed to be 
rejected. Testing the H03 that socioeconomic developmental stage by 
1970 by itself explains 1970s employment addition, however, produced a 
partial F-statistic that was greater than the critical F-statistic at 
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Table 7. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Primary Z Region 
Employment Addition, 1970-79, for Z Regions within 5km of Four Lane 
Highways 
Ho: 
Full Model 
AG *l.740 
MINES *4.594 
CONST *2.842 
FRFSH *l.805 
MAND *3.187 
MANNO 1.434 
WTRDE *4.808 
RTRDE *5.333 
TPU 0 . 846 
RPRPER *5.844 
FIRE 0.572 
BUSSVC *2.899 
PSSVC 0.517 
ENTRTN 1. 953 
PUB *2.937 
PROFSVC *l.963 
TOTEMP *3.323 
Fk,n-k+l Fl5,465 
Ho1 : 
Interaction 
Effects 
0.869 
*3.246 
0.537 
0.952 
1.013 
0.896 
0.803 
0.853 
0.874 
0.220 
0.374 
0.903 
F9,469 
Ho2 : 
Highway 
Effects 
0.404 
0.385 
1.294 
1.428 
1.236 
*4.520 
2.091 
1.541 
1.419 
0.543 
1.045 
1.698 
F3,425 
Ho3 : 
Class 
Effects 
*5.225 
0.0 
*7.836 
*4.985 
*9.374 
*16.475 
*17.014 
*18.554 
*9.815 
1.604 
*6.686 
*10.638 
F3,425 
Ho : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ha : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ha2 : Highways do affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
*Rejection of Ho and Hoi at 0.05 level of significance . 
--Failure to reject Ho. 
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the .OS level of confidence with 3 numerator and 475 denominator degrees 
of freedom. Thus, the H03 was rejected. That is, stage of socio-
economic development of a Z region by 1970 influenced total employment 
addition in the 1970s in primary impact regions . 
In sum, only socioeconomic class (as characterized by 1970 income 
levels and employment rates) explained Z region total employment addi-
tion in the 1970s. At the industry division level, socioeconomic class 
alone also influenced 1970s employment change in the primary Z regions 
more so than either highway treatment in isolation or highway treatment 
interact~ng with class. The industries affected by class as a main 
effect were agriculture, construction, forestry and fishing, durable 
manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, repair, business, and profes-
sional service industries. Highways in isolation influenced employment 
addition significantly only in the wholesale trade industry. Inter-
action effects between highway treatment and class affected employment 
only in the mining industry. 
Results for the Secondary Impact Z Regions 
Results of the F-tests for secondary impact Z regions are listed in 
Table 8. Looking first at the unrestricted model results for total 
employment, the computed F-statistic is greater than the critical F-
statistic at .OS level of confidence. Thus, the H is rejected or there 
0 
is a 95% probability that interaction effects between highway and class 
and main effects influences 1970s total employment addition in secondary 
Z regions. In testing for which of these explained 1970s employment 
change, both the H01 that interaction effects do not influence employ-
ment addition as well as the H03 that class by itself influenced 
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Table 8. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Secondary Z 
Region Employment Addition, 1970-79, for Z Regions within 5.01 to 10km 
of Four Lane Highways 
Ho: Ho1 : Ho2 : Ho3 : 
Full Model Interaction Highway Class 
Effects Effects Effects 
AG *l.788 0.603 1. 573 *6.876 
MINES *3.803 1. 250 0.867 *10.993 
CONST *4.449 *2.474 0.617 *3.678 
FRFSH *3.717 *4.170 0.382 *4.420 
MAND *6.962 *6.618 0.960 *7.853 
MANNO *3.299 *2.199 0. 723 *24.763 
WTRDE *6.153 1. 511 1.645 *19.096 
RTRDE *6.906 2.044 1. 201 *21.018 
TPU 1.180 
RPRPER *6.850 0.754 0. 971 *21. 557 
FIRE 0.879 
BUSSVC *3.914 1.888 1.322 *8.975 
PSSVC 0. 771 
ENTRTN *2.307 0.740 0.542 *6.337 
PUB 0.764 
PROFSVC *3.558 1.796 *4.104 *6.385 
TOTEMP *5.095 *3.035 0.702 *4.748 
Fk,n-k+l Fl2,466 F6,472 F3,475 F3,425 
Ho : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ha: Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha2 : Highways do affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
*Rejection of Ho and Hoi at 0 . 05 level of significance . 
--Failure to reject Ho. 
addition were rejected. Highway treatment by itself did not signifi-
cantly explain 1970s total employment addition, however . 
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At the industry division level, class by itself influenced 1970s 
employment change in secondary Z regions more so than in primary Z 
regions. Employment additions in the 1970s in 12 of the 16 industries 
was influenced significantly by class alone. That is, the H03 was 
rejected at the .OS confidence level. Although interaction effects were 
influential in construction, forestry and fishing, and durable and 
nondurable manufacturing industries, class was significantly influential 
in these industries as well. Highway treatment alone explained employ-
ment addition in the professional service industry only. 
Summary 
The F tests conducted at the Z region level indicate that four lane 
highways alone do not explain 1970s total employment addition in the 
primary or secondary impact regions. At the industry level, only whole-
sale trade in primary Z regions and professional services in secondary 
regions experienced employment change in the 1970s due to highway 
treatment by itself. Instead, socioeconomic stage of growth alone 
played more of a leading role in influencing 1970s industry level 
employment addition in both primary and secondary Z regions. In con-
trast to prior treatment effects, interaction effects explained 1970s 
employment change in primary regions only for the mining industry and 
employment addition in 4 of the 16 industries in secondary regions. 
These results suggest that 1970s employment addition depended more 
upon local developmental stage of a region rather than location targeted 
highway treatment as a singular influence. In contrast to the results 
for 1980s employment change, these results suggest that as distance 
increases between Z regions and new four lane highways, class effects 
alone explain more of the 1970s employment addition. That is, highway 
treatment effects are diluted as distance from the new highway 
increases. 
Effects of Highways and Developmental Stage on 
Z Region Employment Addition, 1960-1989 
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To examine the effects of highways and developmental stage on total 
Z region employment over the range of highway treatment requires esti-
mating tpe general OLS equation specified in (5). The dependent varia-
ble is total employment additions between 1960 and 1989 (ZTOT). Highway 
treatment includes four lane highway projects completed in the 1960s, 
1970s, 1980s, 1960s and 1970s, 1960s and 1980s, 1970s and 1980s, and 
1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. These treatment years should capture effects 
on total employment additions over the entire range of treatment period, 
1960 to 1989. The general OLS equation used is 
ZTOT = fi
0 
+ p1D60 + p2D70 + p3D80 + p4D67 + p5D68 
+ p6D78 + p7D678 + p8HI + p9MH + p10ML 
+ p11D60*HI + p12D60*MH + p13D60*ML + p14D70*Hl 
+ fi15D70*MH + fi16D70*ML + fi17D80*MH + fi18D67*HI 
+ p19D67*MH + p20D67*ML + p21D68*HI + p22D68*MH 
+ p23D78*MH + p24D678*Hl + p25D678*MH + eijk' (13) 
The H for the unrestricted model is that interaction effects between 
0 
highways and class do not influence employment addition over the period 
1960 to 1989. 
The restricted model to test for the influence of interaction 
effects over the 1960 to 1989 period is 
ZTOT - p
0 
+ p1D60*HI + p2D60*MH + p3D60*ML + p4D70*HI 
+ p5o70*MH + p6o70*ML + p7o80*MH + p8o67*HI 
+ P9D67*MH + P10D67*ML + P11D68*HI + P12D68*MH 
+ P13D78*MH + P14D678*Hl + P15D678*MH + fijk. (14) 
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The H01 is interaction effects do not influence employment addition over 
the 1960 to 1989 period. 
The OLS equation for the model restricting for highway effects is 
ZTOT - p
0 
+ p1D60 + p2D70 + p3D80 + p4D67 + p5D68 
+ P6D78 + P7D678 + fi. (15) 
The H02 _is that highway treatment alone does not influence employment 
addition over the 1960 to 1989 period. 
And, the OLS equation restricting for class effects is 
(16) 
The H01 tested is that developmental stage by 1970 alone does not affect 
employment addition between 1960 and 1989. 
Results for the Primary Impact Z Regions 
The results of the F tests for primary region impacts are listed 
Table 9. Looking first at the results for total employment additions, 
the computed F-statistic for the unrestricted model was less than the 
critical F-statistic at the .05 confidence level. Thus, the H was not 
0 
rejected. That is, interaction effects between highways and class and 
main effects did not affect total employment additions over the 1960 to 
1989 period in primary impact regions. 
At the industry division level, however, the H hypothesis was 
0 
rejected for all but three industries. Only the professional, public 
administration, and transportation and public utilities service 
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Table 9. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Primary Z Region 
Employment Addition, 1960-89, for Z Regions within 5km of Four Lane 
Highways 
Ho: Ho1 : Ho2 : Ho3 : 
Full Model Interaction Highway Class 
Effects Effects Effects 
AG *3.233 *4.162 0.093 *5.968 
MINES *10.091 *9.823 0.0 0.0 
CONST *l. 629 0.979 *3.151 *5.836 
FRFSH *2.032 1.412 *7.276 *7.025 
MAND *3. 372 1.184 *20.450 1.055 
MANNO *l.758 *l.807 1.173 0.313 
WTRDE *l. 550 1.392 1. 375 *3.208 
RTRDE *2.127 1.480 *3.386 2.441 
TPU 1.077 
RPRPER *4.793 *4.022 1.566 0.851 
FIRE 0.555 
BUSSVC *l. 733 0.829 *2.14 *3.747 
PSSVC *l.922 1.550 0.269 *7.052 
ENTRTN *2.023 *2.254 0.058 0.141 
PUB 0.909 
PROFSVC 1.244 
TOTEMP 0.865 
Fk,n-k+l F25,453 Fl5,463 
Ho: Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition , 1980-89. 
Ha2 : Highways do affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition, 1980-89. 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
*Rejection of Ho and Hoi at 0 . 05 level of significance . 
--Failure to reject Ho . 
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industries were not significantly affected by one of these forces over 
the 29 year period. Highway treatments interacting with class signifi-
cantly influenced 1960 to 1989 employment addition in 5 of the 16 indus-
tries . And, highway treatment by itself explained employment addition 
in 5 of 16 industries. Finally, the developmental stage of a primary 
region in 1970 influenced 1960 to 1989 employment addition in 6 of 16 
industries. 
Results for the Secondary Impact Z Regions 
The F test results for the secondary impact regions are presented 
in Table 10 . In testing for influences of interaction effects and main 
effects on total employment addition over the 1960 to 1989 period, the 
H was rejected at the . OS confidence level. That is, at least one of 
0 
these effects significantly influenced total employment addition over 
the 29 year period . In testing for the influence of interaction effects 
the H01 was rejected or total employment addition between 1960 and 1989 
in secondary impact regions was significantly influenced by the inter-
action of highway treatment with class. Similarly, the H02 that high-
ways alone did not explain employment addition was rejected for total 
employment during this period. Socioeconomic stage of development by 
1970 , however, did not significantly affect total employment additions , 
1960-1989 . 
In contrast to the results for total employment addition, 1960-
1989, at the industry division level, interaction effects explained 
employment addition in only 2 of the 16 industries , while highway 
treatment alone did not affect employment change significantly in any 
Table 10. F Tests for Effects of Highways and Class on Secondary Z 
Region Employment Addition, 1960-89, for Z Regions within 5.01 to 10km 
of Four Lane Highways 
Ho: Ho1 : Ho2 : Ho3 : 
Full Model Interaction Highway Class 
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Effects Effects Effects 
AG *3.061 
MINES *5.288 
CONST *2.210 
FRFSH 1.592 
MAND 0.493 
MANNO 1. 297 
WTRDE 1. 507 
RTRDE 1. 549 
TPU 0 . 861 
RPRPER *3.241 
FIRE 0.693 
BUSSVC *l. 864 
PSSVC *6.627 
ENTRTN 0.866 
PUB 1.081 
PROFSVC 1.027 
TOTEMP *l.968 
Fk,n-k+l Fl6,460 
3.760 
*2.062 
1.194 
1.236 
1.089 
*8.627 
*2.091 
F9,469 
0.201 
0.0 
0.384 
0. 311 
1.072 
0.063 
*4.473 
F4,474 
*9.354 
0.0 
*7.025 
0.463 
*4.183 
*31.163 
0.469 
F3,475 
Ho : Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do not affect employment 
addition, 1980-89. 
Ha: Interaction effects between highways and class and main effects do affect employment 
addition , 1980-89 . 
Ho1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha1 : Interaction effects between highways and class do affect employment addition , 1980-89 . 
Ho2 : Highways do not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha2 : Highways do affect empl oyment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ho3 : Socioeconomic class does not affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
Ha3 : Socioeconomic class does affect employment addition, 1980-89 . 
*Rejection of Ho and Hoi at 0 . 05 level of significance . 
--Failure to reject Ho . 
industry division in secondary Z regions. Class alone influenced 
employment addition over the period in 4 of the 16 industries. 
Summary 
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Over the 29-year treatment period at the industry level, employ-
ment in 5 of the 16 industries in primary and 2 of the 16 in secondary Z 
regions responded to the effects of highway treatment interacting with 
class. Class singularly influenced employment change in 6 of the 16 
industries in primary and 4 of the 16 industries in secondary regions. 
Although highway treatment singularly influenced employment change in 
primary Z regions in 5 of 16 industries, it did not significantly 
influence industry specific employment change in secondary Z regions. 
These results suggest that the Z regions within 5km were better 
positioned geographically to take advantage of highway treatment in 
isolation that than those Z regions 5.01 to 10km away from the added 
four lane highway mileage. 
The results for total employment addition between 1960 to 1989 in 
the primary Z regions refute previous results (see Table 5) for primary 
Z region 1980s and 1970s total employment additions. This contrast 
suggests that although interaction and highway treatment alone explain 
1980s total employment and highway and class by themselves explain 1970s 
total employment, over the 29 period these influences become diluted. 
It is possible, also, that the addition to total employment between 1960 
and 1989 could not be captured in the OLS equation as specified. 
Primary Region Total Employment Addition: 
1980-1989 and 1970-1979 
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To investigate total employment addition in the 1980s at the pri-
mary impact level in more detail , the individual coefficients for equa-
tion (5) are examined . The same procedure is followed to examine 
individual coefficients for total employment addition, 1970-1979 using 
equation (9). The objective here is to examine the direction of causal-
ity that the individual highway treatment, class and interaction vari-
ables have on total employment addition in these consecutive time 
periods . As the F test results indicated (see Tables 5-8), increasing 
the distance between Z regions and new four lane highway projects 
diminishes the importance of highways alone or highways interacting with 
class in influencing employment change. Thus, only Z regions touched by 
a 5km buffer around the seven possible treatments are used to estimate 
total employment addition for each time period. The H is that highway 
0 
treatments, class, and the interaction effects do not individually 
influence total employment addition between 1980 and 1989, nor between 
1970 and 1979. 
Results for Total Employment Addition in 
Primary Regions: 1980-1989 
The OLS estimates of total employment addition, 1980-1989 are 
presented in Table 11. The independent variables are jointly signifi-
cantly different from zero at a . 0001 probability of making a Type I 
error . The adjusted Rsquare indicates that 20% of total employment 
addition in the 1980s is explained by the model. 
Looking first at the coefficients on the highway treatment vari-
ables , D60 through D678, only four lane highway treatment received 
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Table 11. Dependent Variable: Total Employment Addition, 1980-1989 
Parameter Estimates 
Parameter Standard T For HO: 
Variable Estimates Error Parameter=O PROB> ITI 
Intercept 362.20101 254. 72788 1.422* 0.1557 
D60 117.38654 681. 87154 0.172 0.8634 
D70 -262.20101 514.68474 -0.509 0.6107 
D80 1418.92049 492 . 89066 2 . 879* 0.0042 
D67 -342.53435 930.02293 -0.368 0.7128 
D68 160.24227 790.43424 0.203 0.8394 
D678 - 72. 50773 790.43424 -0. 092 0.9270 
D78 0.49226 790.43424 0.001 0.9995 
High -301. 34387 638.56682 -0.472 0. 6372 
Midhi -62 . 23572 305.16954 -0.204 0.8385 
Midlow -243.94328 299.38321 -0.815 0.4156 
D1H60 1146.25631 963.24376 1.190 0.2347 
DIMH60 180.30852 733.80999 0.246 0 . 8060 
D1ML60 334.53754 841. 36199 0.398 0. 6911 
D1H70 854.84387 1344. 56916 0.636 0.5252 
D1MH70 1033.70941 647.66290 1. 596* 0.1112 
D1ML70 410.20254 615.25567 0 . 667 0.5053 
DIMH80 -1392.88937 866.72504 -1. 607* 0.1087 
DIH67 4264.37720 1203.26259 3.544* 0.0004 
D1MH67 1399.79128 1013.17695 1.382* 0.1678 
D1ML67 448 . 96411 1019 . 65545 0.440 0.6599 
DIH68 1730.40059 1472.32881 1.175 0.2405 
D1MH68 1503.34800 959.01460 1.568* 0.1177 
DIH678 7980.65059 1472 . 32881 5.420* 0.0001 
D1MH678 1948.90608 933.39207 2.088* 0 . 0374 
D1MH78 874.87578 1205.43765 0. 726 0.4684 
Root MSE 1549 . 248 R-Square 0.2453 F Value Prob>F 
Dep MEAN 630.4728 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 2036 5.876 0.0001 
060: Oumny Variable= 1 if four lane highway completed in the "Z" region during the 1960s only . 
070: 
080 : 
067 : 
068 : 
078 : 
0678 : 
HIGH 
MIDHI 
MIDLOW 
OIH60-0IMEl78 
Ho : bi= 0, Ha : 
*Rejection of Ho: 
= 0 otherwise 
= 1 if 1970s four lane only ; else = 0 
= 1 if 1980s four lane only; else = 0 
= 1 if 1960s + 1970s four lane only; else= 0 
= 1 if 1960s + 1980s four lane only ; else= 0 
= 1 if 1970s + 80s four lane only ; else= 0 
= 1 if 1960s, 70s + 80s four lane only ; else= 0 
= 1 if Z regions in high income class cluster ; else= 0 
= 1 if Z regions in midhi cluster ; else= 0 
= 1 if Z regions in midlow cluster; else= 0 
= 1 if four lane highway completed in the "Z" region during the year noted in 
high , midhi, or midlow cluster ; else= 0 
b . = 0 at 0.10 level of significance . 
1 
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in the 1980s significantly influenced total employment addition in the 
1980s. The t-statistic for the D80 coefficient is greater than the 
critical t-value at the .10 level of confidence. 
The interaction effects of highway treatment combined with socio-
economic class appeared to be the driving force behind total employment 
change in the 1980s. These results support the quasi-experimental 
results presented in Table 5. Low Z regions that never received high-
way treatment, as indicated in the intercept term, gained only 362 
employees in firms established in the 1980s. Comparatively, midhi Z 
regions .that received highway treatment in the 1970s gained 1,033 over 
the 362 employees in firms established in the 1980s. And those midhi Z 
regions that received combination treatments in the 1960s and 1970s, and 
the 1960s and 1980s, gained 1,399 and 1,503 more employees than non-
treated Z regions in firms established in the 1980s respectively. Midhi 
Z regions that received treatment in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s gained 
1,948 more employees in firms established in the 1980s than the low 
control Z regions. 
High Z regions fared even better. For those Z regions that 
received highway treatment in the 1960s and 1970s, total employment 
increased by 4,264 employees more than in low Z regions never treated. 
Those Z regions that received continuous highway treatment during the 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s gained 7,980 employees more than low never 
treated Z regions. These results support the quasi-experimental results 
at the CCD level that regions in middle to latter stages of development 
stand the most to gain from prior or contemporaneous highway treatment. 
Results for Total Employment Addition in 
Primary Impact Re~ions: 1970-1979 
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The OLS estimates of total employment addition, 1970-1979, are 
presented in Table 12. The individual estimates are jointly different 
from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error. The adjusted 
Rsquare indicates that 7% of the total variation in 1970s total employ-
ment addition is explained by the model. The individual coefficients on 
the highway treatment variables indicate that four lane highways built 
in the 1960s, 1970s, or 1960s and 1970s did not contribute to signifi-
cant employment addition in the 1970s. And, in looking at the influence 
of class singularly, only primary Z regions characterized as demonstrat-
ing more advanced stages of socioeconomic development significantly 
influenced total 1970s employment addition. 
Two interaction effects contributed significantly to total 1970s 
employment addition. Low primary Z regions that never were treated 
gained 328 employees. And, midhi Z regions that were treated contem-
poraneously (in the 1970s) fared somewhat better than low never treated 
regions, gaining 769 more employees. These modest results support the 
F-tests for interaction effects and main effects of highways and class 
in influencing total employment addition in the 1970s in primary 
regions. Additionally, these findings support results of the quasi-
experimental test at the CCD level for contemporaneous highway 
treatment. 
Overview of Procedures and Summary of Results 
This chapter reported the results of quasi-experimental analyses of 
the association between 1980s new firm employment and highway treatment 
and local developmental stage at the Z region level. Using GIS, four-
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Table 12. Dependent Variable: Total Employment Addition, 1970-1979 
Parameter Estimates 
Parameter Standard T For HO: 
Variable Estimates Error Parameter=O PROB> ITI 
Intercept 328.68023 233.42556 1.408* 0.1598 
D60 380.89827 624.84815 0.610 0.5424 
D70 -225.68023 471.64281 -0.478 0.6325 
D67 -322.01357 852.24719 -0.378 0.7057 
High 1341.04704 487.56126 2.751* 0.0062 
Midhi 252.37234 268.93674 0.938 0.3485 
Midlow -148.51357 266.98958 -0.556 0.5783 
DIH60 -893.37554 821.24257 -1.088 0. 2772 
DIMH60 -390.47917 668 . 05928 -0.584 0.5592 
DIML60 -274.15584 768.41372 -0.357 0. 7214 
DIH70 -607.04704 1188.87851 -0. 511 0.6099 
DIMH70 769.62766 588.52873 1.308* 0.1916 
DIML70 303.32838 560.26023 0.541 0.5885 
DIH67 1097.28629 1054.08970 1.041 0.2984 
DIMH67 1042.34989 925.27711 1.127 0.2605 
DIML67 344. 22190 932.25040 0.369 0.7121 
ROOT MSE 1419.688 R-Square 0.0974 F-Value Prob>F 
DEP MEAN 546.0962 ADJ R-SQ 0.0681 3.323 0.0001 
D60: Dumy Variable - 1 if four lane highway completed in the "Z" region during the 1960s only. 
• 0 otherwise 
D70 : = 1 if 1970s four lane only ; else - 0 
D67 : - 1 if 1960s + 70s four lane only; else - 0 
HIGH = 1 if Z regions in high class cluster; else• 0 
MIDHI = 1 if Z region in midhi cluster; else• 0 midhi 
MIDLOW = 1 if Z region in midlow cluster; else - 0 midlow 
DIH60-D1ML67 = 1 if four lane highway completed in the "Z" region during the year noted in 
high, midhi , or midlow cluster; else• 0 
*Rejection of Ho : bi= 0 at 0.10 level of significance. 
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digit SC zip code boundaries were overlaid with the 1980 SC CCD bound-
aries, resulting in 477 unique Z regions. Approximately 1,142,000 
employees from the firm start employment data for firms with 25 or more 
employees were allocated to these regions. These data were aggregated 
into 16 industry divisions and sorted, along with total new firm employ-
ment, by start-up date into the periods 1980 to 1989, 1970 to 1979, and 
1960 to 1989. 
Seven dummy variables that represent four lane highway construction 
projects occurring during one of seven possible time periods comprised 
highway ~reatment. These were 1980s only, 1970s only, 1960s only, 1960s 
and 1970s, 1960s and 1980s, 1970s and 1980s, and 1960s, 1970s, 1980s. 
Similarly, four dummy variables comprised class. These were the 
resulting groups, high, midhi, midlow, and low, from the clustering 
procedure in Chapter 4 . 
To identify treatment and control regions, GIS was used to con-
struct 5km and 10km buffers around each new four lane highway project 
completed each year during the period from 1960 to 1989. AZ region 
touched by one of these buffer zones comprised the primary and secondary 
impact regions, respectively. 
Two-way analysis of variance was used to determine whether an 
association exists between employment addition and the main effects of 
highway treatment and socioeconomic class and the interaction of these 
two effects . Since the sample sizes for highway treatment and class are 
unequal and nonproportional, regular analysis of variance calculations 
were not appropriate, e.g., the number of treated Z regions and classes 
are not equal. Hence a linear OLS regression approach was used. The 
dependent variable, employment addition was regressed on the seven 
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possible highway treatment variables and three class variables. These 
explanatory variables represent the main effects of highway treatment 
and class respectively. The Z regions never treated with highways as 
well as those belonging to the low socioeconomic class were represented 
in the intercept term. Also included as regressors were the cross-
products of the highway treatment variables and class. These estimates 
of employment addition represented the influences of highway treatments 
interacting with class. Hence, differences in mean employment addition 
in the 1980s were examined between control regions and regions treated 
in all s~ven periods. And differences in mean employment addition in 
the 1970s were examined between control regions and regions treated 
prior to 1980. Finally, differences in mean employment addition between 
1960 and 1989 were examined between control and regions treated in all 
seven periods. 
An F-test was conducted to test for significant association between 
employment addition and at least one of the these influential forces. 
This comprised the full or unrestricted model. If the computed F 
statistic was significant then partial F-statistics were computed 
sequentially to test for an association between employment addition and 
the interaction effect and each main effect by itself. 
For the primary Z regions, interaction effects between treatment 
and class as well as highway treatment alone were associated with 1980s 
total employment gain. Socioeconomic class by itself did not explain 
1980s total employment addition. At the industry division level, inter-
action effects explained 1980s employment addition in more industries 
than did either main effect by itself. Highway treatment as a main 
effect explained employment gains in the personal, entertainment and 
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public administration service industries while class by itself explained 
gains in the agriculture and construction industries. The industries 
traditionally associated with employment gain due to highway treatment 
by itself, manufacturing and trade, were influenced by the interaction 
of highways with class in the primary Z regions. In the secondary Z 
regions treatment and class as main effects were more influential in 
explaining employment gain than were interaction effects. 
For 1970s total employment addition in the primary and secondary 
regions, highway treatment by itself was not associated with employment 
gain. At the industry level, only wholesale trade in primary Z regions 
and professional services in secondary regions realized new firm 
employment in the 1970s due to highway treatment in isolation. Instead, 
socioeconomic class by itself was associated with employment gain in 
both primary and secondary regions. Interaction effects explained very 
little of the employment gains at the industry level in the 1970s in 
primary regions. And in secondary regions interaction effects were 
associated with employment addition in 4 of the 16 industries. In 
explaining 1970s employment addition class was the more important 
influence. 
Over the 29 year treatment period, 1960 to 1989, highway effects 
alone influenced industry level employment gain in the primary regions 
but not the secondary regions. Class was associated with employment 
gain during this period in the primary and secondary region in business, 
construction, and personal service industries. Interaction effects did 
not demonstrate a strong association with employment gain in the primary 
or secondary regions. These results suggest that over the 29 year 
period, regions within 5km of new highways were in better positions to 
take advantage of highway treatment in isolation than those regions 
farther away. 
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The results for total employment addition over the 1960 to 1989 
period in primary regions refuted earlier results regarding total 
employment gains in the 1980s and 1970s. It is likely the OLS equation 
as specified failed to capture the nature of association between treat -
ment and class and total employment gain, 1960 to 1989. 
To investigate total employment addition in more detail, OLS esti-
mates of total employment, 1980-89 (equation (4)), and total employment 
addition_, 1970-79 (equation (8)) in primary Z regions were examined 
individually. These estimates indicated that the driving force behind 
1980s total employment addition was highway treatment interacting with 
class . Midhi and high Z regions gained the most from new four lane 
highway projects. For total employment gain in the 1970s, highway 
Treatment interacting with class indicated that midhi contemporaneously 
treated regions fared somewhat better than low never treated regions. 
Again, these results support the findings of quasi-experimental 
tests at the CCD and Z region level. These results reveal also a 
weakness of the quasi-experimental method via ANOVA in analyzing the 
impact of highway treatment on employment addition . Although the asso-
ciation between highway treatment and employment addition is isolated 
via the ANOVA approach, there is no indication of the direction of this 
influence, e.g., which treatments, for example, generate positive addi-
tion. Additionally, in estimating the impact of new highways on new 
firm employment, other influential factors must be considered in esti-
mating employment addition. That is, what other infrastructure 
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improvements besides four lane highways might generate new firm employ-
ment? Do pre-growth conditions generate as many new jobs as new 
highways? 
To answer these questions it is necessary to move beyond the ANOVA 
approach in analyzing whether an association exists between highways and 
employment addition. An econometric model is needed to isolate the 
single influence in space of highway treatment on new firm employment 
while controlling for other influences, such as other types of infra-
structure investments and pre-growth conditions. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE IMPACT OF HIGHWAY INVESTMENT ON NEW 
FIRM EMPLOYMENT IN SOUTH CAROLINA: 
BUILDING A PREDICTIVE MODEL 
Introduction 
Results from the quasi-experimental analyses at the CCD and Z 
region level indicate that for SC a causal linkage exists between 
highways and economic activity as reflected through new business 
formation. The direction of causation, however, is unclear. 
Why a firm locates or expands production in one particular region 
as opposed to another is influenced theoretically by optimizing behav-
ior. That is, the public capital hypothesis asserts that increased 
investment in highways in a region lowers transportation costs and 
increases the rate of return to private investment--initiating a cycle 
of capital investment which stimulates output and employment growth in 
that region (Duffy-Deno and Eberts, 1989). 
This regional development scenario is characterized by mobile 
inputs that flow freely to regions offering the highest rate of return. 
While workers are attracted to areas with higher wages, improved educa-
tion, and local amenities, private capital location is influenced by 
factor price differences in labor, transportation costs, or lowest 
production costs. Conversely, productivity growth may spawn regional 
growth so that firms reap added savings in transportation and time by 
purchasing inputs locally (see Munnel, 1990; Eberts, 1990; Henry et al., 
1991; and Aschauer, 1990). 
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Some contemporary research asserts that it is simply chance that 
determines which regions attract growing firms. Arthur (1989,1990), 
Storper (1986), and Krugman (1991) suggest that chance events early in 
an industry's stage of development may cause a "lock-in" effect for that 
industry and subsequent "take-off" growth in a region. The same logic 
may apply to regional growth based on highway investment initiating a 
take-off phase of economic development in one region as compared with 
another, and subsequent industrial and population concentration in that 
region. 
Empirical research in this area remains sparse due to a lack of 
comprehensive estimates of infrastructure investment over a period of 
time, however. Many analyses have used proxies for public capital 
estimating its contribution to output. Eberts (1990), for example, 
estimates regional differences of the effects of growth of public 
infrastructure on the growth of total factor productivity. As a proxy 
for public capital, he uses government finance data citing total outlays 
and expenditures for public provided transportation, water supply and 
distribution, hospitals, airports, and sewerage facilities (p. 7). 
Aschauer (1990) in estimating the influence of highway capacity on per 
capita income, proxies public capital as vehicular density per time 
period and miles of highway. He links these proxies to regional growth 
via a production function framework whereby production technology is 
characterized by a positive marginal product of highway capacity (p. 
15). 
Additionally, these analyses have compared states and or metro 
areas across national regions. Interregional analysis, or the 
examination of interrelationships among regions within one state, have 
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largely been avoided. An exception is provided by Fox and Murray (1990) 
in their analysis of the interregional effects of local public policies 
on firm "start-up" decisions and business location. Their study con-
fronts interrelationships among both rural and metro counties within one 
state, analyzing all industries while disaggregating by firm size. They 
argue that since short and long term policies affecting business deci-
sions are frequently developed within state boundaries rather than 
across states, a within state analysis of these activities is valuable. 
State and local policy decisions may vary between those that target 
specific development sites and those created for average state wide 
effects. 
Building the Small Region Model 
To evaluate the role that transportation plays in interregional 
employment change in South Carolina necessitates building a predictive 
model restating the basic framework of Fox and Murray's firm location 
model. And, using the firm level employment data allocated to the Z 
region level via GIS, this model may be developed further to apply to 
smaller area analysis than the county level analysis used by Fox and 
Murray. 
The objective is to construct an econometric model indicating the 
influence of new highway investment in effecting change in regional 
employment through new firm start-ups. This requires specifying the 
linkages from added infrastructure to private sector investment to new 
firm employment change. Fox and Murray base their model on the idea 
that firm managers make new plant start-up decisions in a region by 
evaluating estimated costs of production and potential profits of 
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locating a firm among the set of all geographic locations within a 
region. A welfare function in constructed for each location such that 
W - W(~, A) , 
m 
(17) 
whereby the welfare level (W) of the firm manager (m) is a function of 
profits(~) expected in each potential location and a set of amenities 
(A). The firm manager is expected to examine and construct profit func-
tions for each potential site. The manager's valuation of site ameni-
ties and profit potential is summarized by 
W - maxW (Y ,A), (18) 
m m m 
whereby Y represents the opportunity wage available to agent m. The 
- m 
manager's objective is to attain the optimal wage and combination of 
local amenities so as to maximize total individual welfare . The new 
firm is located in that region that possesses the attributes for 
managerial welfare optimization. 
Although the agents' valuations or welfare indices for sites are 
not directly observable, the site attributes are observable in the form 
of firm location. For the remaining regions, however, no siting is 
observed nor welfare valuation recorded. That is, some regions observe 
zero firm starts. The dependent variable, firm starts, is limited in 
that the range of variation is limited (zero or greater than zero). 
Still , eliminating the observations on those managers who did not select 
to locate new firms in a region discards valuable information and is 
therefore inefficient. Combining the zero observations with observa-
tions on firm start-ups may be accomplished in a Tobit model (Tobin, 
1958) (see Kennedy, 1980). 
The model developed here examines location decision behavior as 
based on the notion that expenditures on public capital generate an 
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increase in private sector investment or firm starts. That is, public 
capital, such as highways, increase profit opportunities by reducing 
transportation costs incurred in the production process. New highways 
assure the locating firm greater mobility of labor and private capital 
inputs within a region. Labor is attracted to more easily accessible 
regions and work sites. Private capital is attracted to reduced costs 
of transporting production input factors and shipping outputs. Such 
infrastructure pre-conditions to growth signal to investors a greater 
likelihood of earning a normal rate of return to capital investment. 
Regional agglomeration economies may generate improved amenities 
and profit opportunities as well. As these economies feature more 
densely settled regions, they include a wider selection and availability 
of local labor and capital inputs, a larger more diversified market 
area, and reduced transportation costs for localized inputs and outputs. 
Thus, agglomeration economies signal to investors that pre-conditions to 
regional growth exist. A proxy for agglomeration effects is geographi-
cal density of employment in a region. Greater than average initial 
employment levels are expected to attract additional private sector 
investment. The degree of spatial isolation of a region, or its prox-
imity to an urban core, is an additional spatial variable that serves as 
a proxy for agglomeration influence on regional employment growth. 
Presumably, the closer a region is to an urban area the more likely a 
firm will locate in that region, e . g . , given its proximity to existing 
agglomeration economies or densely populated areas. 
The reduced form of the model is 
ET80 - ET80{INFRAS,AGGLOM,RURAL,STAGE}, (19) 
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whereby new firm employment in a region represents, for managerial agent 
m, identification of the region offering optimal opportunity wage and 
amenities. The variable ET80 represents employment in new firms over 
the period 1980 to 1989. The explanatory variable, INFRAS, represents 
the stock of public capital in each region. It includes 
LN2 - kilometers of two lane highway capacity, as average length 
per region; 
I85 - 1, if a region is traversed by an I85, which for SC con-
nects the closest larger order central places (Charlotte, 
NC and Atlanta, GA), otherwise - O; 
Rl 
41.NTRT 
1 if a region has at least 1 interstate access ramp, 
otherwise - O; 
5km proximity to a four lane highway project constructed 
during the 1960s, 1970s, 1980s, 1960s and 1970s, 1960s and 
1980s, 1970s and 1980s, and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s; and 
WS = water and sewer capacity in meters of line inches. 
The explanatory variable, AGGLOM, represents the influence of 
agglomeration economies available at the beginning of the period, 1980, 
and is proxied by ET67 and RURAL. The variable ET67 is employment in 
firms established through 1979. As the proximity of regions to metro 
core areas is expected to have some bearing on the strength of agglom-
eration economies, spatial variables represented by RURAL are included. 
These are created using GIS techniques to classify regions as URBAN, 
THRESH (urban-fringe), or RURAL based on 5 and 10km commuter distance 
zones from the center of urban core areas in SC. 
As shown in Chapters IV and V, socioeconomic class seems to affect 
the process of regional employment change directly or through inter-
actions with new infrastructure. Accordingly, socioeconomic class, 
based on 1970s income and employment characteristics, enters the model 
as STAGE to control for effects of beginning period stage of economic 
development on new firm starts. 
The model in equation (19) can be restated as 
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ET80 - ET80(AGGLOM,HWYCAP,INTRST,WSCAP,4LNTRT,RURAL,STAGE}. (20) 
The model is estimated using the additive form to control for the influ-
ence of agglomeration economies and other types of infrastructure while 
isolating the effects of four lane highway treatment in stimulating new 
firm employment in the 1980s. 
Equation (20) is estimated for the 16 industrial divisions using 
the "Z" _regions as cross sectional observations. As the data are pre-
sumably censored, a Tobit (Tobin, 1958) analysis may be preferable. As 
such, OLS regression analysis results are presented together with Tobit 
results. In sum, the model goals are (1) to control for the initial 
agglomeration effects in each Z region that influence its potential for 
attracting new firms, and (2) to evaluate the effects on 1980s employ-
ment addition if a given region has more infrastructure in place than 
the average region in SC. 
Data Development 
Table 13 presents the descriptive statistics for continuous and 
dummy variables included in the model. The variables labeled, ETOT and 
ET80s are the total emp·loyment variables from the combined Dun and 
Bradstreet and SC Industrial Directory files (Dun and Bradstreet Market 
Survey: SC, 1989 and SC State Development Board, 1989). They have been 
sorted and summed over ten year increments using the year start and year 
established variable (Henry et al., 1991). The ET67 variable is the sum 
of all employment in firms established through 1979. ET80s is the total 
Table 13. Descriptive Statistics 
Variable N Mean Standard Mini11U11 
Deviation Value 
ETOT 479 2321.0208768 7321. 7423275 D.00000000 
ET80 479 612.3423800 1683.3877266 0.00000000 
ET67 479 1708.6784969 5968.2908672 0.00000000 
LN2 479 48767 .1878914 45588.0998342 0.00000000 
185 479 0.0459290 0.2095500 0.00000000 
R1 479 0.2045929 0.4038256 0.00000000 
DOD 478 0.4686192 0.4995371 0.00000000 
D60 478 0.1903766 0.3930095 0.00000000 
D70 478 0.1255230 0.3316581 0.00000000 
D80 478 0.0334728 0.1800561 0.00000000 
D67 478 0.0983264 0.2980674 0.00000000 
D68 478 0.0313808 0.1745271 0.00000000 
D78 478 0.0146444 0.1202503 0.00000000 
D678 478 0.0355649 0.1853966 0.00000000 
D6ET 478 460.1945607 2002.1440635 0.00000000 
D7ET 478 103. 1066946 514.5559922 0.00000000 
D8ET 478 51. 7907950 404.9796565 0.00000000 
D67ET 478 351.4665272 1801.6211550 0. 00000000 . 
D68ET 478 56.5230126 600.1249647 0.00000000 
D78ET 478 9.0627615 135.4568643 0.00000000 
D678ET 478 298.2866109 3192.7066604 0.00000000 
ws 479 10829.1377871 29216.7277944 0.00000000 
URBAN 478 0.1861925 0.3896697 0.00000000 
THRESH 478 0.2405858 0.4278870 0.00000000 
HIGH 478 0.0905356 0.2865180 0.00000000 
MIDHI 478 0.4256707 0.4944344 0.00000000 
MIDLOW 478 0.3643007 0.4814824 0.00000000 
LOW 478 0.1109449 0.3142907 0.00000000 
ZCAREA 477 167.4159329 144.3731872 0.10000000 
Maxi11U11 Std Error Sl.111 
Value of Mean 
110053.00000 334.5389458 1111769.000 
15253.00000 76.9159485 293312.000 
94877.00000 272.6981702 818457.000 
252767.00000 2082.9734480 23359483.000 
1.00000 0.0095746 22.000 
1.00000 0.0184513 98.000 
1.00000 0.0228483 224.000 
1.00000 0.0179758 91.000 
1.00000 0.0151697 60.000 
1.00000 0.0082356 16.000 
1.00000 0.0136333 47.000 
1.00000 0.0079827 15.000 
1.00000 0.0055001 7.000 
1.00000 0.0084798 17.000 
24931. 00000 91.5759791 219973.000 
4687.00000 23.5352433 49285.000 
5494.00000 18.5233383 24756.000 
22158.00000 82.4042336 168001.000 
11081. 00000 27.4490770 27018.000 
2746.00000 6.1956528 4332.000 
63632.00000 146.0310036 142581.000 
355455.00000 1334.9463666 5187157.000 
1.00000 0.0178231 89.000 
1.00000 0.0195711 115.000 
1.00000 0.0131050 43.276 
1.00000 0.0226149 203.471 
1.00000 0.0220225 174.136 
1.00000 0.0143753 53.032 
694.90000 6.6103941 79857.400 
Variance 
53607910.7 
2833794.2 
35620495.9 
2078274846.5 
0.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4008584.5 
264767.9 
164008.5 
3245838.8 
360150.0 
18348.6 
10193375.8 
853617183.0 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 
20843.6 
c.v. 
315.454 
274.910 
349.293 
93.481 
456.248 
197.380 
106.598 
206.438 
264.221 
537.918 
303.141 
556. 160 
821. 138 
521.292 
435.065 
499.052 
781. 953 
512.601 
1061. 736 
1494.653 
1070.349 
269.797 
209.283 
177.852 
316.470 
116.154 
132.166 
283.285 
86.236 
I-' 
I-' 
00 
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employment in firms that were established in the 1980s. Employment 
additions through firm start-ups are examined with no consideration of 
firm closures during this period. 
Highway Capacity 
According to Fox and Murray, public capital expenditures such as 
infrastructure improvements have a long term influence on firm location 
decisions. Thus, highway stock at the beginning of the period, 1980, 
can be an important precondition for growth. That is, regions with more 
highway access prior to 1980 are likely to attract new private invest-
ment. The variable LN2 measures the density of two lane highway stock 
in each Z region. This variable was computed first using GIS to overlay 
on the Z region geography, the South Carolina line coverage of two lane 
highways (SC Department of Highways and Transportation, 1989). The 
length of two lane highways in each Z region was recorded and the 
average length per square kilometer by Z region computed in SAS. By 
1980 the average length of two lane highways in a Z region was 48.767 
kilometers. 
GIS is used also to construct qualitative indicators of interstate 
access in each region. First, those Z regions are selected that are 
traversed by the Interstate 85 (185) corridor that connects South 
Carolina communities with the highest order central places in the 
neighboring region (Charolotte, NC and Atlanta, GA). Also those Z 
regions are selected that contain at least one interstate access ramp, 
Rl (Figure 16). Only 98 Z regions have interstate ramp access and only 
22 lie on the 185 corridor. It is expected that LN2, 185, and Rl will 
Figure 16 . Controlled Access Ramps, 1989 
~ 
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each have positive influences on Z region employment additions in the 
1980s. 
Highway Treatment 
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The variables labeled DOO, D60, D70, D80, D67, D68, etc., are the 
indicator variables for the highway treatments. The 5km buffer used in 
Chapter 5 to identify these regions was shown to be a reasonable measure 
of influence as tests of association between employment change and 5km 
treatment were generally positive. Yet, tests for the 5.01 to 10km 
buffered Z regions showed little association between four lane highways 
and emp1oyment change. Thus, only Z regions touched by the 5km buffer 
around these highways are analyzed. Four lane highway treatment in the 
1960s and 1970s only are excluded in the following analysis as they are 
collinear. 
It is expected that each of the highway treatments will exert a 
positive influence on Z region employment growth in the 1980s. Note 
that these treatments do not necessarily mean that a new four lane 
traverses the Z region-- only that the Z region is touched by a 5km 
buffer around the four lane highway. For example, the mean for DOO is 
.468 indicating that 46.8% of the Z regions were never treated, e.g., 
touched by a 5km four lane highway buffer. The sum for DOO is 224 
indicating that 224 Z regions were never treated; D80 indicates that 16 
Z regions were treated only in the 1980s. Similar interpretations are 
appropriate for the multiple decade indicator variables. 
In the empirical form of the model, highway treatment indicator 
variables are used as slope shifters. This requires that they be trans-
formed into interaction variables. Thus, the product from multiplying 
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each of the highway treatment variables times the initial employment 
activity in a Z region (ET67) measures the marginal change in employment 
addition, given additional highway treatment in the 1960s (D6ET); 1970s 
(D7ET); 1980s (D8ET); 1960s and 1970s (D67ET); 1960s and 1980s (D68ET); 
1970s and 1980s (D78ET); and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s (D678ET) (see Table 
13). These variables capture the effect on new firm locations of 
beginning period employment and regional access to a four lane highway 
constructed during one of the single or multiple decade periods. 
Water and Sewer Capacity 
Employment change over the 1980s is examined using a measure of the 
stock of water and sewer investment as of 1979 as one of the control 
variables (University of South Carolina, HSS Lab/SCIP Project, 1990). 
Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the distribution of water and sewerage 
lines for South Carolina. This variable is computed from GIS data files 
as follows: first the total length of 6 inch and larger lines built by 
1980 is computed for each of the Z regions from overlays of water and 
sewerage line and Z region polygon file coverages. The variable, WS is 
found by summing in SAS over the length of each line built by decade and 
by size. Twelve inch lines are given twice the weight of 6 inch lines, 
etc. This is a measure of access to water and sewerage lines in a 
region. 
Early tests (Henry et al., 1991) of the independent influence of 
these variables on employment change revealed a strong collinear rela-
tionship between water and sewer lines. Therefore the two measures were 
added and used as a single explanatory variable--WS. It is expected 
that water and sewer capacity by 1979 will positively affect z region 
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employment growth over the 1980s. Water and sewer lines constructed 
during the 1980s are likely to be in response to specific firm sitings 
and coincident employment change in the 1980s. Excluding water and 
sewer capacity investment during the 1980s thus reduces potential 
simultaneity bias in the empirical model. 
Agglomeration Proxies 
Agglomeration forces are expected to influence siting decisions 
positively. These forces may be proxied by regional employment levels 
and location of the region relative to the urban core areas of the 
state. Areas with relatively high density of employment may be per-
ceived as having greater potential for future growth than areas with low 
density of employment. Firm managers may decide it is wiser to locate 
new firms in "known" regions rather than experiment with untested 
markets in other regions. Additionally, more densely developed regions 
provide established business services, infrastructure and amenities that 
may be attractive to outside investors. It is expected then that if 
agglomeration forces are persuasive in shaping future employment, then 
ET67, or employment levels by 1979, will positively influence employment 
change over the 1980s. 
With respect to spatial isolation of each Z region, GIS aids in 
identifying urban, threshold, and rural Z regions in the state (Figure 
19). Similar to von Thunen's (von Thunen, 1960) concentric ring theory 
of economic patterns over space, these allocations are based on the 
construction of 5 and 10km buffer zones around the metropolitan statis-
tical areas in SC (SC Division of Research and Statistical Services: SC 
Statistical Abstract, 1989). The 89 Z regions that are primarily within 
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Figure 19. Urban, Threshold, and Rural Zs 
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the 5km zone surrounding the metropolitan areas Greenville, Spartanburg, 
Columbia, Rock Hill, Florence, Charleston, and Aiken are considered 
urban. There are 115 Z regions between 5.01 and 10 km from these metro-
politan areas. These are the urban-fringe areas or threshold areas. 
The remaining Z regions are classified as rural. As distance away from 
the urban core Z regions increases agglomeration influence on employment 
addition is expected to diminish. 
Socioeconomic Groups 
As the analyses in Chapter Vindicated , four socioeconomic clusters 
of regions have been identified and each Z region coded according to one 
of these cluster codes as high, midhi, midlow, and low. Low regions are 
not expected to benefit from public capital expenditures such as new 
highways. These regions require more intense accumulations of human 
capital and improvements in local amenities. The remaining three types 
of Z regions would be expected to benefit relative to the low regions. 
As indicated in Chapters IV and V, the high, midhi and midlow Z regions 
are the most responsive to highway investment. The majority of Z 
regions in South Carolina fall into these two classes: there are 203 
midhi Z regions or, 42.6% of the total Z regions , while the midlow class 
includes 174 regions, or 36.4% of the total number of Z regions. 5 
Empirical Results 
Equation (20) is estimated (in additive form) using ordinary least 
squares (OLS) and Tobit. The equation is estimated for each of the 
5. The cluster procedure, which is based on reiterative nearest 
centroid sorting, failed to identify a group for 2 of the CCDs and 
subsequently 4 of the 477 Z regions. 
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sixteen industry divisions listed in Appendix C. The model is estimated 
first for effects of initial industry specific employment level (1979), 
ET67, and the interaction infrastructure variables as constructed using 
ET67. Then the model is estimated for employment effects utilizing 
ET67A or total initial employment activity in each Z region and inter-
active variables using ET67A. 6 Of these two versions that model with 
the best fit is presented in the discussion of results. 
For each of the OLS regressions, tests were made for significance 
of the regression (the F-test), significance of individual regression 
parameters (t-tests), multicollinearity (using the variance inflation 
test), and for heteroscedasticity of the error term (using chi-square 
tests of the standardized residuals against predicted values of the 
employment change). The empirical forms of the models use White's 
(1980) estimate of a consistent variance/covariance matrix where needed 
to carry out statistical tests regarding individual parameter estimates. 
Speculation regarding heteroscedastic error terms stems from the 
use of a cross-section of firms in each individual industry division. 
Hence, error terms associated with very large firms in a particular 
division may have larger variances than error terms associated with 
smaller firms (see Henry et al., 1991). Employment addition in large 
firms may be more volatile than addition in smaller firms. If 
6. Results from regressing 1980s industry employment on the 
industry initial employment levels and the interaction infrastructure 
variables are compared with regression results of 1980s industry employ-
ment as influenced by total initial employment conditions. Total ini-
tial employment levels in Z regions may explain 1980s industry employ-
ment change better than industry initial employment levels. If, for 
example, service industries comprise the majority of the total initial 
employment in a region initial total employment may better estimate 
1980s service industry employment additions. 
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heteroscedasticity is present, OLS estimation places more weight on the 
observations which have large error variances than those with small 
error variances. The regression line will adjust in such a way as to 
minimize the total sum of squared residuals giving best fit to the large 
variance portion of the observations. OLS estimators then are unbiased 
and consistent, but are not efficient or minimum variance estimators and 
the estimated variance of the parameters will be biased. White's (1980) 
estimator for the variance matrix of the least squares estimators can 
be used as an estimate of the true variance of the least squares esti-
mator even with uncertainty as to the specific nature of the hetero-
scedasticity (e.g. whether or not the heteroscedasticity is correlated 
with any of the variables in the model) (see Greene, 1990; p. 404). 
The Tobit normalized coefficients for the single equation model are 
reported alongside the OLS results and are used in this discussion 
simply to test for the robustness of the OLS parameter estimates regard-
ing direction of change. In a subsequent discussion of these results, 
the Tobit coefficients are used to calculate the change in probability 
of observing greater than zero employment addition in regions as well as 
the marginal change in the number of employees added in regions given 
additional infrastructure investment. 
Several statistical issues that test for model validity are 
addressed. The first issues concern the spatial aspects of the model. 
The two types of spatial processes considered are spatial autocorrela-
tion and spatial heterogeneity. 
GIS generated spatial units of observation may exacerbate the 
incidence of spatial dependency among the spatial units of observation. 
The spatial disaggregation of CCD units to the Z region level increases 
• 
,, 
• 
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the sample size from 296 units to 477. Although spatial disaggregation 
increases the degrees of freedom, these smaller and more numerous 
regions may be more likely to capture "spill-over" effects of highway 
and agglomeration forces along the contiguous Z region borders (see 
Bernirschka, 1990). That is, the increase in degrees of freedom may 
increase the significance oft-statistics but may result also in inef-
ficient parameter estimates and biased residual variance for the OLS 
model. In this case, the t-statistics are invalid for hypothesis 
testing. 
Alternatively, the creation of more spatially refined observations 
based on economic and physical characteristics rather than political 
subdivisions may actually lessen the potential for significant spatial 
error autocorrelation. First, the spatially disaggregated CCDs or Z 
regions enter into the model based on type and timing of infrastructure 
treatments. The effects of these treatments on employment are con-
trasted with Z regions receiving no treatments. The ranges of treatment 
timing for four lane highways span over 29 years and include five 
different classifications of treatment timing (1980s only, 1960s and 
1980s, etc.). Additionally, highway density (LN2), location along 185, 
and interstate access are Z region physical attributes that serve as 
proxies for infrastructure investment. Secondly, the model disag-
gregates infrastructure influences on 1980s employment to the industry 
division level. Isolating the influence of specific types and timing of 
infrastructure on specific industry employment may reduce spillover 
effects associated with estimation at aggregate levels of employment. 
Spatial heterogeneity, the second type of spatial effect, is 
"related to the lack of stability over space of the behavioral or other 
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relationships under study" (Anselin, 1989; p. 9). More precisely, this 
implies that the parameter estimates of employment addition will vary 
with location as spatial units of observations are not homogeneous 
throughout the set of data. In this case, OLS will produce biased 
estimators and misleading significance levels (Anselin, 1988; p. 120) 
A third issue concerns the notion that the industry share of 
employment may be interdependent among industry divisions. That is, an 
increase in new retail trade jobs for example may spawn an increase in 
new wholesale trade jobs. In this case, the error terms may be cor-
related across the individual OLS estimates of industry specific employ-
ment addition. Cross correlation of error terms can lead to inefficient 
estimators and therefore lack of confidence in interval testing (see 
Pyndyck and Rubenfeld, 1976; p. 271). Hence, the seemingly unrelated 
regression (SUR) technique is used to estimate the parameters in each 
equation as a system of equations. The SUR technique provides a check 
for the robustness of results from the OLS regressions. It is expected 
that the individual standard errors for parameter estimates across 
industry divisions would be smaller for the SUR parameter estimates than 
for the OLS estimates if there is cross equation error correlation . 
Additionally, potential statistical problems stem from regressing 
1980s employment on four lane highway variables containing some element 
of 1980s treatment. Additional jobs in the 1980s may "cause" construc-
tion of new four lane highways in the 1980s to accomodate employment 
growth rather than to stimulate the creation of these new jobs. This 
simultaneous causality or correlation between the 1980s interaction 
highway variables and the dependent variable, ET80s, may result in 
inconsistent parameter estimates and therefore biased variance. In this 
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case the t-statistics are not valid for testing hypotheses concerning 
the influence of highway treatment on employment addition. This issue 
is confronted as well. 
Employment Change, 1980-1989 
Three individual estimates of equation (20) are reported for the 
individual industrial groups listed in Appendix C. The first series of 
parameter estimates, presented in Appendix D (Tables 1-15), are the 
results from the simple ordinary least squares regression analysis 
including the variance inflation statistic. The variance inflation 
statistic for the independent variable Xi - 1/(1-Rsquarei), where 
Rsquarei is the Rsquare for a regression of Xi on the other Xj inde-
pendent variables. Variance inflation statistics greater than 10 
indicate serious collinearity (Johnston, 1973). The majority of 
explanatory variables possessed variance inflation statistics of less 
than 2.0. And those that were above were still less than 10.0 . The 
single decade highway treatment variables for 1960s (D6ET) and 1970s 
(D7ET), tended to be collinear and were omitted from the model. The 
cluster variables (high, midhi, midlow, and low) for regional socio-
economic development were omitted as well as variance inflation 
statistics indicated severe collinearity. 
Individual OLS parameter estimates using the heteroscedasticity-
consistent matrix (White, 1980) are tested using a one-tail t-test for 
significance . The one - tail t - test null hypothesis (Ho1 ) is that 
infrastructure has no effect on employment change. The alternative 
hypothesis (Ha1 ) is that it affects employment change positively. Some 
regional growth theorists suggest, however, that adding highway capacity 
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may have no effect on employment change if an infrastructure saturation 
point has been reached. 7 A two-tailed test is conducted subsequently 
test for whether the parameter coefficients significantly differ from 
Results by Industry Division, 1980-1989: 
OLS Estimates 
Agriculture 
Beginning with agriculture, Table D-1, the F statistic indicates 
that the regression is statistically significant at the .0001 level of 
probabi~ity. In rejecting the Ho1 that all the regression coefficients 
equal zero, there is less than a 1 in 10,000 chance that a Type I error 
is made or rejecting the null hypothesis when it is true. 
The mean Z region volume of water/sewer capacity by 1980 was about 
10,829 units (meters of line inches) (see Table 13). A region that 
added 10,000 units of water and sewer line capacity larger than the mean 
would add another 7 agricultural employees during the 1980s. Regions 
with initial employment of 1000 jobs above the mean gained an additional 
151 jobs in the 1980s. Those regions in which four lane highways were 
constructed in the 1980s gained a total of 574 jobs. Regions in which 
four lane highways were constructed during the 1970s and 1980s lost 25 
7 . Aschauer (1990) provides an econometric model for analyzing the 
direction of causality between highways and income growth at the state 
level. Based on the notion of freely mobile labor and capital inputs, 
this model specifies a production function to estimate the influence of 
highway capacity on productivity and thus increased per capita income . 
He argues that if vehicular density rises above a critical point 
("bottleneck"), the marginal physical product of density is negative and 
production of transportation services declines with an increase in 
density. Aschauer argues that a higher level of quality of highway 
capacity increases transportation services and raises the marginal 
product of private capital. This result encourages higher investment in 
physical capital and growing per capita incomes and output (p. 22). 
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jobs, however, as compared with those regions receiving no treatment. 
Two lane highways adversely affected employment in that each added 
kilometer of two lane roads resulted in 3 less agricultural jobs during 
the 1980s. 
The coefficients for the urban fringe or THRESH and rural variable 
are positive and significant. Those Z regions that are located closest 
to urban core areas gained 3 agricultural jobs while those more remotely 
rural regions gained approximately 1 job. Location along I85 nor inter-
state access influenced job creation in this industry. 
Th~ adjusted Rsquare indicates that about 24% of the variation in 
total agricultural employment additions across the Z regions in the 
1980s is attributable to the regression model. The root mean squared 
error (RMSE) statistic for the absolute fit of the model predictions to 
observed behavior indicates that it is about 15 times the mean value of 
the employment addition. In fact, the root mean squared error indicates 
that for most industries, the mean squared difference is substantial 
between estimated and actual valu~s of 1980s employment addition. 
Hence, the OLS model as specified is not useful for predictive purposes. 
Forestry and Fishing 
Looking next at Table D-2, the regression for forestry and fishing 
industries indicates that the coefficients are not significantly dif-
ferent from zero with a probability of .3930 for making a Type I error. 
The adjusted Rsquare indicates that no variation of the dependent 
variable is explained in the regression model. It is likely that the 
mean number of jobs in these activities across Z regions is too small as 
to yield useful statistical analysis. 
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Mining 
An insufficient number of observations for this industry in SC led 
to its exclusion from the regression analysis. 
Construction 
Construction industry regression coefficients are significantly 
different from zero according to the F-statistic at a .0001 probability 
(Table D-3). The adjusted Rsquare indicates that the regression model 
only explains 9% of the total variation across variables. 
Looking at the individual coefficients, those regions with 1000 
construction jobs above the mean region by 1979 added 241 jobs in 
treated Z regions in the 1980s. An additional 10,000 units of water and 
sewer line capacity larger than the mean gained 8 additional construc-
tion jobs. And, for those Z regions with 1000 construction employees 
above the mean region, receiving four lane highway treatment in the 
1980s added 429 jobs during the 1980s. Evidence of spatial proximity 
influences are not present for this industry as these coefficients are 
not significant. Interstate access, two lane roads, or I85 proximity 
had no significant influence on 1980s employment. 
Durable Manufacturing 
Durable manufacturing employment during the 1980s benefitted sig-
nificantly from infrastructure investment (Table D-4). The adjusted 
Rsquare indicates that the regression model explains 34% of the varia-
tion in ET80. The F-statistic is significant with a probability of 
.0001. 
Regions with initial employment 1000 employees larger than the mean 
at the beginning of the period gained 63 jobs in the 1980s. Added two 
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lane highway density added 6 new jobs. And added water and sewer capac-
ity in the beginning of the period added 83 durable manufacturing jobs 
in the 1980s. 
Interstate access and proximity to I85 significantly contributed to 
employment addition in the 1980s in this industry. Those Z regions 
situated along the I85 corridor added 119 jobs while those regions with 
access ramps added 58 to 59 jobs . 
Four lane highway treatment in the 1980s had no significant effect 
on employment addition in durable manufacturing in the 1980s although 
the coefficient is positive . Four lane highways built in the 1960s and 
1970s, however, added 111 jobs to regions with 1000 employees above the 
mean. Four lane highways built in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s added 160 
durable manufacturing jobs to regions with 1000 employees above the mean 
in the prior period. Highways built in Z regions during the 1970s and 
1980s, however, lost 132 durable manufacturing jobs in the 1980s. In 
contrast, Tobit estimates indicate that 1980s highway treatment was 
positive and significant in stimulating 1980s employment addition as was 
treatment in the 1960s and 1970s, and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Urban 
core and urban-fringe Z regions gained approximately 88 and 36 new jobs 
respectively while rural Z regions lost 20 to 21 jobs in the 1980s. It 
appears that for the durable manufacturing industry, urban proximity 
matters in the decision to locate new firms. 
Nondurable Manufacturing 
The regression parameters for nondurable manufacturing are sig-
nificantly different from zero at a .0001 probability of a Type I error 
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(Table D-5). The adjusted Rsquare indicates that 10% of the variation 
is explained by the model. 
Initial employment conditions generated an additional 883 jobs in 
the 1980s in Z regions with 1000 employees larger than the mean region. 
Interstate access, rather than location along the 185 corridor, 
generated 39 new jobs in the 1980s. 
Only four lane highways built in the 1980s influenced 1980s employ-
ment significantly adding 160 new jobs. The Tobit model estimates sup-
port these results. Regions that received four lane treatment in the 
1970s and 1980s lost 297 employees in the 1980s. Although the coeffi-
cient is positive, added water and sewer capacity had no significant 
impact on nondurable manufacturing employment. The Tobit estimates 
indicate that added water and sewer capacity significantly and posi-
tively influenced 1980s employment addition. Added two lane highway 
density, however, added 3 new jobs. Urban and fringe Z regions lost 23 
and 33 jobs, respectively while rural Z regions gained 22 new jobs in 
the 1980s. 
Transportation and Public Utilities 
The coefficients for this industrial group were significantly 
different from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error with 
an adjusted Rsquare of 25% (Table D-6). Looking at individual coeffi-
cients, initial employment conditions were significant in adding 250 to 
251 jobs in Z regions that reported 1000 employees above the mean Z 
region. Regions located along the 185 corridor gained an additional 148 
jobs in the 1980s in transportation and public utilities while inter-
state access did not seem to matter to job creation. And Z regions 
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adding 10,000 meter/inches of water and sewer capacity gained 3 to 4 new 
jobs. The Tobit estimates support these results. Four lane highway 
treatment had no significant bearing on 1980s employment in this 
industry. The Tobit estimates indicate, however, that 1980s highway 
treatment and 1960s and 1970s treatment significantly and positively 
influenced 1980s employment addition in this industry. 
Although the coefficients on the spatial agglomeration variables 
were not significant the negative sign on the urban coefficient as 
compared with the positive signs for threshold and rural coefficients 
indicate that less urbanized Z regions were preferred by newly locating 
firms. 
Wholesale Trade 
The coefficients for wholesale trade were significantly different 
from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error with an 
adjusted Rsquare of 81% (Table D-7). Z regions with initial employment 
1000 employees larger than the mean, gained 569 new jobs in the 1980s. 
Rural Z regions appeared to attract the new firms in the wholesale trade 
industry. 
Added two lane highway density lost 155 jobs while interstate 
access and location along 185 had no significant effect. An additional 
10,000 units of water and sewer capacity larger than the mean added 6 
to 7 wholesale trade jobs in the 1980s. 
Four lane highway investment in the 1980s created 716 jobs in this 
industry . For Z regions receiving highway treatment in the 1960s and 
1980s, there were 14 more jobs in the 1980s, while those treated in the 
1970s and 1980s added 417 jobs in the 1980s. Four lane highways built 
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in the 1960s and 1970s lost 120 wholesale trade jobs, in these regions, 
however. The Tobit model estimates support these four lane treatment 
effects. 
Retail Trade 
The regression coefficients are jointly different from zero at a 
.0001 probability with an adjusted Rsquare of 84% (Table D-8). Regions 
with initial employment levels 1000 employees larger than the mean added 
585 more jobs. Rural Z regions were preferred places to locate new 
firms for this industry providing 11 new jobs. 
Added two lane road density dissuaded job creation, causing the 
mean Z region to lose 4 jobs. Added water and sewer capacity had no 
effect on employment change for this industry, nor did interstate 
proximity to 185 and ramp access. The Tobit model indicates that water 
and sewer capacity positively and significantly added new employees in 
the 1980s, however. 
Receiving a new four lane highway in the 1980s gained 1,391 retail 
trade jobs in the 1980s. Four lane highways built in the 1960s and 
1980s added 94 jobs while those treated in the 1970s and 1980s gained 
586 to 587 new jobs in the 1980s. Those regions treated with highways 
in the 1960s and 1970s, however, lost 84 retail trade jobs in the 1980s. 
The Tobit estimates support these four lane treatment effects. 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate 
Employment Change 
With an adjusted Rsquare if 78%, the regression parameters are 
jointly differ from zero at .0001 probability (Table D-9). Initial 
total employment (ET67A) levels at the beginning of the period 1000 
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employees larger than the mean added 13 jobs in this industry. Added 
two lane highway density lost 3 jobs in this industry. Interstate 
access, 185 proximity, nor added water sewer capacity had no effects on 
employment addition in the 1980s in this industry. 
Four lane highway treatment variables that significantly influenced 
1980s employment addition were those constructed in the 1980s; 1970s and 
1980s; and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. Those treated Z regions gained an 
additional 77, 172, and 22 jobs, respectively. Rural Z regions attracted 
6 to 7 new jobs while urban-fringe Z regions lost 12 jobs in the 1980s. 
Personal Services 
The regression model for the personal services industry explained 
43% of variation among the variables while the coefficients were jointly 
different from zero at a .0001 probability (Table D-10). Greater than 
average initial total employment conditions (ET67A) added 12 jobs in 
this industry in the 1980s. While interstate access and 185 proximity 
had no significant influence on employment gain, a 1km increase in two 
lane highway density lost 2 personal service jobs. Added water and 
sewer capacity, however, generated 6 new jobs in the 1980s. 
Only four lane highways built in the 1970s and 1980s added personal 
service jobs in the 1980s--approximately 33 jobs. In fact, those re-
gions receiving treatment in the 1960s and 1970s lost 7 jobs in the 
1980s. The Tobit estimates indicate, however, that 1980s highway treat-
ment significantly and positively added new jobs in the 1980s. Rural Z 
regions attracted 6 new jobs while urban fringe regions lost 16 jobs. 
And, highways built in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s had a significant and 
negative influence on 1980s employment addition. 
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Repair Services 
The coefficients for this industrial group were significantly 
different from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error with 
68% of total variation due to the regression explained (Table D-11) . 
Looking at individual coefficients, greater than average initial 
employment in a region added 329 repair service jobs in the 1980s. 
Interstate access nor 185 proximity mattered to employment addition in 
the repair service industry. Added units of water and sewer line in the 
prior period added 2 new jobs in this industry in the subsequent period. 
If _regions received highway treatment in the 1980s they could 
expect about 368 new repair service jobs in the 1980s. Regions where 
four lane roads were constructed during the 1970s and 1980s lost 442 
jobs in this industry . Z regions located nearest the urban core areas 
benefited the most in terms of added jobs in repair services, adding 1 
new job in the 1980s. 
Business Services 
Approximately 65% of the employment change in this industry is 
explained by the regression model. The explanatory variables jointly 
differ from zero at a .0001 probability (Table D-12) . Only initial 
employment levels and four lane highway treatment had significant 
effects on employment change in business services in the 1980s , however. 
Initial levels of employment in Z regions of 1000 employees above 
the mean gained 759 business service jobs in the 1980s. Those above 
average regions treated with four lanes in the 1970s and 1980s gained 
566 employees in this industry. While Tobit estimates support these 
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results they indicate additionally that highways built in the 1980s and 
1960s and 1970s influenced 1980s employment change negatively. 
Entertainment Services 
The coefficients for this industry were significantly different 
from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error with 66% of 
total variation due to the regression explained (Table D-13) . Z regions 
with initial employment levels 1000 larger than the mean added 648 
additional jobs in the entertainment service industry. Of the infra-
structure influences, only four lane highway treatments significantly 
influenced employment in the 1980s in this industry. In contrast, the 
Tobit estimates indicate that added water and sewer capacity signifi-
cantly stimulated new firm employment in the 1980s. Z regions that 
received highway treatment in the 1980s gained 1,260 jobs in the 1980s. 
Those regions that received treatment in the 1960s and 1970s, and the 
1960s and 1980s, however, lost 444 and 500 jobs respectively. The 
spatial agglomeration variables did not matter to the entertainment 
industry. 
Professional Services 
In the professional services initial employment levels added 38 new 
jobs in the 1980s (Table D-14). Added water and sewer capacity gained 7 
to 8 new jobs. Of the highway variables only four lane treatment 
administered in 1960s and 1980s added employment, gaining 156 new jobs 
in the professional service industry. Urban core Z regions seemed to be 
accelerating comparatively in employment addition in this industry 
adding approximately 13 new jobs. 
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Public Administration 
The coefficients for this industrial group were significantly 
different from zero at a .0001 probability of making a Type I error with 
38% of total variation due to the regression explained (Table D-15). 
Greater than average total initial employment (ET67A) levels added only 
1 job in this industry. Of the infrastructure variables, only four lane 
highway treatment significantly influenced employment addition in the 
1980s. Those Z regions that received highway treatment in the 1980s 
added 25 new jobs in the 1980s. Those regions that received treatment 
in the ~960s and 1970s, gained 2 new jobs while those receiving treat-
ment in the 1970s and 1980s, gained 3 jobs in the 1980s. Those Z 
regions receiving treatment in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s gained only 1 
job in the 1980s in public administration. The signs on the spatial 
agglomeration coefficients indicate that urban core regions maintained 
an advantage in attracting new public administration jobs in the 1980s. 
Overview and Conclusions: OLS Estimates 
Appendix D (Tables 1-15) present the regression results for 15 
industry groups. The tables are organized for industry division results 
to include OLS estimates with variance inflation statistics, White's 
heteroscedasticity corrected OLS estimates, and Tobit normalized 
coefficients. Once again, class variables and the single treatment 
decades, 1960s (D6ET) and 1970s (D7ET), are excluded from the analyses 
due to collinearity problems as indicated by the variance inflation 
statistic. 
Table 14 summarizes these results. The fifteen industry groups 
that were examined are listed in column one. Employment in each 
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Table 14. Summary of OLS Results by Industry 
SECTOR LN2 Rl 185 WS D8ET D67ET D68ET D78ET D678ET ET67 U T C TOB 
AGRIC NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE NO YE NO YE YE Y 
FORFS YE NO NO YE NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NOY 
CONST NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO YE NO NO NOY 
MAND YE YE YE YE NO YE NO NO YE YE YE YE NOY 
MANNO YE YE NO NO YE NO NO NO NO YE NO NO YE Y 
TPU NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO NO YE NO NO NOY 
WTRDE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE NO YE NO NO YE Y 
RTRDE NO NO NO NO YE NO YE YE NO YE NO NO YE Y 
FIRE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE YE YE NO NO NOY 
PSSVC NO NO NO YE NO NO NO YE NO YE NO NO YE Y 
RPRPR NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO YE NO YE NOY 
BUSSV NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YE NO YE NO NO NOY 
ENTRN NO NO NO NO YE NO NO NO NO YE NO NO NOY 
PROF NO NO NO YE NO NO YE NO NO YE YE NO NOY 
PUB NO NO NO NO YE YE NO YE YE YE NO NO NOY 
"YE" indicates at the .10 level of significance for a one-tail t-test 
rejection of the Ho: the regression coefficient is less than or equal to 
zero and acceptance of Ha: the regression coefficient is greater than 
zero . A "Y" appearing under the column headed "TOB" indicates that the 
normalized coefficients for the Tobit results agree in sign with the OLS 
results. 
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industry group was assigned to the Z regions as before and the OLS and 
Tobit analyses repeated for each of the fifteen sectors. A "YE" indi-
cates that the OLS results support the hypothesis that the regression 
coefficient of that column heading will be significantly greater than 
zero at .10 level of significance. The one-tail t-test results are 
emphasized to illustrate whether or not added utility services of physi-
cal infrastructure will attract new firms to regions. "NO" appearing 
under a column indicates that the Ho1 could not be rejected for the one-
tail test. 
Water and Sewer Capacity Results 
Greater than average availability of water and sewer lines prior to 
1980 and the completion of four lane highways between 1960 and 1989 
contributed significantly to total employment additions for those Z 
regions receiving infrastructure investments. 
The effect of water and sewer capacity at the beginning of the 
period on employment change in the 1980s was positive for 10 of the 15 
industries. The OLS coefficient did not differ significantly from zero 
for the following remaining sectors: nondurable manufacturing, retail 
trade, finance, real estate, and insurance, business services, enter-
tainment, and public administration services. It is surprising that 
nondurable manufacturing employment gain in the 1980s did not benefit 
from prior water and sewer investment. This suggests that for this 
industry, beginning period capacity is less important than arrangements 
that may be made in advance that allow for adequate water and sewer 
facilities to be constructed after location decisions are made. 
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Four Lane Highway Treatment Results 
Results of the OLS estimates indicate that employment in the 1980s 
responded positively to four lane highway treatment in the 1980s (D8ET) 
in 9 of 15 industries. These industries included agriculture, construc-
tion, nondurable manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, finance, 
real estate and insurance, repair services, entertainment services, and 
public administration. Z regions that received treatment in the 1960s 
and 1980s (D68ET) realized positive employment gain in retail trade and 
professional service industries only. Industries experiencing positive 
employm~nt gain in the 1980s due to treatment in the 1970s and 1980s 
(D78ET) were agriculture, wholesale and retail trade, finance, real 
estate, and insurance, personal, business, and public administration 
services. As mentioned earlier, concerns remain regarding the potential 
problems that occur with simultaneity bias. Specifically, attempts to 
ascribe employment gains in the 1980s to infrastructure investments in 
the 1980s and multiple treatment periods that include the 1980s may be 
questionable. It is possible that the 1980s highway treatments were in 
part due to employment growth during the 1980s. Hence in contrast to 
the results for prior treatment and effects, there is less confidence 
that the estimates are free of simultaneous causality bias. Tests for 
this bias are considered. 
New four lane highways built in the 1960s or 1970s (D67ET) only 
produced significant employment gain in the 1980s in the durable 
manufacturing and public administration industries. And, for regions 
with highways completed in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s (D678ET), durable 
manufacturing, finance, real estate and insurance, and public adminis-
tration industries all realized significant employment gains. 
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Additional Highway Capacity Results 
The increased availability of two lane road density, LN2, stimu-
lated 1980s employment gain in the three following industries: durable 
and nondurable manufacturing, forestry and fishing. In the remaining 
industries, added two lane road capacity discouraged new firm employment 
or had no significant influence on 1980s employment addition. 
The location of a Z region on the interstate corridor, 185, gener-
ated positive employment gain only in the durable manufacturing and 
transportation and public utilities industries. These results may be 
attributable to the notion of 185 serving as a connector for the larger 
order central places (Charlotte, NC and Atlanta, GA) with which trans-
portation of production factors and finished products is likely. Addi-
tionally, those Z regions containing at least one access ramp, Rl, 
gained employment in durable and nondurable manufacturing industries. 
Results for Agglomeration Forces 
The agglomeration forces that were proxied by initial or beginning 
period employment, ET67, contributed significantly to new firm employ-
ment in all industry groups except forestry and fishing. The variables 
approximating spatial isolation, urban (U), threshold (T), and rural, 
indicated that in some industries (5 of 15), rural Z regions attracted 
significantly more new 1980s jobs than did the urban core or urban-
fringe regions. These industries included agriculture, nondurable 
manufacturing, wholesale and retail trade, and personal services. Two 
industries indicated significant additions in urban core regions as 
compared with fringe and rural regions. These were the durable manu-
facturing and professional service industries. And, agriculture, 
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durable manufacturing, and repair service industries added significant 
numbers of jobs to urban-fringe or threshold regions as compared with 
urban core and rural regions. 
Tobit Analysis 
Tobit analysis of the model may be preferable to standard OLS 
estimation method. The reason for preferring the Tobit analysis, as 
compared with OLS regression, is based on the nature of the dependent 
variable, firm level employment, 1980 to 1989 . Firm location in this 
case is based on a continuous variable (rather than a binary variable 
as would be specified in Logit or Probit models), and the dependent 
variable is censored. That is, new firm starts in regions from 1980 to 
1989 is observed if greater than zero . However, firms that might have 
considered a region but did not choose it for a new site are not 
observed, e.g., employment addition in the 1980s in that region is equal 
to zero. The Tobit model, as first analyzed by Tobin (1958) is a cen-
' 
sored normal regression model since some observations on the dependent 
variable (those equal to zero) are censored and are not directly 
observed. 
"In agreement with Tobin, in economic surveys many variables have 
lower or upper limits, and they take on the limiting values for a sub-
stantial number of respondents" (Capps, 1983; p. 18). In this analysis 
the dependent variable is added employment over the sample period, 1980 
to 1989. As some regions report no firm start-ups over the sample 
period, other regions report firm start-ups over the same time period. 
The dependent variable is censored. To capture econometrically the 
phenonmena where some regions are chosen for firm location and others 
are not the Tobit model is 
x' .p + f. if the RHS > 0 
l. l. 
0 if the RHS ~ 0, (21) 
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where RHS represents the right hand side of the equation, X'. is a row 
l. 
vector of explanatory variables and f. is an independently distributed 
l. 
normal variate with zero mean and constant variance (Capps, 1983; p. 
18). Standard OLS estimation based on a censored sample would yield 
inconsistent estimates of the regression parameters . In that case, the 
estimat~s would be biased and statistical tests invalid. 
The Tobit model, however, formulates the lower limit as zero which 
conforms to firm start-ups in Z regions. The reasons for no firm-start -
ups in a region may be due to inadequate infrastructure, amenities, or 
demand. But rather than omit the observations or regions containing 
zero added employees or firm starts, the Tobit model includes this 
information in order to "portray the full range of" firm location 
decision behavior (Capps, 1983; p. 18). 
The Tobit model estimates a vector of normalized coefficients which 
may be transformed into a vector of first derivatives (McDonald and 
Moffit, 1979). McDonald and Moffit's (1979) summary interpretation of 
the Tobit model and transformations are presented in Table 15. 
Equation (15.1) defines 1980s firm level employment, Y, as contain-
ing the number of observations clustered at the limit, zero, as well as 
all observations that range above the limit . Equation (15 . 2) specifies 
the unconditional expected value, E(Y), as all employment established 
during the 1980s. The expected value of Y for observations above the 
* limit or zero, E(Y ), represents those Z regions which report nonzero 
Table 15. Summary Interpretations of the Tobit Model and 
Transformations 
(15.1) Y - xp + e if xp + e > o 
Y - o if xp + e ~ o 
(15.2) E(Y) - XPF(z) + af(z) 
* (15.3) E(Y) - xp + af(z)F(z) 
* * (15.4) oE(Y)/oX - F(z)[oE(Y )/oX] + E(Y )[oF(z)/oX] - F(z)p 
(15.5) oE(Y*)/oX - p[l-zf(z)/F(z) - f(z) 2/F(z) 2] 
(15.6) oF(z)/oX - f(z)P/a 
where: 
* 
X - a vector of regressor variables, 
p - a vector of unknown coefficients (Tobit coefficients), 
e - a vector of independent and identically distributed normal 
ran~om vari1bles assumed to have mean zero, and constant 
variance, a 
E(Y) = E(YIY>O), 
z - XP/a, normalized index, 
f(z) - the standard normal density function, and 
F(z) = the cumulative standard normal distribution function. 
Source: McDonald and Moffitt, 1980. 
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firm starts or employees added in the 1980s. This is defined in 
Equation (15.3) as the expected value of the dependent variable con-
* 
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ditional on being above the limit or greater than zero, E(Y ). Hence, 
the relationship between the expected value of all observations, E(Y), 
the expected value conditional on being above the limit or greater than 
* zero, E(Y ), and the probability of being above the limit, F(z) is 
* E(Y) - F(z)E(Y ). (21) 
McDonald and Moffitt demonstrate that the change in E(Y), 
[oE(Y)/oX], evaluated at mean z where z - XP/a can be disaggregated by 
calculating the partial derivatives with respect to any regressor, X .. 
1 
Part 1 of the RHS of Equation 15.4: the change in E(Y) (all expected 
1980s employment addition) of Z regions observing greater than zero 
* employees added, [oE(Y )/oX], weighted by the probability of being above 
the limit, F(z), which adjusts the Tobit p. coefficients to obtain 
1 
correct regression effects for observations above the limit, and 
Part 2 of the RHS of Equation 15.4: the change in the probability of 
being above the limit, [oF(z)/oX] weighted by the expected value of Y, 
given Y is above the limit, E(Y*) (McDonald and Moffit, 1980; p. 318-
19). 
Therefore, unlike the case of the OLS estimator wherein 
oE(Y)/oX - p, the Tobit estimator alone yields not the effect 
of changes in X on Y since E(Y) - F(z)p. Given equations 
((15.5) and (15.6)), the Tobit model provides not only prob-
able changes in the magnitude of the dependent variable if it 
is already above the limit, but also changes in the proba-
bility of being above the limit" (McDonald and Moffitt, 1980; 
p. 319). 
In the following analysis, the Tobit model is used to estimate the 
model specified in equation (20), e.g., 
ET80 = ET80(AGGLOM,HWYCAP,INTRST,WSCAP,4LNTRT,RURAL,STAGE}. 
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Again, the socioeconomic class or STAGE variables in addition to the 
four lane highway treatment variables, D6ET and D7ET, are omitted due to 
collinearity. 
Total employment addition evaluated at the mean of the predicted 
value is decomposed into the marginal effects of the independent 
variables on (1) the probability of adding new employees, and (2) the 
number of new employees added in Z regions with greater than zero 
employees added. 
The model is estimated for 12 industry divisions. These are 
durable manufacturing (MAND), nondurable manufacturing (MANNO), trans-
portation and public utilities (TPU), wholesale trade (WTRDE), retail 
trade (RTRDE), finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE), personal 
services (PSSVC), repair services (RPRPER), entertainment services 
(ENTRTN), business services (BUSSVC), professional services (PROFSVC), 
and public administration (PUB) (see Appendix C for SIC codes). Four of 
the 16 industry divisions analyzed in the previous section are omitted 
due to a comparatively small number of observations for SC and subse-
quently poor results for the Tobit analysis. These are agriculture, 
forestry and fishing, construction and mining. 
Tobit Results by Industry Division 
Results of the Tobit model es.timates and first derivatives for each 
of the twelve industry groups are presented in Appendix E (Tables 1-12). 
The Tobit normalized coefficients and their standard errors are shown in 
the first column. A two-tail t-test was conducted to determine whether 
each of the explanatory variables significantly influence 1980s 
employment change in Z regions for the individual industry groups. 
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The calculated derivatives for the model for each group are in the 
remaining three columns of the tables. The derivative [oF(z)/oX] is an 
estimate of the marginal change in the probability of a Z region adding 
new jobs, given an added unit of infrastructure. The derivative 
* [oE(Y) /oX] represents the marginal change in employees added for Z 
regions observing greater than zero additions, given added infrastruc-
ture. And, the derivative [oE(Y)/oX] estimates the total change in 
employees added over all Z regions, given an added unit of infrastructure. 
Durable Manufacturing 
Looking first at durable manufacturing (Table E-1), the Rsquare 
indicates that 85% of the variation in the dependent variable, employees 
added in the 1980s , is explained by the Tobit model . Initial employment 
in the prior period, two lane highway density, interstate access ramps , 
proximity to I-85, water and sewer capacity, four lane highway treatment 
in the 1980s, 1960s and 1970s, and 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, as well as 
spatial proximity to urban core regions positively and significantly 
influenced the location of new firms in the durable manufacturing 
industry. 
The calculated derivatives for the model are in the last three 
columns of Table E-1. Z regions with 1000 employees larger than the 
mean region in the beginning of the period , increased their probability 
of attracting new firms in the 1980s by 15%. In Z regions that 
attracted new firms , approximately 77 new jobs were added. And, a 
total of 10 new jobs were added in the 1980s as a result of greater than 
average initial employment conditions. 
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A one kilometer increase in two lane road density prior to 1980 
increased the probability of regions attracting firms by 20%. In sum, 
11 new jobs were added as a result of increased two lane road density. 
If a Z region possessed an interstate ramp it increased its 
probability by 17% of adding new durable manufacturing jobs in the 
1980s, adding 89 employees in these Z regions. In sum, 12 or 13 new 
jobs were added to Z regions due to increased interstate access. 
Increased water and sewer capacity significantly increased the 
probability of adding new jobs in the 1980s by 20%, adding 10 new jobs 
in Z regions selected for firm sitings and, in sum, 1 new job resulted. 
For those Z regions with 1000 employees above the mean prior to 
1980, the construction of a four lane highway project in the 1980s 
increased the probability of adding new jobs by 36%. These Z regions 
added 186 new jobs while a total of 26 new jobs were added in the 
durable manufacturing industry. Z regions in which four lane highways 
were constructed during the 1960s and 1970s increased the probability 
new firm starts in the 1980s by 11%, adding 57 new jobs to Z regions 
attracting these firms and a total of 8 new jobs on average. And, for Z 
regions with 1000 employees above the mean prior to 1980, four lane 
highway treatment in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, increased the proba-
bility of adding durable manufacturing jobs by 17%, adding 89 new jobs 
in above average Z regions. A total of 12 new durable manufacturing 
jobs were added in the 1980s as a result of four lane highway treatment 
during this period. 
AZ region located in an urban core area increased its probability 
of adding new jobs in the 1980s by 25%, adding 130 jobs in Z regions 
observing new firm sitings and a total of 18 new jobs on average. Z 
regions located in threshold or urban fringe areas increased their 
likelihood of attracting new firms by 12% to 13%, adding 66 jobs in 
those regions and, on average, a total of 9 new jobs. 
Nondurable Manufacturing 
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Looking next at nondurable manufacturing (Table E-2), the Rsquare 
indicates that 70% of the variation in the dependent variable, employees 
added in the 1980s, is explained by the Tobit model. For this industry, 
only initial employment levels, interstate access ramps, and water and 
sewer capacity positively and significantly influenced the location of 
new firms in the 1980s. Highway treatment in the 1960s and 1970s 
negatively and significantly affected new firm sitings in the 1980s. 
Z regions with 1000 employees above the mean region prior to 1980, 
increased their probability of creating new jobs in the 1980s by 21%. 
In Z regions observing new firm employment addition, 120 jobs were 
added. And, in sum, 8 new jobs in the 1980s resulted. The remaining 
sub-proxy variables for agglomeration economies, U and T (urban and 
thresh), did not significantly influence 1980s employment change in the 
nondurable manufacturing industry. 
As for the infrastructure variables, an interstate access ramp 
increased the probability of adding new employees by 8 or 9%, adding 52 
new jobs in selected Z regions. In sum, 3 to 4 new jobs were added in 
the 1980s due to increased interstate access. 
Added water and sewer capacity significantly increased the 
probability of adding new jobs in the 1980s by 20%, adding 1 new job in 
Z regions creating new employment. A total of 1 new job was added as a 
result, on average . Z regions with 1000 employees above the mean prior 
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to 1980 in which four lane highways were constructed during the 1960s 
and 1970s decreased the probability of realizing new nondurable 
manufacturing firm starts in the 1980s by 13%. A total of 5 jobs were 
lost, on average. 
Transportation and Public Utilities 
The results for the transportation and public utilities industry 
are reported in (Table E-3). The squared correlation between observed 
and expected values is 28%. If employment in Z regions prior to 1980 
was 1000 employees larger than the mean, these regions increased their 
probability of attracting new firms in the 1980s by 5%. In these Z 
regions 209 new jobs were added as a result of above average initial 
employment levels. A total of 12 jobs was added to this industry in the 
1980s as a result of greater than average initial employment levels. 
Proximity to I-85, increased the probability of a region attracting new 
firms by approximately 26%, adding 103 employees to chosen regions and a 
total of 5 to 6 new jobs in this industry. 
Z regions receiving four lane highway treatment in the 1980s 
increased the probability of new firms locating in the 1980s by 19%, 
adding 770 jobs in these regions and a total of 44 new jobs. Four lane 
highway treatment in the 1960s and 1970s increased the probability of 
new firm starts by 13%, adding 524 jobs to selected regions and, on 
average a total of 31 new jobs. Four lane highway treatment adminis-
tered in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, however, decreased the likelihood 
of new firm starts by 29%. A total loss of 6 jobs in the 1980s re-
sulted. Spatial proximity to urban or urban-fringe areas did not appear 
to influence firm location decisions significantly. 
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Wholesale Trade 
The Rsquare for the Tobit estimates indicates that 81% of the 
variation in employees added in the 1980s is explained by the model 
(Table E-4). Above average initial employment levels, water and sewer 
capacity, 1980s highway treatment, 1970s and 1980s and 1960s, 1970s and 
1980s highway treatment positively and significantly influenced 1980s 
firm start-ups in the wholesale trade industry. Z regions with 1000 
employees above the mean in the beginning of the period significantly 
increased the probability of attracting new firms by 23%, adding 425 new 
jobs to these regions and, on average, a total of 187 jobs. Added 
water and sewer capacity increased the probability of new firm sitings 
by 30%, adding 6 new jobs in regions observing greater than zero 
employment addition. On average a total of 2 to 3 new jobs resulted. 
The occurrence of four lane highway treatment in the 1980s 
increased the likelihood by 29% of realizing new wholesale firm starts 
adding a total of 243 new jobs. And, four lane highway treatment in the 
1970s and 1980s increased the probability of new firms locating in Z 
regions by 22%, adding 410 jobs to selected regions, and on average, a 
total of 180 jobs. Receiving four lane highway treatment in the 1960s 
and 1970s, however, decreased the probability of attracting new 
wholesale firms in the 1980s by 6%, resulting in a total loss of 46 
jobs. Similarly, four lane highway treatment in the 1960s, 1970s, and 
1980s in Z regions decreased the likelihood of new firm starts in the 
1980s by 4%, on average, effecting a total loss of 35 jobs. 
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Retail Trade 
The results for the Tobit estimates and calculated derivatives for 
the retail trade industry are presented in Table E-5. The Rsquare 
indicates that 83% of the variation in the dependent variable is ex-
plained by the regression model. For Z regions with 1000 employees 
larger than the mean region prior to 1980, the likelihood of attracting 
new firms in the 1980s increased by 12%, adding 427 new jobs to selected 
regions, and a total, on average, of 220 new jobs. 
Proximity to I-85, interstate access, nor increased two lane road 
density appeared to influence new firm employment in the 1980s in the 
retail trade industry . An increase of 10,000 units of water and sewer 
capacity, however, increased the probability of attracting new firms by 
20%, adding 7 new jobs to chosen regions, and a total, on average, of 4 
new jobs . 
Four lane highway treatment received during the 1980s , and the 
1970s and 1980s increased the probability by 29% and 14%, respectively , 
of attracting new retail firms to these regions. Highways built during 
the 1980s added 1,006 new jobs in selected regions and on average, added 
517 new jobs. Highways built during the 1970s and 1980s generated 476 
new jobs in comparatively attractive regions, and on average generated a 
total of 245 new jobs. Again, the spatial isolation of Z regions was 
not an influential factor on new firm sitings . 
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate 
For the finance , insurance, and real estate industry, employment in 
the 1980s is regressed on initial total employment levels prior to 1980 
(as is the case for the OLS regression). The results along with the 
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calculated derivatives are listed in Table E-6. The Rsquare coefficient 
indicates that 75% of the total variation in 1980s employment additions 
is explained by the model. Z regions with 1000 total employees above 
the mean, increased the probability of attracting new firms by 6%, 
adding 13 employees to selected regions. On average, no new jobs in 
this industry were added as a result of greater than average initial 
employment conditions in the prior period. 
Again, only water and sewer capacity and four lane highway treat-
ment influenced 1980s firm start-ups significantly. Added units of 
water and sewer capacity increased the probability of attracting new 
firms by 20%, adding 3 to 4 jobs in chosen regions, but on average 
generating no new jobs. 
Four lane highway treatment received in the 1980s increased the 
likelihood of attracting new firms by 24%, adding 54 new jobs in chosen 
regions, and, on average, a total of 3 jobs. Highway treatment received 
in the 1970s and 1980s increased the probability by 5% of realizing new 
firm sitings in Z regions with above average initial employment, adding 
120 employees in these regions, and, on average, adding a total of 6 new 
jobs in this industry in the 1980s. And, four lane highways built in 
the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s increased the probability of attracting new 
firms by 3%, adding 7 new jobs to selected regions, and but, in sum, no 
new jobs resulted. 
Personal Services 
The results of the Tobit estimates for the personal service 
industry are listed in Table E-7. The squared correlation between the 
observed and expected values is lower in this case, indicating that only 
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32% of the total variation in 1980s employment is explained by the 
model. Personal service employment, 1980 to 1989, is regressed on total 
initial employment prior to 1980 and the highway interaction variables 
as such. The Tobit coefficients indicate that initial employment in the 
prior period, interstate access, water and sewer capacity, highway 
treatment in the 1980s and 1970s and 1980s significantly contribute to 
new firm starts in this industry. 
Z regions with 1000 employees larger than the mean region prior to 
1980s increased the probability by 5% of adding new personal service 
jobs. Selected regions gained 12 jobs while a total of 1 new job was 
created on average. Interstate access increased the likelihood of 
attracting new firms by 7%, adding 17 jobs to these regions. On aver-
age, a total of 1 new job resulted . Added water and sewer capacity 
increased the likelihood of adding new jobs by 3%, adding 6 new jobs to 
selected regions and a total of no new jobs on average. 
Four lane highway treatment was influential in stimulating 
employment change, having adverse and positive effects. Z regions 
treated in the 1980s increased their chances of adding new jobs by 16%, 
adding 37 new jobs in chosen regions and on average adding 2 new jobs. 
Similarly, highway treatment in the 1970s and 1980s increased the 
probability of new firm sitings by 18%, gaining 41 jobs in selected 
regions and a total of 2 new jobs on average. Highways built in the 
1960s and 1970s as well as the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s decreased the 
probability by 20% of attracting new firms to Z regions. Highways built 
during these periods caused selected Z regions to lose 6 jobs. 
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Repair Services 
In the repair service industry above average initial employment 
levels, water and sewer capacity, 1980s four lane highway treatment, and 
spatial proximity to urban core areas positively and significantly 
influenced 1980s firm starts . The Tobit estimates and calculated 
derivatives are listed in Table E-8. The Rsquare indicates that 
approximately 68% of the total variation in 1980s repair employment is 
explained by the model. 
A region with initial employment 1000 above the mean in the prior 
period increased its likelihood of attracting new firms in the 1980s by 
62%, adding 52 jobs in selected regions. Greater than average initial 
employment resulted in a total of 25 new jobs on average . 
Receiving a new four lane highway in the 1980s increased the 
probability of Z regions attracting new repair firms by 8%, adding 71 
jobs in chosen regions. On average a total of 34 jobs were added in the 
industry as a result. For those Z regions located in urban-fringe or 
threshold areas the probability of attracting new firms increased by 8% . 
While 67 new jobs were added in chosen regions , a total of 32 new jobs 
were added as a result . 
Business Services 
In the business service industry (Table E-9), initial employment in 
the prior period, two lane road density, water and sewer capacity, high-
way treatment in the 1970s and 1980s, and spatial proximity to an urban 
area positively and significantly influenced new firm employment in the 
1980s. Highway treatment in the 1980s and the 1960s and 1970s, however, 
negatively and significantly influenced 1980s employment change. 
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An initial employment level of 1000 employees above the mean region 
increased the likelihood by 16% of attracting new business firms in the 
1980s, adding 523 new jobs to selected regions. On average a total of 
67 jobs were added. 
A one kilometer increase in two lane road density increased the 
probability of new firm sitings by 10%, adding 4 jobs in selected 
regions, but on average no new jobs resulted. An increase in water and 
sewer capacity by 10,000 units above the mean increased the probability 
of adding new jobs by 20%, adding 7 new jobs to selected regions. On 
average, a total of 1 new job was realized. 
If a four lane highway was built in the 1970s and 1980s, the 
probability of attracting new business service firm investment improved 
by 15%, adding 497 new jobs to selected regions. On average a total of 
63 jobs were added as a result of added four lane highway investment in 
the 1970s and 1980s only. And, if a Z region was located on the 
periphery of an urban core area, it had a 10% greater probability of 
adding new employment in the 1980s, adding 31 jobs in these regions. On 
average a total of 4 new jobs would result. 
New four lane highway construction in the 1980s, however, decreased 
the likelihood of the above average Z region attracting new firms by 5%, 
resulting in a loss of 156 jobs. On average a total of 20 jobs were 
lost. Similarly, an increase in 1960s and 1970s only highway treatment 
decreased the probability of employment addition by 6%. A total of 23 
jobs were lost in the business service industry in the 1980s as a 
result. 
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Entertainment Services 
The Tobit estimates and calculated derivatives for the enter-
tainment services industry are presented in Table E-10. The squared 
correlation between the observed and expected values is 78% which 
indicates the model has a reasonably good fit. Initial employment, 
interstate access, water and sewer capacity, and 1980s four lane highway 
treatment positively and significantly influenced new 1980s firm starts 
in the entertainment industry. Three of the remaining four lane highway 
treatment periods, however, negatively and significantly influenced 
1980s employment change. 
Z regions with initial employment 1000 larger than the mean region 
increased their probability of new firm sitings by 7%, adding 364 new 
jobs in the entertainment industry. A total of 14 jobs were added, on 
average. 
An interstate access ramp increased the probability of adding new 
jobs by 8%, adding 4 new jobs in regions observing greater than zero 
firm starts. But no new jobs were realized, on average. 
Added water and sewer capacity improved the chances of attracting a 
new firm by 20%, adding 1 new job in selected regions. A four lane 
highway project constructed in the 1980s increased the probability of 
attracting new firms by 10%, adding 524 new jobs in selected regions. A 
total of 21 jobs were added on average as a result of 1980s 
infrastructure improvement. 
An additional four lane highway project constructed during the 
1960s and 1970s only diminished the chances for new firm locating by 
4%, detracting 202 jobs in selected regions. A total of 8 jobs were 
lost on average. And, similarly, an additional highway project 
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constructed in the 1960s and 1980s reduced the probability of attracting 
a new firm by 3%, losing 181 jobs in these regions. A total of 7 jobs 
were lost on average as a result. Finally, a highway project con-
structed in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s decreased the likelihood of 
attracting new firms by 3%, losing 147 jobs in selected regions and on 
average a loss of 6 jobs. 
Professional Services 
Looking at the professional service industry (Table E-11) initial 
employment in the prior period, two lane road density, water and sewer 
capacity, highway treatment in the 1960s and 1980s, and in the 1970s and 
1980s , as well as spatial proximity to urban core areas positively and 
significantly influenced employment addition in the 1980s. The Rsquare 
indicates that 48% of the total variation in the dependent variable is 
explained by the regression model . 
Initial employment of 1000 employees above the mean region at the 
beginning of the period increased the likelihood of adding new firms by 
13%, adding 25 new jobs in regions observing greater than zero employ-
ment addition, and on average a total of 1 new job resulted . A one 
kilometer increase in two lane road density increased the probability of 
adding new employees by 10%, adding 3 new jobs to chosen regions but on 
average no new jobs. Added water and sewer capacity increased the 
chances of attracting new firms by 4%, adding 7 jobs in selected regions 
but, on average, no new jobs were realized . 
Highway treatment in the 1960s and 1980s and the 1970s and 1980s 
increased the probability of adding new firms in above average regions 
by 6% and 17%, respectively . These highways added 121 and 3,491 new 
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jobs respectively to selected regions. On average a total of 6 and 183 
new jobs were realized as a result of highway treatment during these 
isolated periods. Regions located in the periphery of urban core areas 
increased their probability of employment gain by 8%, adding 10 jobs to 
chosen regions and 1 new job on average. Urban core Z regions had a 14% 
greater probability of attracting new professional employees, adding 27 
new jobs in selected regions while a total of 1 new job was added. 
Public Administration 
For public administration, as in the OLS case industry 1980s 
employment is regressed on total initial employment and the interaction 
highway treatment variables as such. The results are presented in Table 
E-12. An increase in total initial employment of 1000 above the mean 
region increased the probability of attracting new firms by 2%, adding 2 
new jobs to selected regions, while no new jobs were added in sum. 
A four lane highway constructed in the 1980s increased the 
probability of 1980s firm sitings by 13%, adding 12 new jobs in selected 
regions. On average no new jobs were added. Regions located in urban 
core areas had a 7% greater probability of attracting new firms, adding 
6 jobs in chosen areas, but on average, no new jobs were added. 
Tobit Analysis: Overview and Conclusions 
Table 16 summarizes the results of the Tobit analysis. The ability 
of infrastructure to generate new firm employment in the 1980s varies 
from the OLS model estimates. Four lane highway treatment remains, for 
the most part, a positive influence on new firm location in each of the 
12 industry groups in both the OLS and Tobit estimates. Tobit estimates 
produced employment gains in more industries due to highway treatments 
Table 16. Summary Results of Estimated Tobit Coefficients for 
Employment Change, 1980-1989 
E7 LN2 RP 185 ws D8 D67 D68 D78 D678 u T 
MAND YE YE YE YE YE YE YE NO NO YE YE YE 
MANNO YE NO NO NO YE NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 
TPU YE NO NO NO YE YE YE YE NO NO YE NO 
WTRDE YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO NO NO 
RTRDE YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE NO NO NO 
FIRE YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE YE NO NO 
PSSVC YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE NO NO NO 
RPRER YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO NO NO 
BUSSV YE YE NO NO YE NO NO NO YE NO NO YE 
ENTRN YE NO YE NO YE YE NO NO NO NO NO NO 
PRFSVC YE YE NO NO YE NO NO YE YE NO NO YE 
PUB YE NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO YE NO 
"YE" indicates at the .10 level of significance for a one-tail t-test 
rejection of the Ho: the regression coefficient is less than or equal 
zero and acceptance of Ha: the regression coefficient is greater than 
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to 
zero. A "Y" appearing under the column headed "TOB" indicates that the 
normalized coefficients for the Tobit results agree in sign with the OLS 
results 
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in the 1980s and 1960s and 1970s. Tobit estimates of the influence of 
four lane highway treatment in generating 1980s employment addition were 
smaller than the OLS estimates in most cases. 
Increased two lane road density added jobs in the durable and 
nondurable manufacturing industries according to the OLS estimates. In 
contrast, Tobit estimates indicate that added density generated new jobs 
in durable manufacturing, business, and professional service industries. 
The OLS estimates for the influence of interstate access were positive 
for durable and nondurable manufacturing industries whereas for Tobit 
estimates, durable manufacturing and entertainment service industries 
gained new jobs. Tobit and OLS estimates agreed concerning the influ-
ence of proximity of a region to I85. Both estimates indicated that 
durable manufacturing and transportation industries benefitted. And, 
the influence of added water and sewer capacity appeared to be more 
widespread according to the Tobit estimates--all industries realized a 
positive employment gain in regions observing greater than zero 
employment addition as a result. The OLS estimates indicated that 1980s 
employment in 7 of 12 industries was significantly larger as a result. 
The location of Z regions, with respect to urban centers, did not seem 
to affect firm siting decisions for most industries according to the 
Tobit results. 
Model Validation 
In estimating the direction of influence of infrastructure on new 
employment across industry divisions utilizing OLS estimates, problems 
concerning collinearity and heteroscedasticity were confronted. At 
least four additional statistical issues remain, however, that may 
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threaten validity of the OLS estimates of 1980s employment addition. 
These issues are: spatial autocorrelation, spatial heterogeneity, cross-
equation error correlation, and simultaneity bias. 
Spatial Autocorrelation 
The first statistical issue questions whether spatial autocorrela-
tion (correlation of the regression residuals over space) among the 
cross-section observations in Z regions may be a significant problem in 
estimating the regression parameters. If the spatial contiguity of Z 
region observations result in "spillover" effects geographically, then 
it is expected that the OLS regression error terms are correlated. In 
this case, OLS yields "biased estimates of the residual variance and 
inefficient estimates of the regression coefficients" (Cliff and Ord, 
1981; p. 8) in which case statistical tests are invalid. Estimates of 
the residual variance are downward biased, in this case, inflating the 
observed value of the Rsquare (Cliff and Ord, 1981; p. 199) 
Spatial autocorrelation is likely to increase if the level of 
spatial disaggregation increases. Or, if the size of the spatial 
observation decreases to increase the degrees of freedom, there is a 
greater likelihood that "spill-over" effects are captured in the error 
term. And, since spill-over effects tend to be strongest in areas close 
to region borders, these effects may be more concentrated in small 
disaggregated spatial units (Bernirschka, 1990). 
In this analysis, the political subdivisions, CCDs, are disaggre-
gated to smaller Z regions, via GIS. Further spatial sorting, however, 
for the econometric model, required Z regions be characterized based on 
whether or not Z regions did or did not: access I85, receive four lane 
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highway treatment during one of five possible time intervals between 
1960 and 1989, maintain some level of water or sewer capacity by 1979, 
expressed as a continuous measure, and, similarly, maintain a continuous 
measure of two lane road density. Additionally, these Z regions were 
categorized as urban, threshold, or rural, based on their location 
within a 5 and 10km commuter shed radius of urban core Z regions. Such 
multi-dimensional controls over impact regions may serve to counteract 
the potential spatial econometric problems associated with an increase 
in degrees of freedom through disaggregation from the CCD to Z region 
level. 
To test for spatial error autocorrelation as emanating from 
spatially dependent observations Cliff and Ord (1981) and Anselin (1988) 
suggest computing the Moran I statistic. This statistic requires 
construction of a "contiguity" matrix. The contiguity matrix, in this 
case, contains information for the total number of Z regions that are 
contiguous or border other Z regions for each of the 477 Z regions. 
ARCINFO provides a procedure (POLYGON NEIGHBOR) that allows rapid 
assembly of a list of the each of the 477 Z regions with their 
contiguous or bordering Z regions. This information is used with 
SAS/IML to construct a 477 by 477 binary matrix, W, whose elements equal 
1 if Z regions have a contiguous boundary and zero otherwise. Appendix 
F discusses the use of POLYGON NEIGHBOR and SAS/IML in constructing the 
necessary matrix. 
Bernirschka (1991) outlines the steps necessary to convert the 
binary matrix, W, into a symmetric contiguity matrix or spatial weight 
matrix, W**, for use in conducting the test for spatial dependence. 
Basically, a similarity transformation is applied to matrix W so that it 
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is symmetric, W*. Then the matrix W* is standardized and normalized 
through pre- and post-multiplication by a diagonal matrix, D, whose 
diagonal elements are the inverted row sums of W* (Bernirschka, 1990; p. 
174). The transformation is 
W**=D1/ 2W*Dl/2 . (23) 
While Wis asymmetric, W* is symmetric. Thus, W** is a symmetric 
standardized and normalized spatial weight matrix representing the 
degree of contiguity, and thus spatial interaction, of Z regions as 
indicated in matrix W. 
Subsequently, the Moran I statistic may be computed, such that 
I - [N/S] {[e'We]/e'e}, (24) 
where e is the vector of OLS residuals; W (e.g., W**) is a spatial 
weight matrix, N is the number of observations, and Sis a standardi-
zation factor, equal to the sum of all the elements in the weight 
matrix, W (Anselin, 1988; p. 101). Using the normalized matrix W** (for 
W), e.g . , its rows sum to one, simplifies the I statistic to 
I= e'We/e'e. (25) 
Although the null hypothesis (Ho) is no spatial autocorrelation, 
the alternative hypothesis is not specified explicitly. Anselin argues 
that the spatial weight matrix W (W**) indicates the pattern of 
potential spatial dependence if it exists (Anselin, 1988; p. 102). 
Cliff and Ord (1988) have developed the distribution for the Moran 
I statistic with regression residuals to correspond to the standard 
normal for "the properly transformed variate" (see Anselin, 1988; p. 
102). The transformation is 
z1 = {I-E[I]}/{V[I]l/
2 ), (26) 
where E[I] is the mean and V[I] the variance of I under the null 
hypothesis of no spatial dependence. Using the weight matrix W (W**) 
the following are calculated 
and 
E[I] - (N/S)tr(MW)/(N-K), 
V[I] - [(N/S) 2{tr(MWMW') + tr(MW) 2 + [tr(MW)] 2 )/ 
(N-K)(N-K+2)] - {E[IJ) 2 , 
(27) 
(28) 
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where W (W**) represents the spatial weight matrix, N is the number of 
observations, Sis the sum of all elements in the weight matrix, (for 
the normalized matrix W**, S = N (Anselin, 1988; p. 102)), and Mis the 
projection matrix, ID-X(X'X)- 1x•, where ID is an identity matrix. 
As Bernirschka notes, since the elements of each row of the W** matrix 
sum to 1, the spectral radius is 1 and the eigenvalue of W** is 1 and is 
an eigenvalue of W, the contiguity matrix. Therefore the properties of 
the contiguity matrix W imply that the spatial autocorrelation parameter 
is bounded by 1 but can be smaller than -1. 
To test the Ho: no spatial autocorrelation, e . g., µ - 0, a two-
tailed test is conducted using the test statistic z 1 . The resulting z 
statistics for each of the 12 industry groups are listed in Table 17 . 
Looking at the z1 for nondurable manufacturing (MANNO), for example, if 
the observed value of the test statistic is z1 = -1.80, the observed 
significance level for the test is probability value - P(z < -1 . 80 or z 
> -1 . 80) . The area below the observed z value, z = -1.80, is calculated 
and doubled. Thus, P(z<-1.80) = .5 - . 4641 = .0359(2) - .0718. The p-
value in this case is less than the fixed significance level, a-. 10; the 
Ho is rejected orµ~ 0 (see Mcclave and Benson, 1988; p. 352-3). The 
z1 statistics and p-values presented indicate that for 10 of the 12 
industry groups spatial error autocorrelation due to an increase in 
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Table 17. Z Test for Spatial Autocorrelation Based on the MORAN I 
Statistic 
ZI p(z<z1 ) p -value 2(p-value) Moran I E[I] V[I] 
MAND -2 . 0101 0.4664 0.0222 0.0444* 0 . 1534 0.9663 0.1635 
MANND -1. 8003 0.4641 0.0359 0 . 0718* 0.1693 0.9655 0 . 1955 
TPU -1. 9004 0.4713 0 . 0287 0.0574* 0.1244 0.9660 0.1961 
WTRDE -1. 8709 0.4693 0 . 0307 0.0614* 0.1377 0.9658 0.1959 
RTRDE -1. 8302 0.4664 0 . 0336 0 . 0672* 0.1556 0.9659 0.1960 
FIRE -1. 6891 0 . 4535 0.0465 0.0930* 0.2189 0.9665 0 . 1958 
PSSVC -1. 8063 0.4686 0.0359 0. 0718* 0.1661 0.9653 0.1957 
RPRPR -1. 7903 0 . 4633 0.0367 0.0734* 0.1732 0.9656 0.1958 
BUSSV -1. 5822 0.4429 0.0571 0.1142 0 . 2654 0.9659 0.1960 
ENTRN -1.8274 0.4656 0.0344 0.0688* 0.1567 0.9660 0 . 1961 
PROF -1.8523 0 . 4678 0.0322 0.0644* 0.1460 0.9652 0 . 1955 
PUB -1.5857 0.4429 0.0571 0.1142 0.2641 0.9655 0.1958 
H: spatial autocorrelation E(p) orµ= 0. 
0 H : µ-,. 0. 
*Tndicates rejection of H at .10 level of significance. 
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sample size does pose a significant threat to the efficiency of OLS 
parameter estimates of Z region employment addition. 
Spatial Heterogeneity 
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A second issue pertains to an additional spatial effect that is 
related to a "lack of stability over space of the behavioral or other 
relationships under study" (Anselin, 1988; p. 9). This effect, termed 
spatial heterogeneity, suggests that parameters vary over space with 
respect to location and are heterogeneous rather than homogeneous 
throughout a set of data. It is more likely to occur in "econometric 
models estimated on a cross-sectional data set of dissimilar spatial 
units" (Anselin, 1988; p. 9). 
The spatial units of observations in this analysis, Z regions, have 
been shown to be nonhomogeneous in a number of ways. The 477 Z regions 
differ in: 
1. areal size, 
2. status regarding income and labor force characteristics (as 
shown with the cluster results in Chapters IV and V), 
3. level of existing highway and water and sewer capacity, 
4. timing of four lane highway treatment over seven possible 
periods, 
5. level of agglomeration economies achieved (as demonstrated 
through initial employment levels in the prior period), and 
6. and spatial isolation from urban core areas (sub-proxies for 
agglomeration economies), to list just a few. 
Hence, there is specific evidence that the Z region units of observation 
lack spatial uniformity. The inherent structural instability of the 
data is represented theoretically by varying parameters in the regression 
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analysis. And, in this case the parameter estimates are biased and 
the statistical tests invalid (Anselin and Griffith, 1988; Henry, 1991). 
To estimate the model using OLS and account for this spatial 
process requires specification of a model containing both regressive and 
autoregressive components. Cliff and Ord (1981) argue 
The natural way to handle a location dependent mean is to use 
regression analysis. However, ... , the assumption of independ-
ence among the residuals may not be satisfied, so that OLS 
procedures become inefficient. (p. 231). 
Thus, it is necessary to develop a model incorporating a regression 
component for the mean and an autoregressive component to reflect the 
spatial structure (p. 231). Cliff and Ord (1981) suggest defining a 
"mixed" scheme that specifies a regression model with autoregressive 
terms . 
The respecified equation suggested by Cliff and Ord (1981) is 
(29) 
where W (W**) is the spatial weight matrix, and p and~ (k x 1 vector) 
are parameters (p. 231). The errors are assumed to be normally dis-
tributed with zero means and equal variances. Hence, in this case, the 
dependent variable ET80 is multiplied by the spatial weight matrix W 
(W**) used in testing for spatial autocorrelation. The spatial weight 
matrix contains information regarding the spatial interaction of units 
of observation in the analysis. The transformed variable is included as 
a regressor in the original OLS model to control for structural insta-
bility over space. The equation estimated including the transformed 
dependent variable is 
ET80 W**(ET80) + ET67 + LN2 + Rl + 185 + WS + D8ET 
+ D67ET + D68ET + D78ET + D678ET + U + T + f •• 
1. 
(30) 
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The estimates of 1980s employment addition using this spatial OLS 
model, augmented via the inclusion of the transformed dependent variable 
as a regressor, are compared with the nonspatial OLS estimates for the 
12 industry divisions. Agriculture, forestry and fishing, construction, 
and mining remain excluded from the analysis as their OLS results were 
weak and the share of total employment of these industry groups in South 
Carolina small as compared with the remaining groups. If spatial 
heterogeneity or instability of the estimates of 1980s employment over 
space ex ists there should be substantial variation between the spatial 
model estimates and the nonspatial model estimates (see Henry, 1991) . 
The comparisons of these OLS estimates are presented in Appendix G 
(Tables 1-12) (the SAS program used to transform the dependent variable 
is presented in Appendix F; Program F-4) . The F-statistics for the 
spatial OLS model, controlling for spatial instability, are significant 
for all 12 industries, as were the F-statistics for the nonspatial OLS 
estimates. The adjusted Rsquares for the spatial model, however , are 
larger than those for the nonspatial OLS model for all industries. This 
suggests that in controlling for spatial instability, the augmented 
spatial model succeeds in explaining more of the total variation in 
1980s employment change than the nonspatial model. 
Comparisons of spatial OLS estimates with the nonspatial OLS 
estimates indicate variation between the two sets of estimates. The 
results of these comparisons are presented in Table 18. Those estimates 
from the nonspatial OLS model (OLS) and the spatial OLS model (SPOLS) , 
that positively and significantly influenced 1980s employment addition 
are listed in the table along with the respective Rsquare coefficients. 
Table 18. 1980s Employment Addition Estimates: Comparisons of 
Nonspatial OLS Model with Spatial OLS Model 
MAND MANNO TPU WTRDE RTRDE FIRE 
OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS 
ET67 63 52 
LN2 6 5 
Rl 58 30 
I85 119 68 
ws 8 10 
D8ET 169 
D67ET 56 104 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 160 126 
U 87 
T 35 
C 
R2 . 32 .40 
88 71 250 219 569 
3 1 
39 29 
148 115 
4 3 6 
160 169 801 716 
779 
417 
22 
557 585 566 451 133 
5 6 3 2 
658 1391 1250 1642 54 
11 
94 
586 393 3474 142 
41 22 
11 
.10 . 23 . 25 . 29 . 81 . 81 .84 .85 .77 .79 
PS SVC RPRPER BUS SVC ENTRTN PROFSVC PUB 
OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS OLS SPOLS 
ET67 
LN2 
708 654 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
1 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 25 
D678ET 1 
u 
T 
C 6 
19 
1 
7 
R2 .43 .81 
329 305 759 656 648 602 
1 
1 1 
368 292 
98 
1 
566 
1260 998 
87 
. 68 . 70 . 65 . 71 . 66 . 68 
38 
7 
156 
12 
11 
30 
5 
88 
1 
2 
4 
24 14 
1 2 
3 
1 3 
.45 .so .38 .58 
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Estimates for 1980s employment addition due to four lane highway 
treatment (D-ET) interaction variables based on initial employment 
(ET67) are interpreted as the number of employees added to those regions 
with beginning of the period employees 1000 greater than the mean 
region. 
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The most notable difference between the two sets of estimates is 
that the nonspatial OLS estimates are inflated. In some cases, 
variations occur regarding which highway treatment variables stimulated 
new employment. The coefficient on the variable E8TR is significant and 
positive for all industries. These results support earlier tests 
indicating that the spatial autocorrelation parameter, p, differs 
significantly from zero. 
Cross-Equation Error Correlation 
The third issue concerns the possibility that the error terms from 
each single OLS equation are correlated across the set of industrial 
divisions. That is, employment addition in one industry, such as retail 
trade, may be simultaneously explained by employment addition in another 
industry, such as nondurable manufacturing. In this case, the single 
OLS regression does not produce efficient parameter estimates. By 
reorganizing the single best fitting OLS equations for the industry 
groups into one system of equations Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) 
estimation procedures are used to estimate new parameters. If there 
exists significant interdependency between industry employment change 
and thus cross equation error correlation among the industry groups, 
then the SUR estimates should produce smaller standard errors as com-
pared with the OLS standard errors and consequently more efficient 
parameter estimates. 
Appendix H (Tables 1-12) contains the comparisons of the results 
from the OLS single equations and the system of equations using SUR 
estimation. Again, agriculture, forestry and fishing, construction, and 
mining were omitted from the system of equations. 
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The system weighted MSE for the SUR model is .9462 while 61% of the 
variation among variables is explained by the system of equations. Com-
parison of standard errors of SUR estimates with OLS estimates reveal 
that SUR estimates produced smaller standard errors generally. Thus, at 
least for these 12 industry groups, it appears that some cross equation 
error correlation exists, e.g., there are interdependencies with respect 
to 1980s employment change across industries. The SUR results from the 
12 tables in Appendix Hare summarized in Table 19. 
Beginning period water and sewer capacity were important in 
stimulating new firm employment during the 1980s in all industries 
examined except nondurable manufacturing. Increased two lane road 
density stimulated additional jobs in the 1980s in the durable and 
nondurable manufacturing and the professional service industries only. 
Location along the 185 corridor added employment in durable manufac-
turing and transportation and public utilities only while interstate 
access added jobs in the durable and nondurable manufacturing industries 
only. 
Four lane highway treatment was most influential in stimulating 
employment growth in the 1980s when administered in the 1980s. Only 
repair services and business services did not add employment as a 
result. Treatments administered in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s were 
influential also in stimulating employment in the durable manufacturing, 
retail trade, finance, real estate and insurance, personal and business 
services, and public administration industries. Those Z regions 
receiving treatment in the 1970s and 1980s experienced employment 
additions in wholesale, retail trade as well as finance, insurance and 
real estate, personal and business service industries. Finally, 
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Table 19. Summary of SUR Results by Industry 
INDUSTRY LN2 Rl 185 'WS D8 D67 D68 D78 D678 ET67 U T C TB 
MAND YE YE YE YE YE YE NO NO YE YE YE YE NO y 
MANNO YE YE NO NO YE NO NO NO NO YE NO NO YE y 
TPU NO NO YE YE YE YE NO NO NO YE NO NO NO y 
'WTRDE NO NO NO YE YE NO YE YE NO YE NO NO NO y 
RTRDE NO NO NO YE YE NO YE YE YE YE NO NO NO y 
FIRE NO NO NO YE YE YE NO YE YE YE NO NO NO y 
PSSVC NO NO NO YE YE NO NO YE YE YE NO NO YE y 
RPRPR NO NO NO YE NO NO NO NO YE YE NO YE NO y 
BUSSV NO NO NO YE NO NO YE YE YE YE YE NO NO y 
ENTRN NO NO NO YE YE NO NO NO NO YE NO NO YE y 
PROF YE NO NO YE NO NO YE NO NO YE YE NO NO y 
PUB NO NO NO YE YE YE NO NO YE NO YE NO NO y 
"YE" indicates at the .10 level of significance for a one-tail t-test 
rejection of the Ho: the regression coefficient is less than or equal to 
zero and acceptance of Ha: the regression coefficient is greater than 
zero. "Y" under the column head TOB indicates that normalized Tobit 
coefficients generally agree in sign with SUR coefficients. 
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treatment administered in the 1960s and 1980s encouraged employment to 
increase in the wholesale and retail trade industries as well as busi-
ness and professional service industries. If highways were built in the 
1960s and 1970s only those treated Z regions added employment in the 
1980s in durable manufacturing, transportation and public utilities, 
finance, insurance and real estate, and public administration 
industries. 
Greater than average initial employment conditions indicated a 
strong argument for the importance of agglomeration effects in 
encouraging new firms to locate in a region. Only public administrative 
service jobs did not increase in the 1980s due to initial employment 
levels. Spatial isolation of regions appeared to discourage new firm 
employment addition, however. In only three industries did rural Z 
regions show a greater ability to attract new employment in the 1980s as 
compared with urban and urban-fringe regions. These were nondurable 
manufacturing and the personal and entertainment service industries. 
Simultaneity Bias 
The final issue concerns that of simultaneity bias or simultaneous 
causality between 1980s highway treatment and 1980s employment addition. 
In estimating employment change in the 1980s as a result of contempor-
aneous infrastructure investment in the 1980s one is faced with the 
anomaly of deciding which really came first--the new highways or the new 
jobs. If any of the independent or right hand side variables are 
correlated with the error term then the parameter estimates may not be 
asymptotically consistent, e.g., converging toward the true parameter as 
the sample size increases. In this case the OLS estimates are not 
unbiased estimates. 
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To diagnose the extent of this potential problem, two stage least 
squares regression (2SLS) (or instrumental regression) can be used for 
each of the industry groups. The standard errors of the 2SLS estimators 
are compared with those of the OLS estimators. If simultaneity bias is a 
significant problem, 2SLS estimates should have smaller error variances 
than the OLS results for each industry group. 
The variables suspected as "feeding back" into the system, D8ET, 
D68ET, D78ET, and D678ET, are interaction terms or slope shifters. They 
are the products of the dummy highway treatment variables and initial 
employment conditions, ET67, for each industry group. Thus in the 
second stage of the 2SLS procedure, regressing employment in the 1980s 
on the exogenous variables and the instruments formed in the first stage 
resulted in collinearity problems as the instrumental variables in 
effect are linear combinations of the slope intercept ET67. 
It is suspected that the four highway treatment variables, D8ET, 
D68ET, D78ET, and D678ET are endogenous to the regression equation and 
remain a potential source for simultaneity bias. Due to the mathe-
matical idiosyncracy of these interaction variables, however, a con-
ventional 2SLS method to test for the extent of bias and correct for it 
was not applicable. Similarly, the Hausman Test (Hausman, 1978; see 
Doran, 1989) for exogeneity of these independent variables failed for 
this same reason. 
To investigate the potential for simultaneity bias in the model, an 
ad hoc procedure suggests estimation of a respecified model. That is, 
the interaction treatment variables with some element of 1980s treatment 
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(treatment contemporaneous with 1980s employment addition) are omitted. 
The variable D67ET, four lane highway treatment received in the 1960s 
and 1970s only, remain in the model. And, to account for any other 
possible influences of four lane highway treatment in the prior period 
the model is respecified to include D6ET and D7ET, highway treatment in 
the 1960s only and 1970s only as interaction terms. The respecified OLS 
equation is 
ET80 - ET67 + LN2 + Rl + 185 + WS + D67ET + D6ET + D7ET + € •• (32) 
i 
OLS estimates of this model are shown in Appendix I (Tables 1-12). 
The F statistics indicate that the coefficients are significantly dif-
ferent from zero for all industries. The Rsquares, however, indicate 
that the original model explained variation in 1980s employment addition 
slightly better than did the respecified model omitting the 
contemporaneous variables. 
Generally, four lane highway treatments administered in the 1960s 
and 1970s stimulated new jobs in the 1980s in 3 of the 12 industries. 
Treatment in the 1960s and 1970s had significant adverse effects in the 
repair and entertainment service industries in the 1980s, however. Four 
lane highways constructed in the 1960s generated new 1980s firm 
employment in the durable manufacturing and transportation and public 
utilities industries only. And, 1970s highway treatment adversely 
influenced 1980s employment in 6 of the 12 industries. The explanations 
for 1980s employment addition provided by the prior period treatment 
variables are unsatisfactory. That is, this analysis seeks to find 
which treatment attracted new firms to Z regions in the 1980s. Esti-
mates for prior period treatment influences on 1980s employment provide 
more information as to which years treatment diverted new firm 
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employment. Hence, despite the potential for simultaneous causality, 
the original model is more informative than the respecified model in 
explaining the influence of new highways on new firm employment in the 
1980s. 
Overview of Procedures and Results 
To summarize, the objective of this chapter was to develop an 
econometric model to indicate the magnitude and direction of causation 
between highway investment and new firm employment. A restated and 
modified version of Fox and Murray's firm location model was developed 
(Fox and Murray, 1990) and estimated using OLS regression. The statis-
tical issues associated with the OLS estimates regarding collinearity 
and heteroscedasticity were addressed. 
Simple OLS regression estimation indicated that increases in four 
lane highway access promoted employment in new firms in South Carolina. 
Nine of the 15 industries gained a significant number of new jobs due to 
increases in four lane highways constructed in the 1980s. Seven of the 
15 industries realized new firm employment in the 1980s as a result of 
highway treatment administered in the 1970s and 1980s. Only 2 of the 15 
industries responded positively in the 1980s to earlier combination 
decades of treatment, e.g., 1960s and 1970s only, 1960s only, and 1970s 
only. Additionally, regions with greater than average water and sewer 
capacity in the beginning of a period saw employment additions in the 
subsequent period. 
Location of a Z region along the 185 corridor contributed to 
employment addition in durable manufacturing and transportation and 
public utilities industries. And, ramp access to interstate highways 
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contributed to growth only in the durable and nondurable manufacturing 
industries. 
An increase in two lane road density added new durable and 
nondurable manufacturing jobs as well as forestry and fishery jobs. 
Five of the 15 industries lost jobs as a result of added two lane road 
density, however. Possibly these results suggest that additional two 
lane highway investment may serve as people movers in some industries. 
In discerning whether highways attract new firms or whether the 
existing market structure of a region has greater pull, the model 
controlled for the effects of agglomeration economies on 1980s new firm 
employment. Initial employment in each industry in the period prior to 
1980 served as a proxy for agglomeration forces. The influence of 
greater than average initial employment on 1980s employment addition was 
positive and significant for 14 of the 15 industries. Additionally, 
sub-proxies for agglomeration influences included the degree of spatial 
isolation of Z regions from SC urban core regions. For 5 of the 15 
industries examined rural Z regions experienced positive and significant 
new firm employment whereas urban core Z regions did not. For the 
durable manufacturing and professional service industries, urban core 
regions elicited a significant pull on new firm sitings. Similarly, 
durable manufacturing, repair service, and agricultural industries in 
urban-fringe regions gained a larger number of new jobs than did more 
remotely located Z regions. 
As some Z regions may have observed zero new firm starts, the 
dependent variable may be censored. For this reason, Tobit estimates 
were compared with OLS estimates first to check for agreement in direc-
tion of causality of the coefficients. The direction of coefficient 
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signs agreed generally between the two methods of estimation. Decompos-
ing the Tobit normalized coefficients into partial derivatives indicate 
that four lane highways cause positive employment addition. The Tobit 
estimates were smaller than the OLS estimates, however. And, Tobit 
estimates for the effect of 1980s treatment indicated that more indus-
tries realized significant and positive employment addition. 
The validity of the OLS model was evaluated subsequently. Statis-
tical issues concerned: spatial autocorrelation, spatial heterogeneity, 
correlation of error terms across individual OLS equations for industry 
divisions, and simultaneity bias. 
A test for spatial autocorrelation involved computing the Moran I 
Statistic using the OLS regression residuals and a GIS generated 
contiguity matrix. The results for each of the 12 industry groups 
indicated that the spatial dependence of Z regions originated via GIS 
for this analysis does pose a significant threat to the efficiency of 
the OLS parameter estimates for 10 of the 12 industry groups. These 
results suggest that although GIS may provide a valuable tool for 
disaggregating spatial units for economic geographical analysis, there 
may exist a "tradeoff" in increased degrees of freedom for inefficient 
estimators and thus invalid statistical tests. 
A test for spatial heterogeneity or the instability of parameter 
estimates over space, involved transforming the dependent variable, 
1980s employment addition and including it as a regressor in the ori-
ginal model. The transformation required the dependent variable be 
multiplied by the spatial weight matrix that expresses the degree of 
spatial contiguity between Z regions. The OLS estimates adjusted for 
spatial instability (spatial model) were compared with the original OLS 
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(nonspatial model) estimates. This comparison revealed some variation 
in estimates of the influence of infrastructure on 1980s employment 
addition. Additionally, the nonspatial estimates were inflated. The 
adjusted Rsquare coefficients indicated that the spatial model explained 
more of the total variation in 1980s employment addition. The auto-
correlation parameter significantly differed from zero, supporting test 
results for spatial autocorrelation. 
To examine whether the regression error terms are correlated across 
individual industry equations, SUR estimators for the industry groups 
with the best fit (12 industries) from the OLS regressions were compared 
with OLS estimators. It seemed that there may be some correlation among 
the error terms across equations as the standard errors for the SUR 
estimators were on the whole smaller than those for the OLS estimators. 
The general findings of positive employment, however, remained valid for 
these individual groups. 
Using conventional 2SLS method of estimation to correct for the 
possibility of simultaneous causality, suspected as a potential problem 
in the model, was not possible. The interaction variables that were 
suspected as sources for the concern are the products of initial 
employment conditions and highway treatment dummy variables. Hence, the 
2SLS method of estimation conventionally used to test and correct for 
simultaneity was not applicable. The Hausman test for exogeneity was 
eliminated also due the idiosyncracy of these interaction variables 
suspected as being endogenous to the model. 
Subsequently, the OLS equation was respecified and estimated for 
each of the 12 industries omitting the highway treatment variables 
suspected of leading to simultaneous causality, e.g., those four lane 
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interaction variables measuring some element of 1980s highway invest-
ment. These results indicate that the role of four lane highways 
constructed in the 1960s and 1970s, explain little about new firm 
employment in the 1980s. In fact, regions receiving their only four 
lane highway treatment in the 1970s appeared to have suffered 1980s 
employment losses. Thus, including time coincident variables in the 
estimation of 1980s employment change at least provides some information 
about the effects on new firm employment of more recent highway 
investment. There remains, in the original OLS model, however, a 
potential risk of "feedback" between these regressors and the dependent 
variable, 1980s employment addition. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Review of Objectives and Analytical Procedures 
The primary objective of this analysis has been to assess the 
spatial economic impact of highway investment in South Carolina. 
Several steps were taken to satisfy this objective. These were: 
1 . use GIS to allocate employment data and construct spatial 
variables of infrastructure investment , 
2 . to create unique regions for small region analysis that are 
spatially sensitive to physical and economic phenomena rather 
than rely on cross-section observations generated through 
standard political subdivisions, 
3. determine whether an association or causal linkage exists 
between highway investment and regional growth as measured 
through employment change by industry group division, 
4 . in looking for a causal linkage between highways and growth, 
account for "stage of economic development" unique to each 
region, 
5. build a predictive model for small region analysis of infra -
structure influence as manifested through firm location 
decision behavior, and 
6 . test the validity of the model. 
Chapters IV and V dealt with the first four steps while Chapter VI 
confronted the fifth and sixth tasks. A GIS was used first to develop 
highway investment and census employment data bases. A quasi-experimental 
methodology was combined with GIS capabilities to isolate the spatial 
economic impact of highway investment at the CCD level . To select 
treatment regions, CCDs were grouped using GIS based upon whether or not 
they were traversed by a four lane highway treatment and by timing of 
this highway treatment. 
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Selecting control regions required that CCDs be grouped that were 
as similar as possible to treated CCDs in socioeconomic conditions 
except having no four lane highway traverse the region. Subsequently, a 
cluster analysis was performed to group CCD regions by socioeconomic 
"initial" stage of growth. The 1970 CCD data for South Carolina were 
used to characterize South Carolina based on per capita income and labor 
force participation. A sensitivity analysis of the clustering procedure 
was conducted to show that income and labor force characteristics were 
reasonable pairing variables. 
In addition to grouping CCDs based on socioeconomic stage and 
whether or not they received a four lane highway between 1960 and 1989, 
these CCDs were sorted based upon census definition as rural or urban. 
To examine direction of causality, the effect of treatment on employment 
growth was examined for census industry groups given prior and 
contemporaneous four lane highway treatment . 
GIS was used next to create a new geography of South Carolina for 
small region analysis . This process involved overlaying CCD geography 
with zip code boundaries to produce 477 Z regions . Historical _highway 
investment data were allocated to Z regions by overlaying highway 
coverages onto Z region geography. Firm level employment data from the 
1989 Dun and Bradstreet files for South Carolina (Dun and Bradstreet 
Market Survey, 1989) and the 1989 South Carolina Industrial Directory 
(SC State Development Board , 1989) were aggregated to sixteen division 
level industry groups. 
To identify treatment and control regions more precisely, GIS was 
used to approximate commuter sheds surrounding highways via buffering 5 
and 10km around each new four lane highway segment completed each year 
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from 1960 to 1989. This procedure resulted in segregation of Z regions 
into "primary" and "secondary" impact regions. The remaining regions 
untouched by buffers served then as control regions. The Z regions were 
grouped also by the cluster results from the previous section. 
Combining two-way analysis of variance with the quasi-experimental 
technique segregated the economic impact into the main effects of four 
lane highway treatment and local stage of development or socioeconomic 
class and the interaction effects between highway treatment and class. 
A series of tests were performed to examine the magnitude of influence 
of the main effects of highways and class as well as the interaction 
effects on employment addition between 1980 to 1989 and 1970 to 1979, 
and over the entire period of treatment, 1960 to 1989. 
To analyze the influence of individual treatment variables and 
estimate the direction of linkage, an econometric model was developed. 
A welfare function depicting firm location decision behavior generated a 
linear regression model of employment addition, 1980 to 1989, as depen-
dent upon four lane highway treatment over 5 possible time periods. The 
influence of additional types of infrastructure were controlled for in 
the linear model. These included two lane road density, interstate 
access, 185 proximity, and water and sewer capacity. To control for the 
influence of agglomeration economies in generating new employment, 
initial employment in the prior period was included as a regressor in 
the equation. Subproxies for agglomeration effects included spatial 
isolation of Z regions 5 and 10km from the center of urban core areas in 
SC. The socioeconomic developmental stages were included as independent 
variables as well. 
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The model was estimated using OLS and Tobit analyses. The goal was 
to determine which method best described the linkages as specified in 
the model. In estimating 1980s new firm employment addition socio-
economic stage variables were omitted from the model as they were col-
linear. The remaining explanatory variables possessed small variance 
inflation statistics (<10). The presence of heteroscedastic error terms 
was corrected for using 'White's (1980) estimator for the consistent 
variance covariance matrix. Additionally, the Tobit normalized coeffi-
cients were decomposed into marginal changes in the probability of 
employment addition in Z regions, employment addition in Z regions that 
observed greater than zero employment change, and total employment 
addition in treated Z regions, due to added infrastructure. 
Checks on the validity of the OLS model were performed concerning 
four statistical issues. These issues were spatial autocorrelation, 
spatial heterogeneity, cross-equation error correlation, and simultan-
eity bias. 
Results and Conclusions 
Quasi-experimental tests at the CCD level suggest that there are 
strong effects of new four lane highways on the ability of rural and 
urban regions in middle to latter stages of development to attract new 
employment opportunities to their part of South Carolina. These CCDs 
have established necessary pre-growth conditions, e.g., an educated 
labor force, low unemployment rates, and average to above average 
income. Rural CCDs in early to middle stages of development tend to be 
more responsive to highway treatment than their urban counterparts, 
given these appropriate conditions. CCDs in early stages of development, 
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e.g., low income and higher unemployment rates, are not able to respond 
positively to four lane highway treatment as are these other areas. 
Spatial disaggregation to the Z region level and assessment of 
primary and secondary impacts indicate that spatial proximity to new 
highways is associated with new firm employment. Those Z regions within 
5km of new four lane highways experience more significant and dramatic 
employment addition than Z regions located between 5.01 and 10km from 
new highways. Additionally, two-way analysis of variance of primary 
impact Z region employment indicate that, although highway treatment 
alone encourages new firm employment, highway treatment interacting with 
socioeconomic class appears to be the primary influential force. 
Simple OLS regression estimates of the econometric model indicate 
that increases in four lane highway access generally promote positive 
employment change in South Carolina. More recent highway improvements, 
however , stimulate new firm employment in the subsequent period. Addi-
tionally, increases in water and sewer capacity promote positive employ-
ment change in the subsequent period in most industries . Location of a 
Z region along the Interstate 85 corridor contribute to new employment 
additions in the durable manufacturing and transportation and public 
utilities industries . And, access to interstate highways contributes to 
growth in the durable and nondurable manufacturing industries as do 
increases in two lane road density. For some industries added two lane 
highway density discourages new firm employment in the subsequent 
period. OLS estimates indicate that spatial isolation from urban core 
regions does not always deter new firms from locating. 
The test for the presence of spatial error autocorrelation required 
that a contiguity matrix be constructed that represents for each Z 
region its contiguous borders with other Z regions. If contiguity of 
the spatial observations results in spatial autocorrelation of OLS 
residuals, then the OLS estimates are not efficient and the residual 
variance is biased. These conditions cause invalid statements to be 
made concerning statistical tests. 
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The Moran I statistic and its first and second moments is derived 
to test for the presence of spatially autocorrelated residuals in the 
OLS estimates. A contiguity matrix is developed to compute these 
statistics. For each industry division, using the Moran I statistic and 
its mean and variance, a z statistic is derived and a z test conducted 
to test for whether the autocorrelation parameter differs significantly 
from zero. The results of these tests lead to a rejection of the null 
hypothesis of no spatial autocorrelation for 10 of the 12 industry 
divisions. 
Spatial heterogeneity suggests that the observations (Z regions in 
this case) are not homogeneous but rather vary over space in size and 
response. In the presence of spatial heterogeneity, OLS estimators are 
biased and significance levels are misleading. 
To test for the extent to which spatial heterogeneity is problem-
atic to the OLS model in this analysis, a "spatial" model is specified 
containing a regressive and autoregressive scheme. The spatial OLS 
model regresses 1980s employment by industry on the original regressors 
plus the transformation of the dependent variable using the spatial 
weight matrix constructed from the contiguity matrix for the spatial 
autocorrelation tests. The results of the spatial OLS model, e.g., 
controlling for spatial instability, are compared with those of the 
nonspatial OLS model. The most notable differences between the two 
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models are the inflated parameter estimates of the nonspatial OLS model. 
And, for all industries examined the spatial OLS model explains a larger 
proportion of the variance of 1980s employment addition as indicated by 
the comparatively larger Rsquare coefficients . 
These comparisons indicate that spatially heterogeneous Z regions 
in this analysis may bias statements concerning hypothesis tests of 
nonspatial OLS estimates. The autocorrrelation parameter represented by 
the coefficient on the transformed variable (E8TR) is significantly 
different from zero for all industries. These results support the 
outcome of the z test based on the Moran I statistic which indicates 
that the spatial autocorrelation parameter significantly differs from 
zero. 
In testing for whether the residuals of 1980s employment addition 
are correlated across industry divisions, a model for 12 industries is 
estimated using Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) estimation. If new 
firm employment in one industry is dependent upon employment addition in 
another then the standard errors of the SUR estimates of employment are 
likely to be smaller than those of the OLS individual equation esti-
mates. The SUR results indicate that some cross-equation error correla-
tion exists as the SUR standard errors are generally smaller than those 
of OLS estimates. Still the SUR estimates support the notion of posi-
tive employment changes as a result of infrastructure investment, 
although the influence does not appear as dramatic . 
Conventional means (2SLS) could not be used to test and correct for 
simultaneous causality of 1980s highway treatment and 1980s employment 
addition. The variables suspected as being endogenous to the equation 
(D8ET , D68ET, D78ET and D678ET) in this case are linear combinations of 
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the independent variable ET67. The Hausman (1978; p. 359) Specification 
Test to test for exogeneity of these independent variables failed for 
the same reason. 
An ad hoc procedure to examine the issue of simultaneous causality 
suggests respecifying the model , omitting the 1980s treatment variables 
suspected as the source of bias . The respecified model replaced the 
1980s treatments with prior period treatments (1960s and 1970s, 1960s 
only, and 1970s only). The respecified model is unsatisfactory for 
explaining the influence of new four lane highways on 1980s employment 
addition . Hence, the original OLS model is preferred as it provides 
more information regarding the direction of linkage between new four 
lane highways and 1980s employment addition. 
Implications for Infrastructure Policy 
Several points of interest for infrastructure policy makers may be 
gleaned from the empirical results presented here. Socioeconomic class 
of a region or its stage of economic development influences how a region 
responds to highway investment. Regions experiencing low employment 
participation rates and below average incomes are not likely to benefit 
greatly from a new four lane highway project. Regions that are in 
middle to more mature stages of economic development, with relatively 
low unemployment and average to above average income stand a better 
chance of benefitting from additional four lane highway mileage. Sub-
average regions that are rural rather than urban stand a greater 
likelihood of experiencing employment gains as a result of such policy 
also. And, regions within 5km of new four lane highway are more likely 
to add new jobs as a result than regions located farther away . 
Additionally, greater than average initial employment in the 
beginning period is likely to improve the effectiveness of infra-
structure policy. That is, regions with greater than average initial 
employment levels are more likely to attract new firms. 
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Industrial water and sewer capacity in a region appear to be a 
necessary infrastructure expenditure for attracting new firms in most 
industries although the impact is small comparatively. Whether a region 
has proximity to 185 and/or access to an interstate highway is important 
based on type of firm locating. In South Carolina, durable and non-
durable manufacturing firms stand the most to gain from proximity and 
access to interstates. Similarly, added two lane highway density in a 
region may encourage outward mobility of labor factors rather than 
localized regional growth unless these roads are constructed with 
proximity to durable and nondurable manufacturing firms in mind . 
For South Carolina then, the public capital hypothesis cannot be 
generalized to hold for all regions and industries. That is, a positive 
blanket growth effect from highway expenditures is not always the 
result. Econometric analyses indicate that four lane highway treatment 
positively influences new firm employment. Still, the extent of this 
influence varies among industry groups--another factor which must be 
considered in allocating highway construction funds. The Tobit esti-
mates indicate that, at the margin, new highway projects increase 
significantly the probability of regions attracting new firms. And for 
the region with above average initial employment levels the number of 
new jobs gained is significant. The change in total employment gain, 
however, may wash out to some extent due to the influence of exogenous 
factors excluded from this model, such as stage of economic development. 
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Comparisons of the estimates from the OLS, spatial OLS (SPOLS), 
Tobit (TOB) and SUR models are listed in Table 20. Four lane highways 
have the greatest impact on durable manufacturing, transportation and 
public utilities, wholesale and retail trade, finance, insurance, and 
real estate, personal, repair, entertainment, and public administration 
service industries. And, those four lane highways constructed most 
recently have the greatest impact on recent employment additions. Added 
two lane highway density and interstate access tend to attract durable 
and nondurable manufacturing firms to South Carolina more so than other 
types of firms. Location along a major interstate corridor helps 
attract only durable manufacturing jobs to South Carolina. Added water 
and sewer capacity adds new jobs in all industries in the subsequent 
period. 
Still, the estimates vary slightly from industry to industry 
depending on the analysis used and the variable examined. And, these 
variations support the recent alteration in theory, e.g., infrastructure 
policy is at best only a conditional policy. Whether or not new jobs 
result from new highways depends on timing of highway investment, the 
type of infrastructure, and the type of industry under consideration. 
The spatial aspects of highway growth effects cannot be ignored. Earl-
ier test results underline the importance of the developmental stage of 
a region when formulating infrastructure policy. Policy makers who hope 
to use new highways to stimulate regional growth must consider each of 
these conditions in deciding if, when, and where new highways are to be 
built. 
Table 20. Summary Results of Estimated Coefficients for Employment 
Change, 1980-1989 
MAND MANNO TPU 
OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR 
ET67 y y y y y y y y y y y y 
LN2 y y y y y y N y N N N N 
Rl y y y y y y N y N N N N 
185 y y y y N N N N y y N y 
W'S y y y y N y y N y N y y 
D8ET N y y y y y N y N y y y 
D67ET y y y y N N N N N y y y 
D68ET N N N N N N N N y N y N 
D78ET N N N N N N N N N N N N 
D678ET y y y y N N N N N N N N 
Urban y N y y N N N N N N y N 
Thresh y N y y N N N N N N N N 
Rural N N N N y N N y N N N N 
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W'TRDE RTRDE FIRE 
OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR 
ET67 y y y y y y y y y y y y 
LN2 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Rl N N N N N N N N N N N N 
185 N N N N N N N N N N N y 
W'S y y y y N y y y y y y y 
D8ET y y y y y y y y y y y y 
D67ET N N N N N N N N N y N y 
D68ET N N N y y N N y N N N N 
D78ET y N N y y y y y y y y y 
D678ET N N N N N y N y N y y y 
Urban N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Thresh N N N N N N N N N N N N 
Rural N N N N y N N y N N N N 
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Table 20. (Continued) 
PSSVC RPRPER BUSSVC 
OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR 
ET67 y y y y y y y y y y y y 
LN2 N N N N N N N N N y y N 
Rl N N N N N N N N N N N N 
I85 N N N N N N N N N N N N 
\JS y N y y y y y y N N y y 
D8ET N y y y y y y N N N N N 
D67ET N N N N N N N N N N N N 
D68ET N N N N N N N N N N N y 
D78ET y N y y N N N N y N y y 
D678ET N y N y N y N y N y N y 
Urban N N N N N N N N N N N y 
Thresh N N N N y N N y N N y N 
Rural y N N y N N N N N N N N 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTRTN PRFSVC PUB 
OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR OLS SPOLS TOB SUR 
ET67 y y y y y y y y y y y N 
LN2 N N N N N N y y N y N N 
Rl N N y N N N N N N N N N 
I85 N N N N N N N N N N N y 
\JS N N y y y y y y N y y y 
D8ET y y y y N N N N y y y y 
D67ET N N N N N N N N y N N y 
D68ET N N N N y N y y N N N N 
D78ET N N N N N y y N y N N N 
D678ET N N N N N N N N y y N y 
Urban N N N N y N N y N N y y 
Thresh N N N N N N y N N N N N 
Rural N N N y N N N N N N N N 
"Y" indicates at the .10 level of significance for a one-tail t-test 
rejection of the Ho: the regression coefficient is less than or equal to 
zero and acceptance of Ha: the regression coefficient is greater than 
zero. "N" indicates failure to reject Ho. 
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Suggestions for Further Investigation 
The ability to define small impact regions of interest for this 
study and for future studies is a major potential benefit of GIS 
applications to the problem of evaluation and prioritization of infra-
structure projects. By defining an impact region based on the spatial 
parameters of the infrastructure proposal under consideration, it is 
possible to more precisely delineate its impacts in socioeconomic and 
spatial terms. Statistical issues concerning spatial processes in 
econometrics are more likely to be addressed. The ability of GIS to 
create uniquely defined spatial units of study and identify units based 
on similarities and dissimilarities is an improvement over available 
conventional data based on political boundaries. Thus, there is an 
important role for GIS in this type of spatial analysis. 
Using GIS in this capacity may help extend this type of small 
region analysis to include environmental screening of industries that 
are drawn to regions investing in highway improvements. How do lower 
transportation costs influence firm location decisions when environ-
mental regulation may or may not prohibit particular types of industries 
from functioning at optimal levels of production in a given region, for 
example. 
Additionally, questions remain concerning how much can be attri-
buted to highway investment versus pure coincidence and chance in 
promoting growth in one region over another. Current research is 
considering the role for theories of probability and non linear physics 
in predicting regional growth and, therefore, regional growth dispari-
ties given similar economic development incentives and policy. 
APPENDICES 
Empgro 
Gmannd 
Gmand 
Gtpu 
Gwtrde 
Grtde 
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Gprof 
Gpub 
Appendix A 
CCD Employment Growth Rates: 
First Highway Treatment 
in 1960 
Total employment 
Nondurable manufacturing 
Durable manufacturing 
Transportation and public utilities 
'Wholesale trade 
Retail trade 
Finance, insurance, and real estate 
Business and repair services 
Personal services 
Entertainment services 
Professional services 
Public administration 
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Table A-1. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 3 (High) 
Highway 
Treatment 
Variable by 1960 
Empgro control 0 
treated 1 
Gmannd 0 
1 
Gmand 0 
1 
Gtpu 0 
1 
Gwtrde 0 
1 
Grtde 0 
1 
Gfire 0 
1 
Gbrsvc 0 
1 
Gpssvc 0 
1 
Gesvc 0 
1 
Gprof 0 
1 
Gpub 0 
1 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
No. of 
CCDs 
2 
8 
2 
8 
2 
8 
2 
8 
1 
8 
2 
8 
2 
8 
1 
8 
2 
8 
0 
7 
2 
8 
2 
8 
Mean CCD 
Employment 
Growth 
Rate T-stat 
1.1720 u (2.010)* 
1. 7771 e (1.095) 
F 12.76* 
0.8055 u f .266)** 1. 6506 e 1. 561) 
F 999.90* 
5.0863 u (0.887) 
1. 9069 e (2.180) 
F 113.47* 
1.2152 u (0. 971~ 1. 8287 e (1.005 
F 1.11 
3. 0215 u 
~0.910~ 1. 7781 e 1.740 
F 8.75* 
2.0666 u 
~0.113~ 2.2190 e 0.145 
F 2.07 
2.6000 u 
~0:203~ 2.5664 e 
2.1708 u (1.277) 
0. 8871 e (2.645) 
F 13 .46* 
1.4923 u (1.352) 
2. 2471 e (1.191) 
F 1.47 
0.8910 u (2.379)* 
2.7732 e (1.184) 
F 45.71* 
Total Growth 
in Employment, 
1970-1980 
1.1016 
1.5223 
0.8045 
1. 2861 
1.9833 
1.6589 
0.8222 
1. 5437 
5.7333 
1.9019 
2.0275 
1.5484 
2.4285 
2.0538 
2.8000 
1. 8923 
1.4347 
0.7468 
0.0000 
0.3652 
1. 2035 
2.0701 
0.9000 
1. 7806 
*At F statistic : rejection of H: equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H? then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate , else the "e" t -
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 level of significance . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and , for a two- tailed test , rejection of H : mean growth0 2 
m!an _growth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level Of 
s1gn1f1canci! . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table A-2. Urban CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 3 (High) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Employment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of Growth in Employment, 
Variable by 1960 CCDs Rate T-stat 1970-1980 
Empgro control 0 1 0.4424 
treated 1 9 1. 3981 
Gmannd 0 1 0.4823 
1 9 1.1821 
Gmand 0 1 0.8390 
1 9 1.3903 
Gtpu 0 1 0.3529 
1 9 1.4439 
Gwtrde 0 1 0 . 2222 
1 9 1.1619 
Grtde 0 1 0.3043 
1 9 1. 4362 
Gfire 0 1 0.3642 
1 9 1. 7128 
Gbrsvc 0 1 0.4035 
1 9 2.0010 
Gpssvc 0 1 0.2540 
1 9 0.7435 
Gesvc 0 1 0.6363 
1 9 1. 8102 
Gprof 0 1 0.4609 
1 9 1.7326 
Gpub 0 1 0.1250 
1 9 1 . 1601 
0 • No four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : reJection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H
0
~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate , else the "e " t-
statistic is appropriate. 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 level of significance . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthB = m!an _g7owtb1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f significance . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table A-3. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 1 (Midhi) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1960 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 33 1.2032 u ?.456)** 1.1022 
treated 1 44 1. 5119 e 2.242) 1. 3778 
F 4.38* 
Gmannd 0 33 1.0602 u (2.310)** 0.9840 
1 44 1. 3535 e f.093) 1.1047 
F .21* 
Gmand 0 33 2 .1116 u f.227) 1.3309 1 44 1. 7610 e 1. 294) 1.5855 
F .14* 
Gtpu 0 33 1. 8671 u ~0.920) 1. 3476 
1 44 2.1502 e 0.951) 1. 6727 
F 1. 59 
Gwtrde 0 25 2.7601 u ~0.028) 1. 5146 
1 44 2.7898 e 0.029) 1.5443 
F 1.13 
Grtde 0 33 1. 2730 u (2.210)** 1.0989 
1 44 1. 6868 e (2 .119) 1.4508 
F 1. 83* 
Gfire 0 30 1.7681 u (2.145)** 1 . 5332 
1 43 2.6758 e (1. 954) 1.7631 
F 3.13* 
Gbrsvc 0 32 2.6249 u ~0.108) 1.4454 
1 42 2.6931 e 0 .115) 1. 8021 
F 2.46* 
Gpssvc 0 32 0.7452 u (0.029) 0.6012 
1 44 0.7390 e ~0 . 033) 0.6785 
F .83* 
Gesvc 0 14 0.6881 u (4.007)** 0.9900 
1 35 2.1436 e F. 954) 1 . 8360 
F .24* 
Gprof 0 33 1.8060 u (l.146~ 1. 4829 
1 44 2 .1077 e (1.130 1. 6819 
F 1. 22 
Gpub 0 30 1.9623 u 
~0.113~ 0 . 9985 1 44 1. 9197 e 0.117 1.4987 
F 1.49 
0 = No four - lane highway in the 1960s ; 1 = A four - lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : rejection of H: equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H? then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate , else the "e " t-
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho 1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 lev!!l of significance . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growth& z mean _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 it 0 . 10 level f 
sigm.ficanc!! . 
- - Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table A-4. Urban CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 1 (Midhi) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1960 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 9 1.1251 u 
~l. 57 ) 0. 9238 
treated 1 21 1.4355 e 1. 60 )* 1.4925 
F 1.11 
Gmannd 0 9 0.8933 u ~l. 341) 0.8384 1 21 1.1083 e 1.351)* 1. 0076 
F 1.04 
Gmand 0 9 1.6606 u t.477) 0. 8729 1 21 1.8416 e 0.563) 1. 8471 
F .29 
Gtpu 0 9 1. 5198 u (2.249)** 1.0210 
1 21 2.4876 e (1. 801) 2. 0721 
F 3.27* 
Gwtrde 0 9 1. 6104 u (1. 502~ 0.9347 
1 21 2.4021 e (1.476 * 1.8279 
F 1.09 
Grtde 0 9 1. 3315 u (1.335) 0.8147 
1 21 1. 8134 e (1. 089) 1. 6479 
F 2.90 
Gfire 0 9 2.6343 u (0.088) 1.4273 
1 21 2.5670 e (0.098) 1. 9922 
F 1. 74 
Gbrsvc 0 9 1.2605 u (2.425~ 0.7888 
1 21 2.1889 e (2.103 * 2.1565 
F 2.04 
Gpssvc 0 9 0.6487 u 
~1.153) 0.7164 1 21 0.9100 e 0.897) 0.8385 
F 3.98 
Gesvc 0 5 1. 7369 u (1.651) 2.1489 
1 15 2.0346 e (1.835)** 2.4051 
F 1. 24 
Gprof 0 9 1.4086 u (l.889~ 1.1570 
1 21 1.0502 e (1. 579 * 1. 7586 
F 2.51 
Gpub 0 9 1.4189 u (0.827) 0.5376 
1 21 1. 9661 e (0.733) 1.8617 
F 1. 82 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s ; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e" t-
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 levl!l of significance. 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthg • 
m~an _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 St 0.10 level f s1gn1f1cancl!. 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
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Table A-5. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 2 (Midlow) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1960 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 51 1.1461 u (2.026)** 1.0915 
treated 1 25 1. 3808 e F.330) 1. 2995 
F .34* 
Gmannd 0 51 1.1630 u (2.270~ 1.0315 
0 25 1.4679 e (2.325 ** 1.1659 
F 1.15 
Gmand 0 51 1.4746 u 
~0.940~ 1.1941 1 25 1. 6836 e 0.851 1.3434 
F 1. 80 
Gtpu 0 so 1.4866 u (l.437~ 1. 2000 
1 25 1. 9487 e (1. 569 ** 1.5038 
F 1. 70 
Gwtrde 0 40 2.3971 u t.875~ 1. 7669 1 24 1. 9120 e 0.718 1.5916 
F .66* 
Grtde 0 51 1.4086 u 
~0.642~ 1.1258 1 25 1. 5426 e 0.679 1. 3361 
F 1. 39 
Gfire 0 44 1.7278 u 
~0.528~ 1. 4386 1 25 2.0282 e 0.571 1.4178 
F 1. 76 
Gbrsvc 0 44 1. 8749 u ~0.899) 1. 5621 
1 25 2.2945 e 0. 877) 1. 7149 
F 1.19 
Gpssvc 0 49 0.5337 u (1.265) 0.4205 
1 25 0.7518 e f.454)* 0.6869 
F .45* 
Gesvc 0 12 1.0629 u (2.094t* 2.1578 
1 13 2.1790 e (2.052 2.1694 
F 2.86* 
Gprof 0 51 1. 5945 u (2.454t* 1.4547 
1 25 2.1955 e F.876 1. 6961 
F .65* 
Gpub 0 51 2.3032 u (0.327~ 1.2624 
1 25 2.0709 e (0.334 1. 3810 
F 1.12 
0 - No four-lane highway in the 1960s; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
*At F statistic : rejection of H: equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H? then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e " t-
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 levl!l of significance. 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and , for a two-tailed test , rejection of H : mean growthg • m~an _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 gt 0 . 10 level f 
s1gn1f1cancl! . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table A-6. Urban CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 2 (Midlow) 
Variable 
Empgro 
Gmannd 
Gmand 
Gtpu 
Gwtrde 
Grtde 
Gfire 
Gbrsvc 
Gpssvc 
Gesvc 
Gprof 
Gpub 
control 
treated 
Highway 
Treatment 
by 1960 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 - No four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
1 z A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
No. of 
CCDs 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
Mean CCD 
Employment 
Growth 
Rate T-stat 
1. 8389 u 11. 270) 
1.1480 e 1. 270) 
F .40 
1. 7518 u 11. 967) 0.7965 e 1.967)* 
F .16 
2.9034 u (2.046) 
1.4393 e (2.046) 
F 212.89* 
2.4090 u (1.392) 
1.1960 e (1.392) 
F 2.65 
3.7214 u (0.962) 
1. 6992 e (0. 962) 
F 47.76* 
1.0787 u (0.273) 
1.2651 e (0.273) 
F 1. 73 
0.7833 u (1.338) 
2.9371 e (1.338) 
F 1034.71* 
0.8181 u 
0.6081 e 
F 
(0.833) (0.833) 
1.09 
2.8377 u (1.600) 
1.5187 e (1.600) 
F - 11. 71* 
Total Growth 
in Employment, 
1970-1980 
1.8958 
1.0011 
1. 8101 
0.8595 
2.8815 
0.9476 
2.6274 
0.9123 
2.7368 
1.4652 
1.0236 
0.8947 
13.8000 
1.3488 
0. 7777 
1. 7500 
0.7857 
0.4649 
0.0000 
0. 9285 
2.9809 
1.3996 
5.8333 
0.5958 
*At F statistic: rejection of H: equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e" t-
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 level of signific.mce . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthg z 
m~an . growth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 it 0.10 level f 
s1gn1f1canci!. 
-- Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
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Table A-7. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1960; Cluster= 4 (Low) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Employment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of Growth in Employment, 
Variable by 1960 CCDs Rate T-stat 1970-1980 
Empgro control 0 15 1. 2901 
treated 1 1 1.1125 
Gmannd 0 15 1.2154 
1 1 1. 2361 
Gmand 0 15 1.4267 
1 1 1. 5304 
Gtpu 0 13 1.4354 
1 1 1 . 0000 
Gwtrde 0 10 2 . 4573 
1 1 10.2500 
Grtde 0 15 1.3731 
1 1 1.0350 
Gfire 0 8 1. 9347 
1 0 0.0000 
Gbrsvc 0 12 1.5901 
1 1 2 . 2857 
Gpssvc 0 14 0.8250 
1 1 0 . 2857 
Gesvc 0 3 2.5000 
1 0 0.0000 
Gprof 0 15 1. 6831 
1 1 1.1282 
Gpub 0 11 1.3176 
1 1 1. 8750 
0 - No four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : rejection of H: equal variances of mean growth rates for treated Cl) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e" t-
statistic is appropriate . 0 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho 1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 level of significaflce . 
**Rejection of the one- tailed test Ho2 and , for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthg = mean _growth 1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f significance . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
Empgro 
Gmannd 
Gmand 
Gtpu 
Gwtrde 
Grtde 
Gfire 
Gbrsvc 
Gpssvc 
Gesvc 
Gprof 
Gpub 
Appendix B 
CCD Employment Growth Rates: 
First Highway Treatment 
in 1970 
Total employment 
Nondurable manufacturing 
Durable manufacturing 
Transportation and public utilities 
Wholesale trade 
Retail trade 
Finance, insurance, and real estate 
Business and repair services 
Personal services 
Entertainment services 
Professional services 
Public administration 
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Table B-1. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates: 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 3 (High) 
Highway 
Treatment 
Variable by 1970 
Empgro control 0 
treated 1 
Gmannd 0 
1 
Gmand 0 
1 
Gtpu 0 
1 
Gwtrde 0 
1 
Grtde 0 
1 
Gfire 0 
1 
Gbrsvc 0 
1 
Gpssvc 0 
1 
Gesvc 0 
1 
Gprof 0 
1 
Gpub 0 
1 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
No. of 
CCDs 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Mean CCD 
Employment Total Growth 
Growth in Employment, 
Rate T-stat 1970-1980 
1.1720 u (0.905) 1.0068 
1. 5240 e £0.905) 1. 3511 
F .00 
0.8055 u f.512i 0.8045 1.2897 e 1. 512 1.0270 
F 999.9 * 
5.0863 u (0.733) 1.9833 
2.4517 e (0.733) 2.3946 
F 158.46 
1. 2152 u (0.531) 0.8222 
1. 5912 e (0.531) 1. 6722 
F 1.85 
5.7333 
1. 6220 
3.0215 u 
~1.034~ 2.0275 1. 5533 e 1.034 1. 2975 
F 9.09 
2.0666 u 
~0.502~ 2.4285 1.4302 e 0.502 1.4424 
F 1385.51* 
2.8000 
3.6063 
2.1708 u (1. 359~ 1.4347 0.8041 e (1. 359 0.7331 
F 50.63 
0.0000 
1.1250 
1.4923 u 
~0.220~ 1.2035 1.3863 e 0.220 1.4049 
F 72.21 
0.8910 u 
~1.109~ 0.9000 1. 6573 e 1.109 1. 5196 
F 8.48 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H? then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e" t-
statistic is appropriate. 0 
*At t-statistic: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 level of significance. 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H0 : mean growthg s 
mean _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 at 0 . 10 level f 
sign1f1canci!. 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
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Table B-2. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates, 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 1 (Midhi) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent , Variable by 1970 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 33 1.2032 u 
~o. 705.~ 1 . 1022 treated 1 8 1. 3262 e 0.840 1. 2742 
F 1. 76 
Gmannd 0 33 1.0602 u 
~0.666~ 0.9840 1 8 1.2215 e 0 . 998 0 . 9929 
F 4.08* 
Gmand 0 33 2.1116 u (1.128) 1. 3309 
1 8 1. 695 e ?· 799) 1. 3531 F .29 
Gtpu 0 33 1. 8671 u (0.148~ 1. 3476 
1 8 1. 8158 e (0.096 1. 6755 
F 4.76* 
Gwtrde 0 25 2.7601 u (0.049) 1. 5146 
1 8 2 . 7118 e £0.031) 2 . 4209 
F . 51* 
Grtde 0 33 1. 2730 u (0.749) 1.0989 
1 8 1. 4518 e (0.668) 1.4622 
F 1.45 
Gfire 0 30 1 . 7681 u (0.805) 1.5332 
1 8 2 . 1288 e (0 . 720) 2 . 2164 
F 1.46 
Gbrsvc 0 32 2.6249 u (0.021) 1.4454 
1 8 2.6089 e ~0.014) 2 . 4896 
F .14* 
Gpssvc 0 32 0.7452 u ~o. 297) 0.6012 
1 8 0.8449 e 0.234) 0. 7011 
F 2.24 
Gesvc 0 14 0.6881 u (1.229) 0 . 9900 
1 4 1. 8203 e ~1.913) 2 . 7411 
F .41* 
Gprof 0 33 1.8060 u (0.355) 1. 4829 
1 8 1. 9206 e (0.280) 1. 7730 
F 2.19 
Gpub 0 30 1 . 9623 u (1. 793)** 0.9985 
1 8 1. 3327 e (1.023) 1.2389 
F 14.01* 
0 = No four - lane highway i n the 1960s ; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t - statistic is appropriate , else the " e " t -
statistic is appropr i at e . 0 
*At t-stati sti c : re j ection of one - tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 level of s i gnificance . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and , for a two- tailed test , rejection of H : mean growthg = m~an . g7owth1 and accepta~ce of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f 
s1gn1f1cance . 
-- Indicates inadequate sample size for signi ficance tests . 
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Table B-3. Urban CCD Employment Growth Rates: 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 1 (Midhi) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1970 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 9 1.1251 u l°.124~ 0.9238 treated 1 2 1.1029 e 0.059 1. 0829 
F 4.74* 
Gmannd 0 9 0.8933 u t.166~ 0.8384 1 2 0.8689 e 0.081 0.8569 
F 4.45* 
Gmand 0 9 1.6606 u (1. 573~ 0. 8729 1 2 1.1087 e 
~0.717 1.1027 
F 64.53* 
Gtpu 0 9 1. 5198 u (0.744) 1. 0210 
1 2 1. 8949 e (0.592) 1.6589 
F 1. 96 
Gwtrde 0 9 1. 6104 u (0.661) 0.9347 
1 2 2.5124 e (0.840) 1. 9716 
F 1. 96 
Grtde 0 9 1. 3315 u (0.760~ 0.8147 
1 2 1.1058 e £0.420 1. 0057 
F . 72 
Gfire 0 9 2.6343 u 
~0.167~ 1.4273 1 2 2.9362 e 0.199 1. 5393 
F 1. 61 
Gbrsvc 0 9 1.2605 u (0.038) 0.7888 
1 2 1. 2388 e (0.337) 1.1923 
F 1.50 
Gpssvc 0 9 0.6487 u t. 599~ 0.7164 1 2 0.7343 e 0.280 0.7500 
F 8.68* 
Gesvc 0 5 1. 7369 u (l.405~ 2.1489 
1 2 3.2333 e ?.150 2.7894 
F .32 
Gprof 0 9 1.4086 u 
~0.518~ 1.1570 1 2 1. 2267 e 0.395 1.3250 
F 2.24 
Gpub 0 9 1.4189 u (0.310) 0.5376 
1 2 1.1826 e (0.211) 1.3245 
F 3.31 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s. 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs. If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate, else the "e" t-
statistic is appropriate . 0 
*At t-statistic: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0.10 level of significance. 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growth8 • m~an . growth1 and accept~ce of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0.10 level f 
s1gn1ficancl!. 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests. 
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Table B-4. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates: 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 2 (Midlow) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1970 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 51 1.1461 u (1. 304~ 1.0915 
treated 1 23 1. 2727 e (1. 386 * 1. 0068 
F 1. 38 
Gmannd 0 51 1 . 1630 u (0.342~ 1.0315 
1 23 1.2172 e (0.375 1. 0452 
F 1. 64 
Gmand 0 51 1.4746 u (0.837) 1.1941 
1 23 1. 8264 e (1.017) 1.0700 
F 2.99* 
Gtpu 0 50 1.4866 u ?· 870~ 1.2000 1 22 2.0195 e 1. 898 ** 1. 2456 
F 1.08 
Gwtrde 0 40 2. 3971 u (0.713) 1. 7669 
1 21 2.9069 e (0.648) 1.5903 
F 1. 86 
Grtde 0 51 1.4086 u (0.313) 1.1258 
1 23 1. 4678 e (0 . 311) 0.9505 
F 1.04 
Gfire 0 44 1. 7278 u (0.800) 1.4386 
1 21 2 . 1395 e (0.818) 1 . 2647 
F 1.13 
Gbrsvc 0 44 1. 8749 u (1.330)* 1. 5621 
1 19 3.5168 e (1. 822) 1. 5732 
F = 7 . 04* 
Gpssvc 0 49 0.5337 u (1. 367r 0.4205 
1 23 0.7562 e (1. 540 0.4412 
F 1. 95* 
Gesvc 0 12 1. 0629 u (1. 667r 2 . 1578 
1 10 0.5296 e (1. 576 0.8000 
F 3.87* 
Gprof 0 51 1.5945 u 
~1. 497~ 1.4547 1 23 1. 8974 e 1. 621 * 1.2144 
F 1. 52 
Gpub 0 51 2.3032 u (1. 517r 1 . 2624 
1 22 1. 5919 e (1.145 0.9746 
F 5.32* 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s ; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H ~ then use of the "u " t-stati stic is appropriate , else the " e " t-
statistic is appropriate . 0 
*At t-stat istic : rejecti on of one- tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 levl!l of significance . 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and , for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthg • m~an . g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f 
s1gn1f1cancl! . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table B-5. Urban CCD Employment Growth Rates: 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 2 (Midlow) 
Highway 
Treatment No. of 
Variable by 1970 CCDs 
Empgro control 0 2 
treated 1 2 
Gmannd 0 2 
1 2 
Gmand 0 2 
1 2 
Gtpu 0 2 
1 2 
Gwtrde 0 2 
1 2 
Grtde 0 2 
1 2 
Gfire 0 1 
1 1 
Gbrsvc 0 2 
1 1 
Gpssvc 0 2 
1 2 
Gesvc 0 1 
1 1 
Gprof 0 2 
1 2 
Gpub 0 1 
1 2 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
1 = A four - lane highway in the 1960s . 
Mean CCD 
Employment 
Growth 
Rate T-stat 
1.8389 u 10.354) 1. 6739 e 0.354) 
F 6.17 
1.7518 u ~ 3.670) 
0.7410 e 3.670)** 
F 2 . 94 
2.9034 u fl. 989) 1. 3885 e 11.989)** 
F .67 
2.4090 u ~ 0.334) 
2.0521 e 0.334) 
F 1.03 
3. 7214 u ( 0.682) 
2.0521 e ( 0.682) 
F 2.61 
1.0787 u ( 1.518) 
1. 8125 e ~ 1.518) 
F .66 
0.8181 u ( 0.942) 
1.0532 e ( 0.942) 
F=l.13 
2.8377 u ( 0.468) 
3.5523 e ( 0.468) 
F 2. 72 
Total Growth 
in Employment, 
1970-1980 
1. 8958 
1.7093 
1.8101 
0.8433 
2.8815 
1. 3342 
2.6274 
2.3468 
2.7368 
2.0769 
1.0236 
1.9344 
3.8000 
3.8367 
0. 7777 
11.9000 
0.7857 
11.9000 
0.0000 
1.5000 
2.9809 
3.507 
5.8333 
1.0512 
*At F statistic: rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t - statistic is appropriate, else the " e " t-
statistic is appropriate . 0 
*At t-statistic : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 level of significance. 
**Rejection of the one- tai led test Ho2 and , for a two-tailed test, rejection of H : mean growthg = m~an _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f 
significance . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
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Table B-6. Rural CCD Employment Growth Rates: 1970-1980; Highway 
Treatment by 1970; Cluster= 4 (Low) 
Mean CCD 
Highway Emgloyment Total Growth 
Treatment No. of rowth in Em71019ent, Variable by 1970 CCDs Rate T-stat 19 0- 80 
Empgro control 0 15 1. 3489 u (2.276) 1.2901 
treated 1 12 1.1045 e (2.212)** 1.0958 
F 1. 65 
Gmannd 0 15 1. 5506 u (0.359) 1. 2154 
1 12 1. 6591 e (0.350) 1.4873 
F 1. 56 
Gmand 0 15 1. 6431 u 
~0.604~ 1. 4267 1 12 1. 9600 e 0.619 1.4391 
F 1. 56 
Gtpu 0 13 1. 7636 u (1. 880)** 1.4354 
1 11 3.9792 e £2.003) 1. 9521 
F .34* 
Gwtrde 0 10 2.5569 u (0.389~ 2.4573 
1 9 3.0780 e (0.393 2.3873 
F 1.49 
Grtde 0 15 1.3080 u ~0.917) 1.3731 
1 12 1. 0852 e 0.860) 1. 0748 
F 3.49* 
Gfire 0 8 1. 6645 u (1. 220) 1. 9347 
1 8 2.5636 e (1. 220) 2.4578 
F 2.67 
Gbrsvc 0 12 1.7925 u (0.195) 1.5901 
1 6 1. 6936 e (0.168) 2.6538 
F 2 . 41 
Gpssvc 0 14 0.8085 u (0.953) 0.8250 
1 12 0.5820 e (0.954) 0.4943 
F 1.02 
Gesvc 0 3 0.8484 u (0.166~ 2.5000 
1 4 0.7040 e (0 . 195 1. 0724 
F 16.86* 
Gprof 0 15 1 . 8328 u (0.183) 1. 6831 
1 12 1. 7528 e (0.179) 1. 6078 
F 1.44 
Gpub 0 11 1.1525 u (1.593) 1.3176 
1 11 1. 8917 e (1. 593)* 1. 5944 
F 2. 72 
0 = No four-lane highway in the 1960s ; 1 = A four-lane highway in the 1960s . 
*At F statistic : rejection of H : equal variances of mean growth rates for treated (1) and 
control (0) CCDs . If reject H ~ then use of the "u" t-statistic is appropriate , else the "e" t -
statistic is appropriate . 0 
*At t-statistic: rejection of one- tail test Ho 1 : mean growth0 ~ mean growth1 and acceptance of Ha1 : mean growth1 > mean growth0 , at 0 . 10 level of significance. 
**Rejection of the one-tailed test Ho2 and, for a two-tailed test , rejection of H : mean growthg = m7an _g7owth1 and acceptance of Ha2 : mean growth0 is not equal to mean growth1 Rt 0 . 10 level f significance . 
--Indicates inadequate sample size for significance tests . 
Appendix C 
Industry Division by SIC Code 
Industry 
1. Agriculture 
2. Forestry/Fishing 
3. Mining 
4. Construction 
5. Durable Manufacturing 
6 . Nondurable Manufacturing 
7. Transportation/Public Utilities 
8. Wholesale Trade 
9. Retail Trade 
10. Finance/Insurance/Real Estate 
11. Personal Services 
12. Repair Services 
13. Business Services 
14. Entertainment Services 
15. Professional Services 
16. Public Administration 
SIC Range 
0000-0799 
0800-0999 
1000-1499 
1500-1799 
2400-3999 
2000-2399 
4000-4999 
5000-5199 
5200-5799,5900-5999, 
7396,8042 
6000-6999 
7000-7229,7250-7299 
7230-7249,7600-7699 
7300-7395,7397-7399 
8100-8199,5800-5899, 
8900-8999,7500-7599 
7800-7999 
8000-8099,8600-8629, 
8200-8299,8700-8999 
8630-8699,8300-8499 
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ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
Appendix D 
Employment Additions, 1980-89: 
OLS and Tobit Estimates 
number of employees in firms established prior to 1980 
218 
number of kilometers of commercially available two-lane road in 
a region divided by the region area 
1 if the region contained an interstate ramp, else Rl = 0 
1 if the region is traversed by Interstate Highway 85 which 
connects Charlotte, NC, and Atlanta, GA, else 185 = 0 
number of kilometers of commercially suitable water and sewer 
lines weighted by the dimension (in inches) of the lines that 
were completed by 1980 
= D80 x ET67 = the number of employees by 1980 in regions that 
were first treated with a four-lane highway in the 1980s 
= D67 x ET67 = the number of employees by 1980 in regions that 
were first treated with a four-lane highway in the 1960s and 
1970s 
= D68 x ET67 = the number of employees by 1980 in regions that 
were first treated with a four-lane highway in the 1960s and 
1980s 
= D78 x ET67 - the number of employees by 1980 in regions that 
were first treated with a four-lane highway in the 1970s and 
1980s 
D678ET = D678 x ET67 = the number of employees by 1980 in regions that 
were first treated with a four-lane highway in the 1960s, 1970s, 
and 1980s 
URBAN 1 if the region is an urban core region, else URBAN= 0 
THRESH 1 if the region is within a buffer zone greater than 5 km but 
less than 10 km from an urban core region 
ET80 the number of employees in firms established during the 1980s 
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Table D-1. Agriculture Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and Tobit 
Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 15 . 98143 
DEP MEAN 4 . 167715 
M:lDEL 12 40464 . 08216 3372 , 00685 13 . 203 0.0001 R-SQUARE 0 . 2545 
ERROR 464 118508. 50 255 . 40625 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 2353 
C TOTAL 476 158972 . 58 c.v . 383 . 458 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : VARIANCE 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > JTI INFLATION 
INTERCEP 1 0.93567514 1 . 19604110 0.782 0 . 4344 0 
ET67 1 0 .15128217 0 . 03671816 4 .120 0.0001 2.14124843 
LN2 1 -0.000036218 0 . 000019931 -1. 817 0 . 0698 1 . 20201290 
Rl 1 1. 35717424 1.97009530 0.689 0 . 4912 1.18328635 
I85 1 -3.68878691 3.77149390 -0.978 0.3285 1.16872139 
ws 1 0 . 000075766 0 . 000029231 2.592 0 . 0098 1.35108380 
D8ET 1 0.57437891 0.07480575 7.678 0.0001 1.27091725 
D67ET 1 -0.07470536 0 . 06327536 -1.181 0.2384 1. 52041706 
D68ET 1 -0 . 14840048 0.19728199 -0.752 0 . 4523 1. 04946446 
D78ET 1 -0.25907984 0 . 68586661 -0.378 0 . 7058 1. 01265491 
D678ET 1 -0.08301256 0. 06453611 -1.286 0 . 1990 1.47288243 
URBAN 1 3.50352134 2 . 16557864 1. 618 0 . 1064 1.32929004 
THRESH 1 3.08746926 1 . 85521954 1.664 0 . 0967 1.17610779 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 
ET67 0.15128 0.82160D-Ol ab 0 . 0852 0 . 24165 0. 51138 1. 8413b 
LN2 -0.36218E-04 0.20871E-04 -1. 7354 -0.0803 -0 . 79858E-Ol -0.33112 
RP 1. 3572 2 . 7203 0 . 49890 0.0232 0 . 30036E-Ol 0 . 66903E-Ol 
I85 -3.6888 3 . 2294 -1.14238 -0.0530 -0.42382E-Ol -0.40822E-Ol 
ws 0.75766E-04 0 . 51830E-04 1. 4618ab 0 . 0677 0 . 12076 0.19485 
D8ET 0.57438 0.22535 2 . 5489 0 . 1175 0 . 34696 0 . 13088 
D67ET -0 . 74705E-Ol 0 . 80832E-Ol -0 . 92421 -0.0429 -0.58352E-Ol -0 . 48062E-Ol 
D68ET -0 . 14840 0 . 11387 -1. 303~ -0 . 0604 -0 . 30888E-Ol -0.14407E-Ol 
D78ET -0.25908 0 . 14643 -1. 7694 -0.0819 -0 . 15236E-Ol -0 . 50826E-02 
D678ET -0.83013E-Ol 0.10091 -0 . 82263 -0.0382 -0 . 62572E-Ol -0 . 24469E-Ol 
u 3 . 5035 3 . 1908 1 . 0980 0 . 0509 0.74765E-Ol 0 . 15685 
T 3 . 0875 2 . 1962 1. 4058: 0.0651 0 . 72341E-Ol 0 . 17860 
CONSTANT 0 , 93567 0 . 66130 1.4149 0 . 0655 O. OOOOOE+OO 0 . 22450 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
VARIABLE NORMALIZED STANDARD I-RATIO REGRESSION ELASTICITY ELASTICITY 
COEFFICIENT ERROR COEFFICIENT OF INDEX OF E(Y) 
ET67 0.12547E-Ol 0 . 25895E-02 4 . 8452ab 0.44002 1. 4874 0 . 3123 
LN2 0 . 93780E- 07 0 . 15704E-05 0 . 597l~E-Ol 0.32889E-05 0.0301 0 . 0063 
RP 0 . 21993 0 . 15133 1. 4533 7 . 7131 0 . 3802 0 . 0798 
I85 -0 . 30977E-Ol 0.28674 -0 . 1080~ -1.0864 -0 . 0120 -0.0025 
ws 0 . 57878E-05 0.20220E-05 2 . 8624ab 0.20298E-03 0 . 5220 0.1096 
D8ET 0 . 14034E-Ol 0.50121E-02 2 . 8000 0 , 49217 0 .1122 0.0235 
D67ET -0.25416E-02 0 . 41469E- 02 -0.61289 -0.89136E-Ol -0.0573 -o . 0120 
D68ET 0 . 67127E-02 0 . 13467E-Ol 0 . 49846 0.23542 0.0229 0.0048 
D78ET 0.39717E-02 0.55358E-Ol 0 . 71746E-Ol 0.13929 0.0027 0 . 0006 
D678ET -0.61282E-02 0 . 41831E-02 -1. 4650 -0.21492 -0 . 0634 -0 . 0133 
u 0 . 17752 0 . 17752 0.9999~ 6.2256 0.2787 0.0585 
T 0 . 21686 0 . 15287 1. 4185 7.6053 0.4399 0 . 0924 
CONSTANT -1. 1801 0 . 10756 -10 . 972 -41. 387 
ET80 0 . 28514E- Ol 0 . 19343E-02 
8At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi:$ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b - 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
i 
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Table D-2 . Forestry/Fisheries Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and 
Tobit Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 1. 355812 
DEP MEAN 0 . 1425577 
KJDEL 12 23.36959756 1. 94746646 1. 059 0 . 3930 R- SQUARE 0 . 0267 
ERROR 464 852 . 93648 1 . 83822518 ADJ R-SQ 0 . 0015 
C TOTAL 476 876 . 30608 c.v . 951. 062 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : VARIANCE 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER•O PROB> III INFLATION 
INTERCEP 1 0.02794583 0 . 10124106 0.276 0.7826 0 
ET67 1 0 . 01044864 0 . 04997984 0 . 209 0.8345 4 . 22411111 
LN2 1 0 . 00000426623 0 . 00000164056 2.600 0 . 0096 1 . 13159318 
Rl 1 0.03555184 0 . 16518625 0.215 0.8297 1 . 15583540 
I85 1 -0 . 09195652 0 . 31895987 - 0 . 288 0. 7732 1.16141944 
WS 1 0.00000327644 0 . 00000237868 1.377 0 . 1690 1.24304691 
D8ET 1 0 . 02063776 0 . 10197007 0.202 0.8397 1. 30756152 
D67ET 1 -0 . 03580497 0 . 05929707 -0 . 604 0 . 5463 3 . 54090275 
D68ET 1 -0 . 02302310 0.18940824 -0.122 0.9033 1 . 08702500 
D78ET 1 0 . 05026396 0 . 45690967 0 . 110 0 . 9125 1. 01998331 
D678ET 1 -0 . 03665978 0 . 09223392 -0 . 397 0 . 6912 1. 45996710 
URBAN 1 -0 . 06243865 0 . 18179748 -0.343 o. 7314 1. 30160849 
THRESH 1 -0 . 29168013 0.15799829 -1. 846 0.0655 1 . 18520668 
OLS : USING BETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 
ET67 0 . 10449E-Ol 0 . 26442E-Ol 0.3951~ 0 . 0183 0 . 19679E-Ol 0 . 39643E-Ol 
LN2 0 . 42662E-05 0 . 24033E-05 1. 7751 0 . 0821 0 . 12670 1 . 1403 
RP 0 . 35552E-Ol 0 . 11828 0 . 30056 0 . 0140 0 . 10598E-Ol 0 . 51236E-Ol 
I85 -0 . 91956E-Ol 0 . 10177 - 0 . 9035g -0.0419 -0 . 14230E-Ol -0 . 29751E-Ol 
WS 0 . 32764E-05 0 . 21150E-05 1. 5491 0.0717 0 . 70337E-Ol 0 . 24634 
D8ET 0 . 20638E-Ol 0 . 57794E- Ol 0 . 35709 0.0166 0 . 10600E-Ol 0 . 60699E-02 
D67ET -0 . 35805E-Ol 0 . 28444E-Ol -1. 2588 -0 . 0583 -0 . 52040E-Ol -0 . 58446E-Ol 
D68ET -0 . 23023E-Ol 0 . 30488E-Ol -0 . 75514 -0 . 0350 -0 . 58043E-02 -0 . 40629E-02 
D78ET 0 . 50264E-Ol 0 . 44053E-Ol 1.1410 0 . 0529 0 . 50886E-02 0 . 22175E-02 
D678ET - 0 . 36660E-Ol 0 . 34886E-Ol -1.0508 -0 . 0487 -0 . 21996E-Ol -0 . 14556E-Ol 
u -0 . 62438E-Ol 0 . 12556 -0 . 497~ - 0 . 0231 -0 . 17946E-Ol -0 . 81721E- Ol 
T - 0.29168 0 . 14372 -2 . 0295 -0.0938 -0 . 92050E-Ol -0 . 49328 
CONSTANT 0 . 27946E-Ol 0 . 78152E- Ol 0.35758 0.0166 O. OOOOOE+OO 0 . 19603 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
VARIABLE NORMALIZED STANDARD I-RATIO REGRESSION ELASTICITY ELASTICITY 
COEFFICIENT ERROR COEFFICIENT OF INDEX OF E(Y) 
ET67 0 . 11702E-Ol 0 . 11108 0 . 10533b 0.16293 0 . 6182 0 . 0188 
LN2 0.71239E-05 0.28663E-05 2 . 4855 0 . 99194E-04 25 . 5125 0 . 8078 
RP -0.10524 0 . 37057 -0.28399 -1. 4654 -2 . 1118 -0.0643 
I85 -3.5409 383 . 62 - 0.9230~-02 -49 . 304 -15 . 9513 - 0.4860 
ws 0.59928E-05 0 . 29670E-05 2.0198 0 . 83444E- 04 6 . 2738 0 . 1912 
D8ET 0 . 93059E-Ol 0 . 13953 0 . 66696 1. 2957 0 . 3811 0 . 0116 
D67ET -0.36628E-Ol 0 . 13090 -0 . 27982 -0 . 51000 -0.8325 -0 . 0254 
D68ET -1. 6599 303 . 07 -0 . 54768E-02 -23 . 112 -4 . 0785 - 0 . 1243 
D78ET -0.94225 621. 39 -0 . 15164E-02 -13 . 120 -0 . 5788 -0 . 0176 
D678ET -0.11694E-Ol 0 . 16374 -0 . 71422E-Ol - 0 . 16283 -0 . 0647 -0 . 0020 
u - 0 . 99203E-Ol 0.40499 -0.24495 -1. 3813 -1. 8079 -0.0551 
T - 0.70766 0 . 44104 -1. 604~ -9 . 8534 -16 . 6638 -0 . 5077 
CONSTANT -2 . 2710 0 . 22156 -10 . 250 -31. 621 
ET80 0.71819E-Ol 0 . 17988E-Ol 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : bi - 0 , 
acceptance of Ba2 : bi I 0. 
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Table D-3. Construction Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and Tobit 
Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 547.1629 
DEP MEAN 69.46751 
MJDEL 12 18279108 . 10 1523259 . 01 5 . 088 0 . 0001 R-SQUARE 0 .1163 
ERROR 464 138915673 299387 . 23 ADJ R-SQ 0.0934 
C TOTAL 476 157194781 c.v . 787.653 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: VARIANCE 
VARIABLE DF ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER-0 PROB> ltl INFLATION 
INTERCEP 1 -66 . 38063518 40.72955436 -1.630 0.1038 0 
ET67 1 0 . 24171015 0.12808665 1. 887 0.0598 2 . 31291736 
LN2 1 0.001423047 0.000669589 2.125 0.0341 1.15740913 
Rl 1 94 . 99063449 67 . 05179280 1. 417 0 .1572 1 . 16932283 
I85 1 -76.61640152 129 . 36970 -0.592 0.5540 1.17313392 
WS 1 0.000755804 0 . 001101557 0.686 0 . 4930 1 . 63680365 
D8ET 1 0 . 42929970 0 . 58764847 0.731 0.4654 1. 04523951 
D67ET 1 0.75064537 0 . 26480955 2 . 835 0.0048 1 . 52866897 
D68ET 1 0 . 05002144 0 . 38006512 0 . 132 0.8953 1.12847497 
D78ET 1 0 . 35326319 1. 83450786 0 . 193 0.8474 1. 01943407 
D678ET 1 -0.01484925 0 . 18488227 -0.080 0.9360 1. 71343029 
URBAN 1 124.82703 75 . 26171748 1.659 0.0979 1. 36967755 
THRESH 1 -40.11306580 63. 72977983 -0 . 629 0 . 5294 1 . 18396701 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED ELASTICITY 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT AT MEANS 
ET67 0 . 24171 0. 78911E-Ol 3 . 0631ab 0 . 1408 0 . 12525 0.36774 
LN2 0 . 14230E-02 0.15446E-02 0 . 92132 0.0427 0.99782E-Ol 0.78054 
RP 94 . 991 88.299 1. 0758 0 . 0499 0 . 66855E-Ol 0.28094 
I85 -76.616 98 . 870 -o. 7749i -0 . 0360 -0.27994E-Ol -0.50868E-Ol 
WS 0 . 75580E-03 0.49074E-03 l.5401ab 0.0713 0.38309E-Ol 0.11661 
D8ET 0 . 42930 0 .14525 2 . 9556 0 . 1359 0 . 32595E-Ol 0 . 20172E-Ol 
D67ET 0 . 75065 0. 81770 0 . 91799 0 . 0426 0 . 15295 0 . 24013 
D68ET 0 . 50022E-Ol 0 .13177 0.37960 0 . 0176 0.61016E-02 0 . 47975E-02 
D78ET 0 . 35326 0 . 35903 0 . 98393 0.0456 0.84851E-02 0.37420E-02 
D678ET -0 . 14849E-Ol 0 . 94062E-Ol -0 . 15787 -0.0073 -0.45882E-02 -0.42994E-02 
u 124 . 83 117 . 68 1. 0608 0.0492 0.84711E-Ol 0 . 33527 
T -40.113 40. 977 -0.97890 -0.0454 -0.29889E-Ol -0.13921 
CONSTANT -66 . 381 68 . 666 -0.96672 -0 . 0448 O.OOOOOE+OO -0.95556 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
VARIABLE NORMALIZED STANDARD I-RATIO REGRESSION ELASTICITY ELASTICITY 
COEFFICIENT ERROR COEFFICIENT OF INDEX OF E(Y) 
ET67 0.75292E-03 0.23775E-03 3 . 1668: 0 . 58413 0.8887 0 . 1243 
LN2 0 . 48375E-05 0 . 13592E-05 3 . 5590ab 0 . 37530E-02 2 . 0585 0.2879 
RP 0.29067 0.13635 2 . 1319 225 . 51 0 . 6669 0.0933 
I85 -0.10954 0 . 25977 -0.4216~ -84.980 - 0 . 0564 -0.0079 
WS 0 . 39643E-05 0 . 20399E-05 1. 9434 0 . 30756E-02 0 . 4745 0 . 0664 
D8ET 0 . 12250E-02 0 . 10766E-02 1.1378ab 0 . 95036 0.0447 0 . 0062 
D67ET 0 . 81562E-03 0.48789E-03 1. 6717 0 . 63277 0 . 2024 0.0283 
D68ET 0 . 38665E-03 0 . 69751E-03 0 . 55433 0.29997 0.0288 0.0040 
D78ET O .27760E-02 0 . 33592E-02 0.82639 2.1537 0.0228 0.0032 
D678ET -0.29059E-03 0 . 33910E-03 -0.8569~ -0.22545 -0 . 0653 -0.0091 
u 0.34757 0.15932 2 . 1816 269.65 0 . 7242 0 . 1013 
T 0 . 19989 0 . 13336 1.498t 155 . 08 0 . 5382 0 . 0753 
CONSTANT -0.99837 0 . 95158E-Ol -10 . 492 -774.55 
ET80 0 . 12890E-02 0.60258E-04 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . ~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
l. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : b . f- 0 . 
l. 
l. 
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Table D-4. Durable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
~DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
08ET 
067ET 
068ET 
D78ET 
0678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
08ET 
067ET 
068ET 
D78ET 
0678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
WS 
08ET 
D67ET 
068ET 
D78ET 
0678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
OF 
12 
464 
476 
OF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
8422469 . 66 
16471457 . 14 
24893926 . 79 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
-20.74774900 
0 . 06332562 
0.000624660 
58.51935970 
119 . 44152 
0.000833366 
0.15023548 
0.11131692 
- 0 . 02686151 
- 0.19528065 
0 . 16040177 
87 . 56268772 
35 . 74871013 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
0 . 0001 701872 . 47 19 . 772 
35498 . 83003 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
13 . 98328556 
0 . 01759804 
0 . 000232978 
23 . 1402317 5 
44 . 45916913 
0.000349847 
0 . 09617674 
0.03090465 
0.07905374 
0.45987915 
a . 03911321 
25 . 69599313 
21. 82462799 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMETER-a 
-1. 484 
3 . 598 
2 . 681 
2 . 529 
2 . 687 
2 . 382 
1.562 
3.602 
- 0 . 340 
-0.425 
4 . 101 
3.408 
1.638 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c .v. 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 1386 
0 . 0004 
0 . 0076 
0.0118 
0.0075 
0. 0176 
0 .1190 
0 . 0003 
0 . 7342 
0 . 6713 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0007 
0 . 1021 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 63326E-Ol 
0.62466E-03 
58 . 519 
119. 44 
0.83337E-03 
0.15024 
0 . 11132 
-0 . 26862E-Ol 
- 0 . 19528 
0.16040 
87 . 563 
35.749 
-20.748 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 40237E-03 
0.62554E-05 
0.46648 
0.55663 
0 . 55721E-05 
0 . 96637E-03 
0 . 29989E-03 
0 . 20806E-05 
0 . 17948E-02 
0 . 46291E-03 
0 . 67997 
0 .34293 
-1.1737 
0 .33147E- 02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 48518E- Ol 
0.28931E-03 
30 . 401 
88.845 
0 . 42668E-03 
0.21385 
0 . 56957E-Ol 
0 . 64907E-Ol 
0 . 92769E-Ol 
0 . 94083E-Ol 
32.334 
23 . 295 
9 . 8079 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 97348E-04 
O . 14110E-05 
0 . 13561 
0 . 24869 
0 . 18932E-05 
0.51253E-03 
0 . 16672E-03 
0 . 42152E-03 
0 . 24832E-02 
0 . 21066E - 03 
0 . 15783 
0 . 13743 
0 . 10176 
0 . 17069E-03 
T-RATIO 
466 OF 
1. 3052:ii 
2 . 1591 b 
1. 9249: 
l.3444ab 
1. 9531 
0 . 7025~ 
1. 9544 
-0.413~ 
-2 . 1050ab 
l . 7049ab 
2 . 7081a 
1. 5346b 
-2.1154 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
ab 4 . 1333ab 
4 . 4333ab 
3.4398ab 
2 . 2383ab 
2 . 9433ab 
l . 8855ab 
1 . 7988 
0 . 49360E-02 
0 . 7227~ 
2 . 1974ab 
4 . 3082 b 
2 . 495t 
-11.533 
PARTIAL 
CORR. 
0.0605 
0.0997 
0.0890 
0.0623 
0 . 0903 
0.0326 
0 . 0904 
-0.0192 
-0 . 0973 
0.0789 
0.1247 
0.0711 
-0.0977 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 17936 
0 . 11006 
0 . 10350 
0.10966 
0 . 10614 
0 . 60108E-Ol 
0 . 16773 
-0.13392E-Ol 
-0.16152E-Ol 
0 . 17385 
0 . 14932 
0 . 66936E-Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0.12139 
0 . 18871E-02 
140 . 73 
167 . 93 
0.16810E-02 
0.29154 
0.90471E- Ol 
0 . 62769E-03 
0 . 54147 
0.13965 
205.14 
103 . 46 
-354.08 
0.3696 
0 . 8589 
0. 3454 
0 . 0925 
0 . 2152 
0.0333 
0.0705 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0089 
0.0514 
0. 4572 
0 . 2979 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
188. 4113 
83.71698 
0.3383 
0.3212 
225 . 0575 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
1. 74227965 
1.18172862 
1.17454125 
1 . 16848823 
1 . 39237911 
1 . 03832837 
1 . 52066889 
1 . 08927350 
1 . 01455922 
1 . 26020129 
1. 34654270 
1.17102911 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 19282 
0 . 28431 
0 . 14361 
0.65803E-Ol 
a . 10610 
0.17152E-Ol 
0 . 86794E-Ol 
-0 . 32665E-02 
-0.32080E-02 
0.59014E-Ol 
0 . 19515 
0.10295 
-0.24783 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 1531 
0 . 3559 
0 . 1431 
0.0383 
0 . 0892 
0 . 0138 
0 . 0292 
0 . 0000 
0 . 0037 
0.0213 
0 . 1894 
0 . 1234 
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Table D-5. Nondurable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
HJDEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
SUM OF 
SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R- SQ 
C.V. 
1577908 . 43 
10993996 . 10 
12571904 . 53 
131492 . 37 5 . 550 
23693 . 95710 
T FOR HO : 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
STANDARD 
ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > ITI 
0.0529 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0983 
0 . 0384 
0 . 5419 
0 . 5213 
0 . 0224 
0 . 0323 
0 . 2721 
0 . 6520 
0 . 3113 
0.2670 
0 . 0622 
22 . 12007216 
0 . 08830216 
0 . 000331573 
39 . 20310435 
22 . 39366820 
0 . 000172867 
0 . 16009061 
- 0 . 05346296 
0 . 09910787 
-0 . 29722281 
0 . 08890656 
-23.54300997 
-33 . 45202080 
11 . 39802892 
0 . 02046321 
0 . 000200158 
18.87538120 
36.69041453 
0 . 000269332 
0 . 06986436 
0 . 02490589 
0 . 09013262 
0 . 65867856 
0 . 08770584 
21.18364120 
17 . 89140081 
1. 941 
4 . 315 
1. 657 
2 . 077 
0 . 610 
0.642 
2 . 291 
- 2 .147 
1 . 100 
-0 . 451 
1.014 
- 1.111 
- 1. 870 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 88302E-Ol 
0 . 33157E-03 
39 . 203 
22 . 394 
0 . 17287E-03 
0 . 16009 
-0 . 53463E-Ol 
0 . 99108E-Ol 
-0 . 29722 
0 . 88907E-Ol 
-23 . 543 
- 33 . 452 
22 . 120 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 67086E- 03 
0 . 23866E-05 
0 . 29084 
0 . 30246 
0 . 55550E-05 
0.74168E-03 
- 0. 41530E-03 
0 . 64032E-03 
0 . 34993E-02 
0 . 42409E-03 
-0.10519E-Ol 
0.33908E-Ol 
-1.0718 
0 . 29671E- 02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 34021E-D1 
0 . 23301E-03 
26 . 439 
45 . 281 
0 . 19010E-03 
0 . 91055E-Ol 
0 . 42150E- Ol 
0 . 18310 
0 . 13121 
0 . 86296E- Ol 
16 . 764 
20 . 872 
7 . 3726 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 14785E- 03 
0 . 15734E-05 
0 . 14818 
0.26966 
0 . 19144E- 05 
0 . 47248E-03 
0 . 17116E- 03 
0 . 63774E-03 
0 . 43006E- 02 
0.57439E-03 
0 . 17755 
0 . 14756 
0 . 10492 
0 . 19563E- 03 
T- RATIO 
466 DF 
2 . 5955ab 
1. 4230a 
1. 4828a 
0 . 49455 
~ : ~~~~lb 
- 1.2684 
0 . 541~ 
- 2 . 2652 
1.0302 
- 1. 4043: 
- 1. 6027 ab 
3 . 0003 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T- RATIO 
4 . 5375:1' 
1.5169ab 
1 . 9628 
1 . 1216ab 
2 . 9017 a 
1.5698b 
-2 . 4264 
1.0040 
0 . 81367 
0 . 73833 
-0 . 59247E-Ol 
0 . 22~9 
- 10 . 216 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0 .1196 
0 . 0659 
0 . 0687 
0.0230 
0 . 0422 
0 . 0814 
- 0 . 0588 
0 . 0251 
-0 . 1046 
0 . 0478 
-0 . 0651 
- 0 . 0742 
0 . 1380 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.30979 
0 . 82212E- Ol 
0 . 97565E-Ol 
0 . 28932E- Ol 
0 . 30983E- Ol 
0 . 10279 
- 0 . 14289 
0 . 49815E- Ol 
-0 . 19738E-Ol 
0 . 46011E- Ol 
-0 . 56495E- Ol 
- 0 . 88139E- Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 22610 
0 . 80434E- 03 
98 . 022 
101. 94 
0.18722E-02 
0 . 24997 
-0 . 13997 
0 . 21581 
1.1794 
0 . 14293 
- 3 . 5453 
11 . 428 
-361 . 23 
0 . 9602 
0 . 5750 
0 . 3778 
0.0882 
0 . 3765 
0 . 0559 
-0 . 1597 
0.0326 
0 . 0135 
0 . 0242 
-0 . 0124 
0 . 0517 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . ~ 0 , 1 
acceptance of Ha1 : b i > 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two- tai l test Ho2 : b . 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
1 
153 . 9284 
53 . 30189 
0 . 1255 
0.1029 
288.7861 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
2 . 73470804 
1. 30680969 
1.17084868 
1 . 19229394 
1 . 23638654 
1 . 06765609 
2.35106379 
1.08898750 
1.01521525 
1.09316460 
1.37109321 
1.17906874 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 37502 
0 . 23703 
0 . 15111 
0 . 19377E-Ol 
0 . 34761E-Ol 
0 . 35796E-Ol 
- 0 . 60991E-Ol 
0 . 14988E-Ol 
-0 . 34135E-02 
0 . 15057E-Ol 
-0 . 82412E-Ol 
- 0.15131 
0 . 41499 
ELASTICITY 
OF ECY) 
0 . 2566 
0 . 1537 
0 . 1010 
0 . 0236 
0 . 1006 
0 . 0149 
-0 . 0427 
0 . 0087 
0.0036 
0 . 0065 
-0 . 0033 
0 . 0138 
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Table D-6 . Transport/Public Utilities Employment Additions, 1980-89: 
OLS and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
M:>DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
3265464 . 80 
8798265.56 
12063730 . 36 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
8.27009203 
0.25091805 
-0.000140987 
-24.54402023 
148.31649 
0.000390543 
0 . 87508714 
0.84851290 
-0.26127401 
0 . 06078580 
-0 . 07751212 
-16.26778279 
3 . 83065383 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
0 . 0001 272122 . 07 14 . 351 
18961 . 77922 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
10 . 19709183 
0 . 05569437 
0 . 000166829 
16.90928256 
32.72809841 
0 . 000254209 
0 . 38789763 
0 . 14230231 
0 . 37089900 
2 . 88469874 
0 . 05954480 
18 . 60246723 
15.98154994 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMETER-0 
0 . 811 
4 . 505 
-0 . 845 
-1. 452 
4 . 532 
1.536 
2 . 256 
5.963 
-0 . 704 
0 . 021 
-1. 302 
-0.874 
0.240 
ROOT M.5E 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c.v. 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 4178 
0.0001 
0 . 3985 
0 . 1473 
0.0001 
0.1251 
0.0245 
0.0001 
0.4815 
0.9832 
0 . 1936 
0.3823 
0.8107 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.25092 
- 0.14099E-03 
-24.544 
148.32 
0.39054E-03 
0.87509 
0.84851 
-0.26127 
0 . 60787E-Ol 
-0 . 77512E-Ol 
-16.268 
3 . 8306 
8.2701 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 17679E-02 
0.17243E-05 
0 . 12428 
0 . 86717 
0 . 66634E-05 
0 . 65307E-02 
0 . 45054E-02 
0 . 92068E-03 
0 . 19522E-Ol 
-0 . 97662E-03 
0.11841 
0 . 19084 
-1.1714 
0 . 40067E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 77745E-Ol 
0.16554E-03 
22 . 049 
95 . 057 
0 . 16679E-03 
0 . 79728 
0 . 80679 
0 . 25300 
0.33800 
0 . 74067E-Ol 
24 . 147 
13 . 813 
8 . 7579 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 41637E-03 
0 . 14556E-05 
0 . 14697 
0 . 26945 
0 . 19057E-05 
0 . 28710E-02 
0 . 10586E-02 
0.27152E-02 
0.21012E-Ol 
0.43823E-03 
0 .17028 
0.15027 
0 . 10601 
0.23556E-03 
I-RATIO 
466 DF 
3 . 2274ab 
-0.85165 
-1. 1131a 
l.5603ab 
2 . 3415 
1. 0976 
1.0517 
-1.0327 
0.17984 
-1. 0465 
-0.67369 
0 .27733 
0.94429 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
4.2461ab 
1.1846 
0 . 8456tti 
3.2183ab 
3 . 4966ab 
2.2747ab 
4 . 2562 
0 . 33908 
0 . 9291g 
-2.2286 
0 . 69539 
1.210g 
-11.049 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0.1482 
-0.0395 
-0 . 0516 
0.0722 
0 . 1081 
0 . 0509 
0.0488 
-0.0479 
0 . 0083 
-0.0485 
-0 . 0313 
0 . 0129 
0 . 0438 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.44430 
- 0 . 35685E-Ol 
-0 . 62356E-Ol 
0 . 19562 
0 . 71456E-Ol 
0 . 90295E-Ol 
0 . 25975 
-0.28807E-Ol 
0 . 84194E-03 
-0 . 12299 
-0 . 39851E-Ol 
0 . 10303E-Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 44125 
0 . 43035E-03 
31.018 
216.43 
0 . 16631E-02 
1.6299 
1.1245 
0.22978 
4 . 8723 
-0.24375 
29 . 553 
47 . 631 
-292.35 
0.8580 
0.6086 
0.2365 
0.3705 
0.6616 
0 . 0829 
0.3621 
0 . 0113 
0.0197 
-0.1395 
0.2047 
0.4262 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
137.7018 
26.9413 
0.2707 
0 . 2518 
511.1178 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
6.18761057 
1.13440109 
1.17413540 
1 . 18543612 
1. 37631799 
1. 01920121 
1. 20731179 
1 . 06392317 
1.01565769 
5.67892952 
1 . 32119026 
1.17556525 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 48791 
-0 . 19940 
-0 . 18717 
0.25391 
0 . 15537 
0 . 44534E-Ol 
0 . 27322 
-0.12849E-Ol 
0 . 24597E-03 
-0 . 44362E-Ol 
-o . 11266 
0 . 34279E-Ol 
0 . 30697 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 1614 
0 . 1145 
0 . 0445 
0.0697 
0 . 1245 
0 . 0156 
0.0681 
0 . 0021 
0.0037 
-0.0262 
0 . 0385 
0.0802 
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Table D-7. Wholesale Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and 
Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
M:>DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
I 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
DBET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
13003621. 90 
3007412.73 
16011034 . 63 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
6 . 42862900 
0 . 56927807 
-0 . 000155235 
- 3.51310958 
-3.27982079 
0 . 000682232 
0. 71649863 
-0 . 12005486 
0. 01429872 
0 . 41719927 
-0 . 08087697 
-4 . 71539424 
-3 .14771658 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
1083635 . 16 
6481. 49295 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
5 . 98787911 
0 . 02309505 
0 . 000099688 
9 . 88249051 
19 . 20923285 
0 . 000169234 
0 .11121775 
0 . 02967726 
0 . 05210101 
0 . 25239939 
0.03034436 
10 . 88209100 
9 . 34425199 
F VALUE 
167.189 
PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMETER=O 
1.074 
24.649 
-1.557 
-0.355 
-0 . 171 
4.031 
6 . 442 
-4 . 045 
0.274 
1 . 653 
-2.665 
-0 . 433 
-0.337 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c.v. 
PROB> ITI 
0.2836 
0.0001 
0.1201 
0.7224 
0.8645 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.7839 
0 . 0990 
0 . 0080 
0 . 6650 
0.7364 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 56928 
-0.15523E-03 
-3.5131 
-3.2798 
0.68223E-03 
0 . 71650 
-0.12005 
0 . 14299E-Ol 
0.41720 
-0.80877E-Ol 
-4. 7154 
-3.1477 
6 . 4286 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 58796E-02 
0 . 11969E-05 
0 . 77844E-Ol 
-0.31404E-03 
0 . 84819E-05 
0 . 76230E-02 
-0.14581E-02 
0.10235E-03 
0 . 56595E-02 
-0.10985E-02 
-0 . 45313E-Ol 
0 . 69003E-Ol 
-0 . 59879 
0 . 94014E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 37139E-Ol 
0 . 10320E-03 
12 . 606 
24 . 423 
0 . 34247E-03 
0 . 30899 
0.44200E-Ol 
0 . 52457E-Ol 
0 . 77723E-Ol 
0 .13114 
14.244 
7.4737 
4 . 8358 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 37095E-03 
0 . 13250E-05 
0 . 13236 
0 . 25704 
0 . 21434E-05 
0 . 14134E-02 
0 . 37296E-03 
0 . 64888E-03 
0.31443E- 02 
0.37919E- 03 
0 . 15243 
0 . 12781 
0.87247E-Ol 
0 . 40559E-03 
T-RATIO 
466 DF 
ab 15.328 b 
-1. 5043 
-0 . 27868 
-0 . 1342~ 
1. 992lab 
2 . 3188b 
-2. 7161 
0 . 2725~ 
5.3678 
-0 . 61674 
-0 . 33104 
-o.4211R 
1 . 3294 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
15.850ab 
0 . 90331 
0 . 58810 
-0.1221~-02 
3 . 9572ab 
5 . 393~ 
-3 . 9095 
0 . 1577~b 
1. 7999b 
-2 . 8970 
-0.29727 
0 . 5398~ 
-6 . 8632 
PARTIAL 
CORR. 
0.5798 
-0 . 0697 
-0.0129 
- 0.0062 
0 . 0921 
0 . 1070 
-0 . 1251 
0 . 0127 
0.2418 
-0 . 0286 
- 0 . 0154 
-0 . 0195 
0 . 0616 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 91785 
-0 . 34106E-Ol 
-0 . 77474E-02 
-0.37549E-02 
0.10835 
0.13175 
-o .11603 
0.61319E-02 
0 . 33622E-Ol 
-0 . 72316E-Ol 
-0 . 10027E-Ol 
-0.73491E-02 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 62540 
0 . 12731E-03 
8 . 2800 
-0 . 33404E-Ol 
0 . 90220E- 03 
0 . 81084 
-0 . 15510 
0 . 10886E-Ol 
0 . 60198 
-o . 11685 
-4.8198 
7 . 3397 
- 63.692 
1 . 0554 
0.0700 
0 . 0245 
0.0000 
0 . 1395 
0 . 0440 
- 0.0756 
0 . 0010 
0 . 0081 
-0.0355 
-0.0130 
0 . 0255 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
80. 50772 
69.32495 
0.8122 
0 . 8073 
116.1309 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
3 . 42511936 
1.18497631 
1.17328810 
1.19470502 
1. 78449384 
1 . 03321902 
2.03207515 
1. 23318108 
1. 0220474 7 
1. 81854734 
1. 32267458 
1 . 17571501 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96070 
-0.85321E-Ol 
-O .10411E-Ol 
-0.21821E-02 
0 . 10548 
0.38850E-Ol 
-0.58513E-Ol 
0 . 12527E-02 
0.56017E-02 
-0 . 24553E-Ol 
-0.12691E-Ol 
-0 . 10947E-Ol 
0 . 92732E- Ol 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 7817 
0.0518 
0.0182 
0.0000 
0.1033 
0.0326 
-0.0560 
0.0007 
0 . 0060 
-0 . 0263 
-0 . 0096 
0 . 0189 
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Table D-8. Retail Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and Tobit 
Estimates 
SOURCE 
M:JDEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
!85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
56533296 . 94 
10478013 . 81 
67011310. 75 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
11.22965831 
0.58567893 
-0.000373016 
-3 . 41583426 
-29 . 73231571 
0.000824232 
1.39135130 
-0.08417076 
0 . 09403162 
0 . 58688904 
0 . 04835967 
1. 92610841 
-0 . 81128219 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE F VALUE 
4711108.08 208 . 623 
22581 . 92631 
PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
T FOR 80: 
11 . 18191494 
0 . 02165080 
0 . 000184912 
18 . 47712505 
35 . 77516936 
0 . 000310200 
0.12273365 
0 . 03205594 
0 . 05020830 
0 . 20233958 
0 . 02990571 
20 . 36926736 
17 . 45555529 
PARAMETER=O 
1 . 004 
27 . 051 
-2 . 017 
- 0 . 185 
- 0 . 831 
2 . 657 
11 . 336 
-2 . 626 
1. 873 
2 . 901 
1. 617 
0 . 095 
- 0.046 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R- SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c .v. 
PROB> IT I 
0.3158 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0442 
0 . 8534 
0 . 4064 
0 . 0082 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0089 
0.0617 
0 . 0039 
0 . 1065 
0 . 9247 
0 . 9630 
OLS : USING BETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 58568 
- 0 . 37302E- 03 
- 3 . 4158 
- 29 . 732 
0 . 82423E- 03 
1.3914 
-0 . 84171E-Ol 
0 . 94032E-01 
0 . 58689 
0 . 48360E-Ol 
1. 9261 
-0 . 81132 
11. 230 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 32706E- 02 
0 . 45102E- 06 
0 . 79289E- Ol 
-0 . 15934 
0 . 63303E- 05 
0 . 77014E- 02 
-O . 57411E-03 
0 . 51646E- 03 
0 . 36437E- 02 
0 . 10881E- 03 
0 . 14341E- Ol 
0 . 88724E- Ol 
- 0 . 52957 
0 . 51958E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 38932E-Ol 
0 . 16937E-03 
23 . 939 
36 . 853 
0 . 81052E-03 
0 . 36613 
0 . 50968E- Ol 
0 . 43538E- Ol 
0 . 73607E- Ol 
0 . 15629 
29 . 726 
12 . 565 
8 . 7372 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 19383E-03 
0 . 13115E- 05 
0 . 13138 
0 . 25593 
0 . 20912E-05 
0 . 87178E-03 
0 . 21474E-03 
0 . 33554E- 03 
0 . 13542E-02 
0 . 19973E- 03 
0 . 15033 
0 . 12636 
0 . 85615E- Ol 
0 . 21774E- 03 
T-RATIO 
466 DF 
ab 15 . 044 b 
-2 . 2023 
-0 . 14269 
- 0 . 80678 
1. 0169ab 
3 . 8001b 
- 1.6514ab 
2 . 1597 ab 
7 . 9733 
0 . 30942 
0.64795E-Ol 
- 0 . 6457!E- Ol 
1. 2853 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
16 . 873ab 
0 . 34390 
0 . 60350 
-0.6225~ 
3.0272ab 
8 . 8341b 
-2 . 67358 
1. 5392ab 
2 . 6908 
0 . 54478 
0 . 95401E- Ol 
0. 7021g 
-6 . 1855 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0 . 5726 
-0 . 1017 
- 0 . 0066 
- 0.0374 
0 . 0472 
0 . 1737 
-0 . 0764 
0 . 0998 
0 . 3471 
0 . 0144 
0 . 0030 
- 0 . 0030 
0 . 0596 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 84436 
-0 . 40059E- Ol 
-0.36821E-02 
- 0.16638E- Ol 
0 . 63986E-Ol 
0.21070 
-0.64349E- Ol 
0 . 37902E-Ol 
0 . 53878E- Ol 
0 . 39130E-Ol 
0 . 20020E-02 
-0 . 92590E-03 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 62946 
0.86804E- 04 
15.260 
-30 . 667 
0 . 12184E-02 
1. 4822 
- 0 . 11050 
0 . 99400E- Ol 
0 . 70128 
0 . 20942E-Ol 
2.7602 
17 . 076 
- 101. 92 
0 . 9797 
0 . 0249 
0 . 0236 
- 0 . 0106 
0 . 0982 
0 . 0648 
-0.0442 
0 . 0093 
0 . 0111 
0 . 0059 
0 . 0039 
0 . 0310 
8 At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi :$ 0, 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tai l test Bo2 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ba2 : b i -1- 0 . 
150 .2728 
132 . 9769 
0 . 8436 
0 . 8396 
113 . 0067 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
2.89115711 
1.17023442 
1 . 17721210 
1 . 18937309 
1 . 72083395 
1 . 02514852 
1. 78224438 
1. 21537338 
1.02391669 
1. 73760964 
1. 33012723 
1.17759075 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 91156 
-0.10688 
-O . 52775E-02 
- 0.10312E- Ol 
0.66435E-Ol 
0 . 60804E-Ol 
- 0 . 33656E- Ol 
0 . 87672E-02 
0 . 92803E-02 
0 . 13607E-Ol 
0 . 27026E-02 
- 0.14709E-02 
0 . 84448E- Ol 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0.7388 
0 . 0188 
0 . 0178 
-0 . 0080 
0 . 0741 
0 . 0488 
-0 . 0333 
0 . 0070 
0 . 0084 
0 . 0044 
0 . 0029 
0 . 0233 
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Table D-9. 
1980-89: 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate Employment Additions, 
OLS and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
M'.>DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
068ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
078ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
OF 
12 
464 
476 
OF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
7540484.32 
2069063.66 
9609547.98 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
6.82948882 
0.01302910 
-0.000301881 
-4. 71170707 
-6.67496657 
0.000083211 
0 . 07707143 
0.005349196 
0.001013913 
0.17205412 
0.02226912 
-1. 70295653 
-12.30750139 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
628373 . 69 
4459 . 18892 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
4 . 96509565 
0.001491751 
0 . 000082649 
8.21065516 
15 . 86647551 
0 . 000129403 
0.007668383 
0 . 002212137 
0 . 005335142 
0 . 02278801 
0 . 001689416 
9 .16578223 
7 . 76464320 
F VALUE 
140.917 
PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
T FOR HO: 
PARAMETER-0 
1. 375 
8.734 
-3.653 
-0.574 
-0 . 421 
0.643 
10.051 
2 . 418 
0 . 190 
7.550 
13 . 182 
-0.186 
-1. 585 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
C.V . 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 1696 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0003 
0.5663 
0 . 6742 
0.5205 
0.0001 
0.0160 
0 . 8494 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.8527 
0 .1136 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEOASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 13029E-Ol 
-0 . 30188E-03 
-4 . 7117 
-6.6750 
0 . 83211E-04 
0. 77071E-Ol 
0 . 53492E-02 
0 . 10139E-02 
0.17205 
0 . 22269E-Ol 
-1. 7030 
-12.308 
6 . 8295 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 19953E-03 
-0.95714E-06 
0 . 11099 
-0 . 20090E-Ol 
0 . 56832E-05 
0.82475E-03 
0 . 22121E-04 
0 . 54596E-04 
0.18278E-02 
0 . 11105E-03 
0.12960 
0 . 85832E-Ol 
-1. 3330 
0 . 82130E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0.20969E-02 
0. 11918E-03 
8 . 6713 
14 . 366 
0.22322E-03 
0 . 55698E-Ol 
0 . 58888E-02 
0 . 27211E-02 
0.36386E-Ol 
0 . 29518E-02 
10 . 044 
7.4527 
4.9689 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0.24641E-04 
0.15747E-05 
0.15756 
0.29891 
0.19962E-05 
0.12406E-03 
0 . 33805E-04 
0.82203E-04 
0.35433E-03 
0.28194E-04 
0 . 18429 
0.16200 
0 .11680 
0.50396E-03 
I-RATIO 
466 OF 
6 . 2136ab 
-2 . 5329b 
-0.54337 
-0.46462 
0 . 3727~ 
1. 3837 
0 . 90836 
0.3726h, 
4. 7286ab 
7.5443 
-0 . 1695g 
-1.6514 
1. 3744 8 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
I-RATIO 
8 . 0976ab 
-0 . 60782 
0.70439 
-0.6721~~-0l 
2.8470ab 
6 . 6478 
0 . 65436 
0 . 6641gb 
5 . 1585ab 
3,9388 
0.70326 
0 . 529~3 
-11 . 413 
PARTIAL 
CORR. 
0 . 2772 
-o .1168 
-0.0252 
-0.0216 
0.0173 
0.0641 
0.0421 
0.0173 
0. 2144 
0.3306 
-0.0079 
-0.0764 
0.0637 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.38351 
-0.85612E-Ol 
-0.13412E-Ol 
-0.98641E-02 
0.17058E-Ol 
0.21990 
0.67896E-Ol 
0.42869E-02 
0.16420 
0.50092 
-0.46742E-02 
-0.37091E-Ol 
0.00000E+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0.24295E-Ol 
-0.11654E-03 
13.513 
-2 . 4462 
0.69197E-03 
0 . 10042 
0 . 26934E-02 
0 . 66475E-02 
0 . 22255 
0.13521E-Ol 
15 . 780 
10 . 451 
-162 . 31 
1. 4406 
-0.1736 
0.1085 
-0 . 0044 
0.2899 
0.2037 
0.0371 
0.0147 
0 . 0790 
0.1580 
0 . 1151 
0.0985 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho 1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
1 
66 . 77716 
25 . 58281 
0.7847 
0. 7791 
261. 0236 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
4.15492562 
1.18392342 
1.17719026 
1 . 18473374 
1. 51651232 
1. 03162443 
1 . 69894232 
1. 09655346 
1. 01923215 
3 . 11204313 
1.36391263 
1 . 17998142 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 77256 
-0.44962 
-0.37839E-Ol 
-0.12034E-Ol 
0 . 34862E-Ol 
0 . 15635 
0 . 73643E-Ol 
0 . 22448E-02 
0.61078E-Ol 
0.26019 
-0.12420E-Ol 
-0.11599 
0 . 26696 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0.5410 
-0.0652 
0 . 0408 
-0.0017 
0.1089 
0.0765 
0 . 0139 
0.0055 
0 . 0297 
0.0593 
0.0432 
0.0370 
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Table D-10. Personal Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and 
Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
~DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
!85 
WS 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
1469318 . 00 
1855996 . 87 
3325314 . 87 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
6.36908301 
0. 01155407 
-0 . 000192713 
0 . 17805672 
-7.65998556 
0 . 000621390 
0 . 05084433 
-0 . 006755601 
-0.002636707 
0.03272165 
-0.001818203 
- 3 . 26557460 
-16 . 40881518 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
122443 . 17 
3999 . 99325 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
4 . 70250551 
0 . 001412857 
0 . 000078278 
7. 77641637 
15.02734161 
0 . 000122559 
0 . 007262824 
0 . 002095143 
0 . 005052981 
0 . 02158281 
0 . 001600067 
8 . 68102942 
7.35399275 
F VALUE 
30 . 611 
PROB>F 
0.0001 
T FOR HO: 
PARAMETER-0 
1. 354 
8 . 178 
-2 . 462 
0 . 023 
-0 . 510 
5 . 070 
7 . 001 
-3 . 224 
- 0 . 522 
1. 516 
-1.136 
- 0 . 376 
- 2 . 231 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c.v. 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 1763 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0142 
0 . 9817 
0 . 6105 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0001 
0.0014 
0.6021 
0 .1302 
0 . 2564 
0.7070 
0 . 0261 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 .11554E-Ol 
-0.19271E-03 
0 . 17806 
-7.6600 
0.62139E-03 
0.50844E-Ol 
-0 . 67556E-02 
-0.26367E-02 
0 . 32722E-Ol 
-0.18182E-02 
-3 . 2656 
-16.409 
6 . 3691 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 19091E-03 
0 . 14255E-05 
0 . 26984 
0.50607E-Ol 
0 . 10965E-04 
0.59463E-03 
-0.98040E-04 
0.50243E-04 
0 . 65117E- 03 
-0 . 93021E-04 
-0 . 25702E-Ol 
- 0 . 18995 
-1. 3408 
0.83017E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 33890E-02 
0 . 69638E-04 
8.2257 
13 . 197 
0 . 40905E-03 
0.39848E-Ol 
0.36936E-02 
0.35269E-02 
0 . 91598E-02 
0 . 48560E-02 
10 . 848 
5 . 9422 
3 . 4867 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 24492E-04 
0 . 15638E-05 
0 . 15458 
0 . 29202 
0 . 20351E-05 
0 . 122DOE-03 
0 . 34025E-04 
0 .81173E- 04 
0 .34420E- 03 
0 . 26152E-04 
0 . 18701 
0 . 16596 
0 . 11643 
0 . 52125E-03 
I -RATIO 
466 DF 
ab 3. 4093b 
-2.7674 
0.21647E-Ol 
-0.5804t 
1. 5191 
1.2759b 
-1. 8290 
-0 . 7475~ 
3.5723 
-0.37442 
-0 . 301DA 
-2 . 7614ab 
1. 8267 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
I-RATIO 
7 . 7950ab 
o. 9116R 
1. 7456 
0 . 1733Rb 
5 . 3878ab 
4 . 8740b 
-2 . 8814 
o . 6189Rb 
1 . 8918b 
-3.5570 
- 0.13743 
-1.144g 
-11.516 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0.1563 
-0.1274 
0.0010 
-0.0269 
0 . 0703 
0.0591 
-0.0846 
-0.0347 
0.1636 
-0 . 0174 
-0 . 0140 
-0.1272 
0 . 0845 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.57814 
-0.92906E-Ol 
0.86163E-03 
-0 . 19243E-Ol 
0.21655 
0.24661 
-o . 14576 
-0.18951E-Ol 
0 . 53086E-Ol 
-0 . 69525E-Ol 
-0 . 15237E-Ol 
-0 . 84063E-Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0.22997E-Ol 
0 . 17171E-03 
32.505 
6.0960 
0 . 13208E-02 
0 . 71627E-Ol 
-0 . 11810E-Ol 
0 . 60520E-02 
0.78438E-Ol 
-O. 11205E-Ol 
-3.0960 
-22.881 
-161. 51 
1. 9173 
0.3596 
0.3670 
0 . 0155 
0 . 7781 
0.2043 
-0 . 2286 
0.0188 
0 . 0392 
-0 . 1841 
-0 . 0317 
-0 . 3032 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :, 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
63.2455 
18.19497 
0 . 4419 
0 . 4274 
347 . 5988 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
4 . 15492562 
1.18392342 
1.17719026 
1.18473374 
1. 51651232 
1.03162443 
1.69894232 
1.09655346 
1. 01923215 
3 . 11204313 
1 . 36391263 
1 . 17998142 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96328 
- 0 . 40357 
0 . 20106E-02 
- 0 . 19417E-Ol 
0.36605 
0 . 14503 
-o . 13077 
-0.82082E- 02 
0 . 16333E-Ol 
-0.29870E-Ol 
-0 . 33487E-Ol 
-0.21742 
0 . 35005 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0.5297 
0 . 0993 
0 .1014 
0 . 0043 
0 . 2150 
0.0564 
-0 . 0632 
0 . 0052 
0 . 0108 
-0.0509 
-0 . 0088 
-0.0838 
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Table D-11. Repair Services Employment Additions , 1980-89 : OLS and 
Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
~DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
SUM OF 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
OF 
12 
464 
476 
SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R- SQ 
c .v. 
OF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
58768 . 39141 
26102 . 83291 
84871.22432 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
0 . 34233232 
0 . 32979350 
- 0 . 000021099 
0.44035518 
0 . 67176032 
0.000179195 
0 . 36885751 
-0 . 13901690 
-0 . 03929604 
- 0 . 44232453 
0 . 08655099 
-0 . 41903261 
1. 25436047 
4897 . 36595 87 . 055 
56 . 25610540 
STANDARD T FOR HO: 
ERROR PARAMETER=O 
0.56030605 
0 . 02358883 
0 . 000009265 
0.91957981 
1. 76706945 
0 . 000015057 
0 . 14126871 
0 . 03330997 
0 . 06492426 
0.22499585 
0 . 03824276 
1. 04566566 
0 . 87272671 
0 . 611 
13 . 981 
- 2 . 277 
0 . 479 
0 . 380 
11. 901 
2 . 611 
- 4 . 173 
-0 . 605 
- 1.966 
2 . 263 
-0 . 401 
1. 437 
PROB> III 
0 . 5415 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0232 
0 . 6323 
0.7040 
0 . 0001 
0.0093 
0.0001 
0 . 5453 
0 . 0499 
0 . 0241 
0 . 6888 
0 . 1513 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 32979 
-0 . 21099E-04 
0.44036 
0 . 67176 
0 . 17919E-03 
0 . 36886 
- 0 . 13902 
-0 . 39296E-O l 
- 0.44232 
0 . 86551E- Ol 
- 0 .41903 
1 . 2544 
0 . 34233 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 32932E-Ol 
0 . 39647E-06 
0 . 17299 
0 . 10986 
0 . 18061E-04 
0 . 44619E- Ol 
-0 . 14203E-Ol 
0 . 22883E- 02 
- 0 . 10018E-Ol 
0 . 23623E- 02 
0.32551E-Ol 
0 . 42445 
-1.1507 
0.73176E- Ol 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 96572E- Ol 
0 . 76610E- 05 
1.1561 
2 . 1307 
0 . 38507E-04 
0 . 11579 
0 . 12541 
0 . 17417 
0 . 70979E- Ol 
0 . 97622E-Ol 
1. 0828 
0 . 70402 
0 . 31981 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 35460E-02 
0 . 14856E-05 
0 . 14720 
0 . 28031 
0 . 21878E-05 
0 . 19010E-Ol 
0 . 45352E- 02 
0.87233E- 02 
0 . 30175E-O l 
0 . 51553E- 02 
0 . 18330 
0 . 14546 
0 . 10646 
0 . 42818E-02 
I - RATIO 
466 OF 
ab 3 . 4150b 
- 2 . 7541 
0 . 38088 
0 . 3152Ri, 
4 . 6535ab 
3.1856 
- 1.1085 
-0.225~ 
- 6 . 23 18 
0 . 88660 
- 0 . 3869~ 
1. 7817 
1 . 0704 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
I - RATIO 
9.2869ab 
0 . 26687 
1.1752 
0 . 3919~ 
8 . 2555ab 
2 . 347~ 
-3. 1318 
0 . 26232 
-0 . 33201 
0 . 45822 
0 . 1775Rl, 
2 . 91~ 
- 10 . 808 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0 . 1566 
-0 . 1268 
0 . 0177 
0 . 0146 
0 . 2112 
0 . 1463 
- 0.0514 
-0 . 0105 
-o. 2779 
0 . 0411 
-0 . 0180 
0 . 0824 
0.0496 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.58377 
-0 . 63670E- Ol 
0 . 13338E-Ol 
0 . 10563E-Ol 
0 . 39089 
0 . 68003E-Ol 
-0 . 14074 
- 0 . 16554E- Ol 
-O . 51144E-Ol 
0 . 69909E-Ol 
- 0 . 12238E- Ol 
0.40224E-Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 45004 
0 . 54180E- 05 
2 . 3640 
1. 5013 
0.24682E-03 
0 . 60976 
-0 . 19410 
0 . 31271E-Ol 
- 0 . 13691 
0 . 32282E-Ol 
0 . 44483 
5 . 8004 
-15.725 
0 . 8760 
0 . 0458 
0 . 1078 
0 . 0154 
0 . 5869 
0 . 0272 
-0 . 0968 
0 . 0035 
- 0 . 0025 
0 . 0086 
0.0184 
0 . 3103 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
1 
7 . 500407 
4 . 507338 
0 . 6924 
0 . 6845 
166 . 4044 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
2 . 63024674 
1 . 17926837 
1.17045872 
1.16480513 
1 . 62760830 
1 . 02333964 
1 . 71566368 
1 . 12850515 
1 . 02103262 
1 . 43948396 
1. 40708192 
1 . 18161202 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 64195 
-0 . 17836 
0 . 20072E-Ol 
0 . 68738E-02 
0 . 42612 
0.16470E-Ol 
- 0.69314E- Ol 
-0 . 44596E-02 
- 0.82293E- 02 
0 . 23188E-Ol 
- 0.17346E-Ol 
0 . 67094E-Ol 
0 . 75950E- Ol 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(YJ 
0 . 4552 
0 . 0238 
0 . 0560 
0 . 0080 
0 . 3050 
0 . 014 1 
-0 . 0503 
0 . 0018 
-0 . 0013 
0 . 0045 
0 . 0096 
0.1612 
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Table D-12. Business Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and 
Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
M;lDEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
13982025 . 20 
7298104 . 71 
21280129 . 90 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE F VALUE 
1165168 . 77 74 . 079 
15728 . 67394 
PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R- SQ 
c .v. 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
STANDARD T FOR HO : 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ERROR PARAMETER- 0 PROB> !Tl 
0 . 4064 
0 . 0001 
0 . 9411 
0 . 4524 
0 . 8314 
0.0650 
0 . 0058 
0 . 0027 
0 . 5858 
0 . 0499 
0 . 0799 
0 . 6995 
0 . 9661 
7 . 72950329 
0 . 75902478 
-0 . 000011283 
-11 . 59106161 
-6 . 35633391 
0 , 000468094 
-0 . 24510872 
-0 . 23500013 
0 . 06621815 
0 . 56664058 
0 . 10890423 
6 . 57351023 
- 0 . 61920057 
9 . 30084801 
0.04586870 
0 . 000152598 
15 . 41347312 
29 . 84093701 
0 . 000253109 
0 . 08845518 
0 . 07792165 
0 . 12142723 
0 . 28827239 
0 . 06204021 
17 . 01653975 
14 . 57260785 
0 . 831 
16 . 548 
- 0 . 074 
- 0 . 752 
- 0 . 213 
1. 849 
- 2 . 771 
- 3 . 016 
0 . 545 
1 . 966 
1 . 755 
0 , 386 
-0 . 042 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARI ANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 75902 
-O . 11283E- 04 
-11. 591 
- 6 . 3563 
0 . 46809E- 03 
- 0 . 24511 
-0 . 23500 
0 . 66218E- Ol 
0.56664 
0 . 10890 
6 . 5735 
-0 . 61921 
7 . 7295 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.44259E-02 
0.33227E- 05 
0 . 87444E-Ol 
0 . 14452E-Ol 
0 . 64228E-05 
-0.13217E-02 
- 0 . 15428E- 02 
0 . 60825E-03 
0 . 42013E-02 
0 . 57279E-04 
0.25017 
0.26584 
- 1. 0314 
0.48547E-02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 .13063 
0 . 15829E-03 
16 . 841 
19 . 942 
0 . 79557E- 03 
0. 57719 
0 . 15811 
0 . 12130 
0 . 15814 
0 . 27570 
18 . 072 
13 . 228 
8 . 7639 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 41850E-03 
0 .13850E- 05 
0 . 14086 
0 . 26843 
0 . 20577E- 05 
0 . 71047E-03 
0 . 62650E-03 
0 . 97191E-03 
0 . 23095E-02 
0 . 49741E-03 
0 . 16282 
0 . 13857 
0 . 10023 
0 . 25650E-03 
T- RATIO 
466 DF 
5 . 8105ab 
- 0 . 71279E-Ol 
-0 . 68826 
-0 . 31874 
0 , 58838 
-0 . 42466 
- 1. 4863 
0.5458Ri, 
3 . 5831 
0 . 39502 
0 . 36375 
-0 . 46811E-Ol 
0 . 88197 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T- RATIO 
ab 10 . 576ab 
2.3992 
0 . 62077 
0 . 5383~- 0l 
3 . 1213b 
-1. 8603b 
- 2 . 4626 
0 . 6258~ 
1. 8192 
0.1151~ 
1. 5365ab 
1. 918! 
- 10 . 290 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0.2604 
- 0 . 0033 
-0 . 0319 
- 0.0148 
0 . 0273 
- 0.0197 
-0 . 0688 
0.0253 
0.1641 
0 . 0183 
0 . 0169 
-0.0022 
0.0409 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 78970 
-0 . 21502E-02 
-0 . 22172E- Ol 
- 0 . 63122E- 02 
0 . 64484E-Ol 
- 0 . 87275E- Ol 
- 0 . 10446 
0 . 16040E-Ol 
0.54370E-Ol 
0.65629E-Ol 
0 . 12124E-Ol 
-0 . 12540E-02 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 91167 
0 . 68444E- 03 
18 . 012 
2 . 9769 
0 . 13230E- 02 
-0.27225 
-0 . 31780 
0 . 12529 
0.86543 
0 . 11799E-Ol 
51. 532 
54 . 759 
- 212 . 46 
1. 0412 
0 . 4318 
0 . 0613 
0 . 0023 
0 . 2348 
-0.0223 
-0 . 0832 
0 . 0082 
0 . 0158 
0 . 0025 
0 . 1592 
0 . 2186 
aAt 10 percent level of s i gnificance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : b . :S 0 , 1 acceptance of Ha1 : b . 1 > 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of two-tail test Ho2 : b . 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : b . 'F 0. 
1 
1 
125.414 
60 . 39413 
0.6570 
0 . 6482 
207 . 6593 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
3 . 08127050 
1.14421176 
1.17613132 
1 . 18808770 
1.64489210 
1 . 34213393 
1 . 62307410 
1.17042930 
1 . 03510993 
1 . 89118690 
1 . 33276552 
1.17833962 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.86684 
-0 . 71184E-02 
-0 . 39431E- Ol 
- 0 . 48542E- 02 
0.83073E- Ol 
-0.20071E-Ol 
-0 . 61556E- Ol 
0.43076E- 02 
0 . 10327E- Ol 
0.22663E- Ol 
0.20308E- Ol 
-0.24719E-02 
0 . 12798 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 4613 
0 . 1913 
0 . 0271 
0 . 0010 
0 . 1040 
-0 . 0099 
- 0 . 0369 
0 . 0036 
0 . 0070 
0 . 0011 
0 . 0705 
0 . 0968 
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Table D-13 . Entertainment Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
M:>DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
OF 
12 
464 
476 
OF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
217804 . 91 
109616.70 
327421. 61 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
0 . 89930047 
0 . 64866239 
- 0 . 0000016692 
-0 . 73900366 
- 0.56376169 
0.000031616 
1 . 26037330 
-0 . 44464702 
-0 . 50016451 
-0.19236739 
- 0.15064231 
-2 . 06495726 
-0 . 72504760 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE F VALUE 
18150.40938 76 . 829 
236 . 24289 
PROB>F 
0.0001 
STANDARD T FOR HO: 
ERROR 
1.14403928 
0 . 04271552 
0.000018695 
1. 87497743 
3 . 60711710 
0 . 000029676 
0 . 12117552 
0 . 06761271 
0 .11400211 
0 . 08080342 
0.04929052 
2 . 08902849 
1. 78106347 
PARAMETERzQ 
0.786 
15.186 
-0 . 089 
-0.394 
-0 . 156 
1 . 065 
10 . 401 
-6 . 576 
- 4.387 
- 2 . 381 
- 3 . 056 
-0 . 988 
-0 . 407 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R- SQ 
C.V . 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 4322 
0.0001 
0.9289 
0.6937 
0 . 8759 
0 . 2873 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0001 
0.0001 
0 . 0177 
0 . 0024 
0 . 3234 
0 . 6841 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 64866 
- 0 . 16692E-05 
- 0 . 73900 
-0 . 56376 
0 . 31616E-04 
1.2604 
-0 . 44465 
-0 . 50016 
-0 . 19237 
-0.15064 
-2.0650 
-0.72505 
0 . 89930 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.28262E-Ol 
0 . 22303E-05 
0.31947 
0.43526E-Ol 
0 . 61864E-05 
0 . 40651E-Ol 
-0 . 15650E- Ol 
-0.14023E-Ol 
- 0 . 85894E- 02 
-0 . 11392E-Ol 
0.47464E- Ol 
0 .15775 
-1. 4094 
0 . 29521E-Ol 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 23486 
0 . 13536E-04 
2 . 4483 
4 . 7713 
0 . 51218E-04 
0.45852 
0 .21154 
0 . 22411 
0.23598 
0 . 30847 
2 . 4722 
1.4624 
0 . 74092 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0.31802E- 02 
0 . 15731E-05 
0.15429 
0 . 29993 
0.20972E-05 
0 . 83528E-02 
0 . 45927E- 02 
0 . 7 5381E-02 
0 . 53287E-02 
0 . 32922E-02 
0 . 19106 
0.16288 
0.12003 
0 . 20723E-02 
T-RATIO 
466 OF 
2 . 7619ab 
-0.12331 
-0.30184 
- 0 . 11816 
0 . 6172~ 
2 . 7488b 
-2 . 101~ 
-2 . 2318 
-0 . 81517 
-0 . 48835 
-0 . 83528 
-0.49581 
1.2138 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
8 . 8868:1' 
1. 4178ab 
2 . 0705 
0 . 1451~ 
2 . 9498ab 
4 . 866~ 
-3 . 4077b 
- 1. 8602 
-1. 6119b 
-3 . 4604 
0 . 24843 
0 . 96~2 
-11. 742 
PARTIAL 
CORR. 
0 .1272 
-0 . 0057 
-0 . 0140 
-0 . 0055 
0.0286 
0 . 1266 
-o . 0971 
-0 .1031 
-0.0378 
-0.0227 
-0.0387 
-0 . 0230 
0 . 0563 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.89859 
-0.25646E-02 
-0 . 11396E- Ol 
-0.45134E-02 
0 . 35112E-Ol 
0.29711 
-0.24043 
-0.12709 
-0.75013E-Ol 
-0.15399 
-0.30705E-Ol 
-0 . 11837E-Ol 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0.95733 
0 . 75549E-04 
10 . 822 
1.4744 
0.20956E-03 
1. 3770 
-0 . 53014 
- 0.47500 
- 0.29096 
-0 . 38590 
1. 6078 
5 . 3437 
-47 . 741 
1. 6631 
0 . 5089 
0.3931 
0.0120 
0.3971 
0 . 1159 
-0 . 2293 
- 0 . 0315 
-0 . 0292 
-0 . 1672 
0 . 0530 
0 . 2278 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
l. 
15.37019 
5 . 656184 
0.6652 
0 . 6566 
271. 7414 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
4 . 85294078 
1.14338042 
1 . 15872465 
1 . 15578600 
1. 50541103 
1 . 13089533 
1 . 85244556 
1 . 16296991 
1. 37599547 
3 . 51869879 
1. 33731381 
1.17189330 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
1 . 1269 
-0 . 11245E-Ol 
-0 . 26843E-Ol 
-0 . 45970E-02 
0 . 59910E-Ol 
0 . 10604 
-0.19233 
-0 . 33184E-Ol 
-0.19322E-Ol 
- 0.65271E-Ol 
-0.68118E- Ol 
- 0.30905E-Ol 
0.15899 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 5134 
0 . 1571 
0 . 1214 
0 . 0037 
0.1226 
0.0358 
- 0 . 0708 
- 0 . 0097 
- 0 . 0090 
- 0 . 0516 
0 . 0164 
0 . 0703 
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Table D-14. Professional Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
K>DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
DF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
1309188 . 80 
1506619 . 86 
2815808 . 66 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
-1. 47643191 
0 . 03823374 
0 . 000127575 
-0. 31078534 
- 17.03182714 
0 . 000788934 
-0 . 01934988 
0 . 000756671 
0 . 15615565 
-0 . 25034898 
-0 . 009431041 
12 . 93327743 
1.23657302 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
109099 . 07 
3247 . 02556 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
4 . 23541518 
0 . 003382380 
0 . 000070174 
7 . 02056117 
13 . 61204212 
0 . 000105747 
0 . 04 326129 
0 . 008363281 
0 . 05167075 
1 . 90668757 
0 . 006063664 
7.70646144 
6.63428897 
F VALUE 
33 . 600 
PROB>F 
0.0001 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMETER• O 
- 0 . 349 
11 . 304 
1 . 818 
- 0 . 044 
- 1.251 
7 . 461 
- 0 . 447 
0 . 090 
3 . 022 
- 0 . 131 
- 1. 555 
1. 678 
0 . 186 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R- SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c.v. 
PROB> ITI 
0 . 7276 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0697 
0 . 9647 
0 . 2115 
0.0001 
0 . 6549 
0 . 9279 
0 . 0026 
0 . 8956 
0 . 1205 
0.0940 
0.8522 
OLS: USING HETEROSCEDASTICI TY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 38234E- Ol 
0 . 12757E-03 
- 0 . 31078 
- 17 . 032 
0 . 78893E-D3 
-0 . 19350E-Ol 
0 . 75668E-03 
0.15616 
-0 . 25035 
-0 . 9431DE-02 
12 . 933 
1 . 2366 
- 1.4764 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 43698E- D3 
0 . 50471E- 05 
0 . 10517 
-0 . 16485 
0 . 13117E- 04 
0 . 16537E-03 
- 0 . 70264E- D4 
0 . 21012E-02 
0 . 60667E-Ol 
-O . 14 773E-03 
0 . 47410 
0 . 27860 
- 1. 4199 
0 . 81874E- 02 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 14938E- Ol 
0 . 15405E-03 
7 . 9850 
20 . 132 
0 . 21694E- 03 
0 . 60295E-Ol 
0 . 21026E-Ol 
0 . 33633E-Ol 
0 . 55780 
0 . 15186E-Ol 
8 . 8923 
7 . 1398 
4 . 3781 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 64024E- 04 
0 . 15194E- 05 
0 . 15543 
0 . 30049 
0 . 19797E- 05 
0 . 84718E-03 
0 . 14891E- 03 
0 . 93350E - 03 
0 . 33708E-Ol 
0 . 10715E-03 
0 . 17688 
0 . 15670 
0 . 11625 
0 . 54910E-03 
T-RATIO 
466 DF 
2 . 5594ab 
0 . 82813 
-0 . 38921E-Ol 
-o . 8460Rb 
3 . 6367 
-0 . 32092 
0 . 3598Mj- Ol 
4.6430 
-0 . 44882 
-0 . 62104 
1.4544 8 
0 . 17320 
- 0 . 33722 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
T-RATIO 
ab 6 . 8253ab 
3 . 3217 
0 . 67665 
-0 . 5486Rb 
6 . 6255 
0 . 19521 
-0.4718~ 
2 . 2508ab 
1 . 7998 
- 1. 3787 ab 
2 . 6803ab 
1 . n1B 
-12 . 214 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0.1180 
0.0384 
-0 . 0018 
-0 . 0392 
0 . 1665 
-0 . 0149 
0.0017 
0.2107 
-0 . 0208 
-0 . 0288 
0.0674 
0 . 0080 
-0 . 0157 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 50006 
0 . 66836E-Ol 
-0 . 16343E-02 
-0 . 46496E-Ol 
0 . 29878 
-0 . 15374E-Ol 
0 . 36369E-02 
0 . 10537 
-0 . 44865E-02 
-0 . 63324E-Ol 
0 . 65578E-Ol 
0 . 68844E-02 
O. OOOOOE+OO 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
ELASTICITY 
OF INDEX 
0 . 53372E-Ol 
0 . 61644E- 03 
12 . 846 
- 20 . 135 
0 . 16020E-02 
0 . 20199E-Ol 
- 0 . 85819E-02 
0 . 25663 
7 . 4097 
- 0 . 18044E- Ol 
57.905 
34 . 027 
-173 . 42 
0.5565 
1 . 0264 
0 . 1153 
-0 . 0406 
0.7503 
0 . 0046 
- 0 . 0205 
0 . 0393 
0 . 0353 
- 0 . 0335 
0 . 4721 
0 . 3585 
8 At 10 percent level of s i gnificance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi :s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b i - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : b i I 0 . 
56 . 98268 
22 . 8847 
0 . 4649 
0 . 4511 
248.9991 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
1.69713880 
1.17210148 
1 . 18196565 
1.19750286 
1. 39079315 
1. 02450145 
1. 40119995 
1 . 05422079 
1. 01251367 
1 . 43746945 
1 .32412098 
1.18301729 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.39862 
0.21241 
-0 . 27901E-02 
-0 . 34326E- Ol 
0 . 36950 
-0 . 44404E- 02 
0 . 18083E-02 
0 . 23933E- Ol 
-0 . 11926E- 02 
-0 . 17487E- Ol 
0.10545 
0.13027E- Ol 
- 0 . 64515E- Ol 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 1844 
0 . 3400 
0 . 0382 
- 0 . 0134 
0 . 2486 
0 . 0015 
- 0 . 0068 
0 . 0130 
0 . 0117 
-o. 0111 
0 . 1564 
0 . 1188 
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Table D-15 . Public Administration Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and Tobit Estimates 
SOURCE 
~DEL 
ERROR 
C TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
067ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
URBAN 
THRESH 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
ET67A 
LN2 
RP 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
ET80 
DF 
12 
464 
476 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
100855 . 50 
154737 . 67 
255593 . 17 
OLS ESTIMATES 
MEAN 
SQUARE 
8404 . 62505 
333.48636 
F VALUE 
25 . 202 
PROB>F 
0 . 0001 
ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
R-SQUARE 
ADJ R-SQ 
c.v . 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
OF 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ESTIMATE 
-0 . 19982512 
0 . 001087738 
0 . 000007134 
-1 . 20456217 
0 . 01183667 
0 . 000055875 
0 . 02490666 
0 . 001706248 
-0 . 000048757 
0 . 003964744 
0 . 001297111 
2 . 60823880 
- 1. 83014836 
ERROR 
1. 35780911 
0.000407951 
0.000022602 
2.24537515 
4 . 33901913 
0.000035388 
0 . 002097080 
0 . 000604955 
0.001459006 
0 . 006231856 
0 . 000462006 
2 . 50657460 
2 . 12340386 
PARAMETER=O 
- 0 . 147 
2 . 666 
0 . 316 
- 0 . 536 
0 . 003 
1.579 
11. 877 
2 . 820 
- 0 . 033 
0 . 636 
2 . 808 
1. 041 
- 0 . 862 
PROB> III 
0.8831 
0 . 0079 
0.7524 
0.5919 
0 . 9978 
0 . 1150 
0 . 0001 
0.0050 
0 . 9734 
0 . 5250 
0 . 0052 
0.2986 
0.3892 
OLS : USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 10877E- 02 
0.71340E- 05 
- 1. 2046 
0 . 11837E- Ol 
0 . 55875E-04 
0 . 24907E- Ol 
0 . 17062E- 02 
- 0 . 48757E- 04 
0 . 39647E- 02 
0 . 12971E- 02 
2 . 6082 
- 1 . 8301 
- 0 . 19982 
NORMALIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 11310E- 03 
0 . 56114E-06 
-0 . 66205E-02 
0 . 16373 
0 . 53354E-05 
0 . 68261E-03 
0 . 39169E-04 
-0 . 23961E- 04 
0 . 50563E-03 
- 0 . 37155E-04 
0 . 37171 
0 . 19208 
- 1. 6945 
0.19291E- Ol 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 31347E- 03 
0 . 37917E-04 
1. 8079 
2 . 5650 
0 . 45767E-04 
0 . 18042E-Ol 
0 . 99720E-03 
0 . 14772E- 02 
0 . 14234E-02 
0 . 57681E-03 
2 . 3864 
2 . 4472 
1 . 3899 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0 . 24932E-04 
0 . 18281E- 05 
0 . 18455 
0 . 32368 
0.21425E-05 
0 . 13371E-03 
0 . 35389E- 04 
0 . 10030E-03 
0.35996E-03 
0 . 27026E-04 
0 . 20922 
0 . 19202 
0.14051 
0 . 17226E-02 
I-RATIO 
466 DF 
3 . 4699ab 
0 . 18815 
- 0.66627 
0 . 46149E-02 
1.2209a 
1. 3805 b 
1. 7110a 
- 0 . 3300~- 0l 
2 . 7855ab 
2 . 2488 
1. 0930 
- 0 . 74785 
-o . 14377 
TOBIT ESTIMATES 
I-RATIO 
4 . 5364ab 
0 . 30695 
-0 . 35873E- Ol 
0 . 5058~ 
2 . 4903ab 
5 . 1053 
1.1068 
-0 . 2389R 
1. 4047 
-1. 3748ab 
1 . 7767 
1. 000~ 
-12 . 059 
PARTIAL 
CORR . 
0 . 1590 
0 . 0087 
-0 . 0309 
0 . 0002 
0 . 0566 
0 . 0640 
0 . 0792 
-0 . 0015 
0 . 1282 
0 . 1038 
0 . 0507 
- 0 . 0347 
-0 . 0067 
REGRESSION 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 19632 
0 . 12405E- Ol 
-0 . 21025E-Ol 
0 . 10726E-03 
0 . 70234E-Ol 
0.43574 
0 . 13279 
- 0 . 12640E- 02 
0.23201E-Ol 
0.17890 
0 . 43896E- Ol 
-0 . 33819E-Ol 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
ELASTICITY 
COEFFICIENT OF INDEX 
0.58629E- 02 2.0058 
0 . 29088E- 04 0.2500 
-0 . 34319 - 0 . 0159 
8 . 4875 0.0883 
0 . 27657E-03 0 . 6686 
0 . 35384E-Ol 0 . 4142 
0 . 20304E- 02 0 . 1613 
-0 . 12421E-02 -0 . 0159 
0 . 26210E- Ol 0.0537 
-0.19260E- 02 -0 . 1298 
19 . 269 0 . 8108 
9.9571 0.5414 
-87.835 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi f 0. 
18 . 26161 
4 . 433962 
0 . 3946 
0 . 3789 
411. 8576 
VARIANCE 
INFLATION 
0 
4 . 15492562 
1.18392342 
1 . 17719026 
1 . 18473374 
1 . 51651232 
1. 03162443 
1 . 69894232 
1. 09655346 
1 . 01923215 
3 . 11204313 
1 . 36391263 
1.17998142 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0. 37214 
0.61306E-Ol 
- 0 . 55814E-Ol 
0 . 12313E-03 
0 . 13507 
0 . 29153 
0 . 13553 
- 0 . 62284E-03 
0 . 81207E-02 
0 . 87444E-Ol 
0 . 10976 
- 0.99512E-Ol 
- 0 . 45066E-Ol 
ELASTICITY 
OF E(Y) 
0 . 3623 
0 . 0452 
-0 . 0029 
0 . 0159 
0 . 1208 
0 . 0748 
0 . 0291 
-0 . 0029 
0 . 0097 
-0 . 0235 
0.1465 
0.0978 
Appendix E 
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Table E-1. Durable Manufacturing Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.40237E-03b 
(0.97348E-04) 
0.62554E-05b (0.14110E-05) 
0.46648b 
(0 .13561) 
0.55663b (0.24869) 
0.55721E-05b 
(0.18932E-05) 
0.96637E-03a (0.51253E-03) 
0.29989E-03a 
(0.16672E-03) 
0.20806E-05 (0.42152E-03) 
0.17948E-02 (0 . 24832E-02) 
0.46291E-03b (0.21066E-03) 
0.67997b 
(0.15783) 
0.34293b 
(0.13743) 
-1.1737 (0.10176) 
Mean-square error= 36819.920 
Mean error= 17 . 532117 
Calculated Derivatives 
llin aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0 . 00015 0 . 00100 0.00014 
0.000002 0 . 000015 0.000002 
0 . 17446 1.17203 0.16406 
0.20818 1.39853 0.19577 
0.000002 0.000014 0.000002 
0.00036 0.00243 0.00034 
0.00011 0.00075 0.00011 
0.00000 0.00001 0 . 00000 
0.00067 0 . 00451 0.00063 
0.00017 0.00116 0 . 00016 
0 . 25431 1. 70842 0.23915 
0.12826 0.86161 0.12061 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.85207 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0 . 3687. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.4217 . 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) - 76.7515. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bs. ·f· 5 1 1 1gn1 icant at percent eve . 
Ho: bi= 0. 
Ha: bi~ 0. 
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Table E-2. Nondurable Manufacturing Employment, 1980-89: Estimated 
Tobit Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
'WS 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.67086E-03b 
(0.14785E-03) 
0 . 23866E-05 (0.15734E-05) 
0.29084b 
(0.14818) 
0 . 30246 (0.26966) 
0.55550E-05b 
(0.19144E-05) 
0.74168E-03 (0.47248E-03) 
-0.41530E-03b 
(0.17116E-03) 
0.64032E-03 (0.63774E-03) 
0.34993E-02 (0.43006E-02) 
0.42409E-03 (0 . 57439E-03) 
-0.10519E-01 (0.17755) 
0.33908E-01 (0.14756) 
-1. 0718 (0 .10492) 
Mean-square error = 25584 . 257 
Mean error = 8.8280569 
Calculated Derivatives 
ftiill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00021 0.00235 0.00016 
0.000001 0.000007 0.00000 
0.08932 1. 01827 0 . 07085 
0.09289 1.05896 0 . 07368 
0.000002 0.000002 0 . 000001 
0.00023 0.00259 0.00018 
-0.00013 -0.00144 -0.00010 
0 . 00020 0.00224 0 . 00016 
0.00107 0.01225 0 . 00085 
0. 00013 0.00148 0.00010 
-0.03230 -0.36829 -0.02562 
0.01041 0 . 11872 0.00826 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.69757 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I) - 0.2541. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.2923. 
At mean values of all X(I) , E(Y) = 51.2142. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level . 
bs. ·f· 5 1 1 1gn1 icant at percent eve . 
Ho : bi 0. 
Ha : bi~ 0. 
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Table E-3. Transport/Public Utilities Employment, 1980-89: Estimated 
Tobit Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
W'S 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.17679E-02b (0.41637E-03) 
0.17243E-05 (0.14556E-05) 
0.12428 (0 .14697) 
0.86717b 
(0.26945) 
0 . 66634E-05b 
(0.19057E-05) 
0.65307E-02b (0.28710E-02) 
0.45054E-02b 
(0 . 10586E-02) 
0 . 92068E-03 (0.27152E-02) 
0.19522E-Ol (0.21012E-01) 
-0.97662E-03b (0.43823E-03) 
0.11841 (0 . 17028) 
0.19084 (0 . 15027) 
-1.1714 (0 . 10601) 
Mean-square error - 18571.165 
Mean error= 19.671771 
Calculated Derivatives 
Rm. aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00052 0.00679 0.00039 
0.00000 0.00000 0 . 00000 
0.03677 0.47774 0.02737 
0.25660 3.33347 0.19095 
0.000002 0.000023 0.000001 
0 . 00193 0.02510 0 . 00144 
0 . 00133 0.01732 0.00099 
0 . 00027 0.00354 0.00020 
0.00578 0.07504 0.00430 
-0.00029 -0.00373 -0.00021 
0.03504 0.45518 0.02607 
0.05647 0.73360 0.04202 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.28123 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.2212. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is= 0.3132 . 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 30 . 8193. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bs. ·f· 5 t 1 1 igni icant at percen eve . 
Ho: 
Ha: 
bi = 0 . 
b. "F- 0. 
i 
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Table E-4. Wholesale Trade Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.58796E-02b 
(0.37095E-03) 
0.11969E-05 (0.13250E-05) 
0.77844E-01 (0.13236) 
-0.31404E-03 (0.25704) 
0.84819E-05b 
(0.21434E-05) 
0.76230E-02b 
(0.14134E-02) 
-0.14581E-02b 
(0.37296E-03) 
0.10235E-03 (0 . 64888E-03) 
0.56595E-02a 
(0 . 31443E-02) 
-0.10985E-02b 
(0.37919E-03) 
-0.45313E-01 
(0.15243) 
0 . 69003E-01 
(0 .12781) 
-0.59879 (0.87247E-Ol) 
Mean-square error= 6560.7214 
Mean error= 9.5957421 
Calculated Derivatives 
Qfill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00230 0. 00779 0 . 00343 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.03053 0.10336 0.04545 
-0.00012 -0 . 00041 -0.00018 
0 . 000003 0.000011 0.000005 
0 . 00299 0.01012 0.00445 
- 0.00057 -0.00193 -0.00085 
0.00004 0.00014 0.00006 
0.00222 0.00751 0.00330 
-0.00043 -0.00145 -0 . 00064 
-0.01777 -0.06016 -0.02646 
0 . 02706 0 . 09162 0.04029 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values - 0.80658 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0 . 5851. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is = 0.5699. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 54.5890 . 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bSignificant at 5 percent level. 
Ho: bi 0. 
Ha: b. ,.,_ 0. ]. 
Table E-5. Retail Trade Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
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Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.32706E-02b 
(0.19383E-03) 
0.45102E-06 (0. 13115E-05) 
0.79289E-01 (0 .13138) 
-0.15934 (0.25593) 
0.63303E-05b 
(0.20912E-05) 
0.77014E-02b (0.87178E-03) 
-0.57411E-03b (0.21474E-03) 
0.51646E-03 (0.33554E-03) 
0.36437E-02b 
(0.13542E-02) 
0.10881E-03 (0.19973E-03) 
0.14341E-01 (0.15033) 
0.88724E-01 (0.12636) 
-0.52957 (0.85615E-01) 
Mean-square error= 23498.235 
Mean error= 21.497064 
£[ill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00125 0.00392 0.00202 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.03026 0.09510 0. 04892 
-0.06082 -0 .19110 -0.09831 
0.000002 0.000007 0.000004 
0.00294 0.00924 0.00475 
-0.00022 -0.00068 -0.00035 
0.00020 0.00062 0.00032 
0. 00139 0.00437 0.00225 
0.00004 0. 00013 0.00007 
0.00547 0.01720 0.00885 
0.03387 0.10641 0.05474 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.83545 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.6143. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.6033. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) - 108.8823. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bs· ·f· 5 t 1 1 1gn1 icant at percen eve . 
Ho: bi 0. 
Ha: bi"'" 0. 
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Table E-6. Finance, Insurance , and Real Estate Employment, 1980-89: 
Estimated Tobit Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0 . 19953E-03b 
(0 . 24641E-04) 
-0 . 95714E-06 (0 . 15747E-05) 
0.11099 (0.15756) 
-0.20090E-Ol (0.29891) 
0 . 56832E-05b 
(0.19962E-05) 
0 . 82475E-03b (0 . 12406E-03) 
0 . 22121E-04 (0.33805E-04) 
0 . 54596E - 04 (0 . 82203E-04) 
0.18278E-02b 
(0 . 35433E-03) 
0 . 11105E-03b 
(0 . 28194E-04) 
0.12960 (0.18429) 
0 . 85832E-01 (0.16200) 
-1. 3330 (0 . 11680) 
Mean-square error= 5045.3004 
Mean error= 7.6429495 
Qfill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00006 0.00081 0.00004 
0.00000 0.00000 0 . 00000 
0.03203 0.44910 0.02306 
-0.00580 -0.08129 -0 . 00417 
0 . 000002 0.000023 0 . 000001 
0.00024 0.00333 0 . 00017 
0.00001 0.00009 0.00000 
0 . 00002 0.00022 0.00001 
0.00053 0.00739 0.00038 
0 . 00003 0.00045 0.00002 
0.03740 0.52440 0.02693 
0. 02477 0.34730 0.01784 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.75184 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0 . 2078. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is= 0 . 2735. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 16.2512. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level . 
bSignificant at 5 percent level . 
Ho: bi 0. 
Ha : bi 'F O. 
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Table E-7. Personal Services Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.19091E-03b 
(0.24492E-04) 
0.14255E-05 (0.15638E-05) 
0.26984a 
(0.15458) 
0.50607E-01 (0.29202) 
0.10965E-04b 
(0.20351E-05) 
0.59463E-03b (0 . 12200E-03) 
-0.98040E-04b (0.34025E-04) 
0.50243E-04 (0.81173E-04) 
0.65117E-03a 
(0.34420E-03) 
-0.93021E-04b (0.26152E-04) 
-0.25702E-01 (0.18701) 
-0.18995 (0.16596) 
-1. 3408 (0.11643) 
Mean-square error= 5000.3453 
Mean error= 6.4913452 
Calculated Derivatives 
aF(Z) aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00005 0.00085 0.00004 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.07453 1. 21334 0.05003 
0.01398 0.22756 0.00938 
0.000003 0.000045 0.000002 
0.00016 0.00267 0.00011 
-0.00002 -0.00040 -0.00002 
0.00001 0.00022 0.00001 
0.00018 0.00293 0.00012 
-0.00002 -0.00040 -0.00002 
-0.00710 -0.11556 -0.00476 
-0.05246 -0.85411 -0.03522 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.31292 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.1934. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.2735. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 13.9327. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bSignificant at 5 percent level. 
Ho: b. - 0. 
l. 
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Table E-8. Repair Services Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.32932E-Olb 
(0.35460E-02) 
0.39647E-06 (0.14856E-05) 
0.17299 (0.14720) 
0.10986 (0.28031) 
0.18061E-04b 
(0.21878E-05) 
0.44619E-Olb 
(0.19010E-01) 
-0 . 14203E-Ol (0.45352E-02) 
0 . 22883E-02 (0 . 87233E-02) 
-0.10018E-01 (0.30175E-01) 
0.23623E-02 (0.51553E-02) 
0 . 32551E-01 (0.18330) 
0.42445b 
(0 . 14546) 
-1.1507 (0.10646) 
Mean-square error - 56.436479 
Mean error= 0.28352177 
Calculated Derivatives 
£Kill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00619 0 . 02054 0.00989 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.03250 0.10792 0.05193 
0 . 02064 0.06853 0.03298 
0.000003 0.000011 0 . 000005 
0 . 00838 0.02783 0. 01339 
-0.00267 -0.00886 -0.00426 
0 . 00043 0.00143 0.00069 
-0.00188 -0.00625 -0.00301 
0.00044 0.00147 0.00071 
0.00612 0.02031 0. 00977 
0.07975 0.26479 0.12742 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values - 0.68501 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.3004. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.3236. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 2.5366 . 
aSignificant at 10 percent level . 
bSignificant at 5 percent level. 
Ho: 
Ha : 
b . = 0. 
1. 
b. ~ 0 . 
1. 
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Table E-9. Business Services Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
W'S 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.44259E-02b 
(0.41850E-03) 
0.33227E-05b (0.13850E-05) 
0.87444E-01 (0.14086) 
O.l4452E-01 (0.26843) 
0.64228E-05b 
(0.20577E-05) 
-0.13217E-02a (0.71047E-03) 
-0.15428E-02b 
(0.62650E-03) 
0.60825E-03 (0.97191E-03) 
0.42013E-02a 
(0.23095E-02) 
0.57279E-04 (0.49741E-03) 
0.25017 (0.16282) 
0.26584a 
(0.13857) 
-1. 0314 (0.10023) 
Mean-square error - 16150.611 
Mean error= 12.957294 
Calculated Derivatives 
Qfill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00160 0.01168 0.00149 
0.000001 0.000009 0.000001 
0.03170 0.23080 0.02935 
0.00524 0.03814 0.00485 
0.000002 0.000016 0.000002 
-0.00048 -0.00348 -0.00044 
-0.00056 -0.00406 -0.00052 
0.00022 0.00160 0.00020 
0.00152 0.01109 0.00141 
0.00002 0.00015 0.00002 
0.09069 0.66030 0.08396 
0.09637 0.70166 0.08922 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.64212 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.3402. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is= 0.3925. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 44 . 7874. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bs. ·f · 5 1 1 igni icant at percent eve . 
Ho: bi - 0. 
Ha: bi ,.r, 0. 
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Table E-10. Entertainment Services Employment, 1980-89: Estimated 
Tobit Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.28262E-Olb 
(0.31802E-02) 
0.22303E-05 (0.15731E-05) 
0.31947b 
(0.15429) 
0.43526E-01 (0.29993) 
0.61864E-05b (0.20972E-05) 
0.40651E-Olb (0.83528E-02) 
-0.15650E-Olb (0.45927E-02) 
-0.14023E-Ola (0.75381E-02) 
-0.85894E-02 (0.53287E-02) 
-0.11392E-Olb (0.32922E-02) 
0.47464E-Ol (0.19106) 
0.15775 (0.16288) 
-1. 4094 (0.12003) 
Mean-square error= 150.14513 
Mean error= 0.96677243 
Calculated Derivatives 
mn aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00734 0.12658 0.00503 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.08293 1.43080 0.05687 
0.01130 0.19494 0.00775 
0.000002 0.000027 0.000001 
0.01055 0.18206 0. 00724 
-0.00406 -0.07009 -0.00279 
-0.00364 -0.06279 -0.00250 
-0.00223 -0.03843 -0.00153 
-0.00296 -0.05101 -0.00203 
0.01232 0.21258 0.00845 
0.04095 0.70651 0.02808 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.78175 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.1826. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.2317. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 2.8779. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bSignificant at 5 percent level. 
Ho: bi - 0. 
Ha: bi# 0. 
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Table E-11. Professional Services Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ET 
D67ET 
D68ET 
D78ET 
D678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.43698E-03b 
(0.64024E-04) 
0.50471E-05b (0.15194E-05) 
0.10517 (0.15543) 
-0.16485 (0.30049) 
0 .13117E-04b 
(0.19797E-05) 
0.16537E-03 (0.84718E-03) 
-0.70264E-04 (0.14891E-03) 
0.21012E-02b (0.93350E-03) 
0.60667E-Ola 
(0 . 33708E-01) 
-0.14773E-03 (0.10715E-03) 
0.47410b 
(0.17688) 
0.27860a 
(0.15670) 
-1.4199 (0.11625) 
Mean-square error= 3154.3200 
Mean error= 2.0759756 
Calculated Derivatives 
Qfill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0. 00013 0.00174 0.00009 
0.000001 0.000020 0.000001 
0.03029 0.42062 0.02203 
-0.04748 -0.65931 -0.03454 
0.000004 0.000052 0.000003 
0.00005 0.00066 0.00003 
-0.00002 -0.00028 -0.00001 
0.00061 0.00840 0.00044 
0.01747 0.24264 0.01271 
-0.00004 -0.00056 -0.00003 
0 .13654 1. 89615 0.09932 
0.08024 1.11425 0.05837 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values= 0.47612 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.2156. 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is= 0.2610. 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) = 14.3924. 
aSignificant at 10 percent level. 
bs· ·f· 5 1 1 igni icant at percent eve . 
Ho: bi 0. 
Ha: b. ~ 0. 
i 
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Table E-12. Public Administration Employment, 1980-89: Estimated Tobit 
Coefficients and Calculated Derivatives 
Variable 
ET67A 
LN2 
Rl 
185 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
Normalized 
Coefficient 
0.11310E-03b (0.24932E-04) 
0.56114E-06 (0.18281E-05) 
-0.66205E-02 (0 . 18455) 
0.16373 (0.32368) 
0 . 53354E-05b 
(0 . 21425E-05) 
0 . 68261E-03b (0 .13371E-03) 
0 . 39169E-04 (0.35389E-04) 
-0.23961E-04 (0.10030E-03) 
0.50563E-03 (0.35996E-03) 
-0.37155E-04 (0.27026E-04) 
0.37171b 
(0 . 20922) 
0 . 19208 (0.19202) 
-1. 6945 (0.14051) 
Mean-square error - 343 . 98753 
Mean error= 0.98287419 
Calculated Derivatives 
Qfill aE(Y)* aE(Y) 
ax ax ax 
0.00002 0.00075 0.00001 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
-0.00122 -0.04421 -0.00066 
0 . 03018 1.09334 0.01639 
0.000001 0.000033 0.000001 
0 . 00013 0.00454 0.00007 
0.00001 0.00026 0.00000 
-0 . 00000 -0.00013 - 0 . 00000 
0.00009 0.00337 0.00005 
-0.00001 -0.00020 -0.00000 
0 . 06851 2.48216 0.03721 
0 . 03540 1.28265 0 . 01923 
Squared correlation between observed and expected values - 0.37272 
The predicted probability of Y > limit given average X (I)= 0.1047 . 
The observed frequency of Y > limit is - 0.1503 . 
At mean values of all X(I), E(Y) - 2.6165 . 
aSignificant at 10 percent level . 
bs. ·f · 5 1 1 igni icant at percent eve . 
Ho: bi - 0 . 
Ha: bi~ 0 . 
Appendix F 
ARCINFO Procedures and SAS/IML Programs 
for Constructing the Contiguity Matrix, 
Computing the MORAN I Statistic, and 
Transforming the Dependent Variable 
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The following commands, contained in Figures F-1 through F-3, can 
be used with ARCINFO to create an asymmetric contiguity matrix. The 
contiguity matrix is comprised of the identification of polygons which 
are adjacent or have connecting borders. A polygon neighbor list first 
requires that the polygon attribute topology (.PAT) be transformed into 
an arc attribute topology (.AAT). In this case, the polygon attribute 
file from which the arc attribute topology and subsequently, the polygon 
neighbor list is built is the Z region geography created for this study. 
It is the disaggregation of CCDs using the overlay of the South Carolina 
zip code region boundaries. The Z regions are coded 1 through 477. 
The .AAT then categorizes the polygons by their arc elements while 
retaining polygon identification codes already assigned. The contiguous 
polygons are defined then by the set of arcs shared between them. The 
right and left sides of each arc of each polygon in the polygon attri-
bute topology are used to identify contiguous polygons. In Figure F-1, 
for example, polygon numbers 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 are identified by 
their arc attributes in terms of left side arc (LPOLY#) and right side 
arc (RPOLY#) and the neighboring arc for each is appended to a polygon 
neighbor list (.PNL) file. The resulting .PNL file is then sorted by 
the polygon number (POLY#) redefined as LPOLY# with the alternate item 
name of RPOLY# (Figure F-2). An example of this procedure for the Z 
region geography for Z regions 2 through 15 is shown in Figure F-3. 
To compose the square binary contiguity matrix required the use of 
SAS/IML, (SAS/Interactive Matrix Language). Each program, F-1 through 
F-3, illustrates the commands necessary to read the two strings of 
numbers generated in ARCINFO (".SPACE). These commands convert these 
strings of numbers into the binary matrix, Wl. And, each program 
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contains the commands necessary to transform the binary matrix into the 
standardized normalized weight matrix W**, represented by Win the 
program. 
Program F-1 (IML 5) may be used to compute the Moran I statistic 
(14) using the residuals (E8RES1D) from an OLS regression for each 
industry. In this case the industry is durable manufacturing 
represented as the file ".EMANO." 
Program F-2 (IML 6) computes the trace of the product matrix, MW. 
where Mis X[X'XJ- 1x• (EXPEX) from the OLS regression. The trace of MW 
is used in the computation of the first moment of the Moran I statistic , 
E [I). 
Program F-3 (MORANlO) computes the trace of the product matrix 
2 (MWMW') and the trace of (MW) . These values, along with the trace of 
(MW), are used to compute the second moment of the Moran I statistic, 
V[I]. Although it may be possible to combine computations into one 
program, the size of the W matrix in this case necessitated computing 
these statistics separately in order to satisfy memory limitations. 
Program F-4 (TRANSFORM) transforms the dependent variable, ET80, by 
multiplying that vector by the spatial weight matrix, W or W**· The 
transformed variable may be included as a regressor in a respecified 
regression model to account for spatial instability across OLS parameter 
estimates. 
POLYGON NEIGHBOR LISTS 
• A POLYGON NEIGHBOR LIST IS CONSTRUCTED FROM AN 
AAT, WHICH IS BUILT FROM A PAT. 
<Cover>.AA T 
1rrp·or1f1 ;1t Fot1it: 
12 13 
13 14 
15 14 
12 15 
14 12 
16 13 
15 16 
13 1 
1 14 
15 1 
16 1 
<Cover>.AA T <Cover>.P.'iL 
::::: ::::: ::::: 
·-. >-I'"'\ ::::: I'"'\ 
..J ,..... _, 
,...; C 0 ::::: 0 z ;z: :.. >: ,. , = 
- 0 g ~ 
,_, 
z 
APPEVD 
SZL <Cove=>.A-~= ~o 
~:. <Cove=>.?~!. 1 3Y L?OL:# .l.??SND 
CALC S~NE:GE30~# • ?-?CLY# 
EL <:ove=>.?N: 1 3: ~CL'!if A.?P::::-m 
CALC S:E:G=3C~# = !.?CL:# 
s:::: <Cove=>.?NL 
SC?.= ?CL'!#, NE: ·:;E3CR# 
Source: ARCINFO USERS MANUAL, Version 5.0, 1989. 
Figure F-1. Polygon Neighbor List 
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POLYGON NEIGHBOR LISTS 
<Cover>.PAT 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
N 
y 
y 
y 
y 
• POLYGON NEIGHBOR LISTS ARE VERY USEFUL FOR FINDING 
POLYGONS THAT ARE COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY SOME 
ATTRIBUTE, OR FOR DETER)IINI:\'.G "EDGE EFFECTS". 
<Cover>.P~L 
• .NEIGH~-
~ Pot Yit libR#'.: 
12 13 
12 14 
ALTERNATE item name of <Cover># 
REDEFINED as LPOL Y# with 
ALTER.NATE item name ofRPOLY# 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
13 
Source: ARCINFO USERS MANUAL, Version . 5.0, 1989. 
Figure F-2. Polygon Neighbor List 
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Z REGION 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 . 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
1 1 
11 
11 
11 
1 1 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
15 
NEIGHBOR 
3 
8 
27 
34 
2 
4 
12 
1.7 
30 
34 
40 
3 
5 
12 
4 
6 
12 
15 
16 
5 
7 
14 
16 
6 
9 
14 
33 
36 
2 
13 
20 
27 
37 
7 
10 
26 
36 
9 
1 1 
21 
23 
26 
10 
18 
22 
26 
28 
3 
4 
5 
15 
17 
8 
19 
20 
6 
7 
16 
31 
33 
5 
12 
Figure F-3. Procedure for Z Region Geography 
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//MATRIX JOB (S0355122,E-1,,85),'LORETTA',TIME=(3,45),REGION=8H /*ROUTE PRINT BARRE 
// EXEC SAS606 
//IN DD DSN=LSINGLE.SPACE,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//TWO DD DSN=LSINGLE.EMAND,UNIT=DISK,DISP=OLD 
DATA INONE;INFILE IN;INPUT Z NEAR;PROC SORT;BY Z; 
DATA INTWO;SET TWO.RES; 
PROC IML; /*---Start of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ RESET AUTONAME; 
START MAIN; 
B= J(l477l,l477l,IOI); 
USE INONE (KEEP =Z NEAR); 
READ ALL INTO A; 
NOBS= NROW(A); 
DO T=J 11 TO NOBS; . 
B[ A(T,1111-111, A(T,1111-1111=111; B[ A[T, 1 )- 1 , A[T, 2 )- 1 )= 1 ; 
END; 
USE INTWO; 
READ ALL VARIE8RESIDJ; 
Wl=B#B; 
FREE B; 
SUM= Wl[ ,+); 
S=SUM• 
Dl=Jlf/S; 
FREES; 
DlA= DIAG(Dl); 
FREE 01; 
02= SQRT(DlA); 
FREE DlA; 
W2A=D2*Wl; 
FREE Wl; 
W=W2A*D2; 
FREE W2A 02; 
ET=E8RES1D; 
I l=ET*W; 
FREE W; 
12=11*E8RESID; 
13=ET*E8RESID; 
14=12/13; 
PRINT 14; 
FINISH MAIN; 
RUN MAIN; /*---End of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ 
Program F-1. SAS/IML Program 
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//EMANO JOB (S0355122,E-1,,85), 1LORETTA' ,TIME=(3,45),REGION=8M /*ROUTE PRINT BARRE 
// EXEC SAS606 
//IN DD DSN=LSINGLE.SPACE,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SIIR 
//TWO DD DSN=LSINGLE.EMAND,UNIT=DISK,DISP=OLD 
DATA INONE;INFILE IN;INPUT Z NEAR;PROC SORT;BY Z; 
DATA INTWO;SET TWO.RES; 
PROC IML; /*---Start of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ RESET AUTONAME; 
START MAIN; 
B= J(J477l,l477l,10I): 
USE INONE (KEEP ~z NEAR); 
READ ALL INTO A; 
NOBS= NROW(A); 
DO T={lj TO NOBS; 
:1 !l+:1~11=1~1: !l+:1~11:1111:111i END; 
USE INTWO; 
READ ALL VAR{EXPEXj; 
Wl=BIB : 
FREE B; 
SUM= Wl[,+J; 
S=SUM• 
01=!1(/S; 
FREES; 
D 1 A= DI AG ( D 1 ) :. 
FREE 01; 
02= SQRT(DlA); 
FREE D1A; 
W2A=D2*W1; 
FREE Wl; 
W=W2A*D2; 
FREE W2A D2; 
M=lll-EXPEX; 
MT=M ); 
MW=MT*W; 
MWD=DIAG(MW); 
TRM=TRACE(MWD); 
PRINT TRM; 
FINISH MAIN; 
RUN MAIN; /*---End of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ 
Program F-2. SAS/IML Program 
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//HAND JOB (S0355122,E-1,,85),'LORETTA' ,TIHE=(3,45),REGION=8M /*ROUTE PRINT BARRE 
// EXEC SAS606 
//IN DD DSN=LSINGLE,SPACE,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//TWO DD DSN=LSINGLE,EMAND,UNIT=DISK,DISP=OLD 
DATA INONE;INFILE IN;INPUT Z NEAR;PROC SORT;BY Z; 
DATA INTWO;SET TWO.RES; 
PROC IHL; /*---Start of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ RESET AUTONAME ; 
START HAIN; 
B= J(l477J,l477J,(OI); 
USE INONE (KEEP =Z NEAR); 
READ ALL INTO A; 
NOBS= NROW(A); 
00 T=(1J TO HOBS; 
B[ A(T,111)-111, A(T,1111-111)=111; B[ A[T, 1 )- 1 , A(T, 2 )- 1 )= 1 ; 
END; 
USE INTWO; 
READ ALL VAR(EXPEXJ; 
Wl=B,4'8; 
, FREE B; 
SUM= Wl[ ,+); 
S=SUM• 
Ol=llf/s; 
FREE S; 
OlA= OIAG(Dl); 
FREE 01; 
02= SQRT(01A); 
FREE 01A; 
W2A=D2*W1; 
FREE Wl; 
W=W2A*D2; 
FREE W2A 02; 
M={1J-EXPEX; 
MT=M; 
WT=W; 
MW=MT*W; 
MWTR=MW ; 
MW1=HT*W; 
MW2=MW1*M; 
MW3=MW2*WT; 
THW=TRACE(MW3); 
SQTMW=MW*MWTR; 
TRSQ=TRACE(SQTMW); 
PRINT TMW; 
PRINT TRSQ; 
FINISH MAIN; 
RUN MAIN; /*---End of HATRiX/IHL Translation---*/ 
Program F-3 . SAS/IML Program 
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//TRNSFORMY JOB (S0355122,E-1,,85),'LORETTA',TIME=(3,45),REGION=8M 
/*ROUTE PRINT BARRE 
// EXEC SAS606 
//IN DD DSN=LSINGLE.SPACE,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
//TWO DD DSN=LSINGLE.EMAND,UNIT=DISK,DISP=OLD 
//FTllFOOl DD DSN=LSINGLE.TMAND,UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR 
PROC PRINTTO UNIT=ll; 
DATA INONE;INFILE IN;INPUT Z NEAR;PROC SORT;BY Z; 
DATA INTWO;SET TWO . RES; 
OPTIONS NOCENTER; 
PROC IML; /*---Start of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ 
RESET AUTONAME ; 
START MAIN; 
B= J(!477l,!477l,!Oj); 
USE INONE (KEEP =Z NEAR); 
READ ALL INTO A ; 
NOBS= NROW(A); 
DO T=!ll TO NOBS; 
B( A(T,1111-111, A(T,111)-111)=111; B( A(T, 1 )- 1 , A(T, 2 )- 1 )= 1 ; 
END; 
USE INTWO; 
READ ALL VAR!E8j; 
Wl=B#B ; 
FREE B; 
SUM= W 1 ( , +) ; 
S=SUM· 
Dl=l 1 f IS; 
FREES; 
DlA= DIAG(Dl); 
FREE Dl; 
02= SQRT(DlA); 
FREE DlA; 
W2A=D2*Wl; 
FREE Wl; 
W=W2A*D2; 
FREE W2A D2; 
ET=E8 ; 
I l=ET*W; 
FREE W; 
IT= 11 ; 
PR I NT IT; 
FINISII MAIN; 
RUN MAIN; /*---End of MATRIX/IML Translation---*/ 
Program F-4. SAS/IML Program 
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Appendix G 
Employment Additions, 1980-89: Estimates 
for Nonspatial OLS Model and 
Spatial OLS Model 
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Table G-1. Durable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89 : OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX : 
NONSPATIAL M)DEL 
R-SQUARE ~ 0.3383 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED • 0 . 3212 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE • 35499 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE c 188 . 41 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 83 . 717 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FRCM MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0.84225E+07 12 . 0 . 70187E+06 
ERROR 0 . 16471E+08 464 . 35499 . 
TOTAL 0 . 24894E+08 476 . 52298 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.63326E- Ol 0 . 48518E-Ol 1. 3052:i, 0 . 0605 0 . 17936 
LN2 0.62466E- 03 0 . 28931E- 03 2 . 159lab 0 . 0997 0 . 11006 
Rl 58.519 30 . 401 1. 92498 0 . 0890 0 . 10350 
I85 119 . 44 88 . 845 1.3444ab 0 . 0623 0 . 10966 
ws 0 . 83337E-03 0 . 42668E-03 1. 9531 0 . 0903 0 . 10614 
D8ET 0 . 15024 0 . 21385 0 . 7025~ 0 . 0326 0 . 60108E-Ol 
D67ET 0 .11132 0 . 56957E-Ol 1 . 9544 0 . 0904 0 . 16773 
D68ET -0 . 26862E- Ol 0 . 64907E- Ol -0.413~ -0 . 0192 -0 . 13392E-Ol 
D78ET - 0 . 19528 0 . 92769E-Ol -2.1050ab - 0 . 0973 - 0 . 16152E-Ol 
D678ET 0.16040 0 . 94083E- Ol 1. 7049ab 0 . 0789 0 .17385 
u 87 . 563 32 . 334 2 . 7081 0 . 1247 0 . 14932 
T 35 . 749 23 . 295 l . 534~ 0 . 0711 0.66936E- Ol 
CONSTANT - 20 . 748 9 . 8079 -2 . 1154 -o . 0977 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL M)DEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
M)DEL 13 10294878 . 87 791913 . 76 25 . 115 0 . 0001 C.V. 
ERROR 463 14599047 . 92 31531. 42099 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 24893926 . 79 ADJ R- SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> IT I 
INTERCEP - 43.71948206 13 . 51169058 b 0 . 0013 -3 . 236ab 
E8TR 0 . 73031083 0 . 09477178 7 . 706ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0.05203422 0 . 01665012 3.125ab 0.0019 
LN2 0 . 000545497 0 . 000219813 2 . 482 0.0134 
Rl 30.87822103 22.10184580 1 . 397: 0 . 1631 
I85 68 . 95981499 42 . 41017296 1.626ab 0 . 1046 
ws 0 . 001009510 0 . 000330509 3 . 054ab 0 . 0024 
D8ET 0 . 16971823 0 . 09067836 1.872ab 0 . 0619 
D67ET 0 . 10441840 0.02914028 3.583 0 . 0004 
D68ET -0 . 09449603 0 . 07502049 -1. 260 0.2084 
D78ET -0.21466323 0 . 43342682 -0 . 495ab 0.6206 
D678ET 0 . 12690813 0 . 03711815 3 . 419 0.0007 
u 0 . 18499073 26 . 74062243 0 . 007 0 . 9945 
T -11 . 31136560 21 . 4563614 3 -0 . 527 0 . 5983 
8At 10 percent level of s i gnificance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : b i > 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of s i gni ficance : rejection of two- tail test Ho2 : bi 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
F 
19 . 772 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.19282 
0 . 28431 
0.14361 
0.65803E-Ol 
0.10670 
0 . 17152E-Ol 
0 . 86794E-Ol 
- 0 . 32665E- 02 
- 0.32080E-02 
0 . 59014E-Ol 
0.19515 
0 . 10295 
-0 . 24783 
177 . 5709 
83 .71698 
212 . 1086 
0 . 4135 
0 . 3971 
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Table G-2. Nondurable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL MJDEL 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 1255 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0.1029 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE= 23694. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 153.93 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE• 53.302 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRCJ-1 MEAN 
ss OF MS 
REGRESSION 0. 15779E+07 12 . 0.13149E+06 
ERROR 0.10994E+08 464 . 23694. 
TOTAL 0.12572E+08 476. 26412. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD !-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 88302E-Ol 0 . 34021E-Ol 2.5955:1> 0 . 1196 0.30979 
LN2 0 . 33157E-03 0.23301E-03 1. 4230 0 . 0659 0.82212E-Ol 
Rl 39.203 26 . 439 1. 4828a 0 . 0687 0.97565E-Ol 
I85 22 . 394 45 . 281 0 . 49455 0.0230 0 . 28932E-Ol 
ws 0 . 17287E-03 0 . 19010E-03 0 . 9093~ 0.0422 0.30983E-Ol 
D8ET 0 . 16009 0 . 91055E-Ol 1. 7582 0 . 0814 0 . 10279 
D67ET -0.53463E-Ol 0.42150E-Ol -1.2684 -0.0588 -0.14289 
D68ET 0.99108E-Ol 0.18310 0 . 541~ 0.0251 0.49815E-Ol 
D78ET -0.29722 0.13121 -2.2652 -0.1046 -0.19738E-Ol 
D678ET 0.88907E-Ol 0.86296E-Ol 1.0302 0.0478 0 . 46011E-Ol 
u -23 . 543 16.764 -1. 4043 -0.0651 -0.56495E-Ol 
T -33.452 20 . 872 -1. 6027 ab -0.0742 -0.88139E-Ol 
CONSTANT 22.120 7 . 3726 3 . 0003 0.1380 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL MJDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
MJDEL 13 3106512.64 238962.51 11. 689 0.0001 C.V . 
ERROR 463 9465391. 89 20443.61099 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 12571904.53 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER•O PROB> ltl 
INTERCEP -15 . 26045481 11 . 43594405 -1. 334 ab 0 . 1827 
E8TR 0 . 82697251 0.09563624 8. 647 ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0.07185563 0 . 01910280 3.762 0 . 0002 
LN2 0 . 000179839 0.000186749 0.963ab 0 . 3361 
Rl 29 . 33870336 17.57005332 1.670 0 . 0956 
!85 -6 . 52449543 34.24471265 -0 . 191a 0 . 8490 
WS 0 . 000411320 0.000251693 1.634ab 0 . 1029 
D8ET 0 . 16977547 0.06490533 2.61~ 0 . 0092 
D67ET -0 . 04054167 0 . 02318281 -1. 749 0.0810 
D68ET 0 . 005680217 0 . 08441676 0 . 067 0 . 9464 
D78ET -0 . 11351240 0.61220266 -0 . 185 0.8530 
D678ET 0 . 04944355 0.08159600 0.606 0 . 5448 
u -15 . 63032111 19.69834485 -0 . 793b 0 . 4279 
T -29.85918994 16.62417145 -1. 796 0 . 0731 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . :s; 0, acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
1 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi f. 0. 
1 
F 
5.550 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.37502 
0.23703 
0 .15111 
0.19377E-Ol 
0.34761E-Ol 
0.35796E-Ol 
-0.60991E-Ol 
0.14988E-Ol 
-0.34135E-02 
0 . 15057E-Ol 
-0.82412E-Ol 
-0 . 15131 
0 . 41499 
142 . 9812 
53 . 30189 
268.2478 
0 . 2471 
0.2260 
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Table G-3 . Transportation/Public Utilities Employment Additions, 
1980-89: OLS Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial 
Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL 1'1:lDEL 
R-SQUARE • 0.2707 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 2518 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 18962 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 137 . 72 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 26 . 941 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FRo-1 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 32655E+07 12 . 0 . 27212E+06 
ERROR 0.87983E+07 464 . 18962. 
TOTAL 0 . 12064E+08 476. 25344. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I - RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.25092 0 . 77745E- Ol 3.2274ab 0 . 1482 0.44430 
LN2 -0 . 14099E-03 0.16554E- 03 -0.85165 -0 . 0395 -0.35685E-Ol 
Rl -24 . 544 22.049 -l.113la -0.0516 -0.62356E-Ol 
I85 148 . 32 95.057 1. 5603ab 0 . 0722 0.19562 
ws 0 . 39054E-03 0 . 16679E-03 2 . 3415 0 . 1081 0.71456E-Ol 
D8ET 0.87509 0 . 79728 1. 0976 0 . 0509 0.90295E-Ol 
D67ET 0 . 84851 0 . 80679 1.0517 0.0488 0.25975 
D68ET - 0.26127 0.25300 -1. 0327 -0.0479 - 0.28807E-Ol 
D78ET 0 . 60787E-Ol 0.33800 0 . 17984 0 . 0083 0 . 84194E-03 
D678ET -O . 77512E-Ol 0 . 74067E- Ol -1.0465 -0 . 0485 - 0 . 12299 
u - 16 . 268 24 . 147 -0 . 67369 -0 . 0313 - 0 . 39851E-Ol 
T 3 . 8306 13 . 813 0.27733 0 . 0129 0 . 10303E- Ol 
CONSTANT 8 . 2701 8 . 7579 0 . 94429 0.0438 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL 1'1:lDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
1'1:lDEL 13 3782964 . 87 290997.30 16.270 0 . 0001 c.v . 
ERROR 463 8280765 . 49 17885 . 02265 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 12063730 . 36 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> ITI 
INTERCEP -2 . 05681058 10 . 08770301 -0.204ab 0 . 8385 
E8TR 0 . 53220697 0.09893957 5 . 379ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0 . 21959864 0 . 05440241 4 . 037 0 . 0001 
LN2 -0.000093845 0 . 000162260 -0 . 578 0 . 5633 
Rl -23 . 91886844 16 . 42257561 -1. 456ab 0 . 1459 
I85 115.24492 32 . 37442507 3 . 560 0 . 0004 
ws 0 . 000261275 0 . 000248053 l.053ab 0.2928 
D8ET 0 . 80117945 0.37697364 2 . 125ab 0 . 0341 
D67ET 0 . 77969101 0 . 13879386 5 . 618 0 . 0001 
D68ET -o. 47775868 0 . 36245550 -1. 318 0.1881 
D78ET 0 . 002559899 2 . 80161795 0 . 001 0 . 9993 
D678ET -0 . 06173852 0 . 05790375 -1 . 066 0 . 2869 
u - 21.55074215 18 . 09324768 -1.191 0.2342 
T 0 . 19352765 15.53587668 0 . 012 0.9901 
aAt 10 percent level of s i gni ficance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi S 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi= 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : b i I 0 . 
F 
14.351 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 48791 
- 0 . 19940 
- 0 . 18717 
0 . 25391 
0.15537 
0 . 44534E-Ol 
0.27322 
-0.12849E-Ol 
0 . 24597E- 03 
-0 . 44362E- Ol 
-0 . 11266 
0 . 34279E-Ol 
0 . 30697 
133 . 7349 
26 . 9413 
496.3936 
0.3136 
0.2943 
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Table G-4. Wholesale Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL ~DEL 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 8122 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 8073 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 6481.5 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 80.508 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE• 69.325 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FR01 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0.13004E+08 12. 0 . 10836E+07 
ERROR 0 . 30074E+07 464. 6481. 5 
TOTAL 0 . 16011E+08 476 . 33637. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 56928 0.37139E-Ol 15 . 328ab 0 . 5798 0 . 91785 
LN2 -0 . 15523E-03 0 . 10320E-03 -1. 5043 -0.0697 -0.34106E-Ol 
Rl -3 . 5131 12.606 -0.27868 -0.0129 -0 . 77474E-02 
185 -3.2798 24.423 -0 . 1342~ -0.0062 -0.37549E-02 
ws 0.68223E-03 0.34247E-03 l.992lab 0 . 0921 0.10835 
D8ET 0 . 71650 0 . 30899 2 . 318~ 0 . 1070 0 . 13175 
D67ET -0.12005 0.44200E-Ol -2.7161 -0.1251 -o .11603 
D68ET 0.14299E-Ol 0.52457E-Ol 0 . 2725~ 0.0127 0.61319E-02 
D78ET 0 . 41720 0.77723E-Ol 5 . 3678 0.2418 0.33622E-Ol 
D678ET -0 . 80877E-Ol 0 . 13114 -0.61674 -0.0286 -0.72316E-Ol 
u -4 . 7154 14. 244 -0 . 33104 -0.0154 -0.10027E-Ol 
T -3.1477 7 . 4737 -o. 4211~ -0.0195 -0 . 73491E-02 
CONSTANT 6 . 4286 4 . 8358 1 . 3294 0.0616 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL ~DEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
~DEL 13 13063568.96 1004889.92 157.852 0.0001 c.v. 
ERROR 463 2947465 . 67 6366 . 01656 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 16011034.63 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> ITI 
INTERCEP -0 . 85472471 6.39133412 - 0 . 134ab 0.8937 
E8TR 0 .15924116 0 . 05189252 3.069ab 0 . 0023 
ET67 0.55774894 0.02319469 24 . 046 0 . 0001 
LN2 -0 . 000124722 0.000099295 -1.256 0 . 2097 
Rl -5 . 25502735 9 . 81049618 -0.536 0 . 5925 
185 -4.92508051 19.04489295 -0 . 259ab 0 . 7961 
ws 0.000591843 0 . 000170286 3 . 476ab 0 . 0006 
D8ET 0 . 65834955 0 .11183954 5.887b 0 . 0001 
D67ET -0 . 11189628 0.02953163 -3.789 0.0002 
D68ET 0 . 002304527 0.05178253 0 . 045 0 . 9645 
D78ET 0.26709370 0 . 25487876 1. 048b 0 . 2952 
D678ET -0.08507188 0.03010388 -2.826 0 . 0049 
u -14.19140713 11. 21809999 -1. 265 0 . 2065 
T -6 . 87531886 9 . 33996493 -0.736 0.4620 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
l. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi i 0 . 
F 
167 . 189 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96070 
-0 . 85321E-Ol 
-0.10411E-Ol 
-0.21821E-02 
0.10548 
0.38850E-Ol 
-0 . 58513E-Ol 
0.12527E-02 
0.56017E-02 
-0.24553E-Ol 
-0.12691E-Ol 
-0 . 10947E-Ol 
0 . 92732E-Ol 
79 . 78732 
69 . 32495 
115 . 0918 
0 . 8159 
0 . 8107 
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Table G-5. Retail Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS Estimates 
and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL MJDEL 
R-SQUARE z 0 . 8436 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED ~ 0.8396 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE & 22582. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 150 . 27 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 132 . 98 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRCl'J MEAN 
DF MS 
REGRESSION 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
ss 
0.56533E+08 
0.10478E+08 
0 . 67011E+08 
12 . 
464 . 
476 . 
0 . 47111E+07 
22582 . 
0.14078E+06 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I - RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 58568 0 . 38932E- Ol ab 0 . 5726 0 . 84436 15 . 044 b 
LN2 -0 . 37302E- 03 0 . 16937E- 03 - 2 . 2023 - 0 . 1017 -0 . 40059E- Ol 
Rl - 3 . 4158 23 . 939 -0 . 14269 - 0.0066 - 0.36821E-02 
I85 - 29 . 732 36 . 853 - 0 . 80678 -0 . 0374 -0 . 16638E-Ol 
ws 0 . 82423E-03 0 . 81052E- 03 1. 0169ab 0.0472 0 . 63986E-Ol 
D8ET 1.3914 0 . 36613 3 . 8001b 0 . 1737 0 . 21070 
D67ET -0.84171E-Ol 0 . 50968E- Ol - l.6514ab -0 . 0764 - 0 . 64349E- Ol 
D68ET 0 . 94032E-Ol 0 . 43538E-Ol 2 . 1597ab 0 . 0998 0.37902E-Ol 
D78ET 0 . 58689 0 . 73607E- Ol 7 . 9733 0.3471 0.53878E-Ol 
D678ET 0 . 48360E-Ol 0 . 15629 0 . 30942 0.0144 0 . 39130E-Ol 
u 1. 9261 29 . 726 0 . 64795E-Ol 0.0030 0.20020E-02 
I -0 . 81132 12 . 565 - 0 . 6457lE-Ol -0 . 0030 -0.92590E-03 
CONSTANT 11. 230 8 . 7372 1 . 2853 0 . 0596 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL MJDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL Hct'JOGENEITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
MJDEL 13 56969828 . 24 4382294 . 48 202 . 062 0 . 0001 c .v. 
ERROR 463 10041482 . 51 21687 . 86718 R- SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 67011310 . 75 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD I FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> II I 
INTERCEP - 5. 41165664 11 . 56907389 - 0 . 468ab 0 . 6402 
E8TR 0 . 20248006 0 . 04513180 4 . 486ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0.56614185 0.02166014 26 . 137 0 . 0001 
LN2 -o. 000257154 0 . 000183045 - 1. 405 0 . 1607 
Rl -8 . 42618164 18.14206593 - 0.464 0 . 6425 
I85 - 32 . 02509208 35 . 06353989 -0 . 913ab 0 . 3615 
WS 0 . 000610674 0 . 000307702 1. 985ab 0 . 0478 
D8ET 1 . 25003354 0 . 12433561 10 . 054b 0 . 0001 
D67ET -o . 07311576 0 . 03151145 - 2.320 0 . 0208 
D68ET 0 . 05781348 0 . 04986219 l.159ab 0 . 2469 
D78ET 0 . 39355479 0.20292214 1. 939 0 . 0531 
D678ET 0 . 04122398 0 . 02935085 1. 4058 0 . 1608 
u - 24 . 02158811 20 . 78293468 - 1. 156 0 . 2483 
I -11 . 39893055 17 . 26853006 -0.660 0 . 5095 
8 At 10 percent level of s i gnificance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ha 1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejecti on of two- tai l test Ho2 : b i = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
F 
208.623 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 91156 
-0 . 10688 
-0.52775E- 02 
-0.10312E- Ol 
0 . 66435E-Ol 
0 . 60804E-Ol 
-0.33656E- Ol 
0 . 87672E- 02 
0 . 92803E- 02 
0.13607E-Ol 
0 . 27026E-02 
-0 . 14709E-02 
0 . 84448E- Ol 
147.268 
132.9769 
110 . 747 
0 . 8502 
0 . 8459 
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Table G-6. Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate Employment Additions, 
1980-89: OLS Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial 
Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL mDEL 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 7742 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED z 0.7664 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE= 3760.9 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE= 61.469 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 24.453 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRG1 MEAN 
ss DF MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 60160E+07 12. 0 . 50134E+06 
ERROR 0 . 17543E+07 464. 3760.9 
TOTAL 0.77704E+07 476. 16324. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.13029E-Ol 0 . 20969E-02 6.213~ab 0 . 2772 0.36351 
LN2 -0.30166E-03 0 . 11916E-03 -2 . 5329 -0.1166 -0.65612E-Ol 
Rl -4.7117 6.6713 -0.54337 -0 . 0252 -0 . 13412E-Ol 
I65 -6.6750 14 . 366 -0 . 46462 -0.0216 -0.96641E-02 
ws 0 . 63211E-04 0 . 22322E-03 o . 3121H 0 . 0173 0 . 17056E-Ol 
D6ETA 0 . 77071E-Ol 0 . 55696E-Ol 1. 3637 0 . 0641 0.21990 
D67ETA 0.53492E-02 0 . 56666E-02 0.90636 0 . 0421 0 . 67696E-Ol 
D66ETA 0 . 10139E-02 0 . 27211E-02 0 . 3726lb 0 . 0173 0.42669E-02 
D76ETA 0.17205 0 . 36366E-Ol 4. 7266ab 0 . 2144 0.16420 
D676ETA 0 . 22269E-Ol 0.29516E-02 7 . 5443 0 . 3306 0.50092 
u -1. 7030 10.044 -0.169~ -0 . 0079 -0.46742E-02 
T -12.306 7 . 4527 -1. 6514 -0 . 0764 -0 . 37091E-Ol 
CONSTANT 6 . 6295 4.9669 1.3744a 0 . 0637 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL mDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
mDEL 13 6177623.11 475201. 76 136.139 0 . 0001 c.v . 
ERROR 463 1592733.07 3440 . 02624 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 7770356.19 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> ITI 
INTERCEP 0.66636469 4.43361559 0 . 200ab 0 . 6413 
E6TR 0 . 35640712 0 . 05212401 6.636ab 0.0001 
ET67 0.13316216 0 . 01514756 6 . 791 0 . 0001 
LN2 -o . 000116494 0 . 000072629 -1. 627 0.1044 
Rl -6. 22051166 7.22096024 -0.661 0 . 3694 
I65 14.41924603 13 . 67543316 1. 039ab 0.2993 
WS 0 . 000230936 0 . 000111757 2.066ab 0 . 0393 
D6ETA 0.05444126 0 . 006669164 7.925ab 0 . 0001 
D67ETA 0. 01165744 0 . 001716630 6.907 0 . 0001 
D66ETA 0 . 001670496 0 . 004677741 0.357ab 0. 7212 
D76ETA 0.14265213 0 . 02046907 6 . 962ab 0 . 0001 
D676ETA 0.02220269 0.001136172 19 . 507 0 . 0001 
u -9 .15950611 6 . 15550663 -1.123 0 . 2620 
T -7.64147106 6.60271376 -1.153 0 . 2496 
8 At 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
132.597 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 77256 
-0.44962 
-0.37639E-Ol 
-0.12034E-Ol 
0.34662E-Ol 
0.15635 
0 . 73643E-Ol 
0.22446E-02 
0 . 61076E-Ol 
0 . 26019 
-0.12420E-Ol 
-o . 11599 
0 . 26696 
56.65175 
24 . 45263 
239.6567 
0 . 7950 
0 . 7693 
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Table G-7. Personal Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL MJDEL 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 4419 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 4274 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 4000.0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 63.246 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 18 . 195 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FR01 MEAN 
OF MS 
REGRESSION 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
ss 
0 . 14693E+07 
0 . 18560E+07 
0 . 33253E+07 
12 . 
464 . 
476 . 
0 . 12244E+06 
4000 . 0 
6986.0 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 .11554E-Ol 0.33890E-02 ab 0.1563 0 . 57814 3.4093b 
LN2 -0.19271E-03 0.69638E-04 -2.7674 -0.1274 -0 . 92906E-Ol 
Rl 0 . 17806 8.2257 0 . 21647E-Ol 0.0010 0.86163E-03 
I85 - 7 . 6600 13 . 197 -0.5804i -0 . 0269 -0.19243E-Ol 
ws 0 . 62139E-03 0 . 40905E-03 1.5191 0.0703 0 . 21655 
D8ETA 0 . 50844E-Ol 0 . 39848E-Ol l.275~ 0.0591 0 . 24661 
D67ETA -0 . 67556E-02 0 . 36936E-02 -1. 8290 -0.0846 -0.14576 
D68ETA -0.26367E-02 0.35269E-02 - 0.7475~ -0.0347 -0 . 18951E-Ol 
D78ETA 0.32722E- Ol 0.91598E-02 3 . 5723 0 . 1636 0 . 53086E-Ol 
D678ETA -0.18182E-02 0.48560E-02 -0.37442 -0.0174 -0 . 69525E- Ol 
u -3.2656 10 . 848 -0.3010! -0.0140 -0.15237E-Ol 
T -16.409 5 . 9422 -2 . 7614ab -o .1272 -0.84063E-Ol 
CONSTANT 6.3691 3 . 4867 1. 8267 0.0845 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL MJDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
MJDEL 13 2722153.87 209396 . 45 160 . 737 0 . 0001 c.v . 
ERROR 463 603161. 00 1302. 72354 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 3325314 . 87 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> ltl 
INTERCEP -2.28711319 2 . 76664590 -0 . 827ab 0 . 4088 
E8TR 0 . 35638174 0 . 04621173 7 . 712ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0 . 65401835 0 . 02244020 29 . 145 0.0001 
LN2 -0.000060081 0.000045163 -1. 330 0 . 1841 
Rl 3 . 59378980 4 . 42401986 0 . 812 0 . 4170 
I85 0 . 49295941 8 . 52911858 0 . 058 0.9539 
ws 0.000058288 0 . 000072611 0 . 803ab 0.4225 
D8ETA 0.01911461 0 . 004317155 4 . 42~ 0 . 0001 
D67ETA -0.001909371 0 . 001058447 -1. 804 0.0719 
D68ETA -0.004352806 0 . 002868398 -1 . 518 0 . 1298 
D78ETA 0.004403898 0 . 01261600 0 . 349ab 0 . 7272 
D678ETA 0 . 001146062 0 . 000585494 1. 957 0 . 0509 
u 7 . 96456801 4 . 94218555 1.612a 0. 1077 
T -2. 64425117 4 . 19220964 -0.631 0.5285 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . !f 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
1 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi+ 0 . 
F 
30. 611 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96328 
-0.40357 
0 . 20106E-02 
-0 . 19417E-Ol 
0 . 36605 
0.14503 
-0.13077 
-0.82082E-02 
0.16333E-Ol 
-0.29870E-Ol 
-0 . 33487E-Ol 
-0 .21742 
0.35005 
36 . 09326 
18 . 19497 
198 . 3695 
0.8186 
0.8135 
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Table G-8. Repair Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL MJDEL 
R-SQUARE - 0.6924 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0 . 6845 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 56.256 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE= 7.5004 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 4 . 5073 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FRcti MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 58768 . 12 . 4897.4 
ERROR 26103. 464 . 56.256 
TOTAL 84871. 476. 178.30 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.32979 0.96572E-Ol ab 0.1566 0 . 58377 3.4150b 
LN2 -0 . 21099E-04 0 . 76610E-05 -2.7541 -0.1268 -0 . 6367DE-Ol 
Rl 0 . 44036 1.1561 0.38088 0.0177 0.13338E-Ol 
I85 0 . 67176 2.1307 0.3152~ 0.0146 0.10563E-Ol 
WS 0 . 17919E-03 0 . 38507E-04 4.6535ab 0.2112 0 . 39089 
D8ET 0.36886 0 . 11579 3.1856 0 . 1463 0.68003E-Ol 
D67ET -0.13902 0.12541 -1. 1085 -0.0514 - 0 . 14074 
D68ET -0.39296E-Ol 0 . 17417 -0.22568 -0.0105 -0.16554E-Ol 
D78ET -0.44232 0 . 70979E-Ol -6.2318 -o .2779 - 0.51144E-Ol 
D678ET 0.86551E-Ol 0 . 97622E-Ol 0.88660 0. 0411 0.69909E-Ol 
u -0.41903 1. 0828 -0.3869~ -0.0180 -0.12238E-Ol 
T 1.2544 0 . 70402 1.7817 0 . 0824 0 . 40224E-Ol 
CONSTANT 0 . 34233 0 . 31981 1. 0704 0 . 0496 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL MJDEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEF MEAN 
MJDEL 13 60501. 26794 4653 . 94369 88 . 419 0.0001 C.V. 
ERROR 463 24369.95638 52 . 63489500 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 84871. 22432 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > ltl 
INTERCEP -0.54501070 0.56360479 -0 . 967ab 0 . 3340 
E8TR 0.36134390 0 . 06297580 5 . 738ab 0.0001 
ET67 0.30524382 0.02321468 13 .149 0.0001 
LN2 -o. 000011697 0 . 00000911031 -1. 284 0 . 1998 
Rl 0.02441638 0.89243985 0.027 0.9782 
I85 0 . 90168068 1. 70971995 0 . 527 ab 0.5982 
ws 0.000150933 0.000015375 9 . 817ab 0.0001 
D8ET 0.29218706 0 . 13729812 2.12~ 0.0339 
D67ET -0.10845529 0.03265734 -3 . 32lb 0.0010 
D68ET -0 . 11843036 0.06429650 -1.84~ 0.0661 
D78ET -0.52015548 0 . 21805622 -2 . 385ab 0.0175 
D678ET 0 . 09822279 0.03704733 2 . 651b 0.0083 
u -2.43128438 1. 07052494 -2.271 0.0236 
T 0.10590143 0.86757506 0.122 0.9029 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . ~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
1 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi# 0 . 
F 
87.055 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 64195 
-0.17836 
0.20072E-Ol 
0.68738E-02 
0.42612 
0.16470E-Ol 
-0.69314E-Ol 
-0 . 44596E-02 
-0 . 82293E-02 
0.23188E-Ol 
-0.17346E-Ol 
0 . 67094E-Ol 
0 . 75950E-Ol 
7 . 254991 
4.507338 
160 . 9596 
0 . 7129 
0 . 7048 
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Table G-9. Business Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL M:>DEL 
R-SQUARE - 0.6570 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0.6482 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 15729. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 125.41 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 60.394 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FR~ MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 13982E+08 12. 0.11652E+07 
ERROR 0 . 72981E+07 464. 15729. 
TOTAL 0 . 21280E+08 476. 44706. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0. 75902 0 . 13063 5. 8105ab 0 . 2604 0 . 78970 
LN2 -0. 11283E-04 0.15829E-03 -0.71279E-Ol -0 . 0033 -0.21502E-02 
Rl -11 . 591 16 . 841 -0.68826 -0.0319 -0 . 22172E-Ol 
I85 -6.3563 19.942 -0.31874 -0.0148 -0.63122E-02 
ws 0.46809E-03 0.79557E-03 0 . 58838 0 . 0273 0.64484E-Ol 
D8ET -0.24511 0. 57719 -0.42466 -0 . 0197 -0.87275E-Ol 
D67ET -0.23500 0 .15811 -1. 4863 -0.0688 -0 . 10446 
D68ET 0.66218E-Ol 0.12130 0.5458~ 0 . 0253 0.16040E-Ol 
D78ET 0.56664 0 . 15814 3.5831 0 . 1641 0 . 54370E-Ol 
D678ET 0 . 10890 0 . 27570 0 . 39502 0.0183 0 . 65629E-Ol 
u 6 . 5735 18 . 072 0 . 36375 0.0169 0.12124E- Ol 
T - 0.61921 13.228 -0.46811E-Ol -0 . 0022 -0.12540E-02 
CONSTANT 7. 7295 8.7639 0 . 88197 0 . 0409 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL M:>DEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
M:>DEL 13 15327506.19 1179038.94 91. 707 0.0001 c.v . 
ERROR 463 5952623 . 71 12856 . 63869 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 21280129 . 90 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> ITI 
INTERCEP -14 . 38154978 8.68225575 b 0 . 0983 -1.656ab 
E8TR 0 . 57022251 0 . 05574030 10 . 230ab 0.0001 
ET67 0.65609065 0 . 04267324 15.375 0 . 0001 
LN2 0 . 000190913 0.000139372 1 . 370a 0.1714 
Rl -16 . 76659263 13 . 94454024 -1. 202 0 . 2298 
I85 -3 . 38957863 26 . 98082391 -0 . 126 0.9001 
ws 0 . 000182341 0 . 000230535 0 . 791b 0 . 4294 
D8ET -0 . 27697025 0 . 08003318 -3.46lb 0.0006 
D67ET -0.19090953 0.07058087 -2.705 0. 0071 
D68ET -0.09664989 0 .11093106 -0.871 0 . 3841 
D78ET 0 . 008531293 0 . 26627659 0 . 032a 0 . 9745 
D678ET 0 . 08754228 0 . 05612956 1 . 560b 0 .1195 
u -29.96014294 15 . 79375157 -1.897 0.0585 
T -12.22890059 13.22391670 -0.925 0 . 3556 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test 801 : bi ~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi > 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi, 0 . 
F 
74.079 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 86684 
-0.71184E-02 
-0.39431E-Ol 
-0.48542E-02 
0.83073E-Ol 
-0 . 20071E-Ol 
-0.61556E-Ol 
0 . 43076E-02 
0 . 10327E-Ol 
0.22663E-Ol 
0 . 20308E-Ol 
-0.24719E-02 
0 . 12798 
113.3871 
60 . 39413 
187.7453 
0 . 7203 
0 . 7124 
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Table G-10. Entertainment Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL M'.:>DEL 
R-SQUARE - 0.6652 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 6566 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 236.24 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 15.370 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 5 . 6562 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FRCtl MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION O. 21780E+06 12 . 18150. 
ERROR 0 . 10962E+06 464 . 236.24 
TOTAL 0 . 32742E+06 476 . 687 . 86 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 64866 0.23486 2.7619ab 0 . 1272 0.89859 
LN2 -0.16692E-05 0.13536E-04 -0.12331 -0 . 0057 -0.25646E-02 
Rl -0 . 73900 2.4483 -0.30184 -0 . 0140 -0 . 11396E-Ol 
I85 -0.56376 4 . 7713 -0 . 11816 -0 . 0055 -0.45134E-02 
ws 0.31616E-04 0.51218E-04 0 . 6172~ 0 . 0286 0 . 35112E-Ol 
D8ET 1.2604 0 . 45852 2 . 748~ 0.1266 0.29711 
D67ET -0.44465 0 . 21154 -2.1019b -0 . 0971 -0.24043 
D68ET -0 . 50016 0.22411 -2 . 2318 -0.1031 -0.12709 
D78ET -0.19237 0.23598 -0.81517 -0.0378 - 0.75013E-Ol 
D678ET -0 . 15064 0 . 30847 -0 . 48835 -0 . 0227 -0.15399 
u -2.0650 2.4722 -0 . 83528 -0 . 0387 -0.30705E-Ol 
T -0 . 72505 1.4624 -0.49581 -0 . 0230 -0.11837E-Ol 
CONSTANT 0 . 89930 0.74092 1. 2138 0.0563 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL M'.:>DEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEF MEAN 
M'.:>DEL 13 224975.79 17305. 83031 78 . 213 0 . 0001 c.v. 
ERROR 463 102445.82 221.26527 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 327421. 61 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB> III 
INTERCEP -0.64401296 1. 13988637 -0.565ab 0.5724 
E8TR 0.34666531 0.06089488 5 . 693ab 0.0001 
ET67 0 . 60232620 0.04213295 14.296 0.0001 
LN2 0 . 00000718487 0.000018159 0.396 0.6925 
Rl -0.92661241 1. 8148674 7 -0. 511 0.6099 
I85 -1.06436832 3.49200805 -0.305 0.7607 
ws 0.000012026 0.000028925 0 . 416ab 0 . 6778 
D8ET 0.99876556 0.12595368 7.930b 0.0001 
D67ET -0.39604261 0 . 06598897 -6 . oo;; 0.0001 
D68ET -0.48233298 0 . 11037357 -4.370b 0.0001 
D78ET -0.30289867 0.08057432 -3.759b 0.0002 
D678ET -0.12981996 0 . 04784246 -2.713 0.0069 
u -2 . 67447722 2 . 02455598 -1. 321 0.1871 
T -0.73712530 1. 72368118 -0.428 0 . 6691 
8 At 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : b . - 0, 
acceptance of Ba2 : bi I 0 . 
l. 
F 
76.829 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
1.1269 
-O. 11245E-Ol 
-0.26843E-Ol 
-0.45970E-02 
0.59910E-Ol 
0.10604 
-0.19233 
-0.33184E-Ol 
-0.19322E-Ol 
-0.65271E-Ol 
-0.68118E-Ol 
-0 . 30905E-Ol 
0.15899 
14.87499 
5.656184 
262.9863 
0.6871 
0 . 6783 
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Table G-11 . Professional Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL M:,DEL 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 4649 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0.4511 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE s 3247 . 0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE • 56.983 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 22 . 885 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FR~ MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 13092E+07 12 . 0 . 10910E+06 
ERROR 0.15066E+07 464 . 3247 . 0 
TOTAL 0 . 28158E+07 476 . 5915 . 6 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T- RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.38234E-Ol 0 . 14938E- Ol 2 . 5594ab 0 .1180 0 . 50006 
LN2 0 . 12757E-03 0.15405E-03 0 . 82813 0.0384 0 . 66836E-Ol 
Rl -0 . 31078 7.9850 - 0 . 38921E-Ol -0 . 0018 -0 . 16343E-02 
I85 -17.032 20 . 132 -0 . 8460Rb - 0 . 0392 -0.46496E-Ol 
ws 0 . 78893E- 03 0 . 21694E-03 3 . 6367 0 . 1665 0 . 29878 
D8ET - 0 . 19350E- Ol 0 . 60295E-Ol -0 . 32092 -0 . 0149 -0 . 15374E-Ol 
D67ET 0 . 75668E-03 0.21026E- Ol 0.3598~- 0l 0 . 0017 0.36369E-02 
D68ET 0 . 15616 0 . 33633E- Ol 4 . 6430 0 . 2107 0 . 10537 
D78ET - 0 . 25035 0 . 55780 -0 . 44882 - 0 . 0208 -0 . 44865E-02 
D678ET - 0 . 94310E-02 0 . 15186E- Ol -0 . 6210~ - 0 . 0288 -0 . 63324E-Ol 
u 12 . 933 8 . 8923 1. 4544 0 . 0674 0 . 65578E-Ol 
T 1 . 2366 7 .1398 0.17320 0 . 0080 0 . 68844E- 02 
CONSTANT -1.4764 4 . 3781 -0 . 33722 -0 . 0157 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL OODEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE OF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
OODEL 13 1450899 . 42 111607 . 65 37 . 859 0 . 0001 c .v. 
ERROR 463 1364909 . 24 2947.96812 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 2815808 . 66 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > jTj 
INTERCEP -7 . 9662677 3 4 . 14279196 b 0 . 0551 - 1. 923ab 
E8TR 0.55787617 0.08046329 6 . 933ab 0 . 0001 
ET67 0 . 03091732 0 . 003391220 9 . 117ab 0 . 0001 
LN2 0 . 000162838 0 . 000067057 2 . 428 0 . 0155 
Rl 0 . 89328060 6 . 69170324 0.133 0 . 8939 
I85 - 13 . 88101583 12.97801401 -1. 070ab 0 . 2854 
ws 0 . 000585215 0 . 000104956 5 . 576 0.0001 
D8ET - 0 . 009671160 0 . 04124458 -0 . 234 0 , 8147 
D67ET 0 . 007007780 0 . 008019685 0.874ab 0 . 3827 
D68ET 0 . 08802575 0 . 05020484 1. 753 0 . 0802 
D78ET -0 . 30859771 1. 81678160 -0.170 0 . 8652 
D678ET -0 . 004857075 0.005815224 -0.835 0 . 4040 
u -2 . 12754250 7.65756457 - 0.278 0 . 7813 
T - 8 . 39623230 6 . 47227456 - 1. 297 0 . 1952 
aAt 10 percent level of s i gnificance : rejecti on of one- tail test Ho1 : bi :s 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : b i > 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of signi fi cance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : b i I 0 . 
F 
33.600 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 39862 
0 . 21241 
- 0 .27901E-02 
-0 . 34326E-Ol 
0 . 36950 
-0 . 44404E-02 
0.18083E- 02 
0 . 23933E-Ol 
-0.11926E-02 
-0 . 17487E- Ol 
0 . 10545 
0 . 13027E- 01 
-0 . 64515E-Ol 
54 . 29519 
22 . 8847 
237 . 2555 
0 . 5153 
0 . 5017 
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Table G-12. Public Administration Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates and OLS Estimates Controlling for Spatial Instability 
OLS ESTIMATES USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
NONSPATIAL M'.)DEL 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 3946 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0,3789 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 333 . 49 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 18.262 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 4 . 4340 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FRCJ,I MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 10086E+06 12. 8404.6 
ERROR 0.15474E+06 464 . 333 . 49 
TOTAL 0 . 25559E+06 476. 536.96 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.10877E-02 0 . 31347E-03 3 . 4699ab 0 . 1590 0.19632 
LN2 0 . 71340E-05 0.37917E-04 0 . 18815 0 . 0087 0 . 12405E-Ol 
Rl -1. 2046 1. 8079 -0.66627 -0 . 0309 -0.21025E-Ol 
I85 0 . 11837E-Ol 2.5650 0 . 46149E-02 0 . 0002 0. 10726E-03 
WS 0 . 55875E-04 0.45767E- 04 1.2209a 0 . 0566 0 . 70234E-Ol 
D8ETA 0 . 24907E-Ol 0.18042E-Ol 1. 3805ab 0 . 0640 0.43574 
D67ETA 0 . 17062E-02 0.99720E-03 1. 7110 0 . 0792 0 . 13279 
D68ETA -0.48757E-04 0.14772E-02 -0.3300~-0l -0 . 0015 -0 . 12640E-02 
D78ETA 0 . 39647E-02 0.14234E-02 2.7855ab 0 . 1282 0.23201E-Ol 
D678ETA 0 . 12971E-02 0 . 57681E-03 2 . 2488 0 . 1038 0.17890 
u 2 . 6082 2 . 3864 1. 0930 0 . 0507 0 . 43896E-Ol 
T -1.8301 2 . 4472 -0.74785 -0.0347 - 0.33819E-Ol 
CONSTANT -0.19982 1.3899 -o .14377 -0.0067 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SPATIAL M'.)DEL 
OLS ESTIMATES CONTROLLING FOR SPATIAL INSTABILITY 
SUM OF MEAN 
SOURCE DF SQUARES SQUARE F VALUE PROB>F ROOT MSE 
DEP MEAN 
M'.)DEL 13 149011. 01 11462.38570 49 . 793 0 . 0001 C. V. 
ERROR 463 106582 . 16 230.19904 R-SQUARE 
C TOTAL 476 255593 . 17 ADJ R-SQ 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O PROB > III 
INTERCEP -3.01726266 1.14578518 b 0.0087 -2.633ab 
E8TR 0.93040365 0.06418911 14.49~ 0 . 0001 
ET67 - 0.003597943 0.001072799 -3 . 354 0 . 0009 
LN2 0.000025302 0 . 000018749 1. 350a 0 . 1778 
Rl -0.23219512 1.86097991 -0 . 125 0 . 9008 
I85 1.69450938 3.58846346 0 . 472a 0.6370 
ws 0 . 000045418 0.000028983 1. 567 ab 0 . 1178 
D8ETA 0 . 01425497 0.001902788 7 . 492ab 0 . 0001 
D67ETA 0 . 002435460 0.000451427 5 . 395 0.0001 
D68ETA 0 . 000122577 0 . 001190132 0 . 103 0.9180 
D78ETA 0 . 000187265 0.005187168 0. 036ab 0 . 9712 
D678ETA 0 . 003487813 0 . 000536158 6 . 505 0.0001 
u -0.67470558 2 . 09574779 -0 . 322 0 . 7476 
T -2.20527674 1 . 76227835 -1. 251 0 . 2114 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :$ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi, 0 . 
F 
25 . 202 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 37214 
0.61306E-Ol 
-0.55814E-Ol 
0 . 12313E-03 
0 . 13507 
0.29153 
0 . 13553 
-0 . 62284E-03 
0.81207E-02 
0 . 87444E-Ol 
0 . 10976 
-0.99512E-Ol 
-0.45066E-Ol 
15 . 17231 
4 . 433962 
342.184 
0 . 5830 
0 . 5713 
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Table H-1. Durable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX: 
R-SQUARE - 0.3383 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 3212 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 35499. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 188 . 41 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 83.717 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
REGRESSION 0 . 84225E+07 12. 
ERROR 0 . 16471E+08 464 . 
TOTAL 0 .24894E+08 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD !-RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF 
ET67 0.63326E-Ol 0 . 48518E-Ol 1.3052:i, 
LN2 0 . 62466E-03 0.28931E- 03 2 . 159lab 
Rl 58 . 519 30 . 401 1. 9249 
I85 119 . 44 88.845 1. 3444 !i, 
WS 0 . 83337E-03 0.42668E-03 1. 9531 
D8ET 0 . 15024 0.21385 0 . 7025~ 
D67ET 0 . 11132 0 . 56957E- Ol 1.9544 
D68ET -0 . 26862E-Ol 0 . 64907E-Ol -0 . 413~ 
D78ET -0.19528 0 . 92769E-Ol -2 . 1050ab 
D678ET 0.16040 0 . 94083E-Ol 1. 7049ab 
u 87 . 563 32 . 334 2 . 7081 
T 35.749 23 . 295 1. 534~ 
CONSTANT -20 . 748 9 . 8079 -2 . 1154 
FR01 MEAN 
MS 
0.70187E+06 
35499. 
52298. 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR. COEFFICIENT 
0.0605 0 . 17936 
0.0997 0 . 11006 
0.0890 0.10350 
0.0623 0 . 10966 
0 . 0903 0.10614 
0.0326 0.60108E-Ol 
0.0904 0.16773 
-0.0192 -0.13392E-Ol 
-0 . 0973 -0.16152E-Ol 
0 . 0789 0 . 17385 
0 . 1247 0 . 14932 
0 . 0711 0.66936E-Ol 
- 0 . 0977 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE 
INTERCEP -20. 027742 
ET67 0 . 040255 
LN2 0 . 000648 
Rl 58 . 522590 
I85 123 . 827068 
ws 0 . 000893 
D8ET 0 . 170856 
D67ET 0 . 137868 
D68ET -0 . 037121 
D78ET -0 . 096429 
D678ET 0.162210 
u 93 . 091862 
T 37.390373 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
STANDARD T FOR HO: 
ERROR PARAMETERzO 
13 . 972779 -l.433ab 
0.015861 2 . 538ab 
0 . 000232 2.790ab 
23 . 107958 2.533ab 
44.437846 2 . 787 ab 
0.000345 2.585ab 
0 . 088135 l.939ab 
0 . 028906 4 . 770 
0.077162 - 0 . 481 
0 . 442295 -0.218ab 
0 . 035505 4 . 569ab 
25 . 641119 3 . 631ab 
21 . 815920 1. 714 
rejection of one-tail test Ho 1 : bi~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
rejection of two- tail test Ho2 : bi= 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
19 . 772 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 19282 
0.28431 
0 . 14361 
0 . 65803E-Ol 
0 . 10670 
0.17152E-Ol 
0.86794E-Ol 
-0.32665E-02 
-0.32080E-02 
0 . 59014E-Ol 
0 . 19515 
0 . 10295 
-0 . 24783 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 1524 
0.0115 
0.0055 
0 . 0117 
0 . 0055 
0.0100 
0 . 0532 
0 . 0001 
0 . 6307 
0 . 8275 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0003 
0 . 0872 
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Table H-2. Nondurable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89 : OLS 
and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 1255 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0 . 1029 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 23694. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 153 . 93 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 53 . 302 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
REGRESSION 0 . 15779E+07 12. 
ERROR 0 . 10994E+08 464 . 
TOTAL 0.12572E+08 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD !-RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF 
ET67 0 . 88302E-Ol 0 . 34021E- Ol 2 . 5955ab 
LN2 0 . 33157E-03 0 . 23301E-03 1. 4230: 
Rl 39 . 203 26.439 1. 4828 
I85 22 . 394 45 . 281 0 . 49455 
li/S 0.17287E- 03 0 . 19010E-03 0 . 9093~ 
D8Et 0 . 16009 0 . 91055E- Ol 1. 7582 
D67Et -0.53463E-Ol 0 . 42150E-Ol - 1. 2684 
D68ET 0.99108E-Ol 0.18310 0 . 541~ 
D78ET - 0.29722 0 . 13121 -2 . 2652 
D678ET 0 . 88907E-Ol 0 . 86296E-Ol 1. 0302 
u -23.543 16 . 764 -1. 4043 
T - 33 . 452 20 . 872 - 1. 6027 ab 
CONSTANT 22 . 120 7 . 3726 3 . 0003 
FROo! MEAN 
MS 
0.13149E+06 
23694 . 
26412 . 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR . COEFFICIENT 
0 .1196 0.30979 
0.0659 0 . 82212E- Ol 
0 . 0687 0 . 97565E- Ol 
0.0230 0 . 28932E- Ol 
0.0422 0 . 30983E- Ol 
0 . 0814 0 . 10279 
-0.0588 - 0.14289 
0 . 0251 0.49815E- Ol 
-0 . 1046 -0 . 19738E-Ol 
0 . 0478 0.46011E- Ol 
-0 . 0651 -0.56495E-Ol 
- 0 . 0742 - 0 . 88139E-Ol 
0 . 1380 0 . 00000E+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER- 0 
INTERCEP 22 . 138591 11 . 395344 ab l.943ab 
ET67 0 . 077346 0.019965 3 . 874ab 
LN2 0 . 000368 0 . 000199 l.845ab 
Rl 39 . 471068 18.867576 2 . 092 
I85 25 . 338593 36 . 661023 0 . 691 
li/S 0.000183 0.000269 0.680ab 
DBE! 0 . 163463 0 . 068321 2 . 393b 
D67ET -0 . 043469 0.024359 -1. 784 
D68ET 0 . 088050 0.088250 0.998 
D78ET -0 . 471189 0 . 641225 -0 . 735 
D678ET 0 . 080742 0 . 086110 0.938 
u -22 . 164388 21.158400 -1.04~ 
T -32 . 856082 17 . 886416 -1. 837 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of s i gnifi cance : rejection of two- tai l test Ho2 : bi 0 , 
acceptanc e of Ha2 : bi "I 0 . 
F 
5.550 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 37502 
0 . 23703 
0.15111 
0.19377E-Ol 
0 . 34761E- Ol 
0.35796E-Ol 
-0 . 60991E-Ol 
0.14988E-Ol 
-0 . 34135E-02 
0 . 15057E-Ol 
-0 . 82412E-Ol 
- 0 . 15131 
0 . 41499 
Prob> ltl 
0.0526 
0.0001 
0 . 0657 
0.0370 
0 . 4898 
0.4971 
0 . 0171 
0 . 0750 
0 . 3189 
0.4628 
0 . 3489 
0.2954 
0.0669 
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Table H-3. Transport/Public Utilities Employment Additions, 1980-89: 
OLS and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0.2707 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.2518 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 18962 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 137.72 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 26 . 941 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FR01 MEAN 
ss DF MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 32655E+07 12 . 0.27212E+06 
ERROR 0 . 87983E+07 464. 18962. 
TOTAL 0 . 12064E+08 476 . 25344 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.25092 0 . 77745E-Ol 3.2274ab 0 . 1482 0.44430 
LN2 -0.14099E-03 0 . 16554E-03 -0.85165 -0 . 0395 -0.35685E-Ol 
Rl -24.544 22 . 049 -1.11318 -0.0516 -0.62356E-Ol 
I85 148.32 95.057 l.5603ab 0 . 0722 0.19562 
WS 0.39054E-03 0 . 16679E- 03 2.3415 0.1081 0.71456E-Ol 
D8ET 0 . 87509 0 . 79728 1 . 0976 0 . 0509 0.90295E-Ol 
D67ET 0 . 84851 0 . 80679 1. 0517 0 . 0488 0.25975 
D68ET -0.26127 0 . 25300 -1. 0327 -0 . 0479 -0 . 28807E-Ol 
D78ET 0 . 60787E-Ol 0 . 33800 0 . 17984 0 . 0083 0.84194E-03 
D678ET - 0 . 77512E-Ol 0 . 74067E-Ol -1. 0465 -0.0485 -0.12299 
u -16 . 268 24 . 147 -0.67369 -0 . 0313 -0 . 39851E-Ol 
T 3 . 8306 13.813 0 . 27733 0 . 0129 0 . 10303E-Ol 
CONSTANT 8 . 2701 8 . 7579 0.94429 0 . 0438 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER•O 
INTERCEP 8 . 490081 10 . 193066 0.833ab 
ET67 0.149527 0.051605 2.898 
LN2 -0 . 000159 0 . 000167 -0.955 
Rl -21.021115 16.884775 -1 . 245ab 
I85 150 . 396852 32.704538 4 . 599ab 
ws 0 . 000488 0 . 000251 1. 942ab 
D8ET 1. 006370 0 . 365931 2 . 750ab 
D67ET 0 . 976276 0 . 133820 7.295 
D68ET -0 . 174126 0 . 364275 -0 . 478 
D78ET 0.414746 2 . 822116 0.147 
D678ET 0 . 006862 0 . 055259 0.124 
u -13.344207 18 . 584501 -0 . 718 
T 6.459469 15 . 972503 0.404 
System weighted MSE : 0.9462 with 5544 degrees of freedom. 
System weighted R-square : 0 . 6102. 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi, 0 . 
F 
14 . 351 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.48791 
-0.19940 
-0.18717 
0.25391 
0.15537 
0 . 44534E-Ol 
0.27322 
- 0.12849E-Ol 
0 . 24597E-03 
-0.44362E-Ol 
-0 . 11266 
0.34279E-Ol 
0 . 30697 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 4053 
0 . 0039 
0 . 3400 
0.2138 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0527 
0.0062 
0 . 0001 
0.6329 
0 . 8832 
0 . 9012 
0 . 4731 
0.6861 
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Table H-4 . Wholesale Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and SUR 
Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 8122 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0 . 8073 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE = 6481 . 5 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE= 80.508 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 69 . 325 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
REGRESSION 0.13004E+08 12 . 
ERROR 0.30074E+07 464 . 
TOTAL 0 . 16011E+08 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I -RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF 
ET67 0 . 56928 0.37139E-Ol 15 . 328ab 
LN2 - 0 . 15523E-03 0 . 10320E- 03 - 1. 5043 
Rl -3 . 5131 12.606 -0 . 27868 
I85 -3 . 2798 24 . 423 - 0 . 1342Rb 
ws 0.68223E-03 0 . 34247E- 03 l.992lab 
D8ET 0 . 71650 0 . 30899 2 . 318~ 
D67ET -0 . 12005 0.44200E-Ol - 2 . 7161 
D68ET 0 . 14299E-Ol 0 . 52457E- Ol 0 . 2725~ 
D78ET 0 . 41720 0.77723E- Ol 5 . 3678 
D678ET - 0 . 80877E-Ol 0 .13114 - 0.61674 
u - 4.7154 14.244 -0.33104 
T -3 . 1477 7 . 4737 
-o. 4211~ 
CONSTANT 6 . 4286 4 . 8358 1 . 3294 
- FROi MEAN 
MS 
0 . 10836E+07 
6481. 5 
33637 . 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR . COEFFICIENT 
0 . 5798 0 . 91785 
- 0 . 0697 - 0 . 34106E-Ol 
-0 . 0129 -0.77474E-02 
-0 . 0062 -0.37549E-02 
0 . 0921 0.10835 
0 . 1070 0.13175 
-0 . 1251 - 0 . 11603 
0 . 0127 0 . 61319E-02 
0 . 2418 0 . 33622E-Ol 
- 0 . 0286 - 0.72316E-Ol 
-0.0154 -0.10027E-Ol 
-0 . 0195 -0 . 73491E-02 
0.0616 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEP 7 . 206561 5 . 977821 l . 206ab 
ET67 0 . 424232 0 . 018594 22.816 
LN2 -0 . 000037480 0 . 000098939 -0 . 379 
Rl 2 . 181612 9 . 847151 0 . 222 
I85 12 . 159744 19 . 123572 0 . 636ab 
WS 0 . 001248 0 . 000159 7 . 859ab 
D8ET 0 . 234854 0 . 093933 2 . 500b 
D67ET - 0 . 061308 0 . 025700 -2 . 386ab 
D68ET 0 . 092686 0 . 046710 1. 984ab 
D78ET 0 . 528885 0.242010 2 . 185 
D678ET - 0 . 009031 0 . 024894 - 0 . 363 
u 0 . 492073 10 . 857866 0 . 045 
T -1. 003824 9 . 333166 - 0 . 108 
aAt 10 percent level of s i gni ficance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of two-tail test Ho2 : b . = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
1 
F 
167.189 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96070 
-0 . 85321E- Ol 
-0.10411E-Ol 
-0 . 21821E-02 
0 . 10548 
0 . 38850E-Ol 
-0 . 58513E-Ol 
0 . 12527E-02 
0 . 56017E- 02 
-0.24553E-Ol 
-0.12691E-Ol 
- 0.10947E- Ol 
0 . 92732E-Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 2286 
0 . 0001 
0 . 7050 
0.8248 
0 . 5252 
0 . 0001 
0.0128 
0 . 0175 
0.0478 
0.0294 
0 . 7169 
0.9639 
0 . 9144 
' 
' 
' 
' 
.• 
:: 
i 
'· 
·' 
·.: 
·, 
; 
' 
.'. 
' 
,: 
) 
: 
1 
. 
: 
' 
' 
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Table H-5. Retail Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and SUR 
Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEOASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0.8436 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.8396 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 22582. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 150 . 27 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE• 132.98 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FR01 MEAN 
REGRESSION 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
08ET 
067ET 
068ET 
078ET 
0678ET 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
08ET 
067ET 
068ET 
078ET 
0678ET 
u 
T 
ss 
0.56533E+08 
0.10478E+08 
0 . 67011E+08 
ESTIMATED 
COEFFICIENT 
0 . 58568 
-0 . 37302E-03 
-3 . 4158 
-29.732 
0 . 82423E-03 
1 . 3914 
-0 . 84171E-Ol 
0 . 94032E-Ol 
0.58689 
0.48360E-Ol 
1. 9261 
-o. 81132 
11.230 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
0.38932E-Ol 
0.16937E-03 
23.939 
36.853 
0 . 81052E-03 
0.36613 
0.50968E-Ol 
0.43538E-Ol 
0.73607E-Ol 
0 . 15629 
29 . 726 
12 . 565 
8 . 7372 
OF HS 
12 . 
464 . 
476 . 
T- RATIO 
466 OF 
ab 15.044 b 
-2.2023 
-0.14269 
-0.80678 
l.0169ab 
3.800~ 
-l . 6514ab 
2 . 1597ab 
7.9733 
0.30942 
0.64795E-Ol 
-0 . 6457p-01 
1.2853 
0.47111E+07 
22582 . 
0.14078E+06 
PARTIAL 
CORR. 
0 . 5726 
-o . 1017 
-0.0066 
-0.0374 
0.0472 
0.1737 
-0 . 0764 
0.0998 
0.3471 
0 . 0144 
0 . 0030 
-0.0030 
0 . 0596 
STANDARDIZED 
COEFFICIENT 
0.84436 
-0 . 40059E-Ol 
-0 . 36821E-02 
-0 . 16638E-Ol 
0 . 63986E-Ol 
0.21070 
-0 . 64349E-Ol 
0 . 37902E-Ol 
0 . 53878E-Ol 
0 . 39130E-Ol 
0.20020E-02 
-0.92590E-03 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER 
ESTIMATE 
14 . 010517 
0 . 422668 
-0.000178 
14 . 444540 
-1.128062 
0.002190 
0.596348 
-0.051366 
0.179074 
0 . 697911 
0.088973 
18 . 463511 
2 . 841673 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
11.154181 
0.016355 
0.000184 
18 . 382492 
35 . 608409 
0 . 000288 
0 . 094630 
0 . 026545 
0 . 043469 
0 . 189977 
0 . 023395 
20 . 284828 
17 . 424242 
T FOR HO : 
PARAMETER=O 
1. 256ab 
25.844 
-0.969 
0.786 
-0.032ab 
7 . 593ab 
6 . 302ab 
-1. 935ab 
4 . 120ab 
~: ~~jab 
0.910 
0 . 163 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi~ 0, 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : bi• 0, 
acceptance of Ba2 : bi, 0. 
F 
208.623 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.91156 
-0 . 10688 
-0.52775E-02 
-0 . 10312E-Ol 
0.66435E-Ol 
0.60804E-Ol 
-0 . 33656E-Ol 
0 . 87672E-02 
0 . 92803E-02 
0 . 13607E-Ol 
0 . 27026E-02 
-0 . 14709E-02 
0 . 84448E-Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 2097 
0 . 0001 
0.3329 
0.4324 
0.9747 
0.0001 
0 . 0001 
0.0536 
0.0001 
0.0003 
0 . 0002 
0.3632 
0 . 8705 
,.·. 
,,. 
L• 
' 
r· 
' 
·, 
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Table H-6. 
1980-89: 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate Employment Additions, 
OLS and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE z 0 . 6429 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0 . 6337 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE= 5979 . 9 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE= 77.330 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE z 24 . 453 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
REGRESSION 0 . 49957E+07 12 . 
ERROR 0 . 27747E+07 464. 
TOTAL 0 . 77704E+07 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF 
ET67 0 . 45160 0 . 47604E-Ol 9 . 4867ab 
LN2 - 0 . 60264E-04 0 . 86266E-04 -0 . 69858 
Rl 7 . 1455 6 . 8288 1 . 0464 
I85 - 5 . 5165 8.3676 -0 . 6592Hi, 
WS 0 . 71963E-03 0.41306E-03 1. 7422ab 
D8ET 1 . 6427 0 . 16633 9.8764 
D67ET - 0 . 10918 0.20629 -0 . 52926 
D68ET -0 . 30040E- 01 0 . 50203E- Ol 
-0 . 598~ 
D78ET 3 . 4740 0 . 16787 20.695 
D678ET - 0 . 12952 0 . 17902 -0 . 72352 
u - 5.7715 8 . 1777 - 0.70576 
T -6 . 6215 4 . 6790 - 1. 4152 
CONSTANT 0 . 97138 4 . 5384 0 . 21404 
FR01 MEAN 
MS 
0 . 41631E+06 
5979 . 9 
16324. 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR. COEFFICIENT 
0 . 4031 0 . 86322 
-0 . 0324 -0 . 19006E- Ol 
0.0485 0 . 22620E-Ol 
-0.0306 -0 . 90658E-02 
0 . 0806 0 . 16406 
0 .4168 0 . 26371 
-0 . 0246 -0 . 35048E- Ol 
-0.0278 - 0 . 45366E- 02 
0 . 6928 0 . 17685 
-0 . 0336 -0 . 23469 
-0 . 0327 -0 . 17617E- Ol 
-0 . 0656 - 0.22191E- Ol 
0 . 0099 0 . 00000E+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEP 7 . 412863 4 . 958713 1. 495:i, 
ET67 0 . 006333 0.001324 4 . 784b 
LN2 -0 . 000239 0 . 000082262 - 2 . 905 
Rl -1. 718283 8 . 190130 - 0 . 210 
I85 -0 . 880215 15 . 829464 -0 . 056ab 
ws 0 . 000295 0 . 000126 2.341ab 
D8ETA 0 . 055924 0 . 006766 8 . 266ab 
D67ETA 0 . 008120 0 . 002019 4.022 
D68ETA 0 . 006227 0 . 004966 l.254ab 
D78ETA 0.181639 0 . 021645 8 . 392ab 
D678ETA 0 . 028064 0 . 001514 18.538 
u 4 . 045126 9 . 124048 0 . 443 
T - 8 . 347737 7 . 755120 -1. 076 
aAt 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi :s: 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of signifi cance : rejection of two-tai l test Ho2 : b - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
i 
F 
69 . 618 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 78284 
-0 . 93904E-Ol 
0.60036E- Ol 
- 0 . 10405E-Ol 
0 . 31543 
0 . 97742E-Ol 
- 0 . 30591E-Ol 
- 0 . 19238E-02 
0.44378E- Ol 
-0 . 93999E- Ol 
- 0 . 44039E-Ol 
- 0 . 65284E- Ol 
0 . 39725E- Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 1356 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0038 
0 . 8339 
0 . 9557 
0 . 0197 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0001 
0 . 2105 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0001 
0.6577 
0 . 2823 
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Table H-7. Personal Services Employment Additions, 1980-89 : OLS and 
SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSI STENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 4419 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED s 0 . 4274 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE = 4000 . 0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE = 63 . 246 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 18 . 195 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRCM MEAN 
REGRESSION 
ERROR 
TOTAL 
VARIABLE 
NAME 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
WS 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
CONSTANT 
VARIABLE 
INTERCEP 
ET67 
LN2 
Rl 
I85 
ws 
D8ETA 
D67ETA 
D68ETA 
D78ETA 
D678ETA 
u 
T 
ss 
0 . 14693E+07 
0 . 18560E+07 
0 . 33253E+07 
ESTIMATED STANDARD 
COEFFICIENT ERROR 
0 . 11554E- Ol 0 . 33890E-02 
-0 . 19271E-03 0 . 69638E-04 
0 . 17806 8 . 2257 
- 7 . 6600 13 . 197 
0 . 62139E-03 0.40905E- 03 
0 . 50844E-Ol 0 . 39848E- Ol 
- 0 . 67556E- 02 0 . 36936E-02 
-0 . 26367E- 02 0.35269E-02 
0 . 32722E-Ol 0 . 91598E-02 
-0 . 18182E- 02 0 . 48560E-02 
- 3 . 2656 10.848 
-16 . 409 5 . 9422 
6 . 3691 3 . 4867 
DF MS 
12 . 
464 . 
476 . 
T- RATIO 
466 DF 
ab 3 . 4093b 
- 2.7674 
0 . 21647E-Ol 
- 0 . 5804tt 
1. 5191 
1.2759b 
- 1. 8290 
- 0 . 7475~ 
3 . 5723 
-0 . 37442 
- 0 . 3010t 
-2 . 7614ab 
1. 8267 
0 . 12244E+06 
4000 . 0 
6986 . 0 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR . COEFFICIENT 
0 . 1563 0.57814 
-0 .1274 -0 . 92906E- Ol 
0 . 0010 0 . 86163E-03 
-0 . 0269 -0 . 19243E-Ol 
0.0703 0 . 21655 
0 . 0591 0 . 24661 
-0 . 0846 - 0 . 14576 
-0.0347 -0 . 18951E-Ol 
0 . 1636 0 . 53086E-Ol 
-0 . 0174 - 0 . 69525E-Ol 
-0 . 0140 -0 . 15237E-Ol 
-o .1272 -0.84063E-Ol 
0 . 0845 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
7 . 167883 4 . 692152 1. 528!i, 
0 . 002693 0 . 001088 2 . 476 
-0 . 000108 0 . 000078 -1. 391 
3 . 798567 7 . 738438 0 . 491 
1 . 255209 14 . 963399 0 . 084ab 
0 . 000894 0 . 000117 7 . 654ab 
0 . 023136 0 . 005529 4 . 185b 
-0 . 003288 0 . 001741 -1. 888 
0 . 001481 0 . 004440 0 . 334ab 
0 . 044519 0 . 020037 2 . 222ab 
0 . 006445 0 . 001259 5 . 119 
4 . 755918 8 . 608142 0 . 552 
-11 . 237623 7 . 337049 - 1. 532 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi s 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 per cent level of s i gnificance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . 0, acceptance of Ha2 : b1 i 0 . 
1 
F 
30. 611 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 96328 
-0 . 40357 
0 . 20106E-02 
-0 . 19417E- Ol 
0 . 36605 
0 . 14503 
-0 . 13077 
- 0 . 82082E-02 
0 . 16333E-Ol 
-0 . 29870E-Ol 
-0.33487E- Ol 
-0 . 21742 
0 . 35005 
Prob> IT I 
0 . 1273 
0 . 0136 
0 . 1648 
0.6238 
0 . 9332 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0596 
0 . 7388 
0 . 0268 
0 . 0001 
0 . 5809 
0 . 1263 
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Table H-8. Repair Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and SUR 
Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 6924 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0.6645 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 56 . 256 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 7 . 5004 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 4 . 5073 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
REGRESSION 56768 . 12. 
ERROR 26103. 464 . 
TOTAL 84671. 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF 
ET67 0 . 32979 0.96572E-Ol ab 3.4150b 
LN2 -0 . 21099E-04 0.76610E-05 -2.7541 
Rl 0 . 44036 1 . 1561 0 . 38088 
I65 0 . 67176 2 . 1307 0 . 3152~ 
WS 0 . 17919E-03 0 . 38507E-04 4 . 6535ab 
D6ET 0 . 36886 0.11579 3 . 1656 
D67ET -0.13902 0.12541 -1. 1085 
D68ET -0.39296E-Ol 0.17417 -0.2256~ 
D78ET -0.44232 0.70979E-Ol -6.2318 
D678ET 0.66551E-Ol 0 . 97622E-Ol 0.68660 
u -0.41903 1. 0828 -0 . 3869~ 
T 1. 2544 0 . 70402 1. 7817 
CONSTANT 0 . 34233 0 . 31981 1 . 0704 
FR01 MEAN 
MS 
4897 . 4 
56.256 
178.30 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR. COEFFICIENT 
0.1566 0.58377 
-0 . 1268 -0 . 63670E-Ol 
0. 0177 0.13338E-Ol 
0.0146 0.10563E-Ol 
0.2112 0 . 39089 
0 . 1463 0 . 68003E-Ol 
-0.0514 -0.14074 
-0.0105 -0.16554E-Ol 
-o .2779 -0.51144E-Ol 
0 . 0411 0.69909E- Ol 
-0.0180 -0.12238E-Ol 
0 . 0824 0 . 40224E-Ol 
0 . 0496 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEP 0 . 306754 0 . 559126 0.549ab 
ET67 0 . 225793 0.021333 10.564b 
LN2 -0 . 000018145 0 . 000009226 -1. 967 
Rl 0 . 864679 0.918008 0 . 942 
I85 0.982981 1 . 765396 0.557 ab 
ws 0.000213 0 . 000014615 14 . 586 
D8ET 0 . 118991 0.130501 0 . 91~ 
D67ET -0 . 098789 0 . 030418 -3.248 
D66ET 0 . 055349 0 . 059675 0 . 924 
D76ET -0.313224 0 . 215445 -l.454ab 
D676ET 0 . 114423 0.035224 3.248 
u 0 . 546259 1. 037966 0.526ab 
T 1. 489356 0 . 871746 1. 706 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : b . °" 0 . 1 
F 
87.055 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.64195 
-0 . 17636 
0.20072E-Ol 
0 . 68738E-02 
0.42612 
0 . 16470E-Ol 
-0 . 69314E-Ol 
-0 . 44596E-02 
-0 . 82293E-02 
0.23168E-Ol 
-0 . 17346E-Ol 
0 . 67094E-Ol 
0 . 75950E-Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 5835 
0.0001 
0 . 0498 
0 . 3467 
0. 5779 
0 . 0001 
0.3623 
0 . 0012 
0.3556 
0.1467 
0.0012 
0 . 5989 
0 . 0882 
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Table H-9. Business Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS and 
SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES: 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0.6570 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0 . 6482 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 15729. 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 125.41 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 60 . 394 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRCl-1 MEAN 
ss OF MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 13982E+08 12. 0 .11652E+07 
ERROR 0 . 72981E+07 464, 15729. 
TOTAL 0 . 21280E+08 476 . 44706 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 OF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.75902 0 . 13063 5 . 8105ab 0 . 2604 0 . 78970 
LN2 -0 . 11283E-04 0.15829E-03 -0 . 71279E-Ol -0.0033 -0.21502E-02 
Rl -11. 591 16.841 -0.68826 -0.0319 -0 . 22172E-Ol 
I85 -6 . 3563 19 . 942 -0.31874 -0.0148 -0.63122E-02 
ws 0 . 46809E-03 0 . 79557E-03 0 . 58838 0.0273 0.64484E-Ol 
D8ET -0.24511 0.57719 -0.42466 -0.0197 -0.87275E-Ol 
D67ET -0.23500 0 . 15811 -1. 4863 -0.0688 -0.10446 
D68ET 0 . 66218E-Ol 0 . 12130 0 . 5458~ 0 . 0253 0.16040E-Ol 
D78ET 0 . 56664 0 . 15814 3 . 5831 0.1641 0.54370E-D1 
D678ET 0.10890 0 . 27570 0 . 39502 0 . 0183 0.65629E-Ol 
u 6 . 5735 18 . 072 0 . 36375 0.0169 0.12124E-Ol 
T -0 . 61921 13 . 228 -0 . 46811E-Ol -0.0022 -0.12540E-02 
CONSTANT 7 . 7295 8 . 7639 0 . 88197 0.0409 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO: 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEP 8.821811 9 . 285342 0 . 95Dab 
ET67 0 . 476013 0 . 037066 12 . 842 
LN2 -0 . 000036749 0.000152 -0 . 242 
Rl 6 . 364284 15 . 348863 0 . 415 
I85 -1. 225042 29.735731 -0 . 041ab 
ws 0.001265 0.000240 5 . 279b 
D8ET -0 . 221072 0 . 066411 -3.329b 
D67ET -0 . 179641 0.065237 -2 . 754 8 b D68ET 0 . 269696 0.107843 2 . 5Dlab 
D78ET 0 . 857969 0 . 264715 3 . 24lab 
D678ET 0 . 160907 0 . 052201 3.082 
u 21 . 998776 16 . 938081 1 . 2998 
T 4.691602 14 . 543002 0 . 323 
8 At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : b . :, 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
1 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b = 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi# 0 . 
i 
F 
74.079 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 86684 
-0 . 71184E-02 
-0.39431E-Ol 
-0.48542E-02 
0.83073E-Ol 
-0 . 20071E-Ol 
-0.61556E-Ol 
0 . 43076E-02 
0.10327E-Ol 
0 . 22663E-Ol 
0.20308E-Ol 
-0 . 24719E-02 
0.12798 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 3426 
0 . 0001 
0 . 8092 
0 . 6786 
0 . 9672 
0 . 0001 
0.0009 
0 . 0061 
0 . 0127 
0 . 0013 
0 . 0022 
0 . 1947 
0 . 7471 
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Table H-10. Entertainment Services Employment Additions, 1980-89 : OLS 
and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES: 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY- CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 6652 
R- SQUARE ADJUSTED • 0 . 6566 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE= 236 . 24 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE • 15 . 370 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 5 . 6562 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FROO MEAN 
ss DF MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 21780E+06 12 . 18150 . 
ERROR 0 . 10962E+06 464 . 236 . 24 
TOTAL 0 . 32742E+06 476 . 687 . 86 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I - RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 64866 0.23486 2 . 7619ab 0 . 1272 0 . 89859 
LN2 -0.16692E-05 0.13536E- 04 -0 . 12331 - 0 . 0057 - 0.25646E-02 
Rl -0 . 73900 2 . 4483 - 0 . 30184 -0 . 0140 -0.11396E-Ol 
I85 -0 . 56376 4. 7713 -o . 11816 - 0 . 0055 - 0.45134E- 02 
ws 0 . 31616E- 04 0 . 51218E- 04 0 . 6172~ 0 . 0286 0 . 35112E-Ol 
D8ET 1. 2604 0. 45852 2 . 7488b 0 . 1266 0 . 29711 
D67ET - 0 . 44465 0 . 21154 - 2 . 1019b - 0 . 0971 - 0 . 24043 
D68ET - 0 . 50016 0. 22411 - 2 . 2318 -0 . 1031 -0.12709 
D78ET - 0 . 19237 0.23598 -0 . 81517 - 0 . 0378 -0 . 75013E-O l 
D678ET - 0 . 15064 0.30847 -0 . 48835 -0 . 0227 -0 . 15399 
u -2 . 0650 2 . 4722 - 0 . 83528 - 0 . 0387 -0 . 30705E-Ol 
T -o . 72505 1. 4624 -0 . 49581 - 0 . 0230 -0.11837E-Ol 
CONSTANT 0 . 89930 0.74092 1.2138 0 . 0563 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER• O 
INTERCEP 1 . 568905 1 . 142464 1. 373a 
ET67 0 . 490791 0 . 038899 12 . 617ab 
LN2 - 0.000006626 0 . 000018670 - 0 . 355 
Rl -0 . 114502 1 . 873904 -0 . 061 
I85 -0 . 355925 3 . 605998 -0 . 099ab 
ws 0 . 000089959 0 . 000029066 3 . 095ab 
D8ET 0 . 817476 0 . 111342 7 . 34~ 
D67ET - 0 . 393152 0 . 062054 - 6 . 336b 
D68ET - 0 . 341822 0.103945 -3 . 288 
D78ET -0 . 047069 0.076275 -0 . 617b 
D678ET - 0 . 091926 0 . 045044 -2 . 041 
u - 1. 873417 2 . 083545 -0.899 
T -0 . 432839 1. 780217 -0 . 243 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : b i > 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two- tai l test Ho2 : bi = 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi, 0. 
F 
76 . 829 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
1 . 1269 
- 0 . 11245E-Ol 
- 0.26843E-Ol 
- 0 . 45970E-02 
0 . 59910E-Ol 
0 . 10604 
- 0 . 19233 
- 0 . 33184E- Ol 
- 0 . 19322E-Ol 
-0 . 65271E-Ol 
-0 . 68118E-Ol 
-0 . 30905E-Ol 
0 . 15899 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 1703 
0.0001 
0 . 7228 
0 . 9513 
0 . 9214 
0 . 0021 
0 . 0001 
0.0001 
0. 0011 
0 . 5375 
0 . 0418 
0.3690 
0 . 8080 
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Table H-11 . Professional Services Employment Additions, 1980 - 89: OLS 
and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES: 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0.4649 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED • 0 . 4511 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE • 3247.0 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 56 . 983 
HEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE • 22 . 885 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
REGRESSION 0 . 13092E+07 12. 
ERROR 0 . 15066E+07 464. 
TOTAL 0 . 28158E+07 476 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF 
ET67 0 . 38234E-Ol 0 . 14938E- Ol 2 . 5594ab 
LN2 0 . 12757E- 03 0 . 15405E-03 0 . 82813 
Rl - 0 . 31078 7 . 9850 - 0.38921E-Ol 
I85 - 17 . 032 20 . 132 - 0.8460Ri, 
ws 0 . 78893E-03 0 . 21694E-03 3 . 6367 
D8ET - 0 . 19350E-Ol 0 . 60295E-Ol -0.32092 
D67ET 0 . 75668E-03 0 . 21026E- Ol 0.3598~- 0l 
D68ET 0 . 15616 0 . 33633E-Ol 4.6430 
D78ET -0 . 25035 0 . 55780 -0.44882 
D678ET - 0 . 94310E-02 0 . 15186E- Ol - 0 . 62104 
u 12 . 933 8 . 8923 1. 4544 8 
T 1 . 2366 7 . 1398 0 . 17320 
CONSTANT - 1. 4764 4 . 3781 -0 . 33722 
- FR01 HEAN 
MS 
0 . 10910E+06 
3247.0 
5915 . 6 
PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
CORR. COEFFICIENT 
0 . 1180 0 . 50006 
0 . 0384 0.66836E-Ol 
- 0 . 0018 -0.16343E-02 
- 0 . 0392 -0.46496E-Ol 
0 . 1665 0.29878 
-o. 0149 -0.15374E-Ol 
0 . 0017 0 . 36369E- 02 
0 . 2107 0.10537 
-0 . 0208 -0 . 44865E-02 
- 0 . 0288 -0.63324E- Ol 
0 . 0674 0.65578E-Ol 
0 . 0080 0.68844E-02 
-0 . 0157 O.OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER• O 
INTERCEP - 2 . 281772 4 . 228032 -0 . 540ab 
ET67 0 . 024384 0.002956 8 . 248ab 
LN2 0 . 000148 0 . 000069883 2 . 116 
Rl 2 . 534249 7 . 001070 0 . 362 
I85 -10 . 750102 13.566707 -0 . 792ab 
ws 0 . 000901 0 . 000104 8 . 674 
D8ET -0 . 023791 0. 037311 -0.638 
D67ET 0 . 002041 0.007540 0.27lab 
D68ET 0 . 121919 0.047932 2 . 544 
D78ET 0 . 687421 1. 697831 0 , 405 
D678ET - 0 . 002591 0.005457 - 0 . 475ab 
u 17 . 287852 7.688593 2.249 
T 1 . 776218 6 . 622790 0 .268 
8 At 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of s i gni f i cance : rejecti on of two- tail test Ho2 : bi z 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0. 
F 
33 . 600 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 39862 
0 . 21241 
- 0 . 27901E-02 
-0.34326E-Ol 
0.36950 
- 0.44404E-02 
0 . 18083E-02 
0 . 23933E-Ol 
-0 . 11926E- 02 
- 0 . 17487E-Ol 
0.10545 
0 . 13027E-Ol 
-0 . 64515E-Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0.5897 
0 . 0001 
0 . 0349 
0 . 7175 
0 . 4285 
0 . 0001 
0 . 5240 
0 . 7868 
0 . 0113 
0 . 6858 
0 . 6351 
0 . 0250 
0 . 7887 
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Table H-12. Public Administration Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
and SUR Estimates 
OLS ESTIMATES : 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY- CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 3946 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED • 0.3789 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE = 333 . 49 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE = 18.262 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 4 . 4340 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FRCl-1 MEAN 
ss DF MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 10086E+06 12 . 8404 . 6 
ERROR 0 . 15474E+06 464 . 333 . 49 
TOTAL 0 . 25559E+06 476 . 536 . 96 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T- RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 466 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 10877E-02 0 . 31347E-03 3 . 4699ab 0 . 1590 0 . 19632 
LN2 0 . 71340E- 05 0 . 37917E-04 0 . 18815 0.0087 0 . 12405E-Ol 
Rl - 1 . 2046 1 . 8079 - 0 . 66627 - 0 . 0309 -0.21025E- Ol 
185 0.11837E- Ol 2 . 5650 0.46149E- 02 0 . 0002 0 . 10726E-03 
ws 0.55875E- 04 0 . 45767E-04 1.22098 0 . 0566 0 . 70234E-O l 
D8ETA 0 . 24907E-Ol 0 . 18042E-Ol 1. 3805ab 0 . 0640 0 . 43574 
D67ETA 0.17062E- 02 0 . 99720E- 03 1. 7110 0 . 0792 0 . 13279 
D68ETA -0 . 48757E- 04 0.14772E- 02 -0 . 3300~-0l -0 . 0015 - 0.12640E-02 
D78ETA 0 . 39647E-02 0 . 14234E-02 2 . 7855ab 0 . 1282 0 . 23201E- Ol 
D678ETA 0 . 12971E-02 0 . 57681E-03 2 . 2488 0 . 1038 0 . 17890 
u 2 . 6082 2.3864 1 . 0930 0.0507 0 . 43896E-Ol 
T -1. 8301 2 . 4472 - 0 . 74785 -0 . 0347 -0 . 33819E- Ol 
CONSTANT -0 . 19982 1. 3899 - 0 . 14377 - 0 . 0067 O. OOOOOE+OO 
SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSION ESTIMATION 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
PARAMETER STANDARD T FOR HO : 
VARIABLE ESTIMATE ERROR PARAMETER=O 
INTERCEP 0 . 095800 1 . 355808 0 . 071b 
ET67 - 0 . 000815 0 . 000364 -2 . 237 
LN2 0 . 0000242 0.000022484 1. 076 
Rl - 0 . 484637 2 . 240138 - 0 . 216 
185 1 . 639818 4 . 329722 0 . 379ab 
ws 0 . 000114 0 . 000034468 3 . 30lab 
D8ETA 0 . 016308 0 . 001781 9.157ab 
D67ETA 0.002682 0 . 000548 4 . 892 
D68ETA 0 . 001495 0 . 001372 1. 090 
D78ETA 0.006576 0 . 005880 l. 118ab 
D678ETA 0 . 002949 0 . 000419 7 . 037ab 
u 4.109822 2 . 495882 1 . 647 
T - 0 . 530221 2.120679 -0 . 250 
aAt 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejection of one-tai l test Ho1 : bi s 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
25 . 202 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0. 37214 
0 . 61306E-Ol 
- 0.55814E-Ol 
0 . 12313E- 03 
0.13507 
0 . 29153 
0.13553 
-0.62284E-03 
0.81207E-02 
0 . 87444E- Ol 
0 . 10976 
- 0 . 99512E-Ol 
-0 . 45066E-Ol 
Prob> ITI 
0 . 9437 
0 . 0257 
0 . 2823 
0.8288 
0 . 7051 
0.0010 
0.000 1 
0.0001 
0 . 2764 
0 . 2640 
0.0001 
0 . 1003 
0 . 8027 
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Appendix I 
Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS Estimates 
Table 1-1. Durable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY- CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE = 0 . 3330 
R- SQUARE ADJUSTED = 0 . 3187 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE • 35630 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE = 188 . 76 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE = 83 . 717 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss OF 
FRCl-1 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 82903E+07 10 . 0 . 82903E+06 
ERROR 0 . 16604E+08 466 . 35630 . 
TOTAL 0.24894E+08 476 . 52298. 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T- RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 65138E-Ol 0 . 48597E-Ol l.3404~ 0.0620 0 . 18450 
LN2 0 . 64204E-03 0 . 37295E- 03 1. 7215ab 0.0795 0 . 11313 
Rl 60 . 119 32 . 721 1. 8373 0 . 0848 0 . 10632 
I85 96 . 691 79 . 633 l.2142ab 0 . 0562 0 . 88776E-O l 
ws 0 . 81036E- 03 0 . 50862E- 03 1 . 5932ab 0 . 0736 0 . 10321 
D67ET 0 . 11370 0.63966E- Ol 1. 7774ab 0 . 0821 0 . 17132 
D6ET 0 . 14111 0 . 70602E- Ol 1 . 9986 0 . 0922 0 . 16650 
D7ET 0 . 10829 0 . 10722 l.OlOOab 0 . 0467 0 . 51699E-Ol 
u 73 . 195 32.282 2 . 2674 0.1045 0.12482 
T 28 . 716 23 . 571 l.218~ 0 . 0563 0 . 53767E- Ol 
CONSTANT - 22.629 13 . 447 - 1. 6829 -o. 0777 O.OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of signifi cance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : b . ~ 0 , acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
1 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : b i j 0 . 
F 
23 . 268 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 19834 
0.29222 
0 . 14754 
0 . 53269E- Ol 
0 . 10375 
0 . 88649E-Ol 
0 . 11740 
0 . 23320E- Ol 
0 . 16313 
0 . 82696E- Ol 
-0 . 27031 
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Table 1-2. Nondurable Manufacturing Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETE:ROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 1212 
R- SQUARE ADJUSTED • 0 . 1024 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE • 23707 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE • 153.97 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 53 . 302 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FRCli MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 15243E+07 10. 0 . 15243E+06 
ERROR 0.11048E+08 466 . 23707 . 
TOTAL 0 .12572E+08 476 . 26412 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 OF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 11603 0 . 42453E- Ol 2 . 73328 b 0.1256 0 . 40708 
LN2 0 . 31965E- 03 0 . 24916E- 03 l . 2829ab 0 . 0593 0 . 79256E-Ol 
Rl 40 . 626 24 . 294 1. 6723 0 . 0772 0 . 10111 
I85 23 . 446 46 . 707 0.50198 0 . 0232 0 . 30292E- 01 
ws 0 . 16929E- 03 0 . 21313E- 03 0. 794~ 0 . 0368 0 . 30341E- Ol 
D67ET - 0 . 80948E- Ol 0 . 46392E-Ol - 1. 7449 -0 . 0806 -0 . 21635 
D6ET -0 . 33767E- Ol 0.60516E- Ol -0 . 55798 - 0 . 0258 - 0 . 68342E- Ol 
D7ET 0 . 93796E-Ol 0 . 11879 0 . 78962 0 . 0366 0 . 76130E-Ol 
u -15 . 856 20 . 888 - 0 . 75908 - 0 . 0351 -0 . 38049E-Ol 
T -27 . 080 21. 377 - 1. 2668ab - 0 . 0586 -0 . 71349E- Ol 
CONSTANT 18 . 796 6 . 5972 2 . 8491 0 . 1308 O. OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi ::, 0 , acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejecti on of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
6 . 430 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 49278 
0 . 22850 
0. 15659 
0 . 20288E- Ol 
0 . 34041E- Ol 
-0 . 92345E- Ol 
-0 . 48203E- Ol 
0.33693E-Ol 
-0 . 55504E-Ol 
- 0 . 12248 
0 . 35263 
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Table 1-3. Transport/Public Utilities Employment Additions, 1980-89: 
OLS Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 2744 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 2588 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE z 18785 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE z 137.06 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE z 26 . 941 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
FRo-1 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 33097E+07 10. 0 . 33097E+06 
ERROR 0 . 87540E+07 466. 18785 . 
TOTAL 0 . 12064E+08 476. 25344 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.17303 0.90576E-02 19 . 103ab 0.6627 0 . 30638 
LN2 -0.13724E-03 0.16419E-03 -0.83583 -0 . 0387 -0.34737E-Ol 
Rl -32.852 23.187 -l.4168a -0 . 0655 -0 . 83463E-Ol 
I85 142 . 16 90.326 1 . 5739ab 0.0727 0.18750 
ws 0.39674E-03 0 . 17325E-03 2 . 2900 0.1055 0.72589E-Ol 
D67ET 0.93379 0.81832 l .1411ab 0 . 0528 0.28586 
D6ET 0.20334 0 . 93606E-Ol 2 . 1723b 0 . 1001 0.12545 
D7ET -0 . 14735 0 . 20951E-Ol -7 . 0329 -0 . 3098 -0 . 47259E-Ol 
u -21 . 507 24 . 227 -0 . 88773 -0 . 0411 -0.52685E-Ol 
T 5 . 2819 14 . 319 0 . 36886 0.0171 0.14207E-Ol 
CONSTANT 11. 057 8 . 7832 1 . 2589 0 . 0582 O.OOOOOE+OO 
8 At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :S O, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
17.618 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 33645 
-0.19410 
-0.25053 
0.24338 
0 . 15784 
0 . 30068 
0 .12038 
-0.22851E-Ol 
-0 . 14895 
0. 47266E-Ol 
0 . 41042 
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Table I-4. Wholesale Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0 , 7955 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.7911 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 7026 . 6 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 83.825 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 69 . 325 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss DF 
FRCl-1 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 12737E+08 10. 0.12737E+07 
ERROR 0.32744E+07 466. 7026 . 6 
TOTAL 0. 16011E+08 476. 33637 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.52228 0 .10116 5.163lab 0.2326 0 . 84207 
LN2 -0.13689E-03 0. 11664E-03 -1.1736 -0.0543 -0.30075E-Ol 
Rl -6.6453 11 . 500 -o . 57784 -0.0268 -0.14655E-Ol 
I85 -6.6699 24 . 468 -0.2726Rb -0.0126 -0.76361E-02 
WS 0 . 75982E-03 0 . 38602E-03 1 . 9683 0 . 0908 0 . 12067 
D67ET -0.84295E-Ol 0 . 10585 -0.79636 -0 . 0369 -0 . 81466E-Ol 
D6ET 0 . 69855E-Ol 0 . 10410 0 . 6710t 0. 0311 0.63651E-Ol 
D7ET -0.20604 0.10838 -1. 9011 -o. 0877 -0 . 56880E-Ol 
u -6.9992 15 . 721 -0 . 44523 -0.0206 -0.14883E-Ol 
T -4.2188 7 . 4999 -0 . 5625li, -0.0260 -0.98496E-02 
CONSTANT 11 . 859 5 . 2138 2.2746 0 . 1048 O. OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi :S 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
181.265 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 88139 
-0.75237E-Ol 
-0.19694E-Ol 
-0.44375E-02 
0 . 11748 
-0.41085E-Ol 
0 . 31928E-Ol 
-0 .27895E-Ol 
-0.18838E-Ol 
- 0 . 14672E-Ol 
0 . 17107 
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Table I-5. Retail Trade Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS Estimates; 
Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE = 0.8036 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED= 0.7994 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 28239 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 168 . 04 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 132 . 98 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE -
ss OF 
FR~ MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0.53852E+08 10. 0.53852E+07 
ERROR 0.13159E+08 466. 28239. 
TOTAL 0 . 67011E+08 476 . 0.14078E+06 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 67867 0 . 12429 5 . 460~ab 0 .2452 0 . 97842 
LN2 -0.39717E-03 0 . 19218E-03 -2.0666 -0 . 0953 -0 . 42653E-Ol 
Rl -7 . 3613 21.188 -0.34743 -0.0161 -0 . 79352E-02 
I85 -32.910 38 . 796 -0.84827 -0.0393 -0.18417E-Ol 
ws 0.99793E-03 0 . 87908E-03 1.1352 0 . 0525 0 . 77470E-Ol 
D67ET -0.18768 0 . 12397 -1. 5138 -0.0700 -0.14348 
D6ET -0.96632E-Ol 0 . 12389 -o. 7799Rt, - 0 . 0361 -0 . 86103E-Ol 
D7ET -0.27090 0.12939 -2.0936 -0.0965 -0.56855E-Ol 
u -7.7147 33 . 441 -0.23070 -0 . 0107 -0.80186E-02 
T -0 . 95469 12.488 -0.76449E-Ol -0 . 0035 -0.10895E-02 
CONSTANT 21 . 890 11 . 314 1. 9348 0 . 0893 0.00000E+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi ::, 0 , 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : b . - 0 , acceptance of Ba2 : bi I 0 . 
l. 
F 
190 . 704 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
1. 0563 
-o . 11380 
-0.11373E-Ol 
-0 . 11414E-Ol 
0 . 80435E-Ol 
-0.75044E-Ol 
-0 . 46098E-Ol 
-0.31050E-Ol 
-0.10825E-Ol 
-0 . 17309E-02 
0.16462 
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Table I-6. 
1980-89: 
Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate Employment Additions, 
OLS Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity 
Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 5347 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0 . 5247 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 7758 . 6 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 88 . 083 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 24 . 453 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FRCM MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 41548E+07 10 . 0.41548E+06 
ERROR 0.36155E+07 466 . 7758.6 
TOTAL 0.77704E+07 476 . 16324 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 OF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.34212 0.17107 l . 999~ 0.0922 0 . 65395 
LN2 -0.16679E-03 0 . 73759E-04 -2 . 2614 -0 . 1042 -0 . 52603E-Ol 
Rl 1 . 0072 7 . 0495 0 . 14287 0 . 0066 0 . 31882E-02 
I85 1 . 9396 9.1263 0 . 2125~ 0.0098 0 . 31876E-02 
WS 0.76863E-03 0 . 43322E-03 1. 7742 0 . 0819 0 . 17523 
D67ETA 0 . 56958E-02 0 . 67926E-02 0 . 83852 0.0388 0 . 80396E-Ol 
D60ETA 0 . 13310E-02 0 . 41515E-02 o . 3206B 0 . 0148 0.20878E-Ol 
D70ETA -0 . 74365E-02 0 . 44133E-02 - 1.6850 -o . 0778 -0 . 29979E-Ol 
u -13 . 452 10 . 677 -1. 2599b -0 . 0583 -0 . 41059E-Ol 
T -8.1532 4 . 8749 - 1.6725ab -o . 0772 -0 . 27324E-Ol 
CONSTANT 10.396 6 . 0803 1 . 7097 0.0790 O.OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, acceptance of Ha2 : bi "I- 0. 
F 
53 . 551 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 59305 
-0.25990 
0 . 84620E-02 
0 . 36585E-02 
0 . 33691 
0 . 82038E-Ol 
0 . 25101E-Ol 
-0 . 31422E-Ol 
-0 . 10264 
-0 . 80385E-Ol 
0.42513 
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Table I-7. Personal Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 7888 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.7842 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 1507.3 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE= 38 . 824 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 18.195 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FR~ MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0.26229E+07 10. 0 . 26229E+06 
ERROR 0.70240E+06 466 . 1507 . 3 
TOTAL 0.33253E+07 476 . 6986 . 0 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 73688 0 . 89130E-Ol 8.267~b 0 . 3577 0.84293 
LN2 -0 . 12165E-03 0.58374E-04 -2 . 0840 -0.0961 -0.58649E-Ol 
Rl 1 . 4853 5 . 3111 0.27966 0 . 0130 0 . 71875E-02 
I85 -8 . 0355 12 . 117 -0 . 66314 -0 . 0307 -0.20186E-Ol 
ws 0 . 17997E-03 0 .21324E-03 0 . 84397 0 . 0391 0.62717E-Ol 
D67ETA -0.26098E-02 0.26699E-02 -0.97747 -0 . 0452 -0 . 56311E-Ol 
D6ETA 0 . 40697E-02 0 . 43178E-02 0 . 9425~ 0 . 0436 0 . 97584E-Ol 
D7ETA -0.63473E-02 0 . 38625E-02 -1. 6433 -0.0759 -0.39115E-Ol 
u 8 . 9770 6 . 5726 1.36588 0.0631 0.41886E-Ol 
T -3 . 0897 2 . 4798 -1. 2459ab -0.0576 -0 . 15829E-Ol 
CONSTANT 4.7486 2 . 4166 1.9650 0.0907 O. OOOOOE+OO 
8 At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0. 
bAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi~ 0 . 
F 
174 . 014 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 82366 
-0 . 25476 
0 . 16772E-Ol 
-0 . 20369E-Ol 
0 . 10602 
-0 . 50518E-Ol 
0 . 10315 
-0 . 36044E-Ol 
0 . 92056E-Ol 
-0 . 40940E-Ol 
0 . 26098 
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Table I-8. Repair Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0.6822 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 6753 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 57 . 889 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE - 7.6085 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE• 4.5073 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FRCJ-1 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 57895 . 10 . 5789.5 
ERROR 26976. 466 . 57 . 889 
TOTAL 84871 . 476. 178 . 30 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 36995 0.63773E-Ol ab 0 . 2595 0 . 65484 5 . 8010b 
LN2 -0 . 18454E-04 0 . 77663E-05 -2 . 3761 -0.1094 -0.55687£-01 
Rl 0 . 49363 1.1903 0 . 41470 0 . 0192 0.14952E-Ol 
I85 0 . 34571 2 . 1771 0 . 1588Ri, 0 . 0074 0 . 54362E-02 
ws 0.18189E-03 0 . 38614E-04 4 . 7104 0.2132 0.39676 
D67ET -0.18249 0 . 11645 -1. 5671 -o. 0724 -0 . 18475 
D6ET -0.26029E-Ol 0 .10282 -0 . 25315 -o. 0117 -0.30885E-Ol 
D7ET -0 . 78145E-Ol 0 . 19237 -0 . 40622 -0.0188 -0.22682E-Ol 
u -0 . 63031 1.1311 -0 . 55723b -0.0258 -0.18409E-Ol 
T 1 . 1896 0.71466 1 . 6645 0 . 0769 0.38147£-01 
CONSTANT 0 . 27125 0.35271 0 . 76904 0 . 0356 O.OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi :S 0 , 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : bi - 0 , 
acceptance of Ba2 : bi, 0 . 
F 
100. 011 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 72011 
-0.15600 
0.22500E-Ol 
0.35375E-02 
0.43252 
- 0 . 90989E-Ol 
-0.19395E-Ol 
-0.99953£-02 
-0.26092E-Ol 
0 . 63628£-01 
0.60179E-Ol 
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Table 1-9. Business Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX : 
R-SQUARE - 0 . 6624 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0 . 6552 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 15415 . 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 124.16 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE - 60.394 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FR~ MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 14097E+08 10 . 0.14097E+07 
ERROR 0 . 71834E+07 466 . 15415 . 
TOTAL 0 . 21280E+08 476 . 44706 . 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0.79604 0 .22464 3 . 5436ab 0.1620 0 . 82822 
LN2 0 . 56617E-04 0 . 17740E-03 0.31915 0 . 0148 0 . 10790E-Ol 
Rl -14.569 16 . 476 -0.88424 - 0 . 0409 -0 . 27869E-Ol 
I85 -11.438 21 . 717 -0.52671 -0.0244 -0.11359E-Ol 
WS 0 . 56657E-03 0 . 87286E-03 0.64910 0 . 0301 0.78051E-Ol 
D67ET -0.29454 0 . 21358 -1. 3790 - 0 . 0638 -0.13092 
D6ET 0 . 44335E-Ol 0 . 23339 0 . 1899g 0 . 0088 0 . 24408E-Ol 
D7ET -0.54712 0 . 30203 -1. 8115 -0 . 0836 -0.14064 
u 6 . 5747 20 . 170 0 . 32596 0 . 0151 0 . 12127E-Ol 
T -11.764 13 . 818 -0 . 85135 -0 . 0394 -0.23824E-Ol 
CONSTANT 9 . 3876 8 . 9547 1. 0483 0 . 0485 O.OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of signi ficance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . 0 , 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi I 0 . 
l. 
F 
91 . 448 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 90912 
0 . 35720E-Ol 
-0.49561E-Ol 
-0 . 87352E-02 
0 . 10055 
-0.77152E-Ol 
0.14867E-Ol 
-0 . 53595E-Ol 
0 . 20312E-Ol 
-0 . 46962E-Ol 
0 . 15544 
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Table 1-10. Entertainment Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE • 0 . 5582 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.5487 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE= 310 . 41 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 17 . 618 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE= 5.6562 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss DF 
- FROi MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0 . 18277E+06 10 . 18277 . 
ERROR 0.14465E+06 466 . 310 . 41 
TOTAL 0 . 32742E+06 476 . 687.86 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD I-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 51819 0.16767 3 . 0906ab 0.1417 0.71785 
LN2 -0.12394E-04 0 . 16549E-04 -0.74896 -0.0347 -0.19042E-Ol 
Rl -0 . 98163 2 . 1749 -0.45134 -0 . 0209 -0 . 15138E-Ol 
I85 - 1.3167 5.0652 -0.25994 -0.0120 -0.10541E-Ol 
ws 0.43096E-04 0 . 52448E-04 0 .82l?B 0 . 0380 0 . 47862E-Ol 
D67ET -0.31349 0 . 16481 -1. 9021 -0.0878 -0 . 16951 
D6ET 0 . 22603 0. 31124 0 . 72621 0.0336 0.12921 
D7ET 0 . 27509E-Ol 0 . 41949 0.65576E-Ol 0.0030 0.15332E-02 
u -4.1093 2.9154 -1. 4095 -0.0652 -0.61104E-Ol 
T -0 . 42755 1 . 1560 -0.3698~ -0.0171 -0.69803E-02 
CONSTANT 1.9245 1.2377 1 . 5549 0 . 0718 O. OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one-tail test Bo1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ba1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Bo2 : b - 0, acceptance of Ba2 : bi I 0 . 
i 
F 
58 . 881 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 . 90021 
-0.83494E-Ol 
-0 . 35656E-Ol 
-0.10736E-Ol 
0.81666E-Ol 
-0.13560 
0 . 96258E-Ol 
0.88705E-03 
-0.13556 
-0.18224E-Ol 
0.34025 
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Table I-11. Professional Services Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R-SQUARE - 0.4570 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED - 0.4453 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE - 3281 . 1 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE c 57.281 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE z 22 . 885 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
ss OF 
- FR.01 MEAN 
MS 
REGRESSION 0.12868E+07 10 . 0 . 12868E+06 
ERROR 0 . 15290E+07 466. 3281 . 1 
TOTAL 0.28158E+07 476. 5915.6 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 OF CORR . COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 40932E-Ol 0.84756E-02 4 . 8293ab 0.2183 0 . 53535 
LN2 0 . 12733E-03 0 . 14985E-03 0.84975 0 . 0393 0.66711E-Ol 
Rl 0.90468 7 . 8683 0.11498 0 . 0053 0 . 47574E-02 
I85 -4 . 9426 20 . 496 -0.2411~ -o . 0112 -0 . 13493E-Ol 
WS 0 . 74645E-03 0 . 19527E-03 3.8226 0.1744 0.28269 
D67ET -0.10317E-02 0 . 18395E-Ol -0.56083E-Ol -0 . 0026 -0.49585E-02 
D6ET -0 . 12106E-Ol 0 . 21298E-Ol -0 . 56843 -0 . 0263 -0.98894E-Ol 
D7ET -0 . 21133E-Ol 0.13684E-Ol -1.5443 -0 . 0714 -0 . 25388E-Ol 
u 14 . 437 8 . 8798 1 . 6258 8 0 . 0751 0 . 73203E-Ol 
T 1.1052 6. 9277 0.15954 0 . 0074 0.61531E-02 
CONSTANT -1. 3030 4 . 1748 -o. 31211 -0 . 0145 O.OOOOOE+OO 
8At 10 percent level of significance : rejection of one-tail test Ho1 : bi s 0, 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : b . - 0 , acceptance of Ha2 : bi, 0 . 
1 
F 
39 . 219 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0.42675 
0 . 21201 
0 . 81219E-02 
-0.99612E-02 
0.34961 
-0.24655E-02 
-0 . 45912E-Ol 
-0 . 10564E-Ol 
0 . 11771 
0.11644E-Ol 
-0 . 56937E-Ol 
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Table 1-12. Public Administration Employment Additions, 1980-89: OLS 
Estimates; Respecified Model Adjusted for Simultaneity Bias 
USING HETEROSCEDASTICITY-CONSISTENT COVARIANCE MATRIX 
R- SQUARE - 0 . 1552 
R-SQUARE ADJUSTED• 0.1371 
VARIANCE OF THE ESTIMATE• 463.37 
STANDARD ERROR OF THE ESTIMATE• 21 . 526 
MEAN OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE• 4.4340 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - FR~ MEAN 
ss DF MS 
REGRESSION 39663 . 10. 3966.3 
ERROR 0 . 21593E+06 466 . 463.37 
TOTAL 0.25559E+06 476. 536.96 
VARIABLE ESTIMATED STANDARD T-RATIO PARTIAL STANDARDIZED 
NAME COEFFICIENT ERROR 468 DF CORR. COEFFICIENT 
ET67 0 . 34982E-02 0 . 20923E-03 16 . 720ab 0.6123 0 .23801 
LN2 0.26793E-04 0 . 40607E-04 0 . 65981 0.0306 0.46590E-Ol 
Rl -1. 0262 2 . 0114 -0 . 51021 -0.0236 -0 . 17912E-Ol 
I85 0 . 50142 2 . 8118 0.1783~ 0.0083 0.45434E-02 
ws 0 . 14229E-03 0 . 87138E-04 1 . 6329 0.0754 0.17885 
D67ETA 0 . 16471E-02 0. 11374E-02 1. 4482a 0 . 0669 0 . 12819 
D6ETA 0 . 19432E-03 0 . 41199E-03 0 . 47166 0.0218 0 . 16807E-Ol 
D7ETA -0.22325E-03 0.15937E-02 -0.14008 -0.0065 -0 . 49623E-02 
u 2 . 2747 3.2535 0 . 69917 0 . 0324 0.38283E-Ol 
T -0 . 61592 1. 8841 -0 . 32691 -0 . 0151 -0 . 11381E-Ol 
CONSTANT 0.62663 2 . 3414 0 . 26763 0.0124 O.OOOOOE+OO 
aAt 10 percent level of significance: rejection of one- tail test Ho1 : bi ~ 0 , 
acceptance of Ha1 : bi> 0 . 
bAt 10 percent level of significance : rejection of two-tail test Ho2 : bi - 0, 
acceptance of Ha2 : bi i 0 . 
F 
8 . 560 
ELASTICITY 
AT MEANS 
0 .11874 
0.23024 
-0.47551E- Ol 
0.52157E-02 
0 . 34395 
0.13084 
0.20211E-Ol 
-0.52022E-02 
0 . 95722E- Ol 
-0 . 33490E-Ol 
0 . 14133 
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